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Preface

This book, “Computer-based Clinical Guidelines and Protocols: a Primer and Cur-

rent Trends”, is the result of the effort of the editors, started in 2006 with the organ-

isation of an ECAI-2006 workshop at Riva del Garda titled “AI Techniques in Health

Care: Evidence-based Guidelines and Protocols” and, subsequently, with the organisa-

tion of a workshop on “Computer-based Clinical Guidelines and Protocols (CCG’08)” at

the Lorentz Centre of Leiden University at the beginning of 2008, to bring together re-

searchers from the area of computer-based clinical guidelines and protocols with the aim

of informing both researchers and others interested in clinical guidelines and protocols

about the state of the art in this area. The ECAI-2006 workshop was a follow-up work-

shop from the “First European Workshop on Computerized Guidelines and Protocols”

held in Leipzig, Germany in 2000 and the “Symposium on Computerized Guidelines and

Protocols (CGP-2004)” held in Prague, Czech Republic in 2004.

With the current rise in the complexity and costs of health care, on the one hand,

and increasing expectations of society about what health care is able to deliver, on the

other hand, health-care professionals have developed a, sometimes urgent, need for care-

practice support. Clinical guidelines and protocols have become the main instruments

for disseminating best practices in health care. A clinical guideline gives general, usually

nation wide, recommendations and instructions to assist the medical professional and the

patient in decision making. In this book protocols are defined as local, specialised ver-

sions of guidelines, obtained in most cased by summarising information extracted from a

guideline and by adding more detail, for example with regard to actual drugs or doses of

drugs to be prescribed. As the detailed information may vary from hospital to hospital,

the clinical protocols will reflect these differences between health care organisations.

Clinical guidelines and protocols promote safe practices, reduce inter-clinician prac-

tice variations and support decision-making in patient care while constraining the costs

of care. In many cases, clinical guidelines and protocols have been useful in improving

the quality and consistency of health care, by supporting health-care quality assessment

and assurance, clinical decision making, work-flow and resource management. The ben-

efits of having access to clinical guidelines and protocols are widely recognised, yet the

guideline development process is time- and resource-consuming. In addition, the size

and complexity of guidelines remains a major hurdle for effectively using them in clini-

cal practice. Despite this, the number of clinical guidelines being developed and revised

by professional health-care organisation has been rising steadily.

At the time when this preface was written, clinical guidelines were still textual doc-

uments, available in the form of booklets; it is only recent that these booklets have also

become available in electronic form on the guideline-developers’ world-wide web sites.

Thus, present-day guidelines are still far removed from being ‘computer-based’. With the

now almost ubiquitous presence of information technology in modern society it is likely

that this will change, and that clinical guidelines will become computer-based in the very

near future. This development was already foreseen by a small number of researchers,

who started doing research in computer-based guidelines more than a decade ago.
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It has taken a relatively long period of time in comparison to other areas, such

as banking, before computers were accepted as valuable tools by medical doctors and

nurses for the clinical management of disease of patients. Many countries are now on

the brink of the wide-scale introduction of electronic patient records, which implies that,

after many centuries, paper will no longer be used to store patient information and that

computers will even become more important than they already are in health care. In this

context, it seems even more likely that clinical guidelines will become computer-based,

i.e., computer interpretable and executable. However, in order to make this happen, there

is still a large gap between the current practice of guidelines development, on the one

hand, and computer-based guidelines, on the other hand, that needs to be bridged. This

issue is addressed by some of the chapters in this book.

Many researchers expect that the computer-based development, use and dissemina-

tion of guidelines will have a positive effect on the time required for the development

of new guidelines and protocols, for the revision of existing ones, for deployment in

daily care and dissemination. Furthermore, computer-based methods are indispensable

for ensuring that guidelines are in agreement with the latest requirement for guideline

development.

This book brings together results from different branches of computer science (in

particular, artificial intelligence), medical informatics and medicine to examine cutting-

edge approaches to computer-based guideline modelling, verification and interpreta-

tion. Different methods have been developed to support the development, deployment,

maintenance and use of evidence-based guidelines, using techniques from artificial in-

telligence, software engineering, medical informatics and formal methods. Such meth-

ods employ different representation formalisms and computational techniques. As the

guideline-related research spans a wide range of research communities, a comprehensive

integration of the results of these communities was lacking. It is the intention of the pub-

lication of this book to fill this gap. It is the first book of its kind that partially has the

nature of a textbook.

The book consists of two parts. The first part consists of 9 chapters which together

offer a comprehensive overview of the most important medical and computer-science as-

pects of clinical guidelines and protocols. Not only are these chapters meant as a review

of the state of the art, since, in addition, these chapters indicate cross links between topics

and directions for future research. All chapters were written by authors with extensive

expertise in the covered areas. Topics covered are: guideline development and deploy-

ment in medical practice, guideline representation languages, guideline modelling meth-

ods, use of formal methods in guideline development, temporal aspects of guidelines,

planning, guideline adaptation, visualisation of guidelines and guideline compliance.

The second part of the book consists of chapters that are extended versions of se-

lected papers that were originally submitted to the ECAI-2006 workshop mentioned at

the beginning of this preface. These chapters will provide the reader detailed information

about actual research in the area by leading researchers.

Chapters in both parts of the book have been extensively reviewed and profited from

the feedback received in the writing process.
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Chapter 1

Guideline Development

Kitty ROSENBRAND
1
, Joyce VAN CROONENBORG, Jolanda WITTENBERG

Dutch Institute for Healthcare Improvement CBO, Utrecht, the Netherlands

Abstract During the last decade many countries have become increasingly 

interested in the development and use of evidence-based practice guidelines,

recognising that guidelines are key tools to improve the quality and 

appropriateness of health care. They are considered to be the ideal mediator for 

bridging the gap between the growing stream of research findings and actual 

clinical practice. Systematic reviews of guideline evaluations have shown that 

clinical practice guidelines can be an effective means of both changing the process 

of healthcare delivery and improving outcomes. A review of 59 guideline 

evaluation studies found that, in all but 4, statistically significant improvements 

occurred in clinical practice after implementation [17]. A systematic review of 87 

studies on the use of guidelines concluded that 81 studies revealed evidence of 

improved patient outcomes [12].

Evidence-based guidelines are becoming an important and indispensable part of 

quality healthcare because of their potentials to improve quality and also reduce 

cost of health-care. Adherence to guidelines and protocols may reduce health-care 

costs up to a 25% [11]. We will present an overview of the history of guideline-

development and give some widely used definitions of guidelines. Guidelines are 

developed in a structured and systematic way, this process will be explained later. 

Also implementation tools necessary to put the guidelines into practice in an active 

way, will be discussed.

Keywords:  guideline development process, evidence-based guidelines, clinical 

indicators, quality assesment , guideline implementation, living-guidelines

Introduction

In 1977 the National Institute of Health (US) started with a consensus development 

Program. Two years later the Canadian Task Force on the Periodic Health Examination 

(now Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care) added the first “levels of 

evidence” [9].

 The Dutch Institute for Healthcare Improvement CBO started with consensus 

guideline development in 1980. The 1st guideline on blood transfusion was published 

in 1982. The Dutch College of General Practitioners has been developing primary care 

guidelines since 1989.  The Agency for Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR, 

now Agency for Health Research and Quality, AHRQ) started their National evidence-

based guideline program in 1989 until 1996. From 1996 on they write evidence reports, 

which are the scientific basis for evidence based guideline development. Since the mid 

1 Corresponding Author: Kitty Rosenbrand, Dutch Institute for Healthcare Improvement CBO, 

Churchillaan 11, 3527GV, Utrecht, The Netherlands; E-mail: k.rosenbrand@CBO.NL
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nineties many organizations world-wide started guideline development programs, e.g. 

the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN), the National Institute for 

Clinical Excellence  (NICE), New Zealand Guidelines Group (NZGG), Guidelines 

Advisory Committee (GAC) Canada, Current Care / Duodecim - Finnish Medical 

Society, National Federation of Cancer Centres (FNCLCC) in France.

Traditionally, guidelines have been based on consensus amongst experts. 

However, this process has its limitations, it usually only includes some but not all 

perspectives and can lead to flawed conclusions because expert opinion does not 

always reflect the state of current knowledge [2]. Furthermore, it is necessary for 

research literature to be analyzed systematically in order to avoid biased conclusions 

[34]. It is now widely accepted that guideline recommendations should be based on 

systematic identification and synthesis of the best available scientific evidence. This 

may be a daunting task given the size of research activity in some clinical areas. Next 

to this trend of consensus to evidence based guidelines we see more changing trends in 

time (see table 1), e.g. from monodisciplinary to multidisciplinary guidelines, focus 

from development to implementation of guidelines etc.

1. Definitions Guidelines and Protocols 

There is some disagreement over which documents should be called guidelines; the 

term often being used interchangeably with protocols when implying a greater degree 

of compliance [35]. It has been suggested that the term ‘guideline’ be applied only to a 

multidisciplinarymonodisciplinary

Internetpaper versions

‘living guidelines’limited life-expectancy

ToFrom 

patient versions and patient 
involvement

guidelines for clinicians

focus on implementationfocus on development

evidence-basedinformal consensus

national guideline
programmes

regional guidelines from 
professional groups

Table 1. Trends in guideline development
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systematically developed advisory statement devised according to validated scientific 

methodologies [33].

There are several definitions for guidelines and protocols. Clinical practice 

guidelines have been defined as decision tools to close gaps between current and 

optimal practice [26], but they are also described as:

• mechanisms to improve the quality of health care and decrease costs and 

utilisation [4]

• recommendations devised to influence decisions about health interventions [5]

• tools to outline procedures to be followed thus helping doctors make decisions 

[30]

• processes to operationalise the implementation of evidence-based practice 

[33].

A widely used definition of guidelines is that of the Institute of Medicine (IOM):

‘Guidelines are systematically developed statements to assist practitioner and 

patient decisions about appropriate healthcare for specific clinical circumstances’.

[15].

CBO has specified the following so called ‘Haamstede’ definition [14]: 

‘A guideline is a document with recommendations and instructions to assist the 

medical professional and the patient in decision making, based on results of scientific 

research followed by discussion and expression of expert-opinions, to make effective 

and efficient medical practice explicit.’

The NZ Guidelines Group (NZGG) has a broad definition of clinical practice 

guidelines:

‘Guidelines provide guidance in decision making at each level of interaction; 

between health professional and consumer, between purchaser and provider, and 

between ‘funder’ and ‘purchaser’’ 

NZGG  defines also different types of guidelines (http://www.nzgg.org.nz).

Consensus Based Guideline: The most common form of guideline developed is 

agreement among a group of experts.

Evidence Based Guideline: Developed after the systematic retrieval and appraisal 

of information from the literature. “They usually include strategies for describing the 

strength of the evidence, and try to clearly separate opinions from evidence …they 

make statements not just about which of two treatment options is ‘better’, but quantify 

the absolute differences in outcome, including both benefits and harms”.

Explicit Evidence Based Guideline: Developed as an evidence based guideline, 

“…but also projects the healthcare outcomes (benefits, harms, utilization and costs) of 

the change in practice on a defined population”.

Guidelines that have recommendations that are based on evidence are considered 

to be of greater value to practitioners and consumers because the decisions are likely to 

result in improved consumer outcomes [19].

K. Rosenbrand et al. / Guideline Development 5



2. Aims of Guidelines 

Guidelines are developed to summarise and synthesize knowledge and innovations in 

medicine, to reduce variation in practice, promote evidence-based clinical practice and 

satisfy the need for transparency and accountability. The ultimate goal of guidelines is 

to improve the quality of patient health care [10].  However, guidelines are necessarily 

general and there will be circumstances when their recommendations are not 

appropriate for an individual patient. Healthcare professionals are expected to take 

clinical guidelines fully into account when exercising their clinical judgement. The 

guidance does not, however, override the responsibility of healthcare professionals to 

make decisions appropriate to the circumstances of each patient, in consultation with 

the patient and/or guardian or carer. Healthcare professionals should document the 

reasons for not following a guideline.

3. Guidelines International Network (G-I-N)

The Guidelines International Network (www.g-i-n.net) is a major international 

initiative involving guideline-developing organisations from around the world. G-I-N

seeks to improve the quality of health care by promoting systematic development of 

clinical practice guidelines and their application into practice.

Over 70 organisations from 35 countries joined the Guidelines International 

Network G-I-N, including national institutions from Oceania, North and South 

America, Europe, and the WHO. Most GIN-members prepare evidence based clinical 

practice guidelines, or actively promote the use of evidence in practice.  One of the 

priorities of the organisation is to share evidence tables and adapt guidelines for local 

circumstances based on international evidence.

Although many countries have built up experience in the development, appraisal,

and implementation of guidelines, until G-I-N was founded there was no established 

forum for collaboration at an international level. As a result, in different countries 

seeking similar goals and using similar strategies, efforts have been unnecessarily 

duplicated and opportunities for harmonisation lost because of the lack of a supporting 

organisational framework. A baseline survey confirmed a strong demand for such an 

entity. A multinational group of guideline experts initiated the development of a non-

profit organisation aimed at promotion of systematic guideline development and 

implementation. An international guidelines forum to promote information sharing and 

cooperation was proposed in 2001, building on existing partnerships in the guidelines 

field. A multinational group initiated the foundation of the network and as a result the 

Guidelines International Network (G-I-N) was founded in November 2002. One year 

later the Network released the International Guideline Library, a searchable database 

that now contains more than 4000 guideline resources including published guidelines, 

guidelines under development, "guidelines for guidelines", training materials, and 

patient information tools [36].

Examples of G-I-N members include:

The Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN): www.sign.ac.uk

National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE): www.nice.org.uk

The New Zealand Guidelines Group (NZGG): http://www.nzgg.org.nz

The Dutch Institute for health care improvement (CBO): www.cbo.nl (in Dutch)

K. Rosenbrand et al. / Guideline Development6



4. Dutch Institute for Healthcare Improvement (CBO)

The Dutch Institute for Healthcare Improvement CBO, founded in 1979, is a not-

for-profit, national knowledge-, innovation- and implementation-institute that advises, 

supports and trains healthcare providers (professionals, hospitals) encouraging their 

collaboration aimed at achieving breakthrough results in the improvement of the 

quality of patient care. The mission of CBO is to make a significant contribution to the 

improvement of patient care in the Netherlands. 

The aim of CBO’s guideline development program is to contribute to the quality 

improvement, effectiveness and efficiency of clinical care for patients by changing 

practice based on high quality information. This aim is realised by developing evidence 

based national guidelines, which can be translated into protocols for local practice.

Guidelines are developed under auspices of the Medical Scientific Board of the CBO, 

in close co-operation with the Order of Medical Specialists and the Scientific Medical 

Societies.

5. Guideline Development Process of CBO

All members of G-I-N have their own methodology of evidence based guideline 

development. Although they all embrace the same principles (i.e. systematic literature 

search, evidence appraisal). See for an inventory on recent guidelines manuals the  G-I-

N website
2
.

In the next paragraphs the methodology of evidence-based guideline development 

of the Dutch Institute for Healthcare Improvement (CBO) will be described. The 

methodology of other institutes can slightly differ. The authors thank the Scottish 

Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) as major text passages are derived from 

their (English) guideline development handbook
3
.

5.1. Composition of the Guideline Development Group

The process of developing guidelines should include participation by 

representatives of key groups and disciplines affected. Clinical practice guidelines 

should be developed by physicians in collaboration with representatives of those who 

will be affected by the specific intervention(s) in question, including relevant physician 

groups, patients, and other health care providers as appropriate.

Establishing a multidisciplinary guideline development group is therefore 

important to ensure that:

1. all relevant groups are represented, providing expertise from all stages in 

the patient’s journey of care

2. all relevant scientific evidence will be located and critically evaluated

3. practical problems with using the guideline will be identified and 

addressed

2

www.g-i-n.net/index.cfm?fuseaction=membersarea&fusesubaction=article&documentid=64&articleID=170
3 http://www.sign.ac.uk/guidelines/fulltext/50/index.html

K. Rosenbrand et al. / Guideline Development 7



4. stakeholder groups will see the guideline as credible and will cooperate in 

implementation.

CBO guideline development groups vary in size depending on the scope of the 

topic under consideration, but generally comprise between 15 and 25 members. Care is 

also taken to ensure that the group is balanced geographically, with representatives 

from across the Netherlands.

5.2. Problem Analysis

For a schematic overview of CBO’s guideline development methodology see 

figure 1. After the guideline development group has been initialised the group starts to 

discuss the items the guideline should address. This so called ‘problem analysis’ 

consists of interviews or questionnaires with stakeholders, disciplines affected and 

patient groups. Results of the analysis consist of medical, organisational and patient 

issues to address in the guideline to be developed.

5.3. Formulation of Key Questions

The training in critical appraisal and guideline development offered to members of 

CBO guideline development groups encourages them to break down the guideline 

remit into a series of structured key questions that clearly identify the population 

concerned, the intervention (or diagnostic test, etc.) under investigation, the type of 

control used, and the outcome measures used to measure the effectiveness of the 

      Figure 1: CBO Guideline Development Cycle

K. Rosenbrand et al. / Guideline Development8



interventions. These questions then form the basis of the literature search, which is 

undertaken by a CBO information- specialist.

5.4. Literature Search

The search must focus on the best available evidence to address each key question, 

and should ensure maximum coverage of studies at the top of the hierarchy of study 

types*. Study types include:

1. Meta-analyses, and systematic reviews* 

2. Randomised controlled trials* 

3. Observational studies 

4. Diagnostic studies 

5. Economic studies 

6. Qualitative studies

7. Guidelines 

In order to minimise bias and to ensure adequate coverage of the relevant 

literature, the literature search must cover a range of sources. Sources can include: the 

Cochrane Library, Medline, Embase, the Internet, etc.

5.5. Critical Appraisal of  Selected Literature

Once papers have been selected as potential sources of evidence, the methodology 

used in each study is assessed to ensure its validity. The result of this assessment will 

affect the level of evidence allocated to the paper, which will in turn influence the 

grade of the conclusion that it supports (see later this paragraph).

The methodological assessment of studies in the guideline is based on a number of 

questions that focus on those aspects of the study design that research has shown to 

have a significant influence on the validity of the results reported and conclusions 

drawn. These questions differ between study types. A range of checklists is used to 

bring a degree of consistency to the assessment process. Checklists are available at the 

website of CBO .
4

5.6. Summary of Literature in Evidence Tables

Evidence tables are compiled based on the quality assessments of individual 

studies. The tables summarise all the validated studies identified from the systematic 

literature review relating to each key question. They are presented in a standard format 

to make it easier to compare results across studies, and will present  the evidence for 

each outcome measure used in the published studies. These evidence tables form an 

essential part of the guideline development record and ensure that the basis of the 

guideline development group's recommendations is transparent. 

4
http://www.cbo.nl/product/richtlijnen/handleiding_ebro/article20050427141202/view

K. Rosenbrand et al. / Guideline Development 9



5.7. Writing Draft Guideline

To make the guideline development steps transparent to the reader CBO uses a 

standard format for the guidelines. This format includes the following elements:

• Key question to be answered

• Summary of the evidence, preferably using

• Evidence tables

• Conclusion(s) including level of evidence

• Other considerations, e.g.

• Clinical relevance and safety

• Patient’s perspective

• Organisational consequences

• Recommendation(s)

• References

5.8. Grading of the Evidence

Clinical guidelines are only as good as the evidence and judgments they are based 

on. Not all evidence used in a guideline is of the same strength and quality. To make 

this transparent the evidence is graded. Since the 1970s a growing number of 

organisations have employed various systems to grade the quality (level) of evidence 

and the strength of recommendations.  Unfortunately, different organisations use 

different systems to grade the quality of evidence and the strength of recommendations 

[23, 24, 25].

In 2000 an informal collaboration of people with an interest in addressing the 

shortcomings of present grading systems in health care started the Grading of 

Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (short GRADE) Working 

Group. Their aim is to develop a common, sensible approach to grading quality of 

evidence and strength of recommendation [3].

At CBO individual studies and conclusions (summary statements) based on those 

studies are graded according to the system below (see figure 2). The grading of

individual studies is based on study design and methodological quality. Grading of the

conclusions, includes the number and type of individual studies that support the

conclusion. CBO only grades the evidence from literature, not the recommendation.

The recommendation is the result of balancing the evidence and other considerations, 

such as patient views and applicability. Some other guideline developers do not use the 

method of summary statements of the evidence, they grade the recommendations.

It is important to emphasise that the grading does not relate to the importance of 

the recommendation, but to the strength of the supporting evidence and, in particular, 

to the predictive power of the study designs from which that data was obtained. Thus, 

the grading assigned indicates to users the likelihood that, if that recommendation is 

implemented, the predicted outcome will be achieved.
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5.9. Other Considerations

It is rare for the evidence to show clearly and unambiguously what course of action 

should be recommended for any given question. Consequently, it is not always clear to 

those who were not involved in the decision making process how guideline developers 

were able to arrive at their recommendations, given the evidence they had to base them 

on. In order to address this problem, CBO has introduced the concept of other 

considerations [41]. Under the heading of other considerations, guideline development 

groups summarise their view of the evidence in relation to clinical relevance, clinical 

impact, safety, patient’s perspective,  generalisability of study findings, organisational 

and implementation consequences.

5.10. External Review

All CBO guidelines are reviewed in draft form by independent expert referees. 

There are several ways to organise the external review:

1. Review of draft guidelines by scientific medical societies (paper or 

internet)

2. National open meeting

       Figure 2: CBO level of evidence
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CBO organises the external review to discuss the draft recommendations of each 

guideline. This takes place whilst the guideline is still in development and gives the 

guideline development group the opportunity to present their preliminary conclusions 

and draft recommendations to a wider audience. The benefits are twofold:

1. the guideline development group obtain valuable feedback and suggestions for 

additional evidence which they might consider, or alternative interpretation of that 

evidence 

2. the participants are able to contribute to and influence the form of the final 

guideline, generating a sense of ownership over the guideline across geographical 

and disciplinary boundaries. 

5.11. Guideline Endorsement and Publication

After the external review phase the guideline is finalised. The final guideline is 

sent to all participating medical scientific societies to sign for the official endorsement 

of the guideline.

All CBO guidelines and summaries of the guideline, along with any updates to 

guidelines, are available free of charge on the CBO website: www.cbo.nl. In the past 

also a printed edition of the guideline was published, but this is not common to date.

6. Examples of Guidelines

In this section, we will discuss two case studies that give an impression about the 

structure of guidelines. First, we will discuss the guideline on the treatment of diabetes 

mellitus type 2 (DM2). Then, the guideline on the treatment of breast cancer is 

discussed. These guidelines are considerably distinct as the diabetes guideline is aimed 

at the general practitioner, whereas the breast cancer guideline is developed for medical 

specialists. As a result, the latter is more extensive in its justifications, whereas the 

diabetes guideline contains more detail.

6.1. Diabetes Mellitus Type 2

In 2003, about 36 per 1000 men and 39 per 1000 women were diagnosed with 

diabetes mellitus type 2 in the Netherlands. Worldwide, the prevalence of diabetes is 

rising due to population growth, aging, urbanisation, and increasing prevalence of 

obesity, and physical inactivity. An example of a part of a guideline is the following 

(translated) text:

• refer to a dietician; check blood glucose after 3 months

• in case (1) fails and Quetelet Index (QI) <= 27, then administer a 

sulfonylureum derivate (e.g., tolbutamide, 500 mg 1 time per day, max. 1000 

mg 2 per day) and in case of Quetelet Index (QI) > 27 biguanide (500 mg 1 

per day, max. 1000 mg 3 times per day); start with lowest dosage, increase 

each 2-4 weeks if necessary.
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This guideline is particularly concise (about 3 A4 pages). While modern guidelines 

can be as large as 100 pages, the number of recommendations they include are typically 

few.  In complicated diseases, each type of disease is typically described in different 

sections of a guideline, which provides ways to modularise the guideline in a natural 

fashion.

6.2. Breast Cancer

1.2 Diagnostic and treatment of operable invasive breast cancer

In this chapter, operable invasive breast cancer is used to describe: T1-2 N0-1 M0 

breast cancer (UICC 2002). 

1.2.1 Diagnostic procedures for invasive breast cancer T1-2 N0-1

Please refer to the CBO-guideline `Diagnostic procedures for breast cancer' (Spring 

2000).

There are extensive options for investigating dissemination in patients with breast 

cancer. The value of carrying out extensive diagnostic procedures in patients with 

localised disease is questionable since metastases, if present, cannot be detected.

(...)

Conclusion

Level 3 For patients with T1-2 N0-1 breast cancer, preoperative 

investigations to detect metastases are not beneficial.

C Samant, Ciatto, van der Hoeven

Recommendations

For T1-2 N0-1 breast cancer, preoperative investigations to detect metastases are not 

recommended. Symptoms which may be indicative of metastases should be 

evaluated.  In the case of a high postoperative stage, investigations to detect 

metastases may be considered.

Figure 3: Fragment of the breast cancer guideline
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In the Netherlands only, as many as 10,000 women are diagnosed with breast 

cancer every year. For women, the chance of ever being diagnosed with this disease is 

10%. Changes in DNA, in particular the genes that control the instructions for cells to 

grow, divide, and die, may cause cancer; however, little is known under which 

circumstances this actually happens.

The guideline that we discuss here is the 2004 version of the Dutch CBO guideline 

on the treatment of breast cancer. This guideline is considerably more complex than the 

diabetes guideline due to the fact that it was developed more systematically described 

by the methodology in the previous section. The guideline is divided in several 

chapters. The first chapter contains introduction; the other chapters have a specific 

topic related to the primary topic which do not overlap with other chapters. All chapters 

are divided in subsections that contain:

a.  summary text, which normally serves as an introduction to the issues that follow 

so that the reader is able to understand the arguments underlying 

recommendations and conclusions;

b. conclusions: these are short summary statements of the important insight from 

the literature, introduced in the preceding guideline text.

c.    recommendations: these are statements pertaining to (medical) management 

actions.

See Figure 3 with a fragment from this guideline.

The structure of these chapters obviously depends on the questions they want to answer 

as described by the methodology. For each question the primary literature is listed 

together with additional considerations. From the primary literature the most important 

conclusions are given a `grade of evidence' and are put in a separate box, which is 

based on the level of evidence of the individual studies. Finally, note that the 

recommendations follow from the primary literature and the additional considerations, 

i.e., not merely from the conclusions that are highlighted.

7. Implementation of Guidelines

There is no single answer to what is a successful implementation strategy although 

the limited research carried out suggests a range of approaches is more likely to 

succeed than a single approach. Ideally, the research literature should guide this phase 

of guideline development but methodological limitations of the research base mean that 

this is not necessarily possible. For example, problems of sample sizes, length of time 

required before data analysis can begin, resources issues, and different health systems 

often mean that their search cannot be transferred or generalised to other settings. 

Numerous theories explain behaviour change and support the use of different 

interventions to bring about modifications in practice. Which ones are as yet the most 

effective and efficient is unclear [18]. Instead a number of different theoretical 

approaches contribute to our understanding of the process of change. For a more

detailed summary of the change theories see [22].

To change behaviour is possible, but this change generally requires comprehensive 

approaches at different levels (doctor, team practice, hospital, wider environment), 

tailored to specific settings and target groups [20].
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Levels of implementation change that should be considered are:

• The practitioner – patient level e.g. changing clinician/patient behaviour and 

attitudes

• At the systems level e.g. enabling clinicians to make changes easily by 

providing access to computer decision support systems

• At the policy level e.g. by providing coverage decisions that enable access to 

health interventions

Decision support systems include anything manual or automated that prompt 

health professionals to perform a clinical action. Examples are reminders about 

screening, laboratory reports where results to note are highlighted, follow up 

appointment systems and stickers on charts. In particular, computerised decision 

support systems have led to improvements in doctors’ decision making on drug dosage, 

provision of preventive care and general clinical management of patients [27]. The 

advantage of these systems is that they are fairly easy to implement and are available to 

clinicians at the time required (so called ‘just in time reminders’, information is prompt 

available at the moment the clinician is asking for it).

To achieve the objective “to assist practitioner and patient decisions about 

appropriate health care for specific clinical circumstances" [15]. it is important not only 

to develop valid guidelines by a sound methodology, but also to ensure the 

implementation of the evidence-based recommendations. As one of a range of tools to 

help health care professionals and organisations to improve clinical effectiveness and 

patient outcomes, guidelines provide an opportunity for practitioners to improve shared 

clinical decision-making, increase team working, expand their evidence-based 

knowledge, and reduce variation in practice. They can also enable professionals to keep 

up to date and to assess their own clinical performance against the recommendations 

for best practice. However, there is often a gap between the development of guidelines, 

as set out in the previous sections, and their implementation into practice. Just as 

guidelines themselves help provide a bridge between research and practice, this 

paragraph outlines the strategies that can assist practitioners, and health services to 

bridge the gap between guideline development and implementation.

7.1. The GuideLine Implementability Appraisal (GLIA)

GLIA is a tool for appraisal of implementability of clinical guidelines, an 

instrument designed to identify any potential obstacles to guideline implementation 

[39]. GLIA may be useful to guideline developers who can apply the results to remedy 

defects in their guidelines. Likewise, guideline implementers may use GLIA to select 

implementable recommendations and to devise implementation strategies that address 

identified barriers. By aiding the design and operationalisation of highly implementable 

guidelines, application of GLIA may help to improve health outcomes, but further 

evaluation will be required to support this potential benefit.
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8. Clinical Indicators

Clinical indicators give an indication of the quality of the patient care delivered. In 

most health care systems, a consensus is emerging that there is a need for quality 

measures. Various audiences may wish to use them to document the quality of care, 

make comparisons (benchmarking), make judgments and determine priorities, support 

accountability, support quality improvement, and provide transparency in health care 

[40, 37]. Using clinical indicators is one way of measuring and monitoring the quality 

of care and services.

8.1. Types of Indicators

Indicators can be divided in structure, process and outcome indicators. Structure 

indicators give information of the (organisational) limiting conditions in which health 

care is delivered.  Examples of structure indicators are ‘percentage of teams for 

diabetes care including a foot therapist’ or ‘existence of a stroke unit’. 

Process indicators give information on actions performed in care processes. 

Process indicators can be influenced directly; they measure how (often) something is 

done. An example of this type of indicators is ‘percentage of diabetes patients getting 

an annual eye test’

Outcome indicators give information on the outcome of care processes measured at 

patient level. They depend on many factors and therefore are difficult to reduce to 

actual patient care. An example of an outcome indicator is ‘ percentage of patients with 

severe pain at 36 hours after surgery’.

8.2. Guidelines and Indicators

A well-founded judgement of quality of a specified care process is only possible in 

a validated way (by indicators) by measurement of the quality criteria as described in 

an (multidisciplinary) evidence-based guideline, authorised by medical scientific 

societies. Ideally indicators are based on guidelines. However a good evidence based 

guideline is not always available. In such cases indicators are based on the best 

available evidence about the quality of care. Therefore indicators can be a starting point 

for the formulation of a new guideline. Next to this the data collected by measurement 

with indicators can give impulse to adjustment or actualisation of a guideline (living 

guidelines).
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8.3. Use of Clinical Indicators

Traditionally indicators can be divided in “internal” and “external” indicators. The 

goals of internal indicators is monitoring and improving care processes or professional 

performance within the own organisation. By measuring performance on a continue 

basis healthcare delivery can be examined critically or developments can be followed 

(for example introduction of a protocol). 

External indicators are used for being accountable to government institutions, 

health insurance companies or consumers about the quality of care. 

A good data registration is necessary for all types of indicators. Ideally data are 

directly registered within the care process itself. However it is still daily practice that 

data are often only registered in paper documents and rarely in a digital way. This costs 

a lot of time and money. The collection of data for indicators is therefore often a 

separate activity out of the primary care process (and therefore expensive). Besides 

data registered in a digital way are requiring also effort to extract out of hospital 

systems [29, 42].

8.4. Development of Indicators

It is imperative that clinical indicators are meaningful, scientifically sound,

generalisable, and interpretable. To achieve this, clinical indicators must be developed, 

tested, and implemented with scientific rigor.

Indicators are selected from research data with consideration for optimal patient 

care (preferably an evidence-based guideline), supplemented by expert opinion. In the 

selection procedure, the feasibility, such as their measurability and improvability, is 

important beside validity and reliability. A clinical indicator should be defined exactly 

and expressed as a quotient. After a try-out, the measurements and reporting should 

follow. The report contains an in-depth analysis of causal and contributing factors 

associated with the measured results. A description of the clinical circumstances and a 

correction for case mix should be included to allow for a justified interpretation. 

Initially, when evidence links a process to better outcomes it may appear that the 

�

Figure 4: Relation between guidelines and clinical indicators
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standard for a proportion of patients so treated should be 100%. However, there are 

reasons why this is not always the case, depending on how well the denominator of 

eligible patients can be defined. The indicators must be part of an improvement 

strategy, for which comparison feedback is often used. Comparison with reference data 

can be used to construct improvement programs [29, 42].

9. Quality Assessment of Guidelines – AGREE Instrument 

Although the principles for the development of sound evidence–based guidelines 

are well established, many published guidelines fall short of the internationally 

consented quality criteria for their production and use. In response several national and 

international initiatives have been working on programmes for the promotion of quality 

in guideline development and use. 

Guidelines should meet specific quality criteria to ensure good quality. Users 

should be able to be confident that potential biases inherent of guideline development 

have been addressed appropriately and that the recommendations for practice are both 

internally and externally valid as well as feasible for practice [1]. However, recent 

studies have reported that the methodological quality of many guidelines is modest and 

is heterogeneous between the different guidelines and different guideline programs [7, 

16, 28, 38]. Although clinical guidelines can  provide a solution to some of the 

important problems in patient care, there are issues that need to be tackled before 

guidelines can achieve their full potential [21]. A set of criteria for high quality 

guidelines was developed and validated by an international group of researchers and 

guideline developers (the AGREE collaboration). Some cancer guidelines (including 

those produced by the French National Federation of Cancer Centres – FNCLCC the 

SOR) were used in the validation process for these criteria. Recommendations for 

guideline developers will help researchers and practitioners in health care to develop 

high quality guidelines for the management of their patients.

10. Research Agenda

Guideline developers must find a way to effectively communicate and work with 

IT scientists to develop standards and protocols for the translation of (trans-) national 

guidelines into electronic formats.  In the longer term, so called “living guidelines” that 

can be continuously updated and used by a number of different countries will be a great 

advancement.

To be effective, there must be formal internationally agreed standards that allow 

electronic guidelines to be shared and automatically updated [13]. To succeed guideline 

developers need to work in close cooperation with designers and vendors of electronic 

decision support systems and tools [6].

10.1. Living Guidelines

In the current scenario of guideline development, dissemination and deployment, 

there is a major problem with clinical guidelines:
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Recommendations can be outdated or not applicable in practice, because most 

guidelines are only revised every 5 years. In contrast with this, scientific and pragmatic 

knowledge is growing faster every year. At this moment, a guideline is a static 

document, which cannot be modified easily. This problem has led to a future challenge,

often referred to as “living guidelines”: Update of the guidelines on a more continuous 

basis: clinical guidelines have to become flexible, adaptable documents. The aim is to 

develop guidelines, which present up-to-date and state-of-the-art knowledge to 

practitioners. 

To make this possible, guidelines have to be modular in structure, so that only part 

of a guideline can be adjusted and not the whole document needs revision. To make the 

approach of living guidelines possible, there must be some major changes in the 

guideline development process. Most guidelines are authored in an unstructured 

narrative form. Computer-based support depends on a more formal, structured 

representation, and can be used to address a number of challenges at all stages of the 

guideline life-cycle: modelling, authoring, dissemination, implementation and update 

(see figure 5). At this moment, guidelines are often multi-interpretable [31]. Also, 

different guidelines can include the same modules, which can be in conflict with other 

contents of the guidelines. Guidelines are complex documents. As a result, guidelines 

can be ambiguous, incomplete and even inconsistent [32]. In the modelling phase of 

guidelines, methods have to be developed to support this process. Also, terminology is 

a problem here; precise, abstract definitions of core notions for medical management 

are necessary.

In summary: to enable living guidelines, they must be developed in a more 

structured way. Formal methods can be of help here. This will be an important first step 

to enhance further computer-based support of guidelines and protocols.

The Protocure project presents our experience with applying formal methods to 

medical guidelines.

Figure 5. Living Guideline Cycle
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Abstract. Implementing Computer-Interpretable Guidelines (CIGs) in active 
computer-based decision support systems promises to improve the acceptance and 
application of guidelines in daily practice. The model and underlying language are 
the core characteristics of every CIG approach. However, currently no standard 
model or language has been accepted by the CIG community. This aim of this 
chapter is to provide an overview of well-known approaches and to formulate a set 
of (minimal) requirements that can be used in the process of developing new CIG 
approaches or improving existing ones. It presents five CIG approaches (the Arden 
Syntax, GLIF, PROforma, Asbru and EON), followed by a general discussion of 
the strong points of each approach as well as their implications for future research. 

Keywords. Computer-interpretable Guidelines. Knowledge Representation. 
Decision Support Systems. 

Introduction 

Computer-interpretable Guidelines 

During the last decade, studies have shown the benefits of using clinical guidelines in 
the practice of medicine such as a reduction of practice variability and patient care 
costs, while improving patient care. A variety of guidelines have been developed that 
focus on different application domains as well as different modes of use. 

Although the potential application of guidelines in daily care is enormous, a 
number of difficulties exist related to the development and implementation of 
guidelines. One of them is the interpretation of the content of a guideline: the exact 
meaning of terms is not always defined, recommendations are not always clearly 
articulated and sometimes vague wording is used. Most of these guidelines are written 
down as large documents in a textual format, which are often cumbersome to read and 
difficult to integrate and apply in the patient care process. Additional problems exist 
also, related to the areas of maintenance (e.g., updating and versioning) and (local) 
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adaptation (e.g., adapting national guidelines to local protocols). Although the 
importance of guidelines is increasingly recognised, health care institutions often pay 
more attention to guideline development than to guideline implementation for routine 
use in daily care. 

Implementing guidelines in active computer-based decision support systems 
promises to improve the acceptance and application of guidelines in daily practice 
because these systems are able to monitor the actions and observations of care 
providers and to provide guideline-based advice at the point of care. It is stated that 
(guideline-based) decision support systems are in fact necessary for the future of 
medical decision making in general [1].  

These so-called Computer-Interpretable Guidelines (CIGs) are increasingly applied 
in diverse areas and many parties are developing CIGs as well as decision support 
systems that incorporate these guidelines, covering a wide range of clinical settings and 
tasks (an overview can be found on OpenClinical [2]). Despite these efforts, only a few 
systems progressed beyond the prototype stage and the research laboratory. Building 
systems that are both effective in supporting clinicians and accepted by them has 
proven to be a difficult task. 

Various questions arise when developing and implementing CIGs, such as:  
How to represent and share various types of guidelines using a formal and 
unambiguous representation; 
How to acquire, verify, localize, execute and evaluate formalised guidelines 
and support systems in daily practice;  
How to interface guideline-based decision support systems with external 
patient information systems; 
How to provide decision support to a care provider in daily practice. 

Although these are all relevant and important questions, this chapter will focus 
mostly on the first questions, namely with respect to the issue of representing and 
sharing CIGs using a formal model. More information on other issues concerning the 
development and implementation of CIG decision support systems is described 
elsewhere [3]. 

CIG Approaches 

Nowadays, many approaches exist for specifying CIGs, each with its own motivations 
and features [4]. For example, some approaches focus more on guideline 
standardisation and interoperability, while others focus more on guideline development 
or decision support. These different foci have their implications for the representation 
of CIGs. 

This chapter will present and discuss a number of well-known CIG approaches, 
with the goal of providing a general comparison and discussion in order to identify the 
strong points of the various CIG approaches. Based on known approaches, reviews [3, 
4, 5-8] and own experiences, it is possible to define the functionality of CIG 
approaches in terms of a two main characteristics: the underlying model and the 
language in which guidelines are specified. 

The model is the core characteristic of every guideline approach. It must be able to 
represent various kinds of guidelines that may differ considerably in complexity and 
level of abstraction, for example by means of nesting or decomposition. The model 
must contain a set of building blocks used to construct guidelines, such as tasks, rules, 
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nodes or frames. For example, most approaches model guidelines in terms of a Task-
Network Model (TNM): a (hierarchical) model of the guideline control flow as a 
network of specific tasks (e.g., flowchart) [6]. TNMs are typically based on a standard 
repertoire of generic tasks such as decisions and actions. The model must be expressive 
enough to represent these various aspects. Also, guidelines contain a number of 
different knowledge types such as declarative knowledge (e.g., domain-specific 
knowledge) and procedural knowledge (e.g., inference or the method of decision 
support). The model must support these types of knowledge and should model them 
separately to support guideline sharing and to ensure that guidelines can be used in 
multiple clinical domains and in various modes (e.g., proactive vs. reactive use) [9]. 
The model should also support aspects related to didactics and maintenance: as the 
content of a guideline is not static but may change over time, the representation must 
be able to store didactic and maintenance information such as author names, versioning 
information, purposes and detailed explanations. 

Figure 1. History of CIG approaches, positioned on a time axis (adapted from 
Elkin et al [10]) 

The guideline model should be supported by a formal language (vocabulary, syntax and 
semantics) which specifies the actual guidelines in terms of the above-mentioned 
model constructs. Usually, such a language consists of two parts: a control-flow 
language and an expression language. The control-flow language usually specifies the 
guideline structure (flow) in terms of constructs of the model (e.g., the various tasks of 
the above-mentioned TNM), whereas the expression language usually describes 
decision criteria (e.g., ‘is the patient older than 65 years’). This formal language 
(including both parts) must be interpretable by automatic parsers. Preferably, each 
approach should include a guideline execution engine, which incorporates such a parser 
that is able to provide decision support based on the encoded guidelines. 
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This chapter will compare and discuss a number of approaches in terms of these 
characteristics. The approaches discussed in this chapter are selected on the basis of 
information from OpenClinical [2] and the knowledge of the authors on existing 
approaches. Inclusion of an approach was based on the following criteria. First of all, 
as this chapter aims at identifying and discussing CIG approaches in terms of different 
characteristics (e.g., model, language), we selected approaches that differ as much as 
possible with respect to these characteristics. Furthermore, we used criteria such as 
lifetime of the approach and number of publications and whether the approach is 
considered generally as a ‘key’ approach. The final inclusion of an approach as a 
relevant subject was based on a subjective decision. Therefore, although we recognize 
that a number of other important approaches exist nowadays [2] such as PRODIGY, 
GUIDE, Gaston, GLARE, SAGE, HELEN, DeGel and SEBASTIAN, we have limited 
the number of refereed approaches (also to constrain the chapter’s size) to the 
following five: The Arden Syntax [11], GLIF [12], PROforma, [13], Asbru [14] and 
EON [15].

The remaining part of this chapter describes each of the five approaches, after 
which all approaches are compared in terms of the above-mentioned characteristics. 
The chapter finishes with a general discussion on guideline approaches, their strong 
points and their implications for future research.  

1. The Arden Syntax 

1.1. Introduction 

Named after the Arden Homestead Conference Centre, where the initial meeting was 
held, the first version of the Arden Syntax was developed in 1989 [11] as a response to 
the inability to share medical knowledge among different institutions. The Arden 
Syntax is intended as an open standard for the procedural representation and sharing of 
medical knowledge. It defines a representation for modular guidelines: Medical Logic 
Modules (MLMs) [16]. The Arden Syntax focuses on the sharing of ‘simple’ modular 
and independent guidelines (e.g., reminders). It is not designed for complex guidelines 
that for example address treatment protocols [17]. The Arden Syntax was accepted in 
1992 as a standard by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). The 
current version of the Arden Syntax is Arden 2.0 [18], developed and published by the 
HL7 group. The Arden Syntax has been used by different institutions and companies to 
develop and implement guidelines in multiple clinical settings. 

1.2. Model

1.2.1. Medical Logic Modules 

In the Arden Syntax, guidelines are modelled as (a collection of) Medical Logic 
Modules (MLMs). Each MLM represents a single decision and contains slots that are 
grouped into three categories: Maintenance, Library and Knowledge. The Maintenance
and Library categories describe the MLM’s pragmatics (e.g., title, version, explanation 
and keywords) and the Knowledge category describes the logic of an MLM. Figure 2 
shows an example of (part of) an MLM that warns a health care provider whenever a 
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patient’s hematocrit value becomes too low. The remaining part of this section will 
explain the various parts of an MLM in more detail. 

maintenance:
 title: Alert on low hematocrit;; 
library:
 purpose: Warn provider of new or worsening anemia.;; 
knowledge:
 type: data-driven;; 
 data: 
  blood_count_storage := event {'complete blood count'}; 
  hematocrit := read last {'hematocrit'}; 
  previous_hct := read last ({'hematocrit'} where it occurred before 
   the time of hematocrit);; 
 evoke: blood_count_storage;; 
 logic: 
  if hematocrit is not number then conclude false; endif; 
  if hematocrit <= previous_hct-5 or hematocrit<30 then conclude true; 
  endif;; 
 action: 
  write " The patient's hematocrit ("|| hematocrit ||") is low or 
   falling rapidly.";; 
end:

Figure 2. An example of an MLM 

1.2.2. Maintenance and Library Slots  

As MLMs are to be shared among various institutions, the Maintenance and Library
categories contain necessary documentation for each MLM. The Maintenance slots 
include the MLM’s (file)name, author, version, institution, specialist, date of last 
modification and validation status (e.g., ‘testing’, ‘research’, ‘production’ or ‘expired’). 

The slots in the Library category are used for documentation and consist of the 
MLM’s purpose, a more detailed explanation (which can for example be shown to 
users when they receive MLM-generated messages) and a number of keywords (for 
example used to categorize MLMs). 

1.2.3. Knowledge Slots 

The actual medical knowledge is stored into the Knowledge category. This category 
consists of five mandatory slots (type, data, evoke, logic and action) and two optional 
slots (priority and urgency). Of these slots, the most important ones are data, evoke,
logic and action.

The data slot is used to obtain the values of concepts that are mentioned in the 
MLM from local clinical information systems such as Electronic Patient Record (EPR) 
systems. For example, the line ‘hematocrit := read last {'hematocrit'};' indicates that 
the value of the concept ‘Hematocrit’ (used in the logical expression of the MLM in 
figure 2) corresponds to the last hematocrit value in for example an EPR. The terms 
between the curly braces are often institution-specific: the implementation and 
integration of the actual interface techniques are usually left to the local institutions 
[19]. 

The evoke slot specifies the context in which an MLM should be executed. MLMs 
can be executed as a result of three different types of events: database operations, 
temporal events and external notifications. The first one is most commonly used. For 
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example, the MLM in figure 2 is executed as a result of the ‘blood_count_storage’
event (i.e., whenever a new blood count is added to the system’s database).  

The logic slot contains the actual decision criteria that may lead to a certain action. 
These logical expressions are implemented as production rules and contain concepts 
that are defined in the data slot (e.g., ‘Hematocrit’). The Arden Syntax supports 
various types of operators such as logical operators, list operators, temporal operators 
and aggregation operators. The Boolean operators use a three-valued logic, in which 
the value ‘null’ is considered as unknown. Whenever the rule’s premise is evaluated 
‘true’, a particular action that is specified in the action slot is carried out. When the 
premise is evaluated ‘false’ or ‘null’, the execution of the MLM ends. 

Once the logical expression evaluates to ‘true’, the action slot is executed, 
performing whatever actions are specified in this slot. Typical actions include sending a 
message to a health care provider, adding an interpretation to the patient record, 
returning a result to a calling MLM, and evoking other MLMs (nesting). For example, 
the MLM in figure 2 writes a message to the standard destination, stating that the 
patient’s hematocrit value is low or falling (the || operator is a concatenation operator, 
inserting the actual hematocrit value of the patient into the message).  

The TNM of a single MLM always consists of three steps: the evoke slot 
determines whether the logic slot should be executed, which on its turn determines 
whether the action slot should be carried out. Although it is possible for an MLM to 
invoke other MLMs by means of the ‘call’ statement in the action slot, the approach 
does not support a formal TNM to steer these invocations [20]. 

1.3. Language 

The Arden syntax TNM is formally defined in Backus-Naur Form (BNF). MLMs are 
text-based (each MLM is encoded as an ASCII file) and always have the format, shown 
in figure 2. The expression language encodes criteria (in the logic slot) as textual 
production rules. 

The approach does not contain a standard execution engine that is able to interpret 
and execute guidelines. However, a number of implementations for executing MLMs 
have been developed, including the use of pseudocode [21], C++ [22] and MUMPS 
[23]. As the Arden Syntax leaves the implementation of patient data modelling entirely 
up to the local institutions, there are no standard mapping facilities to obtain values of 
required patient data during guideline execution. 

2. The GuideLine Interchange Format (GLIF) 

2.1. Introduction 

The GuideLine Interchange Format (GLIF) was developed to model guidelines in terms 
of a flowchart that consists of structured scheduling steps, representing clinical actions 
and decisions. Figure 3 shows an example of a GLIF guideline (aimed at the treatment 
of chronic cough), visualised through the Protégé knowledge modelling tool [24].  

GLIF was developed by the Intermed Collaboratory [25] including researchers at 
Columbia University, Harvard University and Stanford University and was first 
published in 1998 [12]. The intended purpose of GLIF is to facilitate sharing of 
guidelines between various institutions by modelling guidelines in such a manner that 
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the guidelines are understandable by human experts as well as by automatic parsers 
used in different clinical decision support systems. The current version of GLIF is 
GLIF3 [26], which is discussed in the remaining part of this section. 

A variety of guidelines [8, 27, 28] have been specified using GLIF to evaluate the 
various aspects of the approach. 

2.2. Model

2.2.1. Multi-level Approach 

In order for guidelines to be 1) readable by humans, 2) interpretable by computers and 
3) adaptable by different (local) institutions, GLIF defines a specification of a guideline 
at three levels of abstraction: the conceptual level, the computable level and the 
implementable level. 

The highest level is the conceptual level where guidelines are represented as 
flowcharts, which can be viewed by humans (e.g., guideline authors) but are not 
interpretable by decision support systems. At this level, details such as the contents of 
patient data elements, clinical actions and guideline flow are not formally specified. 

These specifications are provided at the computable level. At this level, the 
guideline content is formally defined and various verification checks of the guidelines 
are carried out (this level is described in more detail in section 2.2.2). Finally, at the 
implementable level, guidelines can be custom-tailored to particular institutional 
information systems. At this stage, institution-specific procedures and mappings (which 
are usually non-sharable) are specified (see also section 2.2.3). 

Figure 3. Graphical representation of a treatment chronic cough treatment 
guideline in GLIF (adapted from Boxwala et al [26]) 

2.2.2. The Computable Level 

In contrast to the conceptual level, where guidelines are visualised merely as graphical 
flowcharts, the computable level allows for a formal specification, using the GLIF 
TNM. This model is object-oriented and consists of a number of classes that describe 
typical guideline tasks (e.g., decisions and actions).  

The Guideline class represents a (sub)guideline. Each guideline is modelled as an 
instance of this class. The Guideline class contains a number of attributes that are 
administrative in nature (e.g., name and author) but also attributes that describe the 
capabilities of a guideline (e.g., the guideline’s intention). In addition, it also contains a 
reference to a collection of steps that are linked together in a directed graph (flowchart). 
Similar to a guideline, steps are also represented by classes, and each step in a 
guideline is an instance of such a class. GLIF defines five classes that represent the 
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following steps: Decision steps, Patient state steps, Branch steps, Synchronization 
steps and Action steps. 

Decision steps model decision points in a guideline and direct flow control from 
one guideline step to various alternatives. There are two types of Decision steps: Case
steps and Choice steps. A Case step is a Decision step that contains a number of logical 
expressions and thus is used to model deterministic decisions. Based on the outcome, 
the guideline flow is directed to the various alternatives. In contrast, Choice steps 
represent situations where a guideline suggests preferences, but leaves the actual choice 
to an external agent. Choice steps contain rules that support or oppose the various 
preferences. 

A Patient state step serves as a label that describes the current patient state that 
results after having carried out previous steps. It can also be used as an entry point in 
the guideline, depending on the current patient’s state (e.g., the patient revisits a family 
practitioner with a high blood pressure). Each Patient state step contains attributes that 
describe the state of the patient (e.g., the blood pressure is higher than 140/90 during 
the last week). Whenever this state occurs in practice, the guideline that contains the 
corresponding Patient state step is executed. 

Branch steps model a set of concurrent steps by directing flow to multiple parallel 
guideline steps and are used in conjunction with Synchronization steps. Multiple 
guideline steps that follow a Branch step always eventually converge in a 
corresponding Synchronization step. When a certain branch reaches the corresponding 
Synchronization step, a continuation attribute specifies whether all, some, or one of the 
preceding steps must have been completed before control can move to the next step. 

Action steps model actions that have to (or should) be performed. Three types of 
actions are defined: 1) medically oriented actions such as a recommendation for a 
particular course of treatment, 2) programming-oriented actions such as retrieving data 
from an electronic patient record or supplying a message to a care provider, and 3) 
control-oriented actions that invoke nested structures such as (sub)guidelines or macros 
to support recursive specification. For example, GLIF defines an MLM-macro, which 
can be used to define an MLM. Internally, the macro consists of two steps: a Decision
step and an Action step. 

2.2.3. The Implementable Level 

Similar to the Arden Syntax, decision criteria and action specifications in GLIF contain 
references to actual patient data (e.g., the age of a patient) and medical concepts (e.g., 
antibiotic, amoxicillin), which have to be acquired during guideline execution from 
patient information systems. In order to facilitate sharing of guidelines among different 
institutions, this information is stored in the implementable level. This level contains 
the information to integrate developed guidelines with institution-specific medical 
knowledge sources and information systems such as EPRs. GLIF aims at defining the 
structure of patient data elements and medical concepts in this level in accordance with 
standard data models and medical terminologies such as HL7’s Reference Information 
Model (RIM) [29] or the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [30]. The 
implementable layer is currently being further developed [31]. 
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2.3. Language 

In GLIF, the guideline TNM itself (e.g., all classes, attributes and relations) is 
described by means of Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagrams. The 
control-flow language that describes the actual guidelines (in terms of class instances) 
is the Resource Description Format (RDF) language. 

Decision criteria are specified through a formal expression language, referred to as 
the Guideline Expression Language (GEL) [32], which is a superset of the Arden 
Syntax. In addition, the object-oriented expression language GELLO has been 
developed to specify decision criteria in GLIF [33]. In contrast with the original GEL 
language, the GELLO language is able to include references to concepts and attributes 
from the core GLIF model. The GELLO standard has recently been accepted as a 
standard expression language by HL7 and ANSI. 

A guideline execution engine named GLEE (GuideLine Execution Engine) has 
been developed which is able to execute GLIF-encoded guidelines and can be 
integrated into the clinical information system of a local institution [34].  

A separate approach is the development of a generic guideline execution engine, 
named the Guideline Execution by Semantic Decomposition of Representation 
(GESDOR) [35], which is able to execute various control-flow and expression 
languages, GLIF being one of them. The GLIF model and language are still being 
further developed. 

3. PROforma

3.1. Introduction 

PROforma is a CIG approach supported by acquisition and execution tools with the 
goal of supporting guideline dissemination in the form of decision support systems that 
assist patient care through active decision support and workflow management [13]. 
PROforma was initially developed at the Cancer Research UK Advanced Computation 
Laboratory. The name PROforma is a concatenation of the terms proxy (‘authorised to 
act for another’) and formalize (‘give definite form to’).  

Similar to GLIF, PROforma also represents guidelines as a directed graph in which 
the nodes are instances of a fixed set of classes. Figure 4 shows an example of a 
guideline in terms of instances of these classes, visualised through the Arezzo 
Composer, part of the Arezzo suite, developed by Infermed Ltd. [36].  

Besides the commercially available Arezzo suite, a second suite has been 
developed to acquire and implement PROforma guidelines, called the Tallis suite [37].  

A large amount of CIG and CIG-based decision support systems have been 
developed in various areas by means of the Arezzo and Tallis suites [38]. 

3.2. Model

The PROforma TNM is called the PROforma task ontology. Each guideline in 
PROforma is modelled as a plan that consists of a sequence of tasks. The PROforma
task ontology defines four classes, each with their own attributes: Plans, Decisions,
Actions and Enquiries. These four tasks are derived from the generic Keystone task, 
which contains a number of attributes that are common to all four derived tasks. These 
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include administrative ones that hold a name, caption, or description but also attributes 
that describe the capabilities of a task such as goals and conditions. 

Figure 4. Part of a PROforma guideline 

Each Plan models a (sub)guideline. Plans define 1) an ordered sequence of tasks, 2) 
logical and temporal constraints on their enactment and 3) circumstances in which a 
plan must be aborted or terminated (e.g., exceptions). Besides the common attributes 
that are defined in the Keystone task, the plan task contains additional attributes that 
store the plan’s task network, scheduling and temporal constraints and abort or 
termination conditions.  

The plan’s network is stored as a set of task instances (similar to the Guideline 
class in GLIF). For example, a guideline that consists of four task instances (e.g., 
‘history’, ‘diagnosis’, ‘therapy’, ‘follow-up’) is modelled through a Plan instance that 
contains references to those four task instances. 

The ordering between these task instances is defined by means of two sorts of 
constraints: scheduling constraints and temporal constraints. Scheduling constraints 
order tasks in a plan by means of qualitative conditions (e.g., the ‘history’ task is 
executed ‘before‘ the ‘diagnosis’ task). Temporal constraints order tasks by using 
temporal conditions (e.g., the ‘follow-up’ task is executed ‘after a period of ten weeks’). 
By using these two types of constraints, tasks in a plan are modelled differently than 
traditional flowcharts that order guideline elements usually only through scheduling 
constraints.

Another way of directing guideline flow in PROforma is through abort or 
termination conditions. Each PROforma task passes through a number of states such as 
‘dormant’, ‘in progress’, ‘aborted’, ‘terminated’ and ‘performed’. Every task is 
initially in a ‘dormant’ state. Executing a certain task changes its state from ‘dormant’
to ‘in progress’. Whenever a task is finished normally, the task’s state becomes 
‘performed’. It is possible to force the termination or abortion of a plan by means of the 
abort and termination conditions.  

A Decision task is represented as a set of possible outcome candidates plus various 
types of schemas (logical expressions) that support or oppose each candidate. Every 
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candidate is associated with a set of schemas. Schemas consist of rules, qualitative 
variables, quantitative weightings and certainty factors [39] and support (+) or oppose 
(-) candidates, establishing a preference order among the candidates.  

An Action is a task that a PROforma execution engine can request for enactment 
by an external agent (e.g., a clinical user or an external software program or hardware 
device). Such an action in PROforma usually exists of issuing a message to a user or 
calling an external program through a predefined Application Programming Interface 
(API). Examples are ‘”give ibuprofen, 10 mg”‘ that shows a message to a clinical user 
or ‘call(print(leaflet1))’ that executes an external procedure to print a leaflet. In 
PROforma, actions are always atomic and are not decomposable. 

Enquiries are used to acquire various kinds of information, such as clinical or 
administrative information. This information can be obtained from a clinical user or 
can be directly extracted from an external software agent or hardware device (e.g., EPR 
or patient monitor). Therefore, as was the case with the definition of an action, the 
Enquiry class contains attributes that define the method of data retrieval. 

3.3. Language 

Guidelines in PROforma are stored (as instances of the PROforma task ontology) using 
a language, derived from the so-called Red Representation Language (R2L), a time-
oriented control-flow language [40]. In PROforma, a guideline is a declarative 
specification of tasks and their (inter)relationships organised in a hierarchy of plans and 
their components. This language also contains a formal expression language to express 
goals (e.g., ‘achieve(normal_respiration)’), conditions (e.g., ‘peak_flow < 30’, 
‘risk_level = severe’) and argument schemes (‘diagnosis = oesophagitis and 
liver_disease = absent then cimetidine: +’).  

Before execution, guidelines are translated into another language, called LR2L
(‘Logic of R2L’), a language based on predicate logic. This language is used as input 
for the execution module.  

Execution of PROforma guidelines is supported by means of two execution 
engines, which are part of the earlier mentioned Arezzo and Tallis suites. In addition, 
the earlier-mentioned generic execution engine GESDOR [35] is also able to execute 
PROforma guidelines.  

4. Asbru

4.1. Introduction 

Asbru is a CIG approach, developed at Stanford University, the Vienna University of 
Technology and the Ben-Gurion University, which focuses on the application and 
critiquing of time-oriented clinical guidelines [14]. This approach aims at representing 
clinical guidelines as time-oriented skeletal plans, which are plan schemata at various 
levels of detail. In order to manage these (often complex) skeletal plans, key aspects of 
Asbru are the representation of high-level goals (intentions), the representation of 
temporal patterns and time annotations, and the development of user interfaces to 
visualize developed plans. An example of an Asbru guideline can be shown in figure 4 
of Chapter 8. 
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4.2. Model

The Asbru TNM represents guidelines as skeletal plans. Similar to the notion of plans 
in PROforma, a plan is a collection of other (sub)plans and/or actions. The Asbru TNM 
consists of a number of elements, of which the Plan element is the most important one. 
Besides administrative attributes (e.g., the plan’s title), each plan contains the following 
attributes (referred to as knowledge roles in Asbru), which describe each plan’s 
functionality: preferences, intentions, conditions, effects and plan body.

Preferences bias or constrain the applicability of a plan to achieve a certain goal. 
Examples of Preferences are 1) ‘select-method’, a matching heuristic to determine the 
applicability of the entire plan (e.g., ‘exact-fit’ or ‘roughly-fit’), 2) ‘resources’, a 
specification of forbidden or obligatory resources (e.g., in certain cases of a pulmonary 
infection treatment, surgery is prohibited and antibiotics must be used), and 3) the 
applied ‘strategy’ (e.g., ‘aggressive’ or ‘normal’).

Intentions are used to model the aims of the plan, independent of the plan body. 
Intentions can for example aid in the selection of the most appropriate plan by for 
example defining which patient state(s) must hold during of after a plan’s execution 
(e.g., the patient’s blood pressure must never exceed 140/90) or which actions should 
take place (e.g., maintain monitoring of blood glucose once a day). Intentions are 
modelled as temporal patterns. 

Conditions are also temporal patterns and are used to change the state of a plan. In 
Asbru, similar to the PROforma approach, plans are in a certain state during execution 
time (e.g., ‘activated’, ‘suspended’, ‘aborted’ and ‘completed’). Asbru defines a 
number of condition categories such as ‘filter-preconditions’ and ‘setup-preconditions’
that need to hold if a plan is considered applicable, ‘suspend-conditions’ that determine 
when an active plan must be (temporarily) suspended, ‘abort-conditions’ that 
determine when an active or suspended plan has to be aborted and ‘completed-
conditions’ that determine when a plan is (successfully or not) completed. 

Besides the earlier-mentioned intentions and conditions, effects can also be used to 
select the most appropriate plan by describing the expected behavior of the plan’s 
execution. For example, a treatment plan might decrease the blood-glucose level, which 
classifies this plan as not the most appropriate for a certain class of patients. Effects 
may include probabilities that specify the probability of the effect’s occurrence. 

The plan body is a set of subplans or actions (which are plans that do not contain 
any subplans anymore) that have to be performed whenever the plan is considered 
appropriate (based on the plan’s preconditions, intentions or effects). The order in 
which the subplans are executed is determined by the Plan’s type and subtype attributes. 
Asbru defines four types for synchronising subplans: ‘sequentially’, ‘parallel’, ‘any-
order’, and ‘unordered’, which are described by means of the subplans’ type attribute. 
Furthermore, cyclical plans can be defined. As mentioned earlier, plans that have been 
started can be suspended, aborted or completed (based on the plan’s conditions).  

4.3. Language 

The Asbru TNM itself is defined as a Document Type Definition (DTD), which defines 
the structure of the various elements of the TNM. The control-flow language and the 
expression language are formally defined by means of XML, based on the earlier-
mentioned DTD [41]. 
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An important aspect of the expression language is the concept of time annotations, 
which are used in specifying complex temporal patterns, and specify the temporal 
constraints within which an action must take place, or a condition must be fulfilled in 
order to trigger. The Asbru expression language also supports the concept of temporal 
abstractions such as ‘has the patient suffered from a second episode of anaemia of at 
least moderate severity’. 

Beside the above-mentioned XML language, other languages, related to Asbru 
such as MHB (Many-Headed Bridge) are being developed with the goal of bridging the 
gap between informal (e.g., textual) and formal guidelines [42].  

Various execution engines have been developed that are able to execute (a subset 
of) Asbru guidelines such as the Asbru interpreter [43], developed as part of the 
Protocure-II project [44] and the Asbru Execution Engine [45]. Another execution 
engine that has been developed to execute (simplified) Asbru guidelines is the Spock 
system [46], which is part of the DeGel framework [47].  

5. EON

5.1. Introduction 

EON, developed at Stanford University, is a CIG approach that aims at developing 
decision support systems that reason about guideline-directed care [15]. The EON 
approach consists of several components that facilitate the acquisition and execution of 
clinical guidelines.  

Similar to GLIF, the EON TNM, called Dharma [48], is object-oriented and 
consists of classes that describe guideline tasks as a sequence of structured temporal 
steps. The Dharma model is non-monolithic, meaning that it can be extended with 
additional classes that capture new guideline behaviour. Besides the Dharma guideline 
model, the EON architecture also contains a number of run-time components, used to 
construct execution-time systems. An example of a guideline in EON, visualised 
(similar to GLIF guidelines) through the Protégé knowledge modelling tool [24] can be 
seen in figure 1 of chapter 8. 

The EON project has been discontinued since 2002, but was succeeded by the 
SAGE project, which ran from 2002-2006 [49]. One of the CIG systems that were 
developed using EON is the ATHENA system, which addresses the treatment of 
hypertension, and is still in clinical use today [50]. 

5.2. Model

5.2.1. The Dharma Guideline Model 

In contrast with for example GLIF and PROforma that model guidelines in terms of a 
fixed number of classes (e.g., decisions, actions), the researchers of EON propose a 
non-monolithic (non-fixed) TNM, which consists of a standard set of classes that can 
be extended with task-specific submodels, resulting in additional classes that are 
matched to the knowledge requirements of different guidelines. 

The EON approach aims at modelling multi-encounter patient management (e.g., 
chronic disease management), in which each guideline represents a certain state of the 
patient and consists of a number decisions and actions that are applicable to that patient 
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state and may lead to changes in patient states over time (and may also trigger other 
guidelines as a result). In order to define guidelines according to this conceptual model, 
the TNM consists of a number of standard classes and attributes which form the so-
called core guideline ontology. The four most important classes are Scenarios,
Decisions, Actions and Activities.

A Scenario is a (partial) characterisation of the state of a patient (e.g., the patient is 
currently being prescribed a low-dosed steroid). In a scenario, eligibility conditions 
specify the necessary conditions for a patient to be in this scenario. Scenarios –which 
were firstly introduced as part of the PRODIGY guideline approach [51]– allow a 
clinician to synchronize the management of a patient with the corresponding parts of (a 
portion of) a guideline and are commonly used as entry points in a guideline. In the 
Dharma ontology, a scenario is always followed by a decision or action step. Each 
scenario in an actual guideline is an instance of the Scenario class, which contains 
several attributes such as an attribute that specifies the eligibility criteria and an 
attribute that specifies the step that follows the current scenario (similar to GLIF). 
Scenarios allow a clinician to synchronize the management of a patient to situations 
handled by a guideline and can also serve to model exceptions, which represent 
exceptional situations that rarely occur. As expressing everything in a guideline can be 
impractical, a guideline author may want to partition the guideline into normal 
situations that cover usual cases and exceptions.  

In the Dharma core ontology, two basic types of Decisions are defined (by means 
of two subclasses): decisions that model ‘if-then-else’ choices and decisions that 
require making a heuristic choice from a set of pre-enumerated alternatives. The latter 
is aided by preferences as determined by rule-in and rule-out conditions that support or 
oppose alternatives (similar to the concept of schemas in PROforma).  

Actions are instantaneous acts that lead to changes in the state of the world such as 
collecting patient data, displaying a message to the user or starting a drug regimen. 
Actions are used heavily throughout guidelines modelled in EON. Whereas actions 
refer to instantaneous acts, activities model processes that take place over time. 
Activities have states that can change from time to time. These changes are usually the 
result of actions specified in a guideline, as actions are able to start a new activity, stop 
an ongoing activity or change the attribute values of an ongoing activity. Finally, the 
model also includes actions that refer to a set of other actions or a subguideline. Similar 
to GLIF, examples of such actions are actions that model branching and 
synchronisation constructs in order to execute parallel tasks.  

Every class in the Dharma ontology can be associated with a goal. The notion of 
goals is comparable with the notion of intentions in Asbru, although less sophisticated. 
In the Dharma ontology, goals are represented as Boolean criteria (e.g., ‘reduce the 
arterial blood pressure to less than 130/85 within three weeks’).  

5.2.2. The Patient Data and Medical-specialty Model 

The patient data model defines classes and attributes in order to represent patient data. 
It defines characteristics regarding demographic and clinical conditions of specific 
patients. It does not aim at modelling the entire patient (e.g., replicate the structure of 
an EPR), but models only those distinctions that are relevant for the purpose of 
defining guidelines and protocols.  

The medical-specialty model consists of a medical domain ontology that models 
the structure of domain concepts (e.g., drugs and treatments) in terms of organised 
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classes, relations and attributes. The medical-specialty model represents different sorts 
of domain-specific information.  

5.3. Language 

The Dharma TNM as well as the control-flow language is described by means of the 
internal frame-based Resource Description Format (RDF) of Protégé. Although the 
focus of the EON approach is not on defining a formal control-flow language, it does 
particularly address the subject of defining criteria in formal expression languages. 
EON defines three different expression languages. 

First, common but relatively simple criteria can be expressed as Boolean criteria in 
terms of a set of object templates such as ‘diabetes mellitus is present and the most 
recent serum creatinine is less than normal’. 

According to the researchers of the EON approach, such a criterion language is not 
expressive enough to capture more complex criteria such as ‘is an authorised 
medication present that is contraindicated by some medical condition’. To represent 
such criteria, the Protégé Axiom Language (PAL) is used, which is embedded into the 
Protégé development environment.  

Finally, it is possible to write complex temporal criteria such as ‘presence of an 
episode of uncontrolled blood pressure that overlaps with lisinopril medication and 
that started within two weeks after the initiation of lisinopril’. These are written as 
temporal queries, which during guideline execution are translated to database queries. 
To specify temporal aspects, EON has adopted a subset of the Asbru temporal 
expression language to represent temporal information.  

To facilitate the development of guideline execution engines, EON defines an 
extensive execution architecture that contains a guideline execution engine plus 
components for interfacing to third-party information systems [52]. 

6. Discussion

6.1. Comparison 

6.1.1. Overview

Each approach focuses on different aspects of guideline modelling and representation, 
which have their implications regarding the representation and modelling of guidelines 
as shown in the previous sections. This section will address the strong points of each 
approach, after which a number of (minimal) requirements are formulated that were 
distilled from these points that can be used in the process of developing new 
approaches or improving existing ones. 

6.1.2. Model

All approaches described in this chapter use a TNM that models guidelines in terms of 
a sequence of class instances (e.g., flowchart), with the exception of the Arden Syntax 
that models guidelines as (a collection of) independent modular rules. As a result, the 
Arden Syntax is most suitable for representing simple guidelines such as alerts in 
reminder systems, but less suitable for complex multistep guidelines.  
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Although the terminology may differ, all approaches support a basic set of ‘core’ 
guideline tasks, such as decisions, actions and entry criteria. Decisions for example are 
represented by means of logic slots in the Arden Syntax, Decision steps in GLIF, 
Decision tasks in PROforma, conditions in Asbru, and Decisions in EON. Similarly, 
actions are represented by means of action slots in the Arden Syntax, Action steps in 
GLIF, Action and Enquiry tasks in PROforma, actions (atomic Plans) in Asbru, and 
Actions in EON. Entry criteria are represented by evoke slots in the Arden Syntax, 
Patient state steps in GLIF, preferences, intentions and effects in Asbru, triggers and 
conditions in PROforma [53] and Scenarios in EON. 

The TNMs of all approaches define a fixed set of guideline tasks, with the 
exception of EON that is extensible.  

All approaches described in this paper except for the Arden Syntax provide 
explicit support for controlled nesting of guidelines in order to model complex 
guidelines in terms of subguidelines (GLIF and EON) or subplans (PROforma and 
Asbru). For this purpose, GLIF, EON and PROforma contain an Action task that may 
contain a reference to a subguideline or subplan. In Asbru, each plan body contains a 
number of subplans until a non-decomposable plan (also called Action) is encountered. 
Although the Arden Syntax supports a form of nesting by calling other rules in the 
Action slot, there is no general control flow that controls these invocations. All 
approaches support the concept of referenced subguidelines. GLIF also supports the 
representation of common guideline structures through Macros, which facilitates the 
reuse of guidelines that are used often (e.g., ‘if-then’ rules such as MLMs). 

EON, PROforma and Asbru also support the use of goals and intentions to 
formally specify a guideline on a higher level of abstraction. Of these techniques, the 
Asbru intention model is the most sophisticated. GLIF defines different layers of 
abstraction, which allows guideline authors to view only the general control flow 
(flowchart) of a guideline before specifying all the necessary details. EON uses a non-
monolithic approach: the Dharma guideline model is based on a core model, which can 
be extended with submodels depending on the complexity of the guideline. 

Besides the knowledge that defines the guideline control flow (in terms of for 
example, rules, steps, plans), every guideline also contains domain-specific knowledge 
such as medical knowledge (e.g., terminology) and knowledge concerning the patient 
(e.g., the patient’s symptoms or history).  

In the Arden Syntax each reference to a domain-specific item is stored as a label in 
the data slot of an MLM. As a result, an MLM does not ‘know’ for example that 
amoxicillin is an antibiotic. Also PROforma and Asbru contain no explicit support for 
modelling domain-specific knowledge or for using standard terminology systems. 
GLIF addresses this problem by modelling domain-specific knowledge through the 
implementable level and EON takes a similar approach by defining, the Patient Data 
and the Medical-Specialty models. 

Besides invoking subguidelines, a guideline may consist of various types of 
actions such as medically oriented actions (e.g., recommending a particular course of 
treatment) and programming-oriented actions (e.g., supplying a message to a care 
provider). In the Arden Syntax, actions (stored in the action slot) are usually 
programming-oriented as they are used to generate reminders or alerts. This is also the 
case in the PROforma approach, as a PROforma action is a programming-related task 
that is carried out by the execution engine through an Application Programming 
Interface (API). GLIF and EON both support these two types of actions. Finally, Asbru 
does not support programming-related actions. 
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Didactic and maintenance information concerns information about authors, versioning, 
purposes and detailed explanations. The Arden Syntax, GLIF and EON approaches are 
all able to hold various kinds of information such as the guideline’s author, version, 
institution, keywords, validation (e.g., ‘research’, ‘testing’, ‘production’) and 
explanation. In PROforma and Asbru, it is not possible to store didactic- and 
maintenance-related information (besides a name and explanation). 

6.1.3. Language 

All approaches define a control-flow language that describes the guideline control flow 
(in terms of TNM constructs). All approaches except EON have also defined the TNM 
in a formal way using BNF, XML or UML. For each approach, the control-flow 
language supports all constructs of the corresponding TNM. The Arden Syntax 
describes guidelines using formatted text, GLIF and EON using RDF, Asbru using 
XML and PROforma using R2L. PROforma is the only approach, which makes a 
distinction between a declarative language (R2L), used during the guideline definition 
phase and a procedural language (LR2L) that is processed during the guideline execution 
phase. In order to facilitate this translation, the PROforma representation language 
contains constructs that are filled in during guideline acquisition but are execution-
related. For example, PROforma defines an execution state that denotes the state of a 
guideline during execution (e.g., ‘in progress’, ‘aborted’, ‘terminated’, ‘performed’). 
This is in contrast with EON and GLIF that define patient states which are used during 
execution to determine the applicability of a guideline (as mentioned earlier, 
PROforma is also able to model patient states implicitly through constructs like triggers 
and conditions). Similar to PROforma, Asbru also uses the concept of guideline 
execution states. 

All approaches also define formal expression languages that describe decisions and 
entry criteria. An important aspect of these languages is the issue of temporal reasoning. 
All approaches support some form of temporal reasoning, of which the Asbru approach 
contains the most sophisticated structures. EON and GLIF both adopt a subset of the 
Asbru temporal language. In order to be compatible with the Arden Syntax, the GLIF 
Expression Language (GEL) also defines a number of operators that are defined in the 
Arden Syntax such as ‘before’, ‘after’ and ‘ago’. Similar constructs are also available 
in the PROforma expression language. EON expresses criteria using a description that 
is very similar to that of GLIF, with the main exception that GLIF describes 
expressions in GEL/GELLO while EON describes expressions by means of the three 
different criterion languages. The Arden Syntax and GLIF support a limited form of 
uncertainty in terms of a three-valued logic (‘true’, ‘false’ and ‘unknown’). PROforma
is the only approach that contains expressive constructs for describing uncertainty 
aspects of a guideline. As many guidelines (especially treatment guidelines) are rather 
deterministic by nature, the issue of representing temporal aspects seems to have higher 
priority that the issue of representation of uncertainty (although this might be less true 
for diagnostic guidelines). 

All approaches have developed execution engines in which the different 
procedural aspects of the guideline are encoded programmatically (e.g., a number of 
Java or C procedures that each executes a certain task). The Arden syntax, PROforma
and EON have published results on the development and implementation of actual 
decision support systems in daily care. PROforma is the only approach described here 
that has developed a commercialised version. PROforma, EON and Asbru execution 
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engines are able to communicate with clinical information systems and users through 
standard Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) or communication protocols (e.g., 
web services). 

A number of third parties have implemented decision support systems that are able 
to execute Arden Syntax guidelines for use in their local institutions. However, these 
are often not reusable in other environments. 

6.2. Requirements 

The descriptions and comparisons in the previous sections show that each approach has 
a number of strong points. This section formulates requirements that were distilled 
from these points that can be used in the process of developing new approaches or 
improving existing ones. 

6.2.1. Model

A guideline TNM must contain a set of generic guideline tasks that is able to represent 
all facets of simple as well as complex diagnostic and treatment guidelines. This set 
must be understandable on a functional level by guideline authors and on an executable 
level by computerised decision support systems. 

A guideline TNM must support at least the two necessary basic tasks: actions and 
decisions. In order to be able to specify guideline-oriented actions (e.g., ‘prescribe new 
medication’ or ‘diagnose patient with hypertension’) as well as programming-oriented 
actions (e.g., ‘get all drugs from an EPR’ or ‘give message to user’) a guideline TNM 
must 1) provide a very expressive and rich model that enables the specification of all 
above-mentioned actions in a limited set of tasks or 2) provide the ability to derive new 
(sub)tasks from the existing ones that define new functionality. 
Other important tasks in a guideline TNM are tasks that influence guideline flow such 
as entry/exit points (e.g., Patient state steps) and repetition/loops (e.g., Synchronization
steps or the Asbru Plan type).  

The guideline TNM must be able to represent various kinds of guidelines, that may 
differ considerably in complexity in a consistent manner such as relatively simple 
guidelines that model independent modular rules (e.g., MLMs in the Arden Syntax or 
MLM-macros in GLIF), but also complex guidelines such as clinical trials or treatment 
plans. In order to represent these various types of guidelines in a consistent manner, the 
approach must be able to represent guidelines on multiple levels of abstraction such as 
nesting, task or guideline decomposition (e.g., subguidelines or subplans in GLIF, EON, 
PROforma and Asbru), and specifying the guideline’s intention or goal (e.g., Asbru’s 
intentions). 

CIGs that are used for active decision support must be integrated with existing 
clinical information systems such as EPR systems. Concepts that are used in a 
guideline such as patient demographics, results of laboratory tests, indications and 
drugs must be explicitly defined so that they can be mapped to entries in a clinical 
information system. To facilitate the (re)use of a guideline among different institutions 
and systems, the reasoning knowledge (e.g., the used methods or tasks) must be 
separated from domain-specific knowledge (e.g., used drugs or laboratory tests). Also, 
the representation should support the use of standard data models and medical 
terminologies such as HL7, UMLS and SNOMED (e.g., the multi-level approaches in 
GLIF and EON). 
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Furthermore, in order to further facilitate the sharing of guideline-based decision 
support systems and to increase the acceptance of (national) guidelines in local 
institutions, actions that are programming-related must be separated from actions that 
are not. In this manner, institution-specific actions (e.g., sending an email to a 
physician vs. showing a message on a screen) are defined separate from the knowledge 
that describes the guideline itself. For example, guidelines may contain an additional 
‘layer’ that describes such actions, independent of the guideline process. This is 
supported by GLIF and EON as it is possible to describe multiple kinds of tasks for 
each action such as decision support-related or programming-related tasks. 

A guideline representation must be able to hold didactic- and maintenance-related 
information such as author names, versions, (literature) references, sources and referees. 
Especially versioning-related information is very important, as guidelines are usually 
dynamic (the contents may change rapidly over time) and national guidelines may be 
adapted to local institutions. 

6.2.2. Language 

A CIG approach should define formal control-flow languages as well as expression 
languages that are able to capture all the requirements mentioned above, in an 
unambiguous way. On the one hand, these languages must be abstract enough so that it 
is interpretable by guideline acquisition/visualisation tools (e.g., Protégé, Arezzo 
Composer) and guideline authors who do not have a logical or modelling background 
are able to define the process (e.g., flow), decision criteria and actions in a guideline (a 
more detailed description on various guideline acquisition/visualisation tools can be 
found elsewhere [3] and in Chapter 8: Visualization Methods to Support Guideline-
Based Care Management). On the other hand, the languages must be interpretable (and 
preferable also verifiable) by engines that are able to execute guidelines. Such an 
execution engine must be able to interface with various clinical information systems in 
a consistent manner, for example by mapping concepts from the guideline to 
corresponding items in a clinical information system (e.g., the concept Drug in a 
guideline must be mapped to a drug table of an information system’s database). Also, 
actions that a guideline performs must be configurable as they may differ in various 
local situations (e.g., send an e-mail in a certain situation in contrast to issuing an on-
screen alert in another one). This implies a component-based approach in which each 
component performs a specific task such as reasoning or interfacing. The encoded 
format as well as the guideline execution engine must meet execution-time 
requirements such as compactness and execution speed. 

Temporal logic is a very important issue in guideline modelling. Guidelines 
usually refer to complex temporal constructs to describe for example drug prescription 
schemes. Therefore, a guideline representation model must contain an expressive 
means of modelling temporal expressions (e.g., Asbru’s temporal logic). The truth-
value of a decision can not always be evaluated as ‘true’ or ‘false’, for example in the 
case of missing data (e.g., the patient’s medical history is not known). Guideline 
models must be able to handle such situations (e.g., using the relatively simple three-
valued logic in GLIF or the more complex R2L language in PROforma).  
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7. Research Agenda 

In the last decade, most of the attention on computer-based guideline development has 
been focused on the areas of guideline representation models and underlying languages. 
From this research, various approaches and models arose, each with its own focus 
points and related strengths and weaknesses. However, based on the comparison in this 
chapter as well as looking at other studies [3, 4, 5-8], the conclusion can be drawn that 
the minimal necessary components for guideline representation have been identified. 
The next step in this process will be to develop a standard guideline representation 
model using these components (e.g., under the HL7 auspices [54]), keeping in mind the 
main conclusion that was drawn by Peleg et al.: ‘…that because of the different goals 
of various research groups, a consensus model will be acceptable to the research 
groups only if it concurrently allows them to continue their investigations of unique 
features’ [8]. 

Also, the real benefit lays in structuring and guiding the whole guideline 
development process: in order to successively computer-based guideline systems that 
will be used in daily practice, various aspects such as representation, acquisition, 
verification and execution must be taken into account (a nice example of such an 
approach is the DeGel project from the Ben-Gurion university [47]). This is not a 
trivial task. Comparing the various approaches shows that design specifications made 
in the area of guideline representation have implications in the area of guideline 
execution (e.g., the ‘fuller’ the language, the less executable it will be).  

Although significant progress has been made during the last years, especially 
regarding guideline representation, several issues that relate to guideline 
implementation and guideline-based decision support still have to be addressed more 
extensively. Examples of such issues are how to implement national guidelines as well 
as local adaptations of those guidelines and how to increase the shareability of generic 
guideline execution engines among different intuitions (e.g., the GESDOR approach). 
Various solutions may be developed that address these issues such as the development 
of versioning methods that enable synchronisation between national and local 
guidelines and the development of standard interfaces to different external information 
systems. Recently, a number of articles have been published that compare CIG 
approaches with traditional workflow languages [6]. We expect that these comparisons 
will contribute significantly to the process of defining requirements and standards for 
CIG approaches (see also Chapter 3: From guidelines to careflows: modelling and 
supporting complex clinical processes).  

In order to create an approach that is successful, it is important that future research 
will take into account that an acceptable compromise between all areas must be reached 
with the above-mentioned aspects as starting points. In this compromise, a balance 
must be maintained between the aspects of abstractness, expressiveness, formalisation, 
acquisition and execution. 
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Abstract. Research on computer interpretable clinical guidelines has largely 

focused on individual points of care rather than processes of care. Whether we 

consider simple aids like clinical alerts and reminders or more sophisticated data 

interpretation and decision-making, guideline developers tend to focus on specific 

tasks rather than processes like care plans and pathways which are extended in 

time. In contrast, research on business process modelling has demonstrated 

notations and tools which deal directly with process modelling, but has not been 

concerned with problems like data interpretation and decision making. In this

chapter we describe these two traditions, and compare some of their strengths and 

weaknesses. We also briefly discuss the distinct theoretical frameworks which 

have grown up around them, notably Petri nets for workflow modelling and 

mathematical logics for guidelines. We conclude that these offer complementary 

views of clinical processes and that a key research challenge is find a way of 

unifying them. 2

Keywords: clinical decision-making, process modelling, workflow languages, task 

network languages.

Introduction 

A standard definition of clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) is that of Field and Lohr

[6]: "systematically developed statements to assist practitioners and patient decisions 

about appropriate health care for specific circumstances". A primary purpose of CPGs 

is to support clinical decision-making in a way that is consistent with published and 

peer-reviewed evidence, in order to: 

• provide a more rational basis for decision-making; 
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• provide a focus for continuing education;

• reduce inappropriate variation in practice; 

• facilitate clinical audit; 

• promote efficient use of resources.

CPGs usually take the form of text documents, sometimes augmented with more 

structured information such as “clinical algorithms” (flow diagrams). They are usually 

designed to inform clinicians about best practice and encourage changes in their 

decision-making where necessary.

There are, however, significant issues about the effectiveness of CPGs, including 

doubts about their effectiveness in changing the behaviour of health care professionals 

[12]. One of the most consistent findings in health services research is the gap between 

research evidence and routine patient care [15] and the effort that goes into creating the 

guidelines may not be matched by the level of adherence to them in practice [3].

The medical informatics community has therefore sought new ways of bringing 

up-to-date scientific and clinical knowledge to the point of care in a more flexible and 

usable form than human-readable documents. “Computer-Interpretable Guidelines” 

(CIGs) are formal representations of CPGs that can be used to provide active support 

for improved effectiveness and safety of clinical practice. CIGs can provide reminders 

and alerts, assess individual risks, recommend possible treatments and give other 

patient-specific advice, often providing direct links to the supporting research and 

evidence as part of the advice. Figure 1 shows an example of a CIG for assessing the 

genetic risk of breast cancer and suggesting appropriate pre-emptive interventions (e.g. 

surveillance, chemo-prevention or surgery). It is now technically practical to deliver 

such services in the doctor’s office, on a bedside computer or by PDA.

The creation and use of CIGs have many potential and demonstrated benefits, 

including:

• offering better description and recording of patient states; 

• providing selective access to background knowledge which is relevant to the 

specific circumstances;

• automatically proposing timely reminders and making patient-specific 

recommendations for clinical decisions;

• providing the rationale for recommendations, e.g. decision criteria and 

justifying evidence, and

• facilitating use of formal verification and other quality management 

techniques (e.g. http://www.protocure.org/)

Recent systematic reviews by Garg et al [13], Kawamoto [16] and others clearly 

show that CIGs have clinical value. Although these reviews do not cover all published 

work they provide an interesting insight into the current state of CIG research. Table 1 

is a summary and reclassification of the systems considered in the Garg et al review 

carried out to bring out the distinct kinds of decision support which all come under the 

general heading of CIGs. 
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Figure 1: Example of clinical advice in managing women at low genetic risk of breast cancer. The system 

considers all the possible interventions. In this simple example the advice is for routine X-ray surveillance, 

together with the justification, evidence and strength of the recommendation (central panel). Most decision 

support systems are similarly focused on individual decisions rather than complex processes of care which 
may be carried out over days or even months.

Table 1: a selective classification of different types of clinical decision support systems reviewed by Garg et 

al, 2005. Column 3 shows the number of each type and column 4 the number of these which demonstrated 
significant clinical benefits.

Service type Example techniques Instances

Monitoring, alerts and 

reminders

Algorithmic and rule based methods 41   30

Modelling and prediction Calculators, Statistical modelling 35 24

Focusing and information 

retrieval

Search engines, navigation, InfoButtons 11 6

Framing and making 

decisions

Decision analysis, logical decision models, 

argumentation 

7 2

Support for complex and 

multidisciplinary care

Workflow 0 0

A striking feature of table 1 is that the vast majority of evaluations to date deal 

with clinical systems which are limited to a single point in time where data need to be 

recorded, alerts flagged or decisions made as in figure 1. There have been few studies 

of how to integrate CIGs into care planning or clinical workflow, and none in the Garg 

sample. However with the apparent success of simple CIG technologies the research 

community is turning its attention to more ambitious goals. Examples include work on 
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decision support within a typical workflow for assessment of women with suspected 

breast cancer (Patkar et al, this volume) and work on risk assessment and care planning 

by Glasspool et al [14]. The 1st International Workshop on Process-oriented 

Information Systems in Healthcare took place in Brisbane, Australia in 2007, where 

central themes of the meeting were the use of guidelines in the context of business 

process and workflow models.

The next section reviews a number of approaches to the challenge of integrating 

decision support into clinical process models. The review is not comprehensive, 

providing only a short summary of early approaches to process modeling, but it 

provides a historical context for discussing more recent technologies. The primary 

focus of the discussion is how CIG technologies might benefit from work on business 

processes, and in particular whether a class of CIG technology called Task Network

Languages can provide effective decision support within the practical constraints of 

clinical process management. 

1. Modelling and Supporting Business Process

Despite the recent growth of interest in process modelling the history of the subject 

goes back almost half a century
3
.

1.1 Critical Path Analysis

The critical path method was developed for scheduling a set of activities in any project 

with interdependent activities. The essential technique is to develop a model of all the 

activities required to complete the project, the time that each activity will take to 

completion, and the dependencies between the activities. CPM was developed in the 

1950s, and has been used in construction, software development, research project 

management, product development, engineering, and plant maintenance, among other 

applications. 

1.2 Gantt Charts

A Gantt chart illustrates a project schedule, showing the start/finish dates of the 

component tasks of a project aligned on a timeline and showing the status of planned 

and active tasks (figure 2 (a)). Some Gantt charts also show dependencies between 

tasks (e.g. preconditions on initiating a task which depend on the completion of another 

activity or delivery of an output).  

3 In preparing this section we have drawn significantly on material on Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org). The 

original articles are far more extensive and are recommended for readers in finding out more detail about the 

topics.
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Figure 2: (a) Gantt chard for a simple project of 2 main tasks plus component activities. (b) PERT chart for a 

seven-month project with five milestones, 10 through 50m and six activities, A through F [source Wikipedia].  

1.3 PERT Charts

PERT was invented as a technique for managing large military projects to simplify 

planning and scheduling and is commonly used in R&D-type projects where time, 

rather than cost, is the major factor. The distinctive feature of PERT is the chart of 

interconnecting timelines, such as the one shown in figure 2(b). Unlike Gantt charts the 

PERT method accommodates some uncertainty by making it possible to schedule a 

project while not knowing precisely the details and durations of all the activities. 

These early methods for modelling business processes have considerable 

generality and practical value. However, they also have limitations from the point of 

view of clinical process management. They were not developed for actively executing 

or supporting the management of the process in real time, which is a key objective of 

CIGs. Neither are they oriented towards personalisation of care plans nor dynamic 

modifications of treatment plans in the light of changing situations or unexpected 

events. They were designed primarily for managing one-off projects, not for supporting 

routine processes like clinical diagnosis and treatment, and are typically used for 

analysing dependencies in a process and detect overruns or other problems.

1.4 Petri Nets

Petri nets can be used for describing “systems that may be concurrent, asynchronous, 

distributed, parallel, nondeterministic and/or stochastic” and are an advance on the 

earlier static methods in a number of ways. Petri nets provide a formal representation of 

a process as a directed graph with annotations, which can be interpreted dynamically to 

simulate or “enact” that process. There are two kinds of nodes in a Petri net: places and 

transitions. Places represent conditions and transitions represent events. A transition 

node has a certain number of input and output places representing the preconditions 

and post-conditions of the event. Petri nets are a very general model which can capture 

Gantt and PERT charts as well as finite state machines, dataflow networks and in 

theory any process that can be represented as a graph. The basic abstraction (input 

places - transitions - output places) subsumes many different concrete forms, including 

(input data – computation – output data); (resources needed – task or job – resources 

released); (preconditions – event – post-conditions) and other instances of the 

abstraction. 
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Petri Nets are often said to lack compositionality and scalability.  These problems 

have been addressed by “higher-level Petri nets”, such as Object-Oriented Petri Nets.

In a higher-level net, a Petri Net (PN) can appear wherever a data object can appear: as 

a token, as a parameter, or as the value of a computation. Tokens may carry arbitrary 

data objects and functions. Object-Oriented concepts have been used to build “layered'' 

Petri Nets and many different languages have been created to integrate OO concepts 

into PN modelling. PNs have also been used to provide a foundation for the most 

recent tradition for modelling processes, workflow modelling, in which concepts like 

processes, activities and messages may be modelled as a layer of Petri net objects on 

top of the basic PN primitives.

1.5 Rule-based Systems  

A prominent attempt to develop a standard for modelling clinical guidelines and 

decision support services was the Arden Syntax for Medical Logic Systems, developed 

in the early nineties. Arden Syntax encodes medical knowledge as Medical Logic 

Modules (MLMs), a hybrid between a production rule (an "if-then" rule) and a 

procedural formalism. Each MLM is invoked as if it were a single-step "if-then" rule, 

but then it executes serially as a sequence of instructions, including queries, 

calculations, logic statements and write statements. MLMs have been used to generate 

clinical alerts and reminders, interpretations, diagnoses, screening for clinical research 

studies, quality assurance functions, and administrative support. Arden was initially 

designed to support clinical decision making (an individual MLM should contain 

sufficient logic to make a single medical decision) but it can capture simple task 

sequences by chaining MLMs.
4

Although Arden was adopted as an ANSI standard for computerised clinical 

guidelines it lacks expressivity for modelling clinical guidelines (e.g. for logical 

reasoning, representing time and uncertainty) and limited ability to represent complex 

processes (e.g. care pathways and protocols). Other rule-based technologies have 

considerably more power in these respects. For example rule-based “expert” systems 

were extensively developed for medical applications in the 70s and 80s (e.g. MYCIN: 

[22]). These led to two distinct classes of rule-based expert system “shells”, goal-

directed and pattern-directed application development tools (e.g. eMYCIN; [24] and 

PSYCO [7]). 

Perhaps the most general and powerful form of rule-based technology is associated 

with logic programming. Originally developed for natural language processing, logic 

programming separates the declarative aspects of computation (e.g. what medical 

knowledge do we have?) from the procedural aspects (how is it to be applied during the 

clinical process?). Logic programming languages have great expressive power and the 

clear semantics of first-order logic. Defining process definition languages and 

implementing specialised process enactment engines for those languages is well within 

the capabilities of a logic programming language, such as Prolog, and also supports the 

technique of “meta-logical programming” which facilitates reuse of declarative 

knowledge and logic programs in different ways and different settings.

4 Source www.openclinical.org
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1.6 Workflow Languages and Technologies

Business process modelling, and associated IT systems for enacting and supporting 

business processes have attracted great interest in academia and practical commerce in 

recent years. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between a business process and two 

key concepts: the idea of a process definition language that formally describes the 

process model, and the workflow management system, the technology platform which 

supports the management of that process by scheduling activities, managing data, and 

ensuring effective communication of and synchronising between interrelated or 

dependent activities. Execution of a particular instance of a business process, such as 

the management of an order for a product or service, is initiated and controlled by the 

workflow management system under the control of the process definition for that kind 

of order. 

Figure 3: Business process and workflow modelling: From Workflow Management Coalition glossary. 

Source http://www.wfmc.org/standards/docs/TC-1011_term_glossary_v3.pdf

A number of workflow languages have been developed and proposals for standards 

are now emerging. They have been developed primarily with the business community 

in mind for modelling and supporting business organisations and processes rather than 

medical organisations and processes, though the possibility of using them in clinical 

settings is being actively studied (e.g. [17]). 

A variant of workflow called ‘careflow’ has been proposed from within the 

guidelines community for supporting clinical practice by explicitly modelling 

guidelines in the context of workflow, communication and resource management 

services. Originally proposed by Mario Stefanelli and his colleagues at the University 

of Pavia, careflow is defined as “a [clinical] procedure through which administrative 

and supervisory tasks … are passed between participants according to a process 

definition. A careflow process definition specifies which tasks need to be executed and 

in which order.” [18]. In his earlier paper Stefanelli suggests that Petri nets are the 

preferred formalism for modelling careflows but by 2004 the theoretical foundation 

seems to be in terms of distributed multi-agent systems:  a careflow is defined as “the 

execution of a process definition for a particular patient [by] organizational agents 

[which] … play one or more roles … execute work items, use resources (material, 
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instruments, services, etc.) and have a set of rules defining how to communicate with 

other agents in the organization.” 

1.7 Task Network Languages

During the last decade in which workflow languages have been achieving prominence 

the medical informatics community has also been developing ways of modelling 

clinical processes. Although they share concerns with the workflow community the 

“guidelines community” has taken a distinctive approach. This has been partly because 

of the original focus on clinical decision-making about how to interpret situations and 

events (e.g. is the patient at risk? what is the cause of a clinical problem?) or the best 

choice of clinical action (do we need to carry out further investigations? what is the 

most effective and safest thing to do?). Furthermore the guidelines community has been 

concerned to ensure that the process definition formalises processes in a way that 

reflects clinical tasks and constraints as clinicians perceive these. “Task Network 

Languages” have emerged as a way of achieving these objectives. 

The motivation for developing task network languages for CIGs is summarised by 

Peleg et al [20]: “A key component of guideline-based decision-support tools is a 

machine interpretable guideline model … that unfolds over time. To model such 

guidelines, many groups have adopted an approach involving hierarchical 

decomposition of a guideline plan into a network of component tasks. … The plan 

components provide design primitives that are custom-tailored to clinical guidelines. 

Relationships among plan components, such as ordering constraints, can be described, 

and tools for the visual representation of plans and the organization of tasks within 

them are typically provided. This organization of a guideline model is very different 

from that of rule-based systems, where the flow of control is not explicitly modelled. 

TNLs differ in their emphases and in their approaches to addressing particular 

modeling challenges. A subset of them (ASBRU, GLIF3 and PROforma) have put a 

major emphasis on defining process definition languages  … which makes them more 

directly comparable with business process modelling and workflow languages“ 

Peleg et al reviewed six task network models which had been developed to capture 

clinical guidelines and evidence-based practice in a computer-executable and 

interactive form (Asbru, EON, GLIF, GUIDE, PRODIGY, and PROforma) in order to 

compare similarities and differences and establish a consensus on a set of common 

components. A unifying feature of the task network schemes is that they represent 

clinical guidelines in the form of a guideline plan. The plan’s components represent 

decisions, actions, or hierarchically decomposed sub-plans of the guideline and their 

relationships.

The Peleg et al study examined “several aspects of plan organization: (a) 

supporting computational models, (b) mechanisms  for nesting a high-level plan into a 

network of lower-level plans, (c) sequential execution of plan components, (d) parallel 

execution of plan components, (e) cyclical and iterative plans, and (f) entry points into 

guideline plans. Note that sequential-, parallel-, and cyclical-execution define part of 

the control flow of guideline plans. The other part is modelled by decision models … 

that conditionally direct control flow into selected branches of the guideline model.” 

Some of these models have led to the development of formal process definition 

languages that can support data interpretation, alerts, decision-making and the other 

services required for modelling clinical guidelines (Asbru, GLIF, and PROforma).
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Although developed largely independently of commercial business process 

engineering TNLs share some features with business process modelling and workflow 

languages. In the next section we will compare and contrast TNLs and workflow 

languages as candidates for developing a generalised approach.

2. Comparison of Workflow and Task Network Languages  

The purpose of this section is to explore whether guideline technologies in the form of 

TNLs offer an adequate foundation for a general representation language and 

implementation platform for clinical process management systems. We shall suggest 

that as well as supporting decision-making and a “natural” conceptualisation of clinical 

processes TNLs can capture many workflow patterns required in typical care plans. To 

illustrate this we will compare one particular workflow language, Business Process 

Modelling Notation (BPMN), with one task network language, PROforma, developed 

in our group. This has been used in many clinical applications (e.g. [10]). PROforma

has also been the subject of independent comparisons with other TNLs ([5, 20]) and 

workflow languages ([2
5
;20].. However, we only wish to use it here as an exemplar of 

the general approach. A similar analysis could be carried out for any of the languages 

within the general family.

2.1 Workflow Modeling Languages 

Business process modelling languages are intended to allow designers to formalise a 

process definition such as a workflow, in which the notation shows visually who does 

what, where and in what order activities are carried out. Figure 4 shows an example of 

a model of a clinical process in one business process notation, BPMN, in which a 

woman with suspected breast cancer is referred to a specialist breast clinic by a general 

practitioner (GP). The GP and the clinic are “collaborating businesses” in BPMN 

terminology. The clinic also collaborates with “laboratories” for specialist services that 

provide specialist investigations such as imaging (mammography) and fine needle 

aspiration biopsy (FNA).

The BPMN notation can be translated into a standard XML-based interchange 

format (XPDL) and an executable process definition such as the Business Process 

Execution Language (BPEL) developed by the Workflow Management Coalition. 

BPMN draws strongly on conventions such as those used in flow diagrams for showing 

the flow of control (though the term is avoided in BPM circles) but it also visualises 

non-control-flow constructs such as trigger events, delays and messages as well as the 

structure of a business process at internal and collaborative levels. 

BPMN supports four main kinds of construct: flow objects; connecting objects; 

swim-lanes and artifacts.

Flow objects

An activity is any kind of work that the business performs. An activity can be atomic 

(a task) or non-atomic (a sub-process). 

http://www.openclinical.org/docs/ext/briefingpapers/bensonPathways.pdf5
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Gateways are used to control branching and merging of flows and can be the points at 

which decisions are taken.

An event is anything that can “happen” during the course of a business process which 

is not under the control of that process. Events usually have a cause (trigger) and/or an 

effect (result) and can affect the flow of the process. 

In figure 4, for example, the start event for the clinical process is that a patient 

attends a GP clinic, shown as a circle on the boundary of the “GP Community” box; 

rounded rectangles are internal activities of collaborating organisations, and the 

diamond is a gateway following completion of diagnosis, when the patient is given a 

positive diagnosis or the “all clear”.

Connecting objects

Flow objects are connected together to model the activity sequences in a business 

process. Three Connecting Objects are supported in BPMN:   

Sequence Flow defines the order in which activities are to be performed.

Message Flow is concerned with the flow of information between collaborating 

businesses or individuals.  

Associations are typically used to represent the inputs and outputs of activities in a 

process.

The black-headed arrows in figure 4 represent sequence flow (the activity at the 

tail of the arrow must be completed before the activity at the head of the arrow can be 

started). The dotted arrows with white heads are messages and flows of information to 

and from the specialist laboratories and between the GP and the clinic.

Swim-lanes

Many process modelling tools use “swim-lanes” to show independent “actors” e.g. 

businesses or services. BPMN supports two main constructs: pools and lanes.

Pools are used to represent separate business entities and are physically separated 

in a business process diagram. In Figure 4 there are three pools, one representing the 

GP, one the breast clinic and the third the specialist labs. The activities within pools are 

considered to be self-contained processes so that sequence flow may not cross the 

boundary of a pool. Message flow is used to model the communication between 

participants so it must connect between two pools (or the objects within the pools). 

Lanes are sub-partitions within a pool and are used to organize and categorize 

activities. In figure 4 there are two lanes within the laboratories pool, one representing 

a mammography process and the other a cytology service. Lanes are often used to 

separate the activities associated with a specific company function or role. 

Artefacts

Various application-specific “artefacts” can be added to a model including data objects, 

documentation and annotations but these are ignored here as they are not part of the 

formal process model itself.
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Figure 4: a BPMN model of the management of a patient presenting to her GP with symptoms of possible 

breast cancer (author Tim Benson, Abies Ltd.). 
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2.2 Task Network Languages 

In common with other TNLs reviewed by Peleg et al PROforma was originally 

developed as a language to support clinical data interpretation, decision-making and 

disease management rather than workflow. PROforma is a logic programming 

language which is extended to support constructs like plans, decisions, data definitions 

and a number of control mechanisms [4]. It has a declarative syntax and a well-defined 

operational semantics [23]. PROforma supports the definition of clinical guidelines and 

protocols in terms of: 

• A small set of task classes that can be composed into networks representing 

arbitrarily complex plans or procedures, and a similarly small set of attributes

which control task enactment.  

• Logical conditions which describe situations, events, constraints, task pre- and 

post-conditions, and data interpretation rules that influence execution of each 

task and transfer of control between tasks.

PROforma bases its process model on an ontology of tasks (plans, decisions, 

actions and enquiries) which is intended to be minimal to keep the language as simple 

and uniform as possible. All four task types share common attributes which are 

inherited from the root class (called a “keystone”). All tasks may, for example, have 

attributes representing the goal of the task, triggering events, pre-conditions which 

must be satisfied if the task is to be enacted, and post-conditions which will be true if 

the task is completed successfully. All tasks have distinguishing attributes as well. 

 
Plans, for example, have a characteristic structure in terms of nested components (tasks 

and sub-plans) and plans have special trigger conditions which define when it should 

be terminated or aborted. Decisions are modelled in terms of collections of decision 

options, logical rules and functions for constructing arguments for and against options, 

and “commitment” rules. Actions and enquiries have attributes that support their role in 

interacting with the external environment.

Figure 5 shows a PROforma process model for the breast cancer referral service 

modelled using BPMN in figure 4. In this view the GP, clinic and laboratories 

(“collaborating businesses”) are modelled in separate plans in the top left pane of the 

figure. The internal activities of these businesses (equivalent to “lanes” in BPMN) are 

also represented as plans, whose internal structure is shown in the 3 panes on the right. 

Arrows specify “scheduling constraints” which determine that any upstream tasks must 

be completed before downstream tasks can be initiated. A PROforma engine that enacts 

these workflows must honour these constraints. 

If there are no constraints between tasks then they can be executed concurrently. 

There are three levels of concurrency in figure 5: the level of the collaborating 

businesses, the breast clinic (three concurrent workflows) and the laboratories (two 

concurrent flows). As in the BPMN model concurrent workflows primarily interact by 

sending messages between activities. 

Figure 6 shows a complementary view of the process model which shows the 

hierarchy of individual tasks that make up the model. Note that although key clinical 

tasks, like plans, decisions and data capture tasks, are modelled in detail in PROforma

there is little support for modelling clinical organisations: there is no specific entity to 
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represent a separate service, for example, nor for modelling communication. In this 

example plans are used to distinguish services and messages are represented by 

keystones. 

Figure 5: a PROforma version of the BPMN workflow model shown in figure 4.

The absence of formal distinctions between types of swim-lane and lack of 

communication tasks provided by BPMN suggests that the small PROforma task 

ontology is being semantically overloaded. This is less serious than it appears. For 

example, the “businesses”, “pools”, “lanes” iconography could be supported by TNL 

design tools just as they are by business process modelling tools. A more serious 

requirement is to extend the task semantics appropriately, which can be done by 

extending the task ontology.
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Plans (rounded rectangles)

are sets of tasks to be carried out 

for some (e.g. therapeutic) reason. 

Like ASBRU and GLIF plans are 

viewed as the building blocks of a 

guideline, and may contain any 

number of tasks of any type, 

including other plans. Plans may 

impose an ordering on their 

components or may permit them to 

be enacted concurrently..  

Decisions (circles) are tasks 

which involve choices of some 

kind, such as a choice between 

alternative investigations, 

diagnoses or treatments. The 

PROforma specification of a 

decision task defines the decision 

options, relevant information, a set 

of argument rules which evaluate 

the “pros” and “cons” of each 

option in a particular setting, an 

aggregation function which defines 

a preference ordering on the 

options, and a commitment rules 

which determines which of the 

options should be selected and 

when.

Actions (squares) are 

procedures (such as the 

administration of an injection) 

which need to be carried out 

externally to the PROforma

process, typically by a clinician.

Enquiries (diamonds) are 

actions returning required 

information from the user, EPR or 

elsewhere.  

Keystones are generic tasks, 

which act as placeholders for 

specific tasks whose methods may 

be determined later in the design 

process, or dynamically at run-

time. 

Figure 6 PROforma task hierarchy based on the BPMN model in figure 4.
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A more uncertain issue for TNLs concerns “workflow patterns” which have been 

developed as standard benchmarks for workflow management systems (see the 

excellent website created by van der Aalst and ter Hofstede and their colleagues; 

http://www.workflowpatterns.com/). Mulyar et al [17] have examined four prominent 

task network formalisms (ASBRU, EON, GLIF and PROforma) from the point of view 

of whether they can capture 40 benchmark control flow patterns. They found that all 

TNLs fall significantly short of coping with the set of benchmarks – though it appears 

that many workflow formalisms are similarly limited!
6
  However these shortcomings 

are being addressed by the workflow community. For example YAWL is a new 

workflow language which has been explicitly designed to cope with a larger set of 

benchmark patterns, and has a well-defined syntax and semantics based on Petri net 

formalisms
7
.

A more uncertain issue for TNLs concerns “workflow patterns” which have been 

developed as standard benchmarks for workflow management systems (see the 

wonderful website created by van der Aalst and ter Hofstede and their colleagues; 

http://www.workflowpatterns.com/). Mulyar op cit have examined four prominent task 

network formalisms (ASBRU, EON, GLIF and PROforma) from the point of view of 

whether they can capture 40 benchmark control flow patterns. They found that all 

TNLs fall significantly short of coping with the set of benchmarks – though it appears 

that many workflow formalisms are similarly limited!
8
  However these shortcomings 

are being addressed by the workflow community. For example YAWL is a new 

workflow language which has been explicitly designed to cope with a larger set of 

benchmark patterns, and has a well-defined syntax and semantics based on Petri net 

formalisms
9
.

Comparisons with workflow and other technologies are important in identifying 

potentially valuable lessons for the guidelines community. However, TNLs may offer 

techniques that could be useful for enhancing workflow technology. For example 

PROforma was designed around an explicit model of decision-making, which 

workflow systems currently lack. Furthermore the major challenges created by high 

levels of uncertainty that are typical of clinical processes may suggest ways in which 

advanced decision models could be integrated into business process models. The task 

modelling approach may also offer benefits in terms of its “naturalness” for the end 

user’s perspective on a clinical process. Furthermore techniques from AI and 

knowledge engineering that are playing an important role in CIG development may 

also offer ways in which business process models may be enhanced, including temporal 

abstractions [21], and ontological modelling of tasks and goals [11].

3. Discussion and Future Directions

In this discussion we have briefly described a range of approaches to modeling clinical 

processes, outlining early techniques like PERT and GANTT charting and Petri nets, 

together with a more detailed summary of rule-based systems, business process and 

workflow models, and techniques for designing and enacting task networks. We now 

6 http://is.tm.tue.nl/research/patterns/products.htm
7 http://www.workflowpatterns.com/yawl/index.php
8 http://is.tm.tue.nl/research/patterns/products.htm
9 http://www.workflowpatterns.com/yawl/index.php
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draw some general, comparative conclusions and identify what we believe to be a 

major challenge for the development of computer-supported clinical services.

The earliest approaches to developing static models of processes continue to be 

influential. They still have important uses, in process planning for example, but do not 

offer process enactment or simulation capabilities. Petri nets were also originally 

intended as a formalism for static system models but have been increasingly successful 

in dynamic simulations and similar uses. The growth of interest of the workflow 

community in clinical process modelling and workflow management suggests that PN 

technology is an important candidate for designing and implementing clinical services 

in the future. However PNs do not provide the equivalent of modern programming 

languages or executable specification languages. Recent standardisation proposals for 

modelling systems based on Petri nets (e.g. Petri net Markup Language) and the 

development of enactment engines for PN applications, such as YAWL, may 

significantly change this position. 

Over the last 30 years or so we have also seen the emergence and maturing of rule-

based and logic programming technologies in the knowledge engineering and AI 

communities. Although these techniques were not developed with process management 

as a primary use-case they have always been associated with the development of 

practical applications such as medical expert systems. This has led to many proposals 

for languages for specifying knowledge-based services and development of specialised 

interpreters for those languages. As with Petri nets, logic based systems offer a 

powerful and sound foundation for designing and building clinical services.

On the face-of it rule-based systems are very different from Petri nets but they 

have some notable features in common. Transitions in Petri nets, condition � action 

rules in production systems, and premise� conclusion schemas in logic can all be 

viewed as concrete instances of a general pre-condition | post-condition signature. 

In their simplest form technologies based on these abstract computational models 

share the dubious distinction of having been criticised for poor efficiency and ease of 

understanding. However analogous solutions to these problems have been found in all 

cases. Optimisation techniques have greatly mitigated efficiency problems in PN 

compilers, production rule systems and Prolog interpreters. The use of higher level 

objects on top of the abstract pre-condition | post-condition lead to greater naturalness 

and understanding for concrete application domains. The high level objects offered by 

workflow languages (pools, lanes, flow objects and messages) and task classes 

supported by TNLs (plans, actions and decisions) make the underlying formalisms 

much easier for non-technical users like clinicians to understand [9].

A question that would naturally seem to arise is whether PNs or logic, or some 

other kind of semantics, is best for formalising processes. We think this is not in fact a 

particularly useful question. 

Logic has traditionally been concerned with defining what may be validly or 

rationally inferred from a set of facts and rules. Given data about a concrete clinical 

situation we typically wish to deduce valid conclusions from the data (e.g. the 

diagnosis or level of clinical risk). Classical propositional and predicate calculus 

provide the traditional logic frameworks, though various interpretations of probability 

theory have often been the preferred frameworks for dealing with uncertainty. In recent 

years computer science and cognitive science have also developed non-classical logics,

including logics of time, space and causality for reasoning about the everyday physical 

world and non-monotonic logics and argumentation systems which extend non-

classical logic into the domains of uncertainty, evidence-based reasoning and planning. 
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These and other logics are often held to capture patterns of “common-sense” human 

thinking. This combination of common sense reasoning and sound semantics should 

benefit the design of technologies for decision-making, care planning and process 

management - being at once demonstrably useful in clinical practice and intuitive for 

the doctors and patients who use them. 

Petri nets, on the other hand, are neutral with respect to the nature of thinking 

about medicine or anything else, and have been developed only with process 

engineering objectives in mind. While task network models might make some claim to 

being grounded in forms of reasoning, decision-making and planning which resemble 

their counterparts in medical thinking, no comparable claim has been made to our 

knowledge that the concepts of workflows, pools, lanes etc capture natural “business 

thinking”.  

It seems to us, however, that these two key approaches to modelling processes 

should not be seen as competitors. Rather they represent complementary views in 

which logic-based semantics provide an intuitive foundation for formalising medical 

knowledge and clinical thinking, while Petri nets provide a sound technical foundation 

for modelling organisations and dealing with problems like concurrent and distributed 

computation. Complex clinical organisations are highly distributed and exemplify 

many different forms of concurrency including multiple interrelated workflows, high 

bandwidth event and data transmission, asynchronous messaging, etc. In our opinion a 

unified approach to modelling complex clinical organisations and processes which 

builds on both theoretical traditions is a desirable research objective.  

We close this discussion with some remarks on a future scenario for the delivery of 

complex, distributed and concurrent clinical services. This is the scenario of “careflow” 

mentioned earlier, which we believe challenges current capabilities, whatever our 

technical persuasion. Stefanelli
10

 motivates the careflow concept with the observation 

that “… the problem of guideline dissemination and implementation in health care 

organisations needs to [consider that the] individual doctor-patient relationship is being 

replaced by one in which the patient is managed by a team of health care professionals, 

each specializing in separate aspects of the care process. This 'shared care' depends

critically on the ability to share patient-specific information and medical knowledge 

easily among care providers. Indeed, it is the present inability to share clinical practice 

guidelines across systems and organizations that represents one of the major

impediments to progress towards effective evidence-based care. Strategically, there is a 

need to take a more clinical process view of health care delivery and to identify the 

appropriate organizational and information infrastructures to support the process." The 

concept that Stefanelli believes is needed to implement a careflow service is that of the 

software agent.

A software agent is typically viewed as an autonomous entity that can take 

responsibility for providing services such as situation and risk assessment, decision-

making and task management under significant levels of uncertainty, responding 

adaptively to changing circumstances and events [9]. In multi-agent systems agents 

with specialised capabilities interact to request specific information or services and/or 

pass responsibilities for achieving business or clinical goals to other specialist agents, 

and enter into “contracts” with other agents to carry out specific tasks or business 

processes. There is now a rapidly growing literature on multi-agent systems in 

healthcare applications (see http://www.openclinical.org/agents.html) though as yet 

10 http://www.openclinical.org/briefingpaperStefanelli.html
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there are many more successful examples of individual guideline based services than 

multi-agent systems in clinical applications. 

4. Research Agenda

Current approaches to implementing clinical decision support and guideline services 

need to advance significantly if we are to provide realistic support for complex clinical 

processes like extended treatment pathways and multidisciplinary shared care.   

Decision support technologies, task network models, workflow management systems 

and multi-agent technologies can all make significant contributions, but they appear to 

be individually inadequate for implementing integrated careflow services. All of these 

traditions have overlapping concerns, but often adopt very different languages and 

concepts, and have very different theoretical foundations (e.g. Petri nets and 

mathematical logic). In our view a primary research goal must be, so far as is possible, 

to unify the various techniques and resist the tendency towards a competitive 

fragmentation of the field. 

We have concentrated on task network and workflow models in this discussion, 

but older traditions remain relevant and newer techniques including autonomous agents 

and knowledge representation methods from AI and the semantic web etc are likely to 

make contributions [9]. An early benefit of a research programme aimed at integration 

of the different approaches would be the translation of productive ideas from one field 

to another. For example, the extensive work on control patterns in workflow is already 

contributing to a deeper understanding of task network models ([17]. On the other hand 

techniques which are used in the clinical guidelines field, such as reasoning and 

decision-making under uncertainty, automated care planning could address the need for 

achieving greater flexibility in process management that is an increasing concern in the 

workflow community (e.g. [1]).

Flexibility is a pivotal research problem for all the research traditions. Few but the 

most bureaucratic human organisations and processes can be reduced to rigid 

procedures which, once laid down, must be followed without exception. In medicine, 

for example, a substantial proportion of patients have highly individual personal needs 

and clinical circumstances, respond to treatments in different ways, or not at all. 

Simply following the normal clinical pathway is not always desirable or even 

acceptable, and a technology that rigidly imposes such routines will be rejected. A 

critical research challenge is to be able to support the clinician in a flexible and 

adaptive way with respect to clinical goals not just standard procedures: “doing the 

right thing”, not just “doing the thing right”. 
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Abstract. Formal methods play an important role in the development of software
and hardware systems. In recent years, there has been a growing interest to apply
these methods in the area of medical guidelines and protocols. This paper sum-
marises these efforts, compares the approaches and discusses the role of formal
methods in this area.
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Introduction

Formal methods are commonly defined as mathematics-based techniques for the specifi-
cation, development, and verification of software and hardware systems [49,69]. A spec-
ification of a system is a mathematical description that describes what the system should
do, i.e., the requirements or properties that should hold for an implementation of a sys-
tem, written as well-formed statements in a formal logic. Given the specification, formal
verification is the act of proving or disproving the correctness of an implementation with
respect to the specification in a mathematically rigorous way. Many of such techniques
have been developed. However, we will focus this chapter on those techniques that have
been applied in the context of clinical guidelines or protocols, which are for a large part
based on logic.

Formal methods can be exploited in relationship to medical guidelines in several
ways. One choice is to consider the guideline as the ‘system’ that is being developed.
Then, verification involves checking whether this guideline adheres to certain correctness
or quality criteria, which is the main topic of this chapter. However, guidelines could also
be considered as the golden standard for other types of systems. For example, in develop-
ing local protocols, the requirements are often derived from the more general guideline, if
available. Similarly, if we look at the actual clinical practice as a system, e.g., formalised
in terms of an electronic patient record, then verification may involve comparing medical
actions against recommendations given by a guideline. We will only briefly address such
other possibilities as they are discussed more elaborately in a Chapter 7 of this book.
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This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 1, we review, from a formal perspec-
tive, some of the different specification languages that have been proposed for modelling
guidelines. Questions regarding formal semantics and expressiveness are addressed. In
Section 2, we address the different type of properties that have been investigated in liter-
ature. Next, in Section 3, we look at some actual verification studies and methodologies.
In Section 4, we briefly discuss formal methods in relation to protocol development and
compliance checking, as described above. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss the role of
formal methods in its relation to medical guidelines and especially the impact it may
have on medical practice.

1. Guideline Specification

Several methods have been developed to support the modelling of guidelines. Specialised
guideline modelling languages have been developed of which some have a formal se-
mantics. Other authors have proposed the use of general-purpose logical languages for
the specification of guidelines as many languages that have been proposed in artificial in-
telligence have rich structures and are likely to be expressive enough for specification of
aspects of guidelines. Furthermore, as they are often based on logic, they have a formal
semantics. On the other hand, they lack some intuitive primitives elements of specialised
guidelines modelling languages such as “decisions” or (medical) “actions”.

1.1. General-purpose Formal Languages

Description logic [3] is a family of well-known knowledge representation formalisms,
which has been used for the development of a wide range of applications. An important
advantage is that they constitute a decidable fragment of first-order logic, and thus pro-
vide a clear syntax and semantics and make automatic verification possible. In [53] it
is proposed to model certain aspects of practice guidelines in this logic, i.e., taxonomic
relations (chest x-ray is a type of x-ray), mereologic order (identification is part of the
interview), and temporal order (physical examination precedes chest x-ray). Examples of
the use of description logics in the clinical domain can be found in e.g., [54].

Logic-based formalisation of medical guidelines has also been suggested in the con-
text of agent modelling. In [12], guidelines are considered a set of social integrity con-
straints, formalised using standard logic with additional operators H (indicating a ground
fact), E (indicating an expectation), and EN (indicating a negative expectation). For ex-
ample, the following:

H enter Patient, emergency ward , T0 →
E examine Physician, Patient , T1 ∧ T1 > T0

denotes that in whenever a patient enters the emergency ward, then it is expected that a
physician will examine the patient at some later time instance T1. The underlying idea
is to use these constraints in order to prevent agent behaviour that is not compliant with
the guideline. This is particularly useful in hospitals where integrity constraints could be
used for checking if the hospital staff is compliant with the guideline. The semantics of
this language has been formalised as an abductive proof procedure [1].
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Figure 1. Plan state model of a single Asbru plan.

Temporal reasoning is an important aspect of medical guidelines. Therefore, it is not
surprising that temporal logic has been proposed as a suitable formalism. For example,
computation tree logic has been applied for modelling a guideline for the purpose of
formally studying refinement of guidelines to protocols (cf. Chapter 7 and [30]).

1.2. Guideline Modelling Languages

A number of languages have been developed to write down clinical guidelines in
a computer-interpretable format (so called computer-interpretable clinical guidelines,
CIGs). In [38], the languages Asbru, EON, GLIF, GUIDE, PRODIGY, and PROforma
are compared, based on a common case study. The paper identifies a number of common
components and a number of significant differences between languages.

1.2.1. Semantics

For the syntax and semantics of guideline languages three levels can be considered:

1. the dynamic behaviour of guideline components, and
2. conditions usually given in a so called expression language,
3. temporal abstraction of conditions.

For Asbru, the dynamic behaviour of plan execution (level 1) is defined in a formal-
ism called Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) [44]. The abstract execution model
of a single plan is illustrated in Figure 1. Each arrow in the state transition system rep-
resents a single SOS rule: Filter and setup conditions (F and S) are used to control the
applicability of a plan, abort and complete conditions (A and C) are used to monitor
execution. The sub plans in the plan body can be organised using different body types
(e.g., sequential, any-order, or parallel). The current state of a plan – especially if a plan
has been rejected, aborted, or completed – is propagated according to the plan hierarchy
to its super and sub plans. If a plan is mandatory, it must be completed, otherwise it
may also be rejected or aborted. Details can be found in [4,5]. Evaluation of conditions
(level 2), however, is not considered in detail. Asbru offers a variety of possibilities to
abstract from patient data (see [56,55,61]). In most cases, conditions are simple and can
be translated one-to-one to a first order formula. For more complex conditions, a full
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formal semantics still needs to be defined. As a speciality of Asbru, conditions can be
monitored over time according to so called time annotations (temporal abstraction, level
3). A revised and complete semantics of time annotations has been published in [52].

in_progress

completed

dormant

discarded

Figure 2. State and transitions of PROforma Task component.

Similar to Asbru, an operational semantics for PROforma is given in [63,24]. The
dynamic behaviour of “Task” components is again described in an operational style. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the underlying state transition system. The transition system has recently
been simplified from 11 to 4 states without restricting expressiveness of the PROforma
language, as some of the states were found to be redundant to describe the core semantics
of the language.

The semantics is described rather informally for GLIF [68], EON [65], GLARE [2,
25], and GUIDE [46]. The descriptions usually give a flavour of a semantics in terms of
‘states’ (e.g., completed and aborted states), message passing, etc, although these terms
are not defined in detail. While this is enough for actually building guidelines, the se-
mantics must be more precise when it comes to formal verification. Facilities for testing
and making sure that the model is unambiguous and syntactically correct is available for
most approaches. An overview of these facilities can be found in [16].

Verification, in particular a verification technique called model checking (cf. Sec-
tion 3.3), is nevertheless applied to guidelines written in GLARE by translating GLARE
clinical guidelines to the formal language Promela [25]. This translation can be consid-
ered as defining the formal semantics of GLARE. As a drawback, in order to fully un-
derstand the execution model of GLARE, one needs to fully understand the translation
as well as the Promela semantics.

1.2.2. Temporal Constraints

Medical guidelines do not simply describe a process that is to be executed instantly. In-
stead, the process evolves in time where reasoning about time is done explicitly. As this is
such a prominent feature of guideline representation languages, this topic deserves some
more detail. As an example, consider the administration of a drug three times a day for
five days in a row. Different guideline modelling languages offer different constructs for
expressing temporal constraints. The temporal constraints normally define only certain
minimum and maximum boundaries instead of fixed time periods; for example, a drug
is not taken every day at exactly the same time but should be taken between 07:00 and
10:00 a.m.

In the following paragraphs, the constructs for expressing temporal constraints in
Asbru and in GLARE are introduced.
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Whereas temporal constraints in GLARE refer to the start and end point of actions,
Asbru time annotations incorporate arbitrary conditions, e.g., conditions that refer to the
condition of the patient. This is more expressive; however, it adds complexity to the
verification problem.

Time Annotations in Asbru. An example property containing a temporal constraint is
the following: “Intensive phototherapy should produce a decline in the TSB (total serum
bilirubin) level of 1 to 2 mg/dl within 4 to 6 hours”. This can be expressed with so called
time annotations in Asbru:

TSB ≤ − mg/dl , h h, , enter pti, activated

i.e., a condition TSB must occur 4 to 6 hours after the treatment plan ‘pti’ (photother-
apy intensive) has been activated. In general, this is the pattern for Asbru time annota-
tions:

condition ESS, LSS EFS, LFS minDu, maxDu RP

A starting interval is defined by an earliest starting shift (ESS) and a lasted starting shift
(LSS). The earliest- and latest finishing shift (EFS and LFS) define the finishing interval.
These intervals are relative to a reference point (RP), that describes a time point that
is the offset to the shifts. In addition, a minimum and maximum duration (minDu and
maxDu) can be defined. A complete formal semantics of Asbru time annotations is given
in [52].

Temporal Constraints in GLARE. GLARE’s temporal language allows one to model
temporal constraints between actions, and is quite similar to Asbru’s time annotations.
In GLARE, it is possible to define the minimum and maximum duration of actions,
the minimum and maximum delay between actions and repetition/periodicy constraints.
Consider actions A and B. Then the following examples illustrate the types of relations
that can be expressed:

• the duration of A is between 10 and 20 minutes.
• the end of A is equal to the start of B.
• B starts between 10 and 20 minutes after the end of A.
• A is repeated once every week for two weeks, until condition C does not hold

anymore.

A more detailed description of time in the GLARE framework can be found in [2].

2. Specification of Guideline Properties

To be able to specify properties, a representation language is required. Similar to the
previous section, general and specific languages have been proposed. First, we discuss
the type of properties that have been investigated. Then, we focus on the general and
more specific representation languages that have been used in literature. Finally, we focus
some of the methodological issues related to the specification of properties.
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2.1. Type of Properties

A wide range of properties of medical guidelines and protocols that have been checked
can be found in literature. In order to make the distinction more comprehensible, it is
useful to make a distinction between two classes of properties, namely:

1. Intra-guideline consistency (this term is proposed in [60]): this deals with consis-
tency issues within a single guideline. Inconsistencies include structural defects,
e.g., inconsistencies between temporal structure and temporal specifications; am-
biguities, such as conflicting recommendations for the same patient group; in-
completeness, when a recommendation is missing for a relevant patient group.

2. Intentions / Goals: these approaches deal with correctness criteria in terms of
the process or result of executing the guideline. Note that we will use the term
intentions and goals synonymously here.

The first type of properties are typically stated informally or in the language that the
guideline is modelled in (e.g., logic). Hence, the focus on the representation of properties
will be on the second type. These type of properties are derived from various sources.
Shahar argues for explicitly specifying the design rationale in the guideline itself [57].
In practice, however, other sources have to be used, e.g., recommendations from other
guidelines (inter-guideline consistency), indicators [66], expert opinions, and general cri-
teria relative to additional medical knowledge.

2.2. Temporal Logic

2.2.1. Introduction

Several temporal logics have been developed, in particular tense logics since the 1960s.
Differences between logics result from different models of time and expressiveness. In
linear temporal logics (e.g., Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [45]), models form a linear
trace, while in branching logics models typically (e.g., Computation Tree Logic (CTL)
[8,14,21]) form a tree.

A model of a medical guideline, is a Kripke structure M over a set of atomic propo-
sitions AP , which formally is defined as a four tuple M S, S0, R, L where S is a
finite set of states, S0 ⊆ S is the set of initial states, R ⊆ S × S is a total transition
relation, and L S → AP is a function that labels each state with the set of atomic
propositions true in that state. A path in the model M from a state s is an infinite se-
quence π s0s1s2 . . . such that s0 s and R si, si+1 holds for all i ≥ . With πi we
denote the suffix of π starting at si, i.e., πi sisi+1si+2 . . ..

CTL uses atomic propositions, propositional connectives, path quantifiers and tem-
poral operators for describing properties of computation trees, i.e., the tree that is formed
by designating a state in the Kripke structure as the initial state and then unwinding the
structure into an infinite tree according to the transition relation R with the initial state
as root. This leads to two types of formulas: state formulas, which are true in a specific
state, and path formulas, which are true along a specific path. A path formula is build up
by applying one of the temporal operators to state formulas. In this chapter, the temporal
operators used are X, G, F, and U. With Xϕ being true if ϕ holds in the next state, Gϕ if
ϕ holds in the current state and all future states, Fϕ if ϕ holds in the current state or some
state in the future, and ϕUψ if ϕ holds until eventually ψ holds. A state formula can be
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M, s | p ⇔ p ∈ L s
M, s | ¬f1 ⇔ M, s 	| f1

M, s | f1 ∧ f2 ⇔ M, s | f1 and M, s | f2

M, s | Eg1 ⇔ there is a path π from s such that M, π | g1

M, π | f1 ⇔ s is the first state of π and M, s | f1

M, π | ¬g1 ⇔ M, π 	| g1

M, π | g1 ∧ g2 ⇔ M, π | g1 and M, π | g2

M, π | Xg1 ⇔ M, π1 | g1

M, π | Fg1 ⇔ there exists a k ≥ such that M, πk | g1

M, π | g1Ug2 ⇔ there exists a k ≥ such that M, πk | g2 and
for all ≤ j < k, M, πj | g1

Figure 3. Semantics of temporal logic with f1 and f2 representing state formulas and g1 and g2 representing
path formulas.

built inductively from atomic propositions, propositional connectives, and if f and g are
path formulas, then Ef and Af are state formulas. The path quantifiers A and E are used
to specify that all or some of the paths starting at a specific state have some property.

The semantics of CTL is defined with respect to a Kripke structure M . Given a state
formula f , the notation M, s | f denotes that f holds in state s of the Kripke structure
M . Assuming that f1 and f2 are state formulas and g1 and g2 are path formulas, the
relation | is defined inductively as shown in Figure 3. The remaining syntax consisting
of ∨,→, G, A can be defined as usual, i.e., f1∨f2 ≡ ¬ ¬f1∧¬f2 , f1 → f2 ≡ ¬f1∨f2,
Gg ≡ ¬F¬g, and Af ≡ ¬E¬f .

In contrast to CTL, LTL provides operators for describing events along a single
computation path. Each formula is of the form Af , with f being a path formula, which
is either an atomic proposition or inductively defined as ¬f , f ∨ g, f ∧ g, Xf , Ff , Gf ,
fUg with f, g path formulas. This language can be evaluated on Kripke structures as
presented in Figure 3.

2.2.2. Expressiveness and Complexity

It is a well-known fact that the expressiveness of LTL and CTL is incomparable. For
example, the following CTL statement

EF normotension

i.e., ‘normotension’ (normal blood pressure) may eventually occur is not expressible in
LTL. On the other hand, the following LTL formula

F G normotension

i.e., eventually ‘normotension’ will always hold is not expressible in CTL. Note that the
formula AF AG normotension is stronger and expresses that there exists some state after
which all patient groups have a normal blood pressure at the same time, which is more
restrictive than the previous formula.

Both for theorem proving as well as model checking, reasoning using CTL is gener-
ally easier than reasoning in LTL, for example, LTL is in a higher complexity class. How-
ever, the discussion whether to use CTL or linear-time temporal logic (LTL) for model
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checking is far from being settled, as LTL is usually more intuitive and better suited as
a specification language. For example, in [67], the advantages of linear-time frameworks
is identified in terms of expressiveness, compositionality, property-specific abstractions,
uniformity, and the use of bounded model checking.

2.3. Clinical Goal Representation

Several ontologies for intentions have been proposed in the context of medical guide-
lines.

2.3.1. Ontology of Goals in Breast Cancer

On the basis of a corpus of examples of clinical goal statements in breast cancer, an on-
tology was developed in [23]. As the authors describe, when clinical processes are de-
signed and enacted, this should allow for the possibility of urgent changes to the care
plan or “plan repair”. In order to do this, a reason for each service has to be made explicit
to be capable of recovering when goals are not achieved. They make a distinction be-
tween knowledge and action goals, where knowledge goals deal with acquiring informa-
tion and deciding between alternative hypothesis about the world and action goals deal
with achieving some state of the world and enacting tasks. A conclusion of this work is
that this delivers a more balanced classification of types of goals compared to other on-
tologies. However, further work is expected to be needed in order to make a final scheme
in the context of breast cancer.

2.3.2. Asbru Intentions

Although most guideline representation languages allow for representation of goals and
intentions, representation of intentions is most developed in the Asbru language [38].
These intentions are considered “temporal patterns of provider actions and patient states,
at different levels of abstraction, that should be maintained, achieved, or avoided” [57].
Furthermore, a distinction is made to whether the intention refers to a clinical state or
action and whether the intention holds during enactment of the clinical process (inter-
mediate) or after it has been completed (overall). The intention may also contain a rich
temporal structure.

In the verification methods using Asbru, these intentions are typically formalised
in temporal logic. For example, in [7], the Asbru intention “achieve overall state: α” is
formalised as:

AG current plan completed → AF AG α

From a formal point this raises some questions. For example, in this example, it is pos-
sible, due to the use of the F operator, that α holds much later than the current plan.
Moreover, one could argue that the similar looking, but non-equivalent, LTL formula:

G current plan completed → F G α

is the right formalisation. The point that we would like to make here is that formal lan-
guages are particularly useful to discuss such subtle differences. Even though in the orig-
inal Asbru specification, the property seems uncomplicated, questions can be raised with
respect to the intended semantics.
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2.4. Methodology for the Specification of Properties

A major problem in the specification of properties as we have presented so-far is that
properties from sources other than the original guideline differ in terminology. This is
especially common in medicine where terms typically have multiple synonyms. Further-
more, properties may address aspects which are not even contained in the guideline.
These properties can only be verified if the guideline is enriched by the additional as-
pects.

The problem of attaching the terminology of guidelines to the terminology found in
properties is commonly recognised in the literature [26]. This problem could be further
addressed using ontologies to standardise terminology as found in some of the guideline
representation languages.

A structured approach to bridge the gap between informal properties and a temporal
formula matching the aspects and terminology of the guideline has been proposed in
[62]. This paper introduces a stepwise approach to formalise properties. The original
informal goal is reduced in a first step to the scope of the guideline. In a second step,
the goal is normalised to determine the expected behaviour and the timing constraints,
i.e., start and end points between which the behaviour should be observed. After the
normalisation step, it is rather easy to correctly formalise the property in a formalism
called Goal Definition Language (GDL). A final step, the attachment, maps concepts and
terminology of the property definition to concepts of the guideline.

This process does not solve the problem of mapping the different terminology of
properties and guidelines. However, it gives structure to the process of attaching proper-
ties to guidelines and makes sure that medical domain experts are able to perform and
understand the different steps. Assuming the domain experts are aware of both the on-
tology of the property as well as the ontology found in the guideline, this methodology
enables the validation of properties.

3. Verification

Properties can be verified on-the-fly, i.e., properties define runtime constraints which
are monitored during guideline execution, or prior to execution. Runtime constraints
are always evaluated for a given case while verification prior to execution has to take
into account every possible case. The latter is thus much more complex. This chapter is
focussed on verification prior to execution.

There are roughly two verification approaches, namely model checking [13,47]
which explores a (finite) model and theorem proving which explores logical derivations
of a theory. There has been a particular focus on the use of theorem provers for reasoning
about programs, which can be traced back the well-known Boyer-Moore theorem prover
in the early 1960s [10,9]. In AI, theorem provers have for example been used to verify
knowledge-based systems (e.g., [22]), as the knowledge representation is often based on
logic.
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3.1. Interactive Theorem Proving

The European project Protocure2 has had a major impetus on the use of formal methods
for the verification of medical guidelines. In [64], the results of this work is summarised.
The guideline that is used deals with the treatment of jaundice and diabetes and is mod-
elled in Asbru. This model was then, partly manually and partly mechanically, translated
to temporal logic and given to an interactive theorem prover, called KIV3 [6,27]. Indica-
tors and intentions mentioned in the guideline were then used as correctness criteria in
order to verify these guidelines. This work was subsequently extended in several ways.
First, the semantics of a part of the Asbru language was incorporated in the KIV theorem
prover, making it possible to translate a guideline model completely automatically [51],
including complex time annotations that can occur in guidelines (for more details see
Section 1.2.2). Second, the addition of background knowledge in order to verify more
general quality criteria was investigated [29]. A complete description of the latter work
can be found in [50].

Interactive theorem proving systems are sometimes called “proof assistants” as they
do not construct proofs themselves, but rather support the construction of a proof by a
user. In mathematics, proof assistants such as Mizar, HOL, and Coq are popular; in these
systems almost all proof steps have to be performed manually. KIV was designed for
use in program verification and attempts at providing more proof steps automatically;
however, it does not exhaustively investigate large search spaces which keeps the amount
of time it spends on calculations under control. The main advantage of such techniques
is that it can, in principle, handle problems of arbitrary complexity, hence it is especially
suitable if the model of the guideline is detailed and contains many complex constructs.
By abstracting parts of the guideline, more automated techniques, such as automated
theorem proving or model checking become feasible. These have also been applied to
medical guidelines and are discussed below.

3.2. Resolution-based Theorem Proving

It was shown that for reasoning about models of medical knowledge, for example in
the context of medical expert systems [33], classical automated reasoning techniques
(e.g., [48,70]) are a practical option. In [31], the use of automatic theorem proving tech-
niques for quality checking medical guidelines was studied. Translation of temporal logic
yields a restricted first-order theory. Such a formalisation is suitable for use in standard
resolution-based theorem provers. Typically, automated theorem provers require little
or no interactions compared to interactive theorem provers. Resolution-based theorem
proving facilities have been proven successful for many complex problems in algebra
[43] and logic [32]; however, it does put a certain limit to the complexity of the guideline
that can be verified.

3.3. Model Checking

With model checking [15], temporal properties can be automatically verified for a given
state transition system. In principle, model checking is automatic, however, the applica-

2http://www.protocure.org [accessed February 2008]
3http://www.informatik.uni-augsburg.de/swt/kiv [accessed February 2008]
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tion is limited to finite state transition systems. During the last years, tools have been
refined, additional methods to automatically reduce the state space have been introduced,
and computers, in general, have become more and more powerful such that nowadays,
systems with a very large number of states can be automatically verified. Popular model
checkers are SMV4 [15], which uses Binary Decision Diagrams [35], SPIN5 [28], an
explicit state model checker, and others.

Model checking has become very helpful in software engineering for analysing re-
active system designs. A medical guideline can be viewed as a concurrent system and
model checking can be applied. It is necessary to transform the medical guideline to the
input language of the model checker. Transformation can be automated by writing a suit-
able compiler. After the guideline has been transformed, temporal properties expressed
either in CTL or in LTL can be verified. An interesting aspect of model checking is that,
if the property does not hold, a counter example is provided which helps in improving the
medical guideline or property. However, if verification does not terminate, the guideline
model must be abstracted to reduce the state space. This abstraction must be provided
manually such that, in general, model checking still requires expert knowledge.

In [7], the Cadence SMV model checker has been used to verify temporal properties
of Asbru medical guidelines. An Asbru guideline is automatically translated to the SMV
input language. A large subset of the Asbru language is translated, however, complex
conditions and certain details of temporal constraints are currently abstracted. As a con-
sequence, only a restricted set of properties can be verified. In the paper a selection of
structural properties is considered. Verification of these properties has revealed a number
of errors in the Asbru model.

GLARE medical guidelines have also been verified with model checking [25]. A
guideline is translated to the input language of the SPIN model checker. This translation
is fully automatic.

3.4. Other Techniques

Several other techniques have been proposed primarily for checking that the guideline
model is internally consistent. They may be used as means to validation (i.e., check that
the model represents the guideline) or verification (i.e., to check that the guideline is
correct).

Rule-based and Decision Table. In [59,58], guidelines are represented as a decision
table and completeness and ambiguousness are investigated of the guideline. In [36],
guidelines are looked upon as rules, similar to modelling as done in for example Arden
Syntax. Verification involves checking that the guideline is complete, i.e., for every pos-
sible situation an advice is given using a tool called “Commander”. In their study of a
guideline for childhood immunisation, they were able to identify a number of missing
immunisation rules.

Coherence Analysis. In [18,20], Asbru models are translated to first-order logic and
rich structural properties are being investigated in order to check the coherence of the
model. Similar to the structure, the coherence of temporal constraints that have been put
on the (Asbru) model is discussed in [19]. If problems with coherence can be traced back

4http://www.cis.ksu.edu/santos/smv-doc [accessed February 2008]
5http://www.spinroot.com/ [accessed February 2008]
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to the guideline, this can be considered a form of verification; however, the verification
mostly deals with the formal model rather than checking the correctness of the original
guideline.

Petri Nets. A different method to simulate dynamic systems is by modelling the system
as a so called Petri net [41,42], which is also known as a place/transition net or P/T net. A
Petri net is a mathematical representation of discrete distributed systems that graphically
depicts the structure of a distributed system as a directed bipartite graph with annotations
using place nodes, transition nodes, and directed arcs. A whole range of tools is available
for using Petri nets to model and simulate complex dynamic systems.6 Recently, this
technique has been applied to analyse biological systems [40,37]. In [40], Petri nets have
been used to model malaria parasites invading host erythrocytes. Petri nets also form the
basis for the GUIDE guideline representation language, where they have been used for
simulation of the health care processes [46].

3.5. Verification of Temporal Constraints

Checking temporal constraints is not impossible in a theorem proving and model check-
ing approach. In fact, reasoning using temporal constraints been done using interactive
theorem proving [51]. However, in many other cases other techniques are employed. One
approach to deal with temporal constraints involves monitoring temporal constraints dur-
ing executing of guidelines. This is possible in various guideline modelling frameworks.
A more challenging approach is to verify the constraints prior to execution.

The temporal constraints in GLARE can be mapped to STP-trees , an exension of the
“standard” STP (Simple Temporal Problems, see [17]) to cope with (possibly periodical)
repeated actions. Algorithms exist to automatically verify the consistency of a given set
of constraints prior to the execution of guidelines [2].

4. Applications of Formal Methods

4.1. Verification

Figure 4 shows a range of formal methods ranging from cheap and incomplete to very
expensive and complete (loosely based on a picture by Rushby [49]). Many of the tech-
niques discussed in Section 3.4 can be considered implicit formal methods (e.g., type
checkers, parsers), as they are largely automatic and could be, for example, integrated
in guideline authoring software. As the picture suggests, some other techniques, such
as model checking and theorem proving require significant amount of work and is un-
likely to be done by guideline developers. Nonetheless, as we have shown in this chapter,
promising results have been reported in literature. Given the fact that guidelines have a
large impact in medical practice, costs associated with the use of formal methods might
be justified. We elaborate on this point somewhat further in the final section.

6http://www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/TGI/PetriNets/tools/db.html [accessed
February 2008]
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Figure 4. A spectrum of formal methods for formal verification allowing a tradeoff in the properties one can
verify (assurance dimension) against the effort one needs to invest to obtain results (effort dimension).

4.2. Adaptation

Guideline adaptation is a process in which existing guidelines are adapted so that they
can be used within a different care setting. Several reasons may exist for adapting the rec-
ommendations of an existing guideline to suit a local context, e.g., cultural differences,
constraints on resources, end-user involvement, etc, though it is often the case, that the
adaptation is faithful to the original guideline [34,30,39]. It is possible to employ formal
methods in order to make sure that the adaptations do not violate the original guideline.
A review of adaptations as done in practice can be found in Chapter 7 of this book.

4.3. Compliance

More general to the idea of using formal methods for checking that an adaptation is
compliant to the guideline is checking that the actual clinical process is compliant to
the guideline. If the clinical process is recorded as in, for example, an electronic patient
record, then verification can be done on this basis. The use of formal methods can then
be described as critiquing, i.e., to find differences between the actual actions and a set
of ‘ideal’ actions as described by a clinical guideline. This topic is further discussed in
Chapter 9 of this book.

5. Discussion

In this chapter, we have given an overview on the use of formal methods in the analysis
of medical guidelines. In guideline specification, we found that there are quite a number
of specification languages that have been proposed, but only a limited amount of work
has been done in providing a formal semantics of these languages, which renders only a
few of them suitable for the use of formal methods. Research in the area of specification
of properties has mainly focused on (1) the acquisition of properties, and (2) design of an
ontology of properties. Languages that are used are either informal, which again makes it
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problematic to use them in formal methods, or are closely based on a standard temporal
logic. Verification has moved forward the last few years from the ad-hoc use of formal
models in order to analyse certain aspects of guidelines to more systematic approaches
using techniques that are now widely used in the formal methods community such as
theorem proving and model checking.

In medicine, safety is extremely important, witnessed by the fact that ensuring safety
is the primary preoccupation of regulatory agencies. Nonetheless, mistakes are made in
hospitals; in fact, it was found that every year, in the Netherlands, 30,000 people are
harmed and 1,700 people die in hospitals due to causes that can be avoided [11]. As
medical errors have such far reaching consequences, there is good reason to investigate
in the use of formal methods in medicine. Guidelines play an important role and errors
in these guidelines may contribute to medical errors and mistakes. It is therefore clear
that making sure that the guidelines are of the highest possible quality is essential.

We believe the benefits of using formal methods on top of other techniques to im-
prove guidelines speak for themselves. First, formal verification and especially interac-
tive verification is very helpful in analysing the language itself as formal methods force
one to formalise the semantics. For example, this resulted in a number of problems with
the Asbru language, which were detected while verifying properties of a medical guide-
line. As a consequence, the formal semantics of time annotations in Asbru has been sig-
nificantly improved by verifying properties of the language itself [52]. The same holds
for medical guidelines itself: much can be gained by formalising medical guidelines in
practice. Informal text is interpreted differently by different readers and it is difficult to
keep all parts of an informal medical guideline consistent, as a guideline is typically writ-
ten by various authors. However, the true challenge remains to introduce a standardised
formal language into the practice of guideline development. Only after this challenge has
been met, the true potential of formal verification can be seen.

6. Research Agenda

As mentioned in the discussion, significant progress has been made in the last few years
in the area of formal methods and clinical guidelines, just considering the amount of
work that has been produced. However, much work still has to be done. Some of the
issues that could be further investigated are mentioned here.

First, it would be convenient to introduce a standardised, machine readable format
into the guideline development process. Otherwise a gap remains between informal text
of the medical guideline and the machine readable model which is the basis for further
analysis. The machine readable format must be easy to understand and yet expressive
enough for a large variety of medical guidelines. Currently, a number of standardised
languages exist for writing down medical guidelines, yet none of these languages have
been used by guideline developers on a large scale, nor do they take into account the spe-
cial features of formal verification. Similarly, a detailed formal semantics should underly
the machine readable format and should be used as a standard for building tools such as
editor, interpreters, compilers, etc.

Formal verification of properties is difficult and time consuming. While interactive
verification can only be performed by logicians, automatic methods have potential to
be applied by guideline designers. This raises the question in which situation a certain
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technique should be employed. Guidelines for guideline developers could improve the
practical usefulnes as well as the visibility of the research that is being done.

Finally, and what is possibly most challenging is that there seems to be a gap be-
tween the work in this area that has been done so far and the medical community. It
seems to be notoriously difficult to get medically relevant results, which might be due to
the fact that only very few medical doctors are involved in this research. For example, it
is relevant to know whether or not a guideline is “safe” or “correct”, which are concepts
that are difficult to grasp. However, in order to make a real impact in medicine, such
difficult questions will have to be answered.
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Abstract. Temporal aspects play a major role within clinical guidelines. Temporal 

issues arise when considering both guidelines per se, and the application of 

guidelines to specific patients. As a matter of fact, guidelines per se specify 

different diagnostic and\or therapeutic patterns, and temporal constraints on the 

intended times of execution of the actions they contain are an intrinsic part of 

guidelines themselves. Moreover, guidelines must be executed on the basis of 

patients’ data, which are intrinsically temporal data (consider, e.g., the time when 

symptoms hold). Devising suitable representation formalisms to properly model 

such pieces of temporal information is a challenging task, for which several 

solutions have been proposed in the last years. Besides representation formalisms, 

temporal reasoning methodologies are also needed. Temporal abstraction is 

needed in order to infer abstract temporal data (as described in guideline action 

conditions) from “raw” timestamped patient data. Moreover, temporal constraint 

propagation is also needed,  both at acquisition and at execution time. During 

acquisition, temporal constraint propagation is used to detect whether the temporal

constraints in the guideline are consistent. At execution time, it is needed in order 

to check whether the actual time of execution of actions has respected the temporal 

constraints in the guideline, and to detect which are the next candidate actions to 

be executed, on the basis of the temporal constraints in the guideline. This chapter 

sketches  some of the most important recent results about the above issues.

Keywords. temporal representation languages, temporal abstraction, temporal 

constraint propagation, timestamped data, qualitative and quantitative temporal 

constraints, temporal patterns, temporal databases

Introduction

The human way of perceiving and understanding the world deeply incorporates the 

notion of time. Therefore, temporal information is fundamental in most tasks, including 

the treatment of clinical guidelines. Specifically, the computer-based management of 

clinical guidelines involves many different issues, ranging from the formalization and 
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acquisition of guideline content to the execution of an acquired guideline, interacting 

with the patients’ data in the clinical database. Time plays a fundamental role in most 

of such issues. Specifically, in the guideline environment, temporal information play a 

fundamental role both as concerns the treatment of patients’ data, and as concerns the 

definition of the temporal control flow of actions in a guideline.

Concerning patients’ data (clinical records), it is worth stressing that most clinical 

data are naturally temporal. In order to be meaningfully interpreted, patients’ symptoms, 

laboratory test results, and, in general, all clinical data, must be paired with the time in 

which they hold (called valid time henceforth). Additionally, for legal purposes, or for 

justifying physicians’ decisions, also the time when such data have been inserted into 

the database might be stored (called transaction time henceforth). Some principled and 

general-purpose treatment of  such temporal issues has been proposed within the 

research area of temporal databases, and some refinements and\or alternative proposals 

have been proposed within the medical informatics community.

Concerning clinical guidelines themselves, temporal information plays a 

fundamental role in at least two different ways. First, guidelines always contain 

temporal conditions on the patient data, e.g., to check the applicability of a given action. 

In several cases, such conditions define complex temporal patterns, that patients’ data 

need to satisfy.  Second, temporal constraints on the possible relative order and time of 

execution of actions is an intrinsic and important part of most clinical guidelines. For 

instance, in most therapies actions have to be performed according to a set of temporal 

constraints concerning their relative order, their duration, and the delays between them. 

Additionally, guideline actions must often be repeated at regular (i.e., periodic) times. 

Furthermore, it is also necessary to carefully take into account the (implicit) temporal 

constraints derived from the hierarchical decomposition of actions into their 

components and from the control-flow of actions in the guideline.  Several general-

purpose languages have been defined in the Artificial Intelligence community in order 

to model temporal constraints and temporal patterns. However, the peculiarity and 

richness of temporal constraints and patterns within clinical guidelines has demanded 

for new formalisms  to represent temporal information.

Unfortunately, the effort needed to represent and store temporal data is almost 

worthless, if it is not paired with the development of suitable temporal reasoning

techniques making such an information practically useful within the guideline context.

First of all, “raw” patient data stored in the clinical record (e.g., as obtained from a 

monitoring system) are usually too low-level to be useful within a guideline system, 

since temporal conditions in the guidelines usually demand for “high-level” complex 

temporal patters, e.g., as preconditions for action execution. For instance, trends or 

even more complex temporal patterns need to be abstracted from “raw” clinical data. 

Such a form of temporal reasoning, usually called temporal abstraction, is a 

demanding  issue within the medical informatics context, and many different 

approaches have been devised in the last decade.

Second, temporal inference is needed on the temporal constraints on the possible 

relative order and time of execution of actions. Such a form of temporal reasoning is 

usually performed through the application of suitable temporal constraint propagation

techniques. First of all, after (or during) a guideline acquisition, temporal constraint 

propagation is needed in order to check whether the temporal constraints in the 

guideline are consistent (i.e., whether there is at least a possible execution of the 

guideline that satisfies all the given constraints; otherwise, of course, the guideline is 

not executable!).  Temporal constraint propagation is even more important at execution 
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time, when a specific guideline is executed on a specific patient. As a matter of facts, it 

is an essential component of the execution engine, since it must be used in order to 

determine the next candidate actions to be executed, on the basis of the execution-time 

of the actions already executed, and of the temporal constraints in the guideline. A 

posteriori, temporal reasoning can be used in order to check whether actions have been 

executed according to the temporal constraints in the guideline.

In Artificial Intelligence and in Temporal Databases, several domain-independent 

approaches have been developed in order to represent and store temporal data, and to 

make inferences on them. However, the context of clinical guidelines presents several 

peculiarities, and this fact has motivated the extension of approaches already in the 

literature, as well as the development of new approaches. In particular, among the 

problems that make the treatment of temporal information in the clinical guideline 

context particularly challenging, we mention: 

1. Temporal indeterminacy, i.e., the fact that the time of occurrence of clinical 

data may be only partially known, and that the sequence of actions in a 

guideline may be only partially specified

2. Temporal granularity, i.e., the fact that usually data may be defined at 

different levels of temporal precision (compare, e.g., monitoring vs diagnostic 

data)

3. Expressiveness, i.e., the fact that temporal constraints in the guidelines’ 

conditions and\or specifying the control flow of execution may be quite 

complex, often including both qualitative and quantitative temporal constraints, 

and (possibly periodic) repetition patterns.

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 1, we deal with the representation 

of “raw” temporal patient data, sketching some of the most relevant results concerning

temporal databases, and their impact on the treatment of clinical data. In section 2, we 

focus on the representation of temporal information in the guidelines. The inferential 

issues are coped with in sections 3 and 4. Specifically, in section 3 we overview the 

main approaches to clinical temporal abstraction, and in section 4 we sketch the main 

results about  temporal constraint propagation, with specific focus on the results 

obtained within the area of clinical guidelines management.  Finally, section 5

highlights some of the more interesting future developments in this area of research.

1. Storing Patients’ Data: Temporal Databases

Clinical records containing patients’ data are usually stored using (mostly relational) 

databases.  However, patients’ data are intrinsically temporal and, unfortunately, the 

research about temporal data has widely demonstrated that the simple addition of some 

timestamped attributes (e.g., the START and END times for the valid time of a tuple) is 

not enough, since many complex problems need to be tackled. Designing, querying and 

modifying time-varying tables requires a different set of techniques. 

As an example, consider the JOIN between two temporal tables R1 and R2 (e.g., 

deriving from the execution of a “FROM R1,R2” clause in a standard SQL query). How 

can the time of the resulting table be obtained? “Standard” non-temporal join simply 

“link together” into a new tuple each pair of tuples  ti�R1, tj�R2: each new tuple in the 

result is simply obtained as the set of values of the two tuples composing it. However, 

such a simple procedure cannot be applied in case tables R1 and R2 are temporal. As a 
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matter of fact, it is not acceptable that the temporal tuples resulting from the JOIN have 

two different times (one from each composing tuple): a unique time should be provided 

for each resulting tuple, elaborated from the times of the tuples composing it. Within 

the temporal database community there is a shared agreement that intersection must be 

used in order to get the resulting time, but traditional SQL-based DBMS do not provide 

any hint or facility to do that, so that the solution of the problem is completely left to 

the programmer who is building the temporal application. Even more severe (and 

hidden) problems arise when coping with PROJECTION (e.g., deriving from the 

execution of a “SELECT attr1,…attrn” clause in a standard SQL query, whenever 

attr1,…attrn is a proper subset of the attributes of the input tables), union, difference

and intersection operations, aggregate functions, and so on.  

In general, the problem is that temporal attributes do not behave like the other non-

temporal attributes, since they model the time when the other non-temporal attributes 

hold. In other words, time has a peculiar semantics, and capturing it in a database is a 

challenging issue. In principle, it is possible to try to handle such issues in standard 

data models, generally at the expense of high data redundancy, awkward modeling, and 

complicated query languages. 

But the real solution, as outlined by the last twenty years of research about 

(temporal) databases, is to provide once-and-forall a principled solution. This is the 

spirit that has animated more than 20 years of research within the temporal database 

(TDB henceforth) community. For the sake of brevity, we briefly sketch only some of 

the main results provided in this area (some general overviews are, e.g., [1,2]; a 

cumulative bibliography can be found in [3]). In particular, we end the section 

providing also a sketchy overview of some of the approaches developed in order to 

deal specifically with clinical temporal data.

A temporal database is a collection of time-referenced data. This can be either the 

sequence of versions (a transaction-time database), a history of the reality modeled by 

the database (a valid-time database), or both. Time impacts all aspects of a database, 

from its design (at the conceptual, logical, and physical levels), through its 

implementation, the query and modification languages, the data structure utilized, 

query optimization and query evaluation, and transaction processing.

A “data model” consists of two components, namely a set of objects and a 

language for querying those objects. Regarding the data model, temporal conceptual 

models generally extend the Entity-Relationship model [4] providing a formalism to 

elicit and represent temporal data semantics during conceptual design (see, e.g, the 

survey in [5]).

Temporal logical models generally extend the relational model. Several different 

issues have been faced. 

A first important question is, what is timestamped? A few data models timestamp 

an entire relation, with each version being a separate relation. Most data models 

timestamp tuples (consider, e.g., TSQL2 [6]), though there several prominent models 

that timestamp attribute values. 

A second question is how is the timestamp represented. Many approaches adopt an 

interval timestamp, yielding a interval-stamped data model (as in TSQL2 [6]), though 

the timestamp could also be an instant, yielding a point-stamped data model, or a 

temporal element (a set of instants, or a set of convex periods). 
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A third question is whether to support valid-time (i.e., the time when data hold), 

transaction-time (i.e., the time when data are inserted\deleted in the database), or both 

(bitemporal data). Each kind of time has important wrinkles in its semantics that need 

to be maintained by the data model. 

Additionally, temporal data models may incorporate temporal integrity constraints

involving current, past, and future database states, and temporal dependencies [7]. The 

concept of “current time” is also important. A challenging aspect of supporting this 

notion of “now” has been to contend with instances that contain this variable when 

defining the semantics of queries and modification [8] and when supporting queries 

and updates efficiently, e.g., with the aid of indices. Additionally, several temporal 

database models have been extended in order to model temporal indeterminacy [9], or 

an explicit representation of temporal constraints [10]. Supports have been provided in 

order to express temporal data at different (and possibly user-defined) granularities

[11]. Few approaches have also extended the data model (and query language) to 

support (possibly infinite) periodical data (consider, e.g., [12]).

In the area of TDB, also several extensions to the object-oriented model have been 

devised (see, e.g., the survey [13]).

Each data model has a set of operations to manipulate and query data. A 

comparative analysis of different temporal algebrae can be found in [14], while an 

analysis of several SQL-based query languages can be found in [15].  Additionally, 

temporal logic in database query languages provide expressive query facilities [16].

At the physical level, temporal query processing involves disparate architectures, 

from temporal strata outside the conventional DBMS to adding native temporal support 

within the DBMS. It is possible to identify three general system architectures that have 

been used to systematically offer temporal query processing functionality to 

applications [17]: the layered approach uses an off-the-shelf database system and 

extends it by implementing the missing functionality in a layer between DBMS and 

applications. The monolithic approach integrates the necessary application-specific 

extensions directly into the database system. The extensible approach relies on a 

database system that allows to plug user-defined extensions into the database system.

Specifically, notice that temporal algebras extend the conventional relational 

algebra. Some specific operators (e.g., temporal coalescing [18], temporal joins [19]) 

have received special attention.

Temporal storage structures and temporal indexing have also received a great deal 

of attention (see, e.g., the comparison in [20]).

To end this part of the section, it is worth highlighting that, although TDB is still 

an open area of research, many researcher have already consolidated a “basic core” of 

results, by defining the TSQL2 consensus approach [6]. Interestingly, the core 

semantics underlying the TSQL2 temporal relational database, i.e., BCDM (Bitemporal 

Conceptual Data Model) [21], has been proven to be also the semantics at the basis of 

several other TDB approaches. Recently, Terenziani and Snodgrass [22] have resorted 

Aristotle’s distinction between telic and atelic events, extending the BCDM semantics 

(which is suitable only to cope with atelic data, i.e., with data describing some status of 

the world, such as “John is employed in the toy department”) to cope also with telic 

data (e.g., data describing events which have an intrinsic goal or culmination, such has 

“ACE built a house”). A major result of the area is that upward compatibility holds 

with respect to classical (non-temporal) databases: using the BCDM semantics, a 

temporal database is conceived as a set of classical databases, one for each point in 

time. Therefore, one can adopt a temporal database without loosing previous work 
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(developed in the context of classical databases). However, despite such a consensus, 

and crucial properties like upward compatibility, only recently commercial products are 

starting to include temporal supports. 

In general, the problem of extending database to cope with temporal data is task 

and domain independent. Nonetheless, clinical temporal data show several peculiarities 

which make their treatment extremely challenging. For instance, Das and Musen have 

identified several types of mismatches between the temporal support of standard 

databases and the richness of clinical data [23]; analogously, James and Goble have 

pointed out the requirements that medical records impose on a temporal model  [24]. A 

main issue, for instance, is the fact that durative (interval-timestamped) data must be 

supported, instead of point-based (single-timestamped) data. Such a problem has been 

faced, for instance, by Khan and Fagan [25] through the introduction of  TNET object 

oriented database, which has been paired with the temporal query language TQuery 

[26]. In the relational context, the DXtractor data retrieval application [27] has been 

used to run interval-based queries onto a standard single-timestamped SQL data. GHC-

OSQL [28] is an example of temporal query languages extended in order to support 

multiple granulatities, besides interval data.  On the other hand, Chronus [29] and 

Chronus II [30] have focused their attention also on the management of temporal data. 

They are mostly an implementation of a subset of TSQL2 [6], with specific focus on 

valid time, and on temporal indeterminacy [31]. On the other hand, Terenziani et al. 

have proposed an extension of TSQL2 data model in order to cope also with “telic” 

medical data (such as, e.g., episodes of atrial flutter), which are hardly supported by 

current TDB approaches [32].

Unfortunately, besides interval-based data, multiple granularities and temporal 

indeterminacy, a major problem in the treatment of clinical data lies in the gap between 

“raw” and “abstracted” data. To solve such a problem, several approaches have defined 

hybrid architectures, in which a Temporal Mediator is used to fulfill the gap. This issue 

will be faced in section 3.

2. Representing Temporal Information Contained in the Guidelines

A comprehensive comparison among several leading guideline modeling languages can 

be found in a study by Peleg et al.  [33]. In this chapter, we will focus our attention 

only on the parts of the languages coping with the temporal aspects of clinical 

guidelines.

The InterMed multiple academic-center (Columbia, Harvard, Stanford) 

collaboration effort led to the development of a guideline-specification language named 

the GuideLine Interchange Format (GLIF)[34]. GLIF used the Guideline Expression 

Language (GEL) [35] that is based on the Arden Syntax [36]. The GEL temporal 

expression contains two main types of temporal expression: Times_Expression and 

Every_Expression. Both of them define the frequency at which an iteration should 

occur and its duration. A times expression specifies that something should occur a 

specified number of times within a specified interval (e.g., “3 times a day”).  An every 

expression specifies that something should occur every fuzzy duration (e.g., every 5 
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weeks). A fuzzy duration is a duration that has an associated before and after 

uncertainty period. 

The GEL language supports temporal relations such as Occurs_at (checks that first 

argument and the second argument are equal), Is_before (determines whether one date 

occurs before another), Is_after (determines whether one date occurs after another) or 

Overlaps (checks whether two intervals overlap). 

The GUIDE project [37] is part of a more general framework, Careflow, developed 

at the University of Pavia, Italy, for modeling and applying clinical guidelines in the 

broader context of general medical care. The Careflow monitor the patient’s history, 

which is inserted by physicians. For any symptom the physician is required to enter the 

symptom onset date, time from the onset and the symptom persistence. This 

information enables the system to used only simple temporal expression such as:” if the 

time from the onset of symptoms is less than 6 h”. 

PROforma was developed by Fox et al. [38,39] at the Advanced Computation 

Laboratory (ACL) of Cancer Research UK. PROforma supports four tasks: actions, 

plans, decisions, and enquiries. The Plans define sets of tasks which may define logical 

and temporal constraints (such as follow-up after therapy at ten weeks). In PROforma, 

guidelines are modelled as plans, and each plan may define constraints on the 

accomplishment of tasks, as well as task duration and delays between tasks. Moreover, 

temporal constructs can also be used in order to specify the preconditions of actions. In 

the PROforma basic modeling reasoning from raw clinical data to yield symbolic, 

temporal and other abstractions (such as normal/abnormal; rising/falling etc.) is 

supported. 

DILEMMA and PRESTIGE [40] model temporal constraints within conditions. 

EON [41] uses temporal expressions to allow the scheduling of guideline steps, and 

deals with duration constraints about activities. Moreover, by incorporating the 

RESUME system, it provides a powerful approach to cope with temporal abstraction. 

In EON, the Arden Syntax allows the representation of delays between the triggering 

event and the activation of a Medical Logic Module (MDL), and between MDLs [42].

A rich ontology to deal with temporal information in clinical trial protocols has 

been proposed in [43], considering also relative and indeterminate temporal 

information and cyclical event patterns.

The Guideline Acquisition, Representation and Execution (GLARE) system [44,45] 

is a domain-independent system for acquiring, representing and executing clinical 

guidelines. GLARE’s temporal constraint language focuses on the  specification of 

explicit and implicit constraints on the (order of execution of) the actions in the 

guideline [46,47]. Concerning implicit constraints, the part-of relation between 

component actions and composed ones imposes that the components happen during the 

action they compose. Concerning explicit constraints, GLARE allows one to express 

quantitative temporal constraints about (possibly indeterminate) durations (e.g., action 

A must last between 10 and 20 minutes) and delays (e.g., action A2 must start no more 

than 60 minutes after the end of A1) between actions, and (possibly indeterminate) 

qualitative constraints between endpoints of actions (e.g., action A2 must be executed 

after A1).  Specific attention is devoted to the modeling of repeated actions. The 

pattern of repetition can be specified in a recursive way, where arbitrarily many 
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nestings of a specification quadruple of the form [Nrep, ITime, RConstr, Cond] can be 

used. Roughly speaking, the Nrep component of the quadruple specifies the number of 

repetitions, Itime represents the time span in which the repetitions must be included, 

RConstr (which is optional) may impose a pattern that the repetitions must follow, and  

Cond (which is optional) allows to express conditions that must hold so that the 

repetition can take place. Informally, the semantics of a quadruple [Nrep, ITime, 

RConstr, Cond] can be roughly described by the natural language sentence “repeat the 

action Nrep times in exactly ITime, if Cond holds” (the extensional formal semantics of 

such a construct is described in [47]). In particular, conditions can have two forms:

while(C) (where C is a Boolean predicate) stating  that, when C becomes false, the 

repetition ends, and onlyIf(C) (where C is a Boolean predicate) stating  that, if C is true, 

the repetition may be performed and, if C is false, the repetition must not be performed 

and we can pass to the next repetition. For example (assuming the granularity of days) 

“Action A is repeated once every week for two weeks, until condition C does not hold 

anymore” can be represented using a two-level specification “repetition(A, [2, 14days, 

- , while(C)], [1, 7days,- ,- ]”, where the inner quadruple (i.e., [1, 7days,- ,- ])

represents “once every week”, while the outermost quadruple represents  the “for two 

weeks” part and the repetition condition.

GLARE allows also to model the time of execution of actions on specific patients, 

and an explicit  instance-of  relation is used to indicate that a specific action execution 

is an instance of a generic acion in a guideline. In such a way, instances of actions may 

“inherit” temporal constraints from the guideline they refer to.

In the Asgaard project [48], a comprehensive conceptual framework for clinical-

guideline-based care was developed, as well as an expressive guideline-specification 

formal language, called Asbru [49], whose focus is on representation of explicit 

declarative temporal aspects for the guideline process. 

The time annotation used within the Asbru language allows a representation of 

uncertainty in starting time, ending time, and duration of a time interval. The time 

annotation supports multiple time lines by providing different reference annotations.  

The reference annotation can be an absolute reference point, a reference point with 

uncertainty (defined by an uncertainty region), a function (e.g., completion time) of a 

previously executed plan instance, or a domain-dependent time point variable (e.g., 

CONCEPTION).  Temporal shifts from the reference annotation represent uncertainty 

in the starting time, the ending time, and the overall duration.  Thus, the temporal 

annotation represents for each interval the earliest starting shift (ESS), the latest 

starting shift (LSS), the earliest finishing shift (EFS), the latest finishing shift (LFS), 

the minimal duration (MinDu) and the maximal duration (MaxDu).  

To allow temporal repetitions, the Asbru designers have defined the notion of 

cyclical time points (e.g., MIDNIGHTS, which represents the set of midnights, where 

each midnight occurs exactly at 0:00 a.m., every 24 hours) and cyclical time 

annotations (e.g., MORNINGS, which represents a set of mornings, where each 

morning starts at the earliest at 8:00 a.m., ends at the latest at 11:00 a.m., and lasts at 

least 30 minutes).  In addition, certain short-cuts are allowed, such as for the current 

time, whatever that time is (using the symbol *NOW*), or the duration of the plan 

(using the symbol *).  Thus, the Asbru notation enables the expression of interval-

based intentions, states, and prescribed actions with uncertainty regarding starting, 

finishing, duration, and the use of absolute, relative, and even cyclical (with a 

predetermined granularity) reference annotations. 
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The actual implementation of the Asbru language requirements for a temporal 

pattern can be achieved using several languages, such as through the Constraint based 

Pattern Specification Language CAPSUL [50].

3. Temporal Reasoning about Patients’ Data: Temporal Abstraction

“The temporal abstraction task can be viewed informally as a type of a generic 

interpretation task: given a set of time stamped data, external events, and abstraction 

goals, produce abstractions of the given data that interpret past and present sates and 

trends and that are relevant for a given set of goals” [51].

In general, the goal of temporal abstraction (TA) is to abstract from raw time-

stamped input data temporal abstraction useful for a given task (e.g., the execution of a 

guideline on a given patient). Recently, TA has been generalized to deal also with high-

frequency patient streams of data (e.g., deriving from monitoring systems), which, to 

meet real-time requirements, are not usually stored into Databases (and can be read 

only once; see, e.g., the survey [52]).

One of the main features of TA, which distinguishes it from Knowledge Discovery 

and Data Mining in databases, is that TA is mostly a knowledge-based task, thus 

adopting knowledge-based AI techniques rather than pure traditional statistical 

methods (see, e.g., the discussion in [53]). The input of TA are usually both validated 

data (data that have usually undergone a process of noise reduction and feature 

extraction) and a knowledge base (containing both domain knowledge and data 

abstraction rules), and the output are context-sensitive, qualitative and abstract interval 

description of such data [52]. In order to better understand the nature of the knowledge 

base, and the types of TA inferences, we consider, as a seminal example, Shahar’s 

approach [54,51].

In [54,51] four types of knowledge are considered (and represented in a temporal 

ontology): structural knowledge (e.g., IS-A and PART-OF relations in the domain), (ii) 

classification knowledge (e.g., classification of Hemoglobin value ranges into LOW, 

HIGH, VERY HIGH) (iii) temporal semantic knowledge (e.g., the downward 

inheritance property, stating that the value of a given parameter on an temporal interval 

holds on all subparts of the interval) (iv) temporal dynamic knowledge (e.g., 

persistence of the value of LOW hemoglobin).

Moreover, in [51] six different subtasks of TA have been identified, which are 

interesting also in order to illustrate some of the different forms of inferences 

underlying TA: (i) the context-forming abstraction task, creating relevant frame of 

reference for patient data interpretation (e.g., the context of AZT drug administration), 

(ii) vertical temporal inference, creating abstraction by inference from 

contemporaneous parameters values (e.g., abstracting a Bone-marrow toxicity state 

from platelet and granulocyte counts), (iii) temporal horizontal inference, inferring a 

parameter value (e.g., non-decreasing) from two other temporally disjoint time values 

(e.g., same and increasing), (iv) temporal semantic inference, evaluating the value of 

parameters over intervals\subintervals on the basis of semantic knowledge (e.g., as an 

application of the downward inheritance property), (v) temporal interpolation,  joining 

sets of disjoint parameters points\intervals into larger intervals including them (e.g., 

inferring an interval of Low Hemoglobin on the basis of a set of observations of Low 

Hemoglobin), and (vi) temporal pattern matching, inferring complex data patters over 
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time (e.g., inferring an episode of drug toxicity from a state of low white blood cell 

count lasting more than 2 weeks and starting within 0 to 4 weeks of a state of low 

Hemoglobin lasting more than 2 weeks in a patient who is receiving certain drugs).

Several excellent surveys have been recently presented concerning TA 

(consider, e.g., [55,56,52]). In the following, we will briefly mention some of the most 

interesting approaches.

The seminal approach in [54,51], usually called knowledge-based temporal-

abstraction (KBTA) method, has originally been implemented by the RÉSUMÉ system 

[54] and since then within multiple other systems, such as the ALMA [57] module with 

IDAN [58], and evaluated in several clinical domains, such as guideline-based care of 

oncology and AIDS patients, monitoring of children’s growth, and management of 

patients who have insulin-dependent diabetes. Momentum is a recent extension of the 

KBTA method for continuous abstraction and monitoring [59]. Thus, a guideline 

application engine can subscribe to Momentum and be informed of certain temporal 

abstractions appearing in an individual patient's data or even within a population of 

patients.

Miksh et al., [60] have provided a comprehensive approach to temporal abstraction, 

taking into account both point and interval timestamped data to cope with higher 

frequency observations within data streams (e.g., in the domain of artificial ventilation 

for neonates). This approach has been implemented in the VIE-VENT system.  In [61], 

considering the general domain of clinical guidelines, such an approach has been 

further extended to replace the abstraction method in the Asgaard framework [48] to 

operate in real time with high-frequency data. Recently, Belal et al., [62] have further 

extended such a work by adopting a fuzzified qualitative trend function to make the 

system less sensitive when small deviations are tolerable.

Bellazzi et al., [63] employ similar methods of TA as RÉSUMÉ but they also use 

post-processing of abstracted data, using machine learning and statistical methods to 

classify data. Interpolation have been studied by several approaches. For instance, 

Salatian and Hunter [64] have applied a technique using the median filter and rules for 

temporal inference that create context-sensitive intervals. Larizza et al.,  [65] have 

extended classical TA in order to operate in a distributed processing context. 

Specifically, they have provided an HTTP-based server to carry out TA on behalf of 

clients used an internet-based infrastructure based on TCP.

An important issue concerning the use of TA in the context of clinical guidelines 

management is the integration of TA techniques with the Database used in order to 

store “raw” patient data. By combining the functions of temporal reasoning and 

temporal maintenance within one architecture, which we refer to as a temporal 

mediator (or, more precisely, a temporal-abstraction mediator, since it should include 

also the data-abstraction capability), a transparent interface can be created, for example 

from a guideline-application engine, to the patient’s time-oriented database.  

An example of such an architecture is the Tzolkin temporal-mediation module [66], 

which supported the EON guideline-based–therapy system [41].  The Tzolkin module 

combines the RÉSUMÉ temporal-abstraction system [54], the Chronus temporal-

maintenance system [29], and a controller into a unified temporal-mediation server.  

The Tzolkin server supports complex temporal queries, regarding either raw clinical 

data or their abstractions, submitted by care providers or clinical decision-support 

applications, hiding the internal division of computational tasks from the user (or from 

the clinical decision-support application).  When users ask complex temporal queries 
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including abstract terms that do not exist in the database, the Tzolkin controller loads 

the necessary raw data from the database, uses RÉSUMÉ to abstract the data, saves the 

results in a temporary database, and uses Chronus to access the results and answer the 

original temporal query.  

The IDAN temporal-abstraction architecture [58] has extended the temporal-

mediator idea.  IDAN has a uniform architecture in which a subset of the temporal- and 

value-constraints language, the temporal-abstraction rule (TAR) language [57] (which 

is used in its internal temporal-abstraction computational component, the ALMA 

system [57]) is used in the query interface of the temporal-abstraction mediator’s 

controller (the process that parses the original query and decides, with the help of the 

ALMA system, what data and knowledge should be used).  Thus, ALMA can also 

process the query’s temporal constraints.  Unifying both tasks avoids re-

implementation of the constraint-satisfaction process and the use of a temporary 

storage space.  ALMA in act implements through its TAR rules the knowledge-based 

temporal-abstraction method [54,51]. 

IDAN is also fully distributed and can access multiple clinical databases, medical 

knowledge bases, and, in theory, multiple computational temporal-abstraction modules.  

An IDAN session starts by defining a particular data, knowledge, and processing 

configuration and then referring raw-data or abstract-concept queries to the controller 

[58]. IDAN is used by multiple applications, from patient data exploration in the 

KNAVE-II system [67] to answering the guideline application engine's queries during 

guideline-based care. An example is DeGeL [68], a distributed framework that supports 

clinical-guideline specification, retrieval, application, and quality assessment, by 

sending runtime queries about the current patient to the IDAN controller through its 

runtime application module.

Recently, the mediator methodology has also been used to couple Chronus II [30] 

with a temporal ontology (specified using OWL) and a temporal pattern specification 

language supporting data abstraction [69]. 

4. Temporal Reasoning about Guidelines: Constraint Propagation

Temporal reasoning about constraints is a widely explored area of research in Artificial 

Intelligence: in this section, we first briefly overview some of the main concepts and 

results, and then focus on their application to the clinical guideline context.

Roughly speaking, one could distinguish between two different mainstreams in the 

research about time carried on within the AI community: “general-purpose” and 

“constraint-based” approaches. General-purpose approaches (which are not coped with 

in this section) are logical approaches, mainly focusing on the definition of a formalism 

general enough to represent the dynamic aspects of the world, and adopting theorem  

proving to perform temporal reasoning (consider, e.g., [70,71]).  On the other hand 

constraint-based approaches mainly focus on the definition of  a representation 

formalism and of reasoning techniques to deal specifically with temporal constraints 

between temporal entities (time points and/or time intervals) per se, independently of 

the events and states which take place over such entities. For instance, given three time 

intervals I1, I2 and I3, if I1 is before I2 and I2 is before I3, then one can infer that I1 is 
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before I3, independently of the events that occurred in I1, I2 and I3. By focusing on a 

more restricted problem, and with a careful definition of the temporal constraint 

language, one can define specialised constraint propagation techniques that make 

inferences such as the above one in a more efficient way than, e.g., a standard theorem 

prover for the first-order logic. As a consequence, the analysis of the trade-off  between 

the expressiveness of the constraint language and the computational complexity of the 

correct and complete constraint propagation techniques operating on them  is a central 

issue within this mainstream of research (consider, e.g., the surveys [72,73,74]).

While expressiveness is an obvious desideratum, we will now briefly motivate the 

second term of the above trade-off. First, it is important to stress that formalisms for 

temporal constraints are not very useful if they are not paired with constraint 

propagation algorithms. Consider, e.g., a Knowledge Base KB containing the temporal 

constraints (i) and (ii) between three events A, B, and C.

KB= {(i) A before B; (ii) B before C}

The constraint (iii) A before C can be inferred (i.e., it is logically implied by (i) and

(ii)), so that, given KB, one can correctly assert (iii), but not  (iv) A after C, which is 

actually inconsistent with KB (in other words, the set of constraints KB’={(i), (ii), (iv)} 

cannot be satisfied).  Temporal constraint propagation is necessary in order to support 

such an intended semantics. With no temporal reasoning, a user can represent any set 

of constraints, even an inconsistent one (e.g., KB’ above) with no reaction by the 

system. Of course, temporal reasoning algorithms are computationally expensive. An 

important desideratum is tractability, i.e. the fact that the running time of the 

algorithms grows as a fixed power of the number of the actions and/or constraints in 

the knowledge base (i.e., polynomial time). However, temporal constraint propagation 

algorithms should also be correct, i.e., such that they only infer constraints that are 

logically implied by the initial set of constraints (correctness grants that no wrong 

inference is made). Completeness (i.e., the fact that all logically implied constraints are 

actually inferred) is a fundamental desideratum as well, since it is essential in order to 

grant that the system’s answers are fully reliable (e.g., if (iii) is not inferred from {(i), 

(ii)}, the fact that the set of constraints KB’={(i), (ii), (iv)} is inconsistent is not 

detected by the system.

To wrap up the above discussion, and focusing on the guideline context, it is worth 

stressing that, in presence of temporal constraints, the only way to be sure that a 

guideline is temporally consistent (and, therefore, executable!) is to have a correct and 

complete inferential mechanism (e.g., in the form of a constraint propagation 

algorithm)  operating on the temporal constraints it contains.

In the area of AI, several temporal constraint languages have been proposed, and 

constraint propagation algorithms devised. Concerning qualitative temporal constraints 

(i.e., constraints on the relative order of  events), the most famous approach is probably 

Allen’s Inteval Algebra [75] (henceforth IA). Allen identified 13 possible base 

relations, coding the different possible positions  of  two time intervals. Disjunctions of 

base relations (e.g., I1 BEFORE or DURING I2)  are used to represent uncertain cases. 

Allen’s constraint propagation algorithm operates in a time cubic on the number of 

time intervals. However, such an algorithm is not complete for IA. While many 

approaches chose to adopt Allen’s algorithm, other approaches tried to design less 

expressive tractable formalisms. For example, the Point Algebra  (henceforth: PA) is 

defined in the same way as IA, but the temporal elements are time points [76]. Thus, 

there are only three primitive relations between time points (i.e., <,=, and >), and four 
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ambiguous relations (i.e., (<,=), (>,=), (<,>), and (<,=,>)). In the Point Algebra, the 

constraint closure can be computed in polynomial time by algorithms that are both 

sound and complete. Obviously, the price to be paid for tractability is the expressive 

power: not all relations between time intervals can be mapped onto relations between 

their endpoints. An interesting algebra is  the Continuous Point Algebra (CPA), which 

consists of all relations in the Point Algebra excluding inequality (i.e., excluding the 

ambiguous relation (<,>)). In fact, Allen’s path consistency algorithm is both sound and 

complete for such an algebra (for more details, see, e.g., the surveys in [72,73,74]). A

different simplification of Allen’s Algebra has been provided by Freksa [77]. Freksa

has identified coarser qualitative temporal relations than Allen’s ones, based on the 

notion of semi-intervals (i.e., beginnings and ending points of durative events). Freksa

has also shown that relations between semi-intervals result in a possible more compact 

notation and more efficient reasoning mechanisms, in particular if the initial knowledge 

is, at least in part, coarse knowledge.

Another mainstream of research about qualitative temporal reasoning focused on 

the identification of tractable fragments of Allen’s algebra. The milestone work by

Nebel and Burkert [78] first pointed out the “ORD-Horn subclass”, showing that 

reasoning in such a class is a polynomial time problem and that it constitutes a maximal 

tractable subclass of Allen’s algebra. 

Quantitative temporal constraints involve metric time and include dates (e.g., 

“John arrived on 10/10/99 at 10:00”), durations (e.g., “John worked for 3 hours”) and 

delays (e.g., “John arrived 10 minutes after Mary”). In many cases, metric temporal 

information is not so precise: one can have approximate dates (see, e.g., Ex.1), 

durations (Ex.2), and distances (delays) between time points and/or endpoints of time 

intervals (Ex.3).

(Ex.1) the time interval I1 ended on 10/10/99, between 10:00 and 10:15

(Ex.2) I1 lasted between 20 and 30 minutes

(Ex.3) I2 started between 20 and 40 minutes after the end of I1

Temporal constraint propagation is important in order to infer new temporal 

constraints and to detect inconsistencies. For instance, from the constraints in Ex.1, 

Ex.2 and Ex.3 one can infer that I2 started on 10/10/99, between 10:20 and 10:55, 40—

70 minutes after the start of I1, so that the set of constraints {Ex.1, Ex.2, Ex.3, Ex.4} is 

inconsistent.

(Ex.4) I2 started at 10:10

Of course, problems become more complex in case also disjunctions of temporal

constraints (see, e.g., Ex.5) are taken into account

(Ex.5) I2 started 20-30 or 50-60 minutes after the end of I1

Many AI approaches have been developed in order to face some or all of the above 

issues. For instance, Dechter et al. [79] have proposed a model (called Temporal 

Constraint Satisfaction Problem – TCSP) based on the primitive notions of time points 

and distances between time points, which allows one to cope with constraints such as 

Ex.1—5 above. Dechter et al. developed an optimized constraint propagation algorithm 

to perform temporal reasoning taking advantage of a graph representation of the 

constraints, that operates in exponential time. On the other hand, in the case 

disjunctions of distances are not allowed the resulting constraint problem (called 

Simple Temporal Problem; henceforth: STP) can be solved in a time cubic on the 

number of nodes (time points) using a standard all-to-all shortest path algorithm (e.g., 
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Floyd Warshall’s algorithm), which is both correct and complete for STP. Finally,

notice that constraints in Exs 1—4 (but not Ex.5) can be mapped onto a STP. 

Furthermore, several integrated approaches have been devised in order to deal 

with both qualitative and quantitative temporal constraints. For example, in the LaTeR 

temporal manager [80], the high-level language allows one to deal with both time 

points and time intervals, and to express both quantitative and qualitative temporal 

constraints. As a further example, Jonsson and Backstrom [81] proposed an 

homogeneous framework, based on linear programming, that deals with all the types of 

constraints discussed above, and that also allows one to express constraints on the 

relative duration of events.

Other Artificial Intelligence approaches have focused on the treatment of  temporal 

constraints concerning repeated and possibly periodic actions (consider, e.g., 

[82,83,84]). For instance, Terenziani [84] has proposed an extension of Allen’s algebra 

to consider qualitative relations between periodic facts. Terenziani’s approach deals 

with constraints such as (Ex.6): 

(Ex.6) Between January 1, 1999 and December 31, 1999 on the first Monday of 

each month, Andrea went to the post office before going to work.

In [84], temporal reasoning over such constraints is performed by a path 

consistency algorithm which extends Allen’s one.  Such an algorithm is sound but not 

complete and operates in cubic time with respect to the number of periodic facts.

Recent developments also include incremental [85] and fuzzy [86] temporal 

reasoning, and optimized treatment of Disjunctive Temporal Problems [87,88].

A relatively less explored area of research, which is, on the other hand, of primary 

importance in clinical guidelines applications, is the integration of temporal constraint 

propagation techniques with the temporal (relational) database technology. Koubarakis 

[89] first extended the constraint database model to include indefinite (or uncertain) 

temporal information (including qualitative temporal constraints). Koubarakis proposed 

an explicit representation of temporal constraints on data; moreover, the local temporal 

constraints on tuples are stored into a dedicated attribute. He also defined the algebraic 

operators, and theoretically analysed their complexity. On the other hand, the work by 

Brusoni et al., [10] mainly focused on defining an integrated approach in which 

“standard” Artificial Intelligence temporal reasoning capabilities (such as the ones 

sketched above in this entry) are suitably extended and paired with an (extended) 

relational temporal model. First, the data model is extended in such a way that each 

temporal tuple can be associated with a set of identifiers, each one referring to a time 

interval. A separate relation is used in order to store the qualitative (and quantitative) 

temporal constraints about such intervals. The algebraic operations of intersection, 

union and difference are defined over such sets of periods, and indeterminacy (e.g., 

about the existence of the intersection between two periods) is coped with through the 

adoption of conditional intervals. Algebraic relational operators are defined on such a 

data model, and their complexity analysed. Finally, an integrated and modular 

architecture combining a temporal reasoner with an extended temporal database is 

described, as well as a practical application to the management of temporal constraints 

in clinical protocols and guidelines.

In the area of clinical guidelines, the development of temporal constraint 

propagation algorithms has not attracted a lot of attention. This is, actually, a quite 

severe drawback for the area. As a matter of facts, temporal constraints in the 

guidelines are often very complex: they are usually both qualitative and quantitative, 
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and may involve not only temporal indeterminacy, but also possibly periodic patterns 

of repetitions. And, given such a complexity, no current AI “standard” constraint 

propagation approach is expressive enough to cope with all of  such constraints in an 

integrated way. The two most notable exceptions are the constraint propagation 

approaches devised by Duftschmid et al. [90] and by Terenziani et al., [46,47].

Duftschmid et al. have proposed a comprehensive temporal constraint propagation 

approach based on the temporal language of Asbru (see section 2). In particular, in 

Duftschmid et al.’s approach, different types of temporal constraints – deriving from 

the scheduling constraints in the guideline, from the hierarchical decomposition of 

actions into their components and from the control-flow of actions in the guideline –

are mapped onto an STP framework [79]. Temporal constraint propagation is used in 

order to (1) detect inconsistencies, and to (2) provide the minimal constraints between 

actions. In [90], there is also the claim that (3) such a method can be used by the 

guideline interpreter in order to assemble feasible time intervals for the execution of 

each guideline activity. Moreover, advanced visualization techniques are used in order 

to show users the results of temporal reasoning (see chapter 8 of this book).

While in [90] the completeness of the constraint propagation algorithms is not 

discussed, the definition of a tractable, correct and complete constraint propagation 

algorithm has been the core goal of the approach by Terenziani et al. [46,47], which 

operates on the temporal constraint language of GLARE (see section 2). As a matter of 

facts,  GLARE’s temporal language has been carefully designed considering the 

expressiveness vs. computational complexity trade-off.  For instance, in GLARE’s 

temporal language, different forms of temporal indeterminacy are allowed, but no 

indeterminacy can be stated about the duration of  (possibly periodic) repeated actions, 

since such a form of indeterminacy would make the correct and complete temporal 

constraint propagation algorithm exponential. In order to perform temporal reasoning, 

GLARE’s temporal constraints are mapped onto an internal data structure, called STP-

tree [46], which extends standard STP [79] to cope with periodic and repeated actions. 

A separate STP is used in order to model patients’ temporal data. Two basic constraint 

propagations algorithms are devised in order to check the consistency of the temporal 

constraints in a guideline (taken in isolation) and to check whether the time of 

execution of actions on the patient (taken from the patients’ data) is consistent with 

such constraints. Both algorithms are proven to be correct and complete, and to operate 

in a time cubic in the number of actions.

To conclude this section, it is worth pointing out and stressing the main advantages 

that the adoption of a temporal constraint propagation approach can contribute to a 

computer-based manager of temporal guidelines. Specifically, at least four types of 

facilities can be provided (see e.g. [47] for a more detailed analysis):

1. the consistency-checking-guideline facility: this facility can be used in order 

to check the temporal consistency of the guideline in a principled way. Such a 

facility can be advocated at any stage during the acquisition of a clinical 

guideline, so that incremental consistency checking is also possible. 

2. the consistency-checking-instance facility: this facility can be used in order to 

check whether the temporal constraints in the guideline have been respected or 

not by the instances of actions that have been executed on the specific patients 

(considering also partial - i.e., ongoing executions). 
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3.  the query facilities: during the execution of a given guideline, the query 

facilities provide the user-physicians with a tool to obtain temporal 

information. This temporal information have often a crucial role when the 

user-physicians must take a decision. 

4. the next-action facility:  given the temporal constraints in the whole guideline 

and given the time when the last actions in the guideline have been executed, 

determining the set of next candidate actions and the window of time when 

they need to be executed is a complex task, which requires temporal constraint 

propagation

5. Research Agenda

The International Workshop on Computer-Based Clinical Guidelines and Protocols in 

Leiden, Netherlands, 9-11 January 2008, has been a unique opportunity for the clinical 

guideline community to meet and discuss in detail the status of the art, and to try to 

delineate an agenda of future research in the area. Concerning the treatment of temporal 

aspects, the following main tasks have been identified in the Workshop:

1. Treatment of multiple granularities, and of temporal indeterminacy, at the 

level of both patients’ data and guidelines. As a matter of fact, although several 

approaches in the artificial intelligence, temporal database and clinical 

guidelines research areas have already been devised to cope with multiple 

granularities and\or temporal indeterminacy, this issue is still an open problem, 

which needs substantial further research, as well as a deeper integration of the 

results independently obtained in the aforementioned areas of research;

2. Combination of patient temporal data with guidelines. This is a core issue as 

regards both temporal abstraction and temporal constraint propagation, which 

strictly relates also the aforementioned treatment of temporal indeterminacy 

and multiple granularities.  For instance, combining temporal indeterminacy at 

the patients’ data level with temporal indeterminacy in the guideline is still a 

challenging open issue;

3. Development of “layered” temporal approaches. The research in artificial 

intelligence has widely demonstrated that the complexity of temporal 

inference is strictly related to the expressiveness of temporal languages. 

Therefore, a “layered” approach, providing different levels of temporal 

languages and inferential capabilities, to give users the possibility of choosing 

the level best suited for their specific application, would provide a 

fundamental enhancement of the state of the art, with a major impact on the 

applicability of the techniques being devised;

4. Development of proper interface tools, to acquire temporal data and\or 

communicate it to guideline users. Although several valuable visualization 

techniques have been already devised (see chapter 8 of this book), the 

treatment of temporally indeterminate data, and of multiple granularities, arise 

challenging problems as regards man-machine interaction;

5. Identification of next candidate actions. The identification of the next actions 

to be executed is one of the primary tasks of the execution engine of guideline 

systems. However, in the presence of temporal constraints and temporal 
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indeterminacy, such an identification requires complex interactions between 

temporal constraint propagation algorithms and the execution engine, which 

have only been partially explored until now;

6. Treatment of low/high frequency domains. As mentioned in section 3, patient 

data may be monitored at very different frequencies, so that different 

techniques may be needed to store and analyse them (e.g., multiple data 

stream analysis may be required for high-frequency monitoring data).
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Abstract. A crucial feature of computerized clinical guidelines (CGs) lies in the 

fact that they may be used not only as conventional documents (as if they were just 

free text) describing general procedures that users have to follow. In fact, thanks to 

a description of their actions and control flow in some semiformal representation 

language, CGs can also take advantage of Computer Science methods and 

Information Technology infrastructures and techniques, to become executable 

documents, in the sense that they may support clinical decision making and clinical 

procedures execution. In order to reach this goal, some advanced planning 

techniques, originally developed within the Artificial Intelligence (AI) community, 

may be (at least partially) resorted too, after a proper adaptation to the specific CG 

needs has been carried out. 

Keywords. Planning, Artificial Intelligence, time, resources, uncertainty,  

indeterminacy, optimized CG execution, adaptation, decision support

Introduction

The area of planning in AI has been considerably developed during the last few years, 

and it is closely related to the topic of execution of CGs. In the first part of this chapter, 

a description of the state of the art of planning in AI, of the issues that have been 

already addressed and of how they were managed is provided. In fact, although AI 

researchers will probably need to engage in further investigation in order to provide 

planning techniques directly applicable to the execution of CGs, it may be useful to 

have an overview of the approaches originally devised by the AI planning community. 

After illustrating the peculiarity of the CG domain and its impact on the definition of a 

planning activity, the second part of the chapter presents different planning tasks that 

are being dealt with by scientists belonging to the community dedicated to CG 

computerized management research, and discusses how advanced AI planning 

techniques can be adapted and then (partially) relied upon to this end. This section is 

organized according to the specific activities that have to be performed at CG execution 

time; specifically, we deal with plan modification, plan execution in the strict sense, 

plan critiquing, and plan visualization.
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1. Planning in Artificial Intelligence

The goal of this section is to introduce planning approaches in AI, as well as problems 

they engender and solutions, either already achieved or currently explored. This section 

is not meant to be exhaustive, but rather to address central issues related to planning in 

AI. Therefore, an accessible presentation of the topic is provided, focusing on the 

general ideas in the area of research on planning, rather than on specific features 

provided by specific planners. The interested reader may refer, for example to [1] for 

an in-depth treatment. Please note that, in accordance to the nature of this book, we 

introduce planning at a high level suitable to readers not expert in AI, and we 

deliberately neglect technical details. Moreover, because of lack of space, the treatment 

of the subject is very succinct. An extended version of this chapter can be found in [2].

Planning is a decision making activity regarding the actions to be taken to reach a 

goal. Traditionally, planning in AI focuses on autonomous agents, such as robots and 

unmanned vehicles. Such agents must be able to act within an environment in an 

autonomous way, i.e., without human intervention. In order to reach such an aim, an 

agent must modify the environment to achieve the desired situation or goal. Therefore, 

it must be provided with a representation of the environment where it operates and 

must be capable to reason in order to devise a sequence of actions enabling it to reach 

its goal.  Planning has a long tradition in AI. The most influential approach in planning 

is surely that of STRIPS (Stanford Research Institute Problem Solver), the first major 

planning system, developed by Richard Fikes and Nils Nilsson in the early 1970s [3]. 

The language proposed for STRIPS still provides the basis for most languages used to 

date for expressing planning problems. Key terms in planning are world, action, goal,

and – obviously – plan. The world is the environment which we take into 

consideration: it is composed by all the entities that affect our system. A world state is 

a “snapshot” of the world, i.e., the description of the entities and the properties of the 

world at a particular moment. An action produces a state transition, i.e., turns a world 

state into another world state by changing some entities or some properties of the world. 

A goal is a world state that we desire to reach. A plan is a sequence of actions required 

to bring the world into a goal state starting from a given initial state. Note that we 

consider first classical planning, that is, we assume that the world is fully observable 

(i.e., everything that happens in the world is known to the system), deterministic (i.e., 

an action performed in a state uniquely determines the resulting state; actions cannot 

fail during execution and always produce the expected effects), and static (the world 

cannot change due to events not in control of the system). Then, we briefly describe 

some approaches addressing scenarios in which some of these assumptions do not hold.

More formally, in classical planning, actions and the world are described by means 

of propositional logic. A classical planning problem can be characterized by a set of 

state variables, the initial state, the schemata of actions, and the goal states. More 

specifically, the parameters that define a planning problem are:

• a finite set of state variables, i.e., Boolean propositions that characterize a 

state of the world. State variables represent the features by means of which the 

world is described. They are literals in propositional logic;

• the initial state, described using the state variables;

• a finite set of the possible actions that can be performed. An action is a 

function that transforms a state of the world into another state. The states can 

be succinctly described by means of propositions over state variables. 

Therefore, actions can be described in terms of two components:
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o the precondition, that is a logical formula over state variables, which 

specifies the set of states in which the action can be performed; and 

o the effect, which describes the resulting states after the execution of the 

action in terms of the changes imposed on the value of the state variables;

• a finite set of goal states, represented by means of a propositional formula 

over the state variables.

A plan is a sequence of actions. The solution to a classical planning problem is a 

plan which transforms the initial state into a goal state.

1.1. Planning with State-Space Search

In order to solve a planning problem, one could devise a simple-minded algorithm: (i) 

systematically generate a transition graph with all possible states given by all possible 

sequences of actions, and (ii) find a path starting from the initial state and ending in a 

goal state. Since a path corresponds to a sequence of actions, such a path found by the 

algorithm corresponds to a plan. The problem of such an approach lies in its 

inefficiency: with as little as 30 state variables, there are 2
30

 = 1,073,741,824 � 10
9

possible states (in fact, each variable can be evaluated to be either true or false). 

Therefore, since such a simple-minded approach is unfeasible in practice, it is 

necessary to devise an approach which, for example, does not explicitly generate all 

states beforehand. Actually, because of the combinatorial nature of most planning 

problems, especially when dealing with real-world scenarios, a great amount of work in 

the planning area has been devoted to improve the efficiency of planning algorithms. 

Details of planning with state-space search and efficiency-enhancement techniques are 

sketched in the following.

In progression planning, the search for a plan starts from the initial state. At each 

step, the new successor state is generated. Progression means computing the successor 

state of a (current) state with regard to an action. By considering the precondition 

component of the actions, it is possible to determine which actions are applicable in the 

current state: they are the actions whose precondition formula is satisfied in the current 

state. By considering the effect component of the actions, it is possible to determine the 

new states resulting from the application of the actions by modifying the current state 

according to the effects: the successor state is obtained by adding the positive literals 

and by deleting the negated literals. As soon as a goal state is found, the search process

stops: the solution is the sequence of actions applied in order to reach the goal state 

starting from the initial state. Progression planning can employ classical search 

algorithms, such as depth-first search or breadth-first search. 

In regression planning, differently from what happens with progression planning, 

the search for a plan starts from the set of goal states. The starting point is the formula 

which describes the goal states. At each step, given a formula representing a set of 

states, an action is selected and the regression operation is applied. Regression consists 

of computing a formula representing the predecessor states of the states represented by 

another formula. Considering the precondition/effect components of the action, the 

predecessor state is obtained by deleting the positive effects from the current state and 

adding the preconditions. As soon as a set of states is found such that it contains the 

initial state, the search process stops. While it is possible to select any action, for the

sake of efficiency, it is convenient to guide the backward search by considering only 

those actions which actively contribute in reaching the initial state. Taking into account 

their effect component, these are the actions which achieve some literals in the current 
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state and which do not negate any desired literals. Since, at each step, sets of states are 

considered, regression planning is potentially more efficient (but more complicated to 

implement) than progression planning, which considers only one state at a time. 

Classical search algorithms can be employed also when dealing for regression planning.

Unfortunately, both progression planning and regression planning perform poorly 

in domains involving a large number of state variables and actions. Therefore, it is 

necessary to increase the efficiency of the search process by avoiding a systematic 

search of the entire search space. This is done by exploiting problem-specific 

knowledge by means of heuristics. In fact, the role of heuristics is that of guiding the 

search process, focusing on those actions which seem more “promising” (compared to 

the others). For example, a heuristics can be an estimate of the distance between the 

current state and the goal states, and focus on actions that decrease such a distance. An 

example of distance is the number of actions to be performed to reach a goal state from 

the current state in progression planning. Thanks to heuristics, planners can handle 

real-sized problems. The computation of the exact distance is actually impractical, 

because such a task is as hard as planning itself. Therefore, only estimates (i.e., 

approximations) are feasible. Such heuristics are employed with some well-known 

search algorithms exploiting heuristics estimates, for example A* and IDA*. Most 

heuristics in search-based planners are based on a particular data structure called 

planning graph [4], which proved to be very effective. A planning graph is an 

approximation of the transition graph and it has some useful properties: specifically, it 

can be constructed very efficiently and it enables to accurately estimate the cost of 

planning from a source state to a destination state.

1.2. Partial-Order Planning

Both progression and regression planning generate totally ordered plans, i.e., plans 

where actions are linearly ordered. On the other hand, a partial-order planner [5] does 

not commit in choosing the exact sequence of every action, but it rather 

“underspecifies” the generated plan, leaving some actions partially ordered, i.e., it does 

not specify for each pair of actions which must be executed first. There are some 

advantages in partial-order planning: partial-order plans are more flexible and it is 

easier to adapt them to some possible execution failure; such flexibility is useful also 

when combining smaller plans into larger plans, because possible conflicts can be 

avoided by reordering some actions. Partial-order planning is based on the least-

commitment principle, i.e., never make a choice unless required to do so. In other 

words, a planner must make a choice only if it is relevant to solving the current part of 

the problem. For example, if two actions must not necessarily be sequential, they must 

be left unordered. While in progression and regression planning the search is performed 

in the space of states, partial-order planning can be implemented as a search in the 

space of incomplete plans. In this space, a node is an incomplete plan; the starting node 

is the empty plan (usually represented with two dummy actions, Start and Finish). An 

arc is a refinement of an incomplete plan. The final node is a complete partial-order 

plan which represents a solution of the planning problem. While in state-space search 

incomplete plans are extended by adding actions and generating new states, in plan-

space search, incomplete plans are extended, for example, by adding a new step to the 

plan and by ordering two actions. An incomplete plan can be characterized by its open 

preconditions, i.e., those preconditions (or goals) which are not achieved by any action 

in the plan. Planners consider the open preconditions and try to achieve them by 
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refining the incomplete plan, until there are no more open preconditions. The refined 

plan must avoid threats, i.e., a situation where an action, when executed at the wrong 

time, undoes some preconditions needed by another action. More precisely, a partial-

order planner (i) chooses an open precondition, (ii) generates a refined plan by adding 

to the plan an action that achieves the open precondition, and (iii) it resolves threats by 

adding ordering constraints to the plan. If the set of open preconditions is empty, then 

the planner has found a complete partial-order plan which is a solution of the original 

planning problem.

1.3. Planning as Satisfiability

Because of recent advances in propositional-formulae satisfiability testing programs 

(SAT solvers), researchers took interest in studying the reduction of planning problems 

to propositional satisfiability problems (SAT) [6]. A SAT solver is provided with a 

propositional formula (i.e., a formula consisting of two-value variables – true and false 

– related through the operator of negation, disjunction, and conjunction). Then the SAT 

solver determines whether such a formula is satisfiable, and which assignments to the 

variables make it satisfied. The basic idea of planning as satisfiability consists in using 

SAT solvers instead of specialized algorithms for solving planning problems. Each 

formula encodes an entire plan; therefore it contains propositions that represent the 

initial state, the goal states, and all the executable actions, with their preconditions and 

effects. According to the truth values assigned to propositions corresponding to the 

possible actions, it is possible to infer which actions are part of a plan. There are many 

feasible ways to encode a plan in a propositional formula, different syntactically, but 

equivalent from the point of view of their “semantics”. Some encodings are more 

compact than others with regard to the number of variables and/or to the size of the 

formulae; moreover different encodings may result in quite distinct computational 

profiles. An encoding which has proved to be efficient is based on planning graphs [7] 

(see Section 1.1). A main disadvantage of SAT planners lies in the encoding size; in 

fact, the number of variables and the size of the formulae can be very large and require 

huge amounts of memory. Hence, the importance of having compact encodings.

1.4. Hierarchical Task Networks

Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN) [8] are based on the idea of decomposing a 

planning problem into a number of smaller (and simpler) planning subproblems. HTN 

planning can be viewed as top-down planning. It captures the hierarchical structure of a 

domain: the basic idea is to start from an abstract plan and to reduce it to a more 

concrete plan, by expanding progressively each abstract action into a more concrete 

plan. HTN planning is useful when a domain expert can identify standard operating 

procedures to solve parts of a planning problem. For example, an abstract action such 

as Multiple Myeloma Treatment can be reduced to two more concrete but still abstract 

actions: Prednisone Treatment and Melphalan Treatment. The two treatments can – in 

their turns – be refined into more concrete actions, and so on, until there is an actually 

executable plan.  Methods define how to reduce an abstract action into more concrete 

actions (a “task network”) which may have some preconditions. Actually, 

preconditions and effects can include also logical inferences, numeric computations, 

and interactions with software packages. Task networks may involve also constraints, 
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restricting, for example, the order in which the actions are to be performed (see Section 

1.5.1).

A solution of the planning problem is generated by recursively applying methods 

in order to replace abstract actions with actions which are directly executable.

The definition of HTN is a way to encode user intent, i.e., capture expert advice 

about how to derive desirable solutions. In fact methods can be seen as “recipes”, i.e., 

standard ways about how to implement abstract plans. Therefore, differently from what 

happens in classical planning, in HTN planning, plans are not generated from first 

principles every time the planning problem has to be solved.

HTN planners provide several benefits compared with classical planning 

approaches: specifically, they are more expressive and allow to represent some 

problems which could not be represented with classical planning [9]; moreover, they 

are usually much more efficient. This is the reason why many planning systems used in 

real-world domains rely on HTN planning. The disadvantages of HTN planners lie in 

the fact that their definition actually embodies search control knowledge about how to 

derive a solution. As a consequence, it is much more complicated writing (and 

maintaining) a knowledge base than writing (and maintaining) classical planning 

operators. Moreover, they are less flexible, because they cannot handle problems that 

are not explicitly anticipated by domain experts.

1.5. Extensions to Classical Planning

Research in classical planning achieved thorough results. At the beginning it involved 

essentially toy problems (such as blocks world problems), which are quite different 

from real-world problems. Then, research has evolved along two lines.

The first line of research – active since the beginning and ongoing today – consists 

in dealing with real-sized problems, involving huge numbers of variables and states, 

striving for gaining more efficiency in solving planning problems. As briefly discussed 

in the previous section, in the last few years there has been a significant scale-up in the 

size of the plans that can be synthesized by planners, thanks to both new heuristics 

based on planning graphs and reduction to SAT problems.

The second line consists in realizing that the assumptions on which classical 

planning relies seldom match with real-world problems (and with CG management 

problems in particular – see also Section 2). In classical planning it is assumed that: (i) 

the actions are instantaneous, or, in general, have the same duration; (ii) resources are 

described completely by Boolean values (while in real world they can have also integer 

or real values); (iii) the environment is completely static: the planner can synthesize a 

plan beforehand and then execute it “blindly”, because the world does not evolve 

independently from the actions of the planner; as a consequence, the planner does not 

have to “sense” the environment; (iv) the actions are deterministic: if an action is 

performed in a state, it surely results in a specific state; (v) the environment is 

completely observable: every state of the environment is completely known.

Since this second line is more recent, there is not yet a comprehensive approach 

that can deal with planning problems by releasing all the preceding assumptions, but 

there is a wide variety of approaches addressing only some issues. Since it is not 

possible to cover every significant approach here, only the basic ideas related to such 

approaches will be mentioned.
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1.5.1. Planning with Time and Resource Constraints

In the previous sections we have described some techniques to solve classical planning 

problems. As stated above, in classical planning we consider what actions are to be 

executed, and not when they will be executed or how long their execution will take. In 

other words, in classical planning it is assumed that actions are instantaneous and 

always executable, disregarding time. Moreover, we do not consider the case where the 

actions require resources (e.g., money, equipment, technicians) to be executed and how 

these resources have to be allocated. Traditionally, these two aspects of problem 

solving have been treated as two separate issues, the first one (what actions to be 

executed) in the area of planning, the last one (given a set of actions, when to execute 

each of them in order to obey the temporal and resource restrictions) in the area of 

scheduling. Moreover, scheduling approaches usually consider cost functions, in order 

to have an optimal scheduling as regards, e.g., total execution time and resource 

consumption.

One could solve a problem with time and resource constraints in two phases: in the 

first phase, s/he solves a planning problem, determining a set of possibly partially 

ordered actions that meet the goals of the problem; in the second phase, s/he solves a 

scheduling problem in which temporal and resource constraints are added to the 

solution of the planning problem. However, this approach is not much satisfactory 

since in real world it is possible to have problems in which there are complex 

interactions between the choice of the actions and the temporal and resource constraints. 

For these reasons, in the last years the distinction between planning and scheduling is 

gradually fading and research in planning and scheduling areas has started to merge, in 

order to combine the efforts of the two communities for solving such problems in an 

integrated way. A complete account of scheduling techniques and of integration of 

planning and scheduling is outside the scope of this section. Moreover, this is an active 

area for further research in order to fully integrate the results obtained separately in the 

two areas. Therefore, here we limit ourselves to shortly present a way of approaching 

the problem, based on constraint satisfaction techniques, successfully exploited for 

scheduling problems.

A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) [10] is defined by a finite set of variables 

– where each variable is associated with a domain – and a set of constraints over a 

subset of variables, restricting the possible combinations of values that the participating 

variables may assume. A solution of a CSP is obtained by assigning to each variable a 

value that is consistent with the constraints. Such framework can express complex 

temporal and resource constraints and supports specialized reasoning schemes, for 

example for the management of temporal constraint networks (STP and DTP [11]).

There is a wide variety of approaches in planning and CSP with different degrees 

of integration between the conventional planning component and the CSP component. 

For example, Constraint-Based Interval (CBI) planners [12] represent actions and 

propositions as intervals and they rely on constraint-based techniques to manage the 

relations between the intervals. Such planners are coupled with a CSP component that 

can act as an add-on, for example, to check whether numerical relations such as 

temporal and resource constraints are satisfied. The main drawback of such approaches 

lies in a lack of efficiency, because they do not scale up as well as state-of-the-art 

classical planning approaches.

HTN planning is particularly suitable for planning with constraints. In fact – as we 

have seen in Section 1.4 – it is possible to define specific constraints for planning 
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subproblems at each level of decomposition (with the constraints associated with task 

networks). Such constraints may impose a wide range of restrictions, such as temporal, 

resource, cost restrictions etc. The decomposition derived from the hierarchically 

structured description of the planning problem allows to efficiently propagate the 

constraints.

1.5.2. Planning with Uncertainty, Non-determinism, and Incomplete Information

In real-world settings, it is not possible to know a priori the result of executing an 

action. For example, the action may fail during execution, or the agent may have 

incomplete information about the current state which does not allow to foresee what the 

exact outcome of the action will be. We consider separately the case of bounded 

indeterminacy, where, for example, it is not possible to anticipate the exact outcome of 

an action, but it is possible to list all the possible outcomes, and the case of unbounded 

indeterminacy, where there can be completely unanticipated outcomes.

Regarding bounded indeterminacy, two different approaches have been proposed 

to deal with these problems: non-deterministic planning and probabilistic planning.

Due to lack of space, we focus on probabilistic planning only, which is closer to some 

CG approaches. For a more complete account, refer to [2].

In probabilistic approaches, uncertainty is dealt with by means of probabilistic 

models. While in non-deterministic approaches an action may have more than one 

outcome without “preferences” between them, in probabilistic approaches the outcomes 

of an action have an associated probability distribution, i.e., the possible outcomes are 

labeled with their respective probabilities. 

The probabilistic frameworks are based on Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) 

and their extensions [13]. The solution of an MDP problem is not an actual plan, but a 

policy, which contains a mapping from any state to the action that should be taken in 

that state. Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) [14] are an 

extension of MDPs which can deal with the case of partial observability.

The MDP framework is highly expressive in handling stochastic dynamics and 

uncertainty, and it is possible to specify a variety of objective functions and 

optimization goals. However, it has some major drawbacks. In fact, it provides an 

inadequate representation of time (it is usually assumed to be atomic), and it is highly 

expensive from a computational point of view: it is prohibitive to represent real-sized 

planning problems. Moreover, such frameworks need accurate estimates of distribution 

probabilities, which are difficult to acquire. However, recently some smooth transitions 

between pure non-deterministic approaches and probabilistic approaches are being 

investigated, in order to unify both approaches in a unique framework with imprecise 

or qualitative estimates (see, e.g., [15]).

Unbounded indeterminacy is a more realistic assumption for CG application: 

actions can fail in unexpected ways, and the goals or even the environment itself may 

change during the execution of the plan. Moreover, it may be infeasible, or costly, to 

explicitly represent such great amount of information. In this setting, it is not possible 

to build into a plan a branch for every possible contingency, and it is necessary to 

perform some form of planning during execution, when some unexpected event occurs.

With unbounded indeterminacy, plan execution requires more than blind 

adherence to the previously generated plan, and the agent should be monitoring the 

environment and the actual effects of its actions [16]. When an unanticipated event is 

detected, the agent has to make a decision at runtime in order to formulate a new plan 
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(replanning) or to adapt the current plan (repairing). In devising the new plan, the agent 

may have to be conservative, because, for example, the part of the plan already 

executed has made some commitments with some external agents and they cannot be 

disrespected. As examples of unanticipated events there may be failures in the 

execution of some actions and changes in the environment state so that some needed 

information is no longer available or the preconditions of the remaining steps in the 

plan are no longer valid.

This line of research has not been explored in depth to date. As far as we know, it 

includes few applicative works and even fewer methodological works.

1.6. Beyond Planning in Artificial Intelligence

Traditionally, the planning community has almost exclusively stressed the aspect of 

planning related to the automatic generation of plans from the domain theory and the 

problem specification. We have provided a rapid survey on the general ideas at the 

basis of planning in AI. We started with describing the main approaches in classical 

planning, which exhibits well-established results but it relies on many limiting 

assumptions, which prevent it from being directly applicable to the domain of CGs. 

Then we moved to describe some extensions to the classical planning paradigm that 

relax some assumptions. Among them, we can identify various approaches which are 

already being applied in some systems for the computerized management of CGs. In 

particular, CSP is being resorted to for (i) managing temporal information and 

reasoning with it (see Section 2.2); (ii) managing non-temporal resource information 

(see Section 2.1); probabilistic planning is being exploited for providing decision 

support to physicians, in particular as regards therapy selection (see Section 2.2).

However, the research in this area is ongoing and several issues still need to be 

dealt with. The research agenda (see Section 4) analyses this aspect in further detail.

2. Planning in the Clinical Guidelines Context

Differently from planning in non-medical contexts, planning in medicine, and in the 

CG management domain in particular, does not require to edit a general procedure from 

scratch, since such a procedure typically already exists. Actually, CGs are exactly a set 

of suggested actions, to be followed in a suggested order, provided by a committee of 

experts. Nevertheless, the form in which CGs are issued may often be imprecise or not 

completely constrained, or may include different uncertainty elements. As a matter of 

fact, CGs can be seen as skeletal plans [17], i.e., schemes which capture the main lines 

of a procedure, but leave space for execution-time adjustments and selections among 

alternatives, both in the actions to be completed, and in the actions flow.

In order to better examine the characteristics of planning in the CG management 

domain, we first need to clarify what we mean for state, action, and state transition 

(see Section 1) [18] in the process modeled by the CG itself.

It is straightforward to define the concept of state as the set of patient’s parameters 

that are measured for taking decisions and for assessing therapy outcomes. Each 

parameter is a state variable. Clearly, state variables are not necessarily Boolean. 

Moreover, some required state variables might be missing in practice.

State transitions are changes in the patient’s state variables, due to the effect of an 

action. In particular, we can consider the state transition between time t and time t+1 as 
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due to all the work actions (i.e., the medical procedures actually executed on the 

patient) between the two time instants. Actually, this is a simplification, since patient’s 

parameters can vary due to exogenous reasons (by exogenous, we mean “not due to any 

action described in the CG”). Typically, some state variables can change because the 

patient becomes older, or because s/he catches another disease. To explicitly represent 

all these possibilities, one should be provided with a whole model of the patient’s 

behavior and of all the stochastic variables that could influence it. This kind of 

information is normally not explicitly available in clinical practice. However, the 

probability that a set of actions (typically implementing a therapy) produces a certain 

effect on a patient (i.e., the probability of a certain state transition) is a number 

introduced in the CG as provided by the medical literature: this number is obtained by 

drawing statistics on real cases, and real cases cannot separate the effect of the therapy 

from the exogenous effect. 

The same action might have a different duration, or uncertain effects when applied 

to different patients, due to the single persons’ peculiar characteristics. In case of 

problems, actions can also be suspended or substituted with others.

Given these clarifications, we can now summarize the most relevant characteristics 

of planning in the CG management domain - see also [19]:

• information about the patient state may be incomplete;

• state variables could change due to exogenous reasons, whose effect cannot 

always be easily distinguished from the one of intended (therapeutic) actions;

• effects of actions on the patient states may be non-deterministic;

• an action duration might change, due to various (and maybe unpredictable) 

reasons;

• actions might have vanishing or delayed effects;

• plans might need to be suspended.

These features, along with the observation that a CG can be considered just as a 

skeletal plan, render the management of uncertainty and of temporal issues very 

relevant in our domain, and lead us to say that planning in the CG context can be more 

properly interpreted as a problem of optimized execution: actually, a significant support 

to CG execution, and to CG adaptation to environment and patient peculiarities, needs 

to be provided to physicians. More specifically, four main tasks need to be 

accomplished at execution time [19]:

1. plan modification (in order to change/adapt a skeletal plan to the actual and 

current patient and hospital local needs);

2. plan execution (in order to perform the –possibly modified – activity flow);

3. plan critiquing (in order to analyze the CG as it was executed in the past, with 

the aim of ameliorating performances in its future adoptions);

4. plan visualization (in order to provide proper representation and 

communication facilities to users who execute the CG in clinical practice).

In the rest of the chapter, we will therefore analyze the recent contributions by the 

main groups of researchers working on systems for the computerized management of 

CGs, according with this categorization. Links to other chapters of the book, treating in 

greater detail some of the cited aspects, will be provided where appropriate.

2.1. Plan Modification

Plan modification probably represents the largest and most interesting task among the 

ones listed in Section 2; as a matter of fact, in their conventional, paper-based form, 
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CGs often present population-oriented recommendations, and are usually far from 

being point-of-care facilities [20]. Several approaches to deal with the issue of CG 

change and tuning, involving different methodologies, have thus been proposed in the 

literature. Schematically, they can be subdivided as follows: (i) approaches that deal 

with CG adaptation; (ii) approaches that deal with non-compliance management.

As regards CG adaptation, it has been observed that CG dissemination and 

integration into clinical practice should recognize the multiplicity of working settings 

and information system environments, within which the CGs themselves are meant to 

be implemented [21]. In particular, CGs management systems, to make CGs really 

usable in practice, need to deal with two types of adaptation: (i) local adaptation, i.e., 

adaptation to local constraints (see also [22]) in local settings (e.g., hospital resources 

availability, available practitioners’ skills), and (ii) cultural adaptation, i.e., the 

adaptation related to the fact that different countries and/or cultural settings may have 

different degrees of acceptance of specific clinical procedures, and/or local best 

practices. Moreover, a closely related problem is what we call (iii) upgrade adaptation, 

i.e., the fact that, periodically, CGs have to be updated in order to include relevant 

novelties in the clinical field (e.g., new therapies) and, possibly, to remove obsolete 

choices. Different computer-based approaches to local adaptation have been proposed 

in the literature. [23] proposes to extend the CG representation formalism to take into 

account the resource requirements associated with each action (and, therefore, to each 

alternative path in the CG): only those actions (paths) whose resource requirements can 

be satisfied in the given context (e.g., hospital) can be executed. The approach provides 

an algorithm that takes as an input a “general” CG, and a list of all the locally available 

resources, and gives as an output a new CG, in which all the paths containing non 

locally executable actions have been pruned away. [24] deals with the double problem 

of local adaptation and of integration with the patient’s electronic medical record, and 

tests the approach on a real-world CG. The authors observe that the two issues at hand 

have significant affects on the encoding of the CGs, including change of algorithm 

design, definition of decision criteria, and specification of data items that are referenced 

by the decision criteria themselves. Therefore, CG adaptation and integration with the 

medical record should be considered as early as possible. Again as concerns the 

adaptation based on resources availability, one abstract solution which has been 

proposed is to have a high-level description of the CG intentions, in order to ensure the 

adaptability of the procedure to different contexts still preserving the CG intentional

objectives [25]. Such an approach has been followed in CAMINO [26], a tool that 

provides a user-friendly interface to modify (e.g., by adding/removing/changing 

actions) a CG, using additional information about the hospital. [21] suggested an 

approach in which the dependencies between actions in a CG can be explicitly 

described, and where users’ modifications to a general CG must respect these 

dependencies. 

The above solutions provide facilities to help physicians modifying CGs 

(consistently with the CG intentions and/or functional dependencies), but basically deal 

just with local adaptation. A more recent contribution [27], on the other hand, focuses 

on an integrated treatment of cultural and upgrade adaptation, by supporting 

cooperative work in the domain of CGs’ definition and maintenance, by (i) 

distinguishing between different levels of authors and by (ii) maintaining the history of 

the updates of the CGs. To this end, the authors introduce a three-layered architecture, 

in which the cooperative work facility, available through an interface layer, is based on 

a query language and on a data model layer. Such an approach properly extends 
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classical Temporal Databases semantics in order to cope with the issues introduced by 

cooperative work. This methodological contribution will soon be implemented within 

the GLARE system [28]. The interested reader will find additional aspects on CGs 

adaptation in Chapter 7.

The second issue related to the plan modification task is non-compliance 

management. Despite the efforts to facilitate CGs’ adoption and integration in real-

world environments, provided by the tools for computerized management of CGs, and 

more specifically by the adaptation facilities described in the previous section, 

physicians may decide to not follow the CG indications. Basically, these non-

compliance episodes may emerge due to two categories of reasons: 1) the physician has 

to face a somehow unpredicted situation, which was not (properly) considered when 

the CG was issued; 2) her or his professional opinion is different from the one 

expressed in the CG, and s/he does not completely trust the CG itself. Keeping track of 

such deviations from the default CG execution, and documenting the physician’s 

motivations, is clearly an added value. Moreover, repeated alterations of CG tasks (or 

flow) may indicate an improper or weak initial CG definition, and might be used as a 

starting point for suggesting a formal CG revision to a committee of expert physicians. 

More details about the non-compliance problem definition can be found in Chapter 9. 

Non-compliance with CGs are treated in GUIDE [29]. The system allows a user to 

redirect, delay, or be non-compliant with a CG task. Non-compliance may lead to the 

execution of a different task, still chosen among the ones described in the CG (e.g., by 

altering the control flow), or to the definition of a new task: in this case, the operator 

has to select it from the SNOMED taxonomy. The requirement is that the intention (see 

above) of the CG is still reached, even if by means of a different procedure. Intentions 

allow to verify whether the physician is still compliant with the CG at a high level (i.e., 

s/he still shares the CG goals), even when an exception is generated at the low level 

(because s/he has changed some tasks or execution flows). A formal description of 

intentions is provided in EON [30], PROforma [31], and Asbru [25,32,33]. In Asbru, in 

particular, any CG modification is released only after its high-level compliance with 

the CG intentions has been verified by means of a rule-based system. The Asbru 

verification facility also allows to discover anomalies (such as non-satisfiable 

conditions) that were originally introduced in the CG during the acquisition phase. 

Other works address the issue of CG verification, e.g., by means of model checking 

[34,35] or theorem proving [36] techniques. However, the principal aim of these works 

is to discover logical inconsistencies in the CG or to prove particular properties it 

exhibits, while in this section we are basically interested in keeping track of non-

compliances (typically to a well-formed CG) due to reasons of type 1 and 2 presented 

above. Chapter 4 of this book treats verification issues. Finally, the work in [37] 

proposes an approach for managing non-compliance with CGs, based on the Case-

based Reasoning (CBR) methodology. In front of a new non-compliance case, the tool 

allows the physician to retrieve past situations similar to the current one, and to decide 

whether to re-apply the same CG modifications adopted in them. Moreover, the tool is 

able to learn indications from the non-compliance cases, that can be deployed to 

suggest CG revisions. This CBR-based management of non-compliance is more “lazy” 

with respect to the other discussed literature approaches, since it does not aim at 

checking on-the-fly the adherence of a modification to the original CG intentions; thus, 

it does not model goals or verification rules, whose elicitation might be extremely hard 

and time consuming. It simply supports physicians’ revisions by showing past non-

formalized examples that match the current context, and leaves her/him the 
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responsibility of the final decision. Keeping track of such cases requires a very limited 

knowledge acquisition effort (since just the instances of CGs as they were edited and 

executed in the past have to be stored), and small memory requirements (since non-

compliances are expected to be infrequent). Then, when some cases related to the same 

context have been acquired, the approach tries to learn some more general suggestions 

from them, thus preparing a structured CG revision proposal supported by a set of 

concrete implementations. In the literature, CBR has often been resorted to in order to 

maintain knowledge about exceptional situations (see, e.g., [38,39] as applications in 

the medical domain). In particular, in [38], a CBR approach has been devised to 

support the physician in adapting a specific therapeutic protocol to a usual situation (we 

could say: in defining a non-compliant version of the protocol; the protocols at hand 

can be seen as skeletal plans). Nevertheless, only temporary variations of the protocol, 

for a particular patient, are considered. Long-term protocol changes, obtained from 

frequently performed adaptations, are not dealt with. In particular, the issue of 

reorganizing the case base in order to learn well-defined suggestions for supporting CG 

revision, which is a significant need [40] in practice, appears to be a relevant and 

original contribution of the approach in [37].

2.2. Plan Execution

After a possible modification phase, carried out along the lines described in the 

previous section, CGs need to be executed, i.e., applied to a real patient in a real 

environment. In order to support physicians in this task, a large number of the 

computer-based systems for CGs management proposed in the literature have 

integrated “execution” facilities [20]. However, existing execution engines are mainly 

proprietary developments by the authors of the models, showing peculiar choices and a 

somehow limited generalization capability. A few exceptions to this statement exist, 

represented by systems in which: (i) the authors have made the effort of operatively 

integrating the CG process with the organizational environment characteristics and 

needs, basically taking advantage of workflow management systems concepts; (ii) the 

authors have enhanced the system functionality by means of decision support 

methodologies, basically meant to help physicians in taking non-trivial (therapeutic) 

decisions (i.e., decisions in which no alternative is actually better than the others, from 

a strictly clinical viewpoint). 

Workflow management systems integrate domain and organizational knowledge to 

support business processes. When applied to the medical environment, and in the 

domain of CG implementation in particular, they may be used to manage care delivery 

by enhancing co-operation among healthcare professionals. The Workflow 

Management Coalition [41] model has constructs for expressing nesting, iterations, 

branch selection, and some temporal constraints (e.g., synchronization). Therefore, it 

seems to be a potential common control-flow model for CG management systems.  As 

a matter of fact, several authors are working at mapping CG execution primitives to the 

workflow model, and at exploiting the workflow technology for integrating CGs with 

the organizational environment in which they are meant to be applied. The system 

GUIDE [29], which has been built on top of enterprise workflow standards and tools, is 

probably the most representative system in this sense. In particular, the Patient 

Workflow Management System developed in GUIDE is based on a detailed model of 

both the medical work process (i.e., the CG) and the organizational structure. The 

authors have also developed a mechanism for translating the CGs into a computational 
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formalism, precisely a Petri Net, which takes into account the specific organization 

characteristics and allows allocating resources for managing a specific patient in daily 

practice [42]. Also Peleg’s group has started working on the topic; they have mapped 

instances of the GLIF ontology to the reference model of the Workflow Management 

Coalition using Protégé ontology mapping rules [41]. This model can be mapped 

further on Petri Nets for verification of structural properties and for studying the system 

behavior. However, despite the fact that most of the written CGs implicitly define a 

workflow process, healthcare organizations are very different from industrial or 

commercial companies. Their main goal is not profit, but maintaining and improving 

the public health: therefore, outcomes are difficult to measure; moreover, physicians 

are quite independent decision-makers; finally, patients themselves may be involved in 

choosing treatment options. For these reasons, the standard functionality of typical 

workflow management systems needs to be strongly enhanced in order to cope with 

healthcare delivery needs, and the workflow standards need to be significantly 

extended to represent all CG primitives. It is still unclear if such extensions can all be 

mapped to Petri Nets as well: such mapping, if possible, should support formal 

verification of CG properties. 

It is worth mentioning that the authors of GLIF have also investigated an approach 

of Guideline Execution by Semantic Decomposition of Representation (GESDOR) [43]. 

By properly mapping primitive tasks - such as data collection, decision making, 

branching, and synchronization as well as auxiliary tasks such as criterion evaluation 

and event management - GLIF and PROforma models have been successfully executed 

by the GESDOR engine. Ultimately, GESDOR might become a universal execution 

engine for CG models [43]. However, while GESDOR is a generalization from 

concrete CG execution engines, it is still not based on or compatible with industrial 

workflow engines and the question whether these generalized tasks can be mapped to 

workflow standards like XPDL or BPEL remains open.

As regards decision support in CG execution, several techniques have been 

proposed in the literature to this end. Some of them are rather simple approaches, in 

which, e.g., a first-order language is adopted to represent rules aimed at selecting 

among (therapeutic) alternatives in the CG [20]. More complex approaches may be 

distinguished in two main categories: (i) probabilistic frameworks, and (ii) temporal 

frameworks. Among the approaches in category (i), we need to cite the GLARE system 

[18,44], which embeds decision theory concepts to support therapy selection. The 

authors start from the observation that in several situations no alternative is really 

“better” than the others, from a strictly clinical viewpoint, and CGs, being skeletal 

plans, are only meant to present all the range of choices, leaving to the user the 

responsibility of selecting the “right” one. Even when resorting to a computer-based 

system for CGs management, just “local” information, describing the decision at hand, 

are normally shown to the user. On the other hand, the possibility of obtaining a 

complete scenario of the decision consequences (in terms of the probability of the 

different therapy outcomes, of therapy utilities, and of money, time, and resources 

spent following the different paths) would be clearly an added value for physicians. In 

clinical practice, various selection parameters (such as the costs and effectiveness of 

the different procedures) are sometimes available when executing a CG, but the task of

comparing and balancing them is typically left to the physician. Decision theory seems 

a natural candidate as a methodology for affording this analysis: the authors thus 

propose a mapping between CG primitives and decision theory concepts, on which they 

are building the implementation of a tool able to automate the comparison of different 
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alternatives and to provide quantitative results. Still in category (i), we find the 

contribution of GUIDE [45]. As anticipated above, in GUIDE, before being executed, a 

CG is translated into a high-level Petri Net, a rigorous formalism for modeling 

concurrent processes. The resources, necessary for performing CG-based activities, are 

also represented by means of an organizational model. This allows the execution of the 

Petri Net for simulating the implementation of the CGs in the clinical setting. The 

purpose of the simulation is to validate the model and to suggest the optimal resource 

allocation before the system is installed (see also [41]). Moreover, in GUIDE the 

workflow management technology is applied to support CGs execution; the 

requirements of the domain have imposed to enhance workflow management systems 

by ensuring the flexibility and the uncertainty management typical of the health-care 

processes: in particular, the authors have chosen to resort to decision trees and 

influence diagrams in order to select among alternatives, in the case of non-trivial 

choices, as the ones illustrated in the case of GLARE. Approaches in category (ii), on 

the other hand, offer support for representing and/or reasoning with temporal 

information. Temporal information can consist in constraints about duration of actions, 

delays between actions and periodic repetitions of actions. In this category, several 

works should be cited. GLIF [46,47] deals both with temporal constraints on patient 

data elements and with duration constraints on actions and decisions. In PROforma

[31], it is possible to define constraints on the accomplishment of tasks, as well as task 

duration and delays between tasks. Moreover, temporal constructs can also be used in 

order to specify the preconditions of actions. DILEMMA and its successor PRESTIGE 

[48] model temporal constraints within conditions. EON [30] uses temporal 

expressions to allow the scheduling of guideline steps, and deals with duration 

constraints about activities. Moreover, by incorporating the RESUME system, it 

provides a powerful approach to cope with temporal abstraction. In EON, the Arden 

Syntax allows the representation of delays between the triggering event and the 

activation of a Medical Logic Module (MDL), and between MDLs [49]. While the 

above-mentioned approaches stress the representation aspect of temporal information, 

other approaches deal also with the reasoning aspect, i.e., drawing inferences on the 

basis of temporal information. In [52], for instance, the goal of temporal reasoning is to 

find out proper temporal abstractions to data and properties. Interpolation-based 

techniques and knowledge-based reasoning are used. In Asbru, a comprehensive 

approach based on the notion of temporal constraint propagation has been proposed 

[32,50]. In particular, in [50], different types of temporal constraints – deriving from 

the scheduling constraints in the guideline, from the hierarchical decomposition of 

actions into their components and from the control-flow of actions in the guideline –

are mapped onto a Simple Temporal Problem (STP) framework [11]. Temporal 

constraint propagation is used in order to (1) detect inconsistencies, and to (2) provide 

the minimal constraints between actions. There is also the claim that (3) such a method 

can be used by the guideline interpreter in order to assemble feasible time intervals for 

the execution of each guideline activity. Moreover, advanced visualization techniques 

are used in order to show users the results of temporal reasoning [53]. In [51] the 

authors provide a temporal representation formalism for temporal constraints including 

periodic constraints and reasoning mechanisms (performing inferences in the form of 

constraint propagation). They devise a Temporal Server loosely coupled with a CG 

system; they describe an implementation in GLARE, but the approach is system 

independent. The CG system delegates temporal-related problems to the Temporal 

Server. The authors show how the Temporal Server can be exploited in order to 
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provide CG systems with different temporal facilities. Specifically, during the CG 

acquisition phase, it enables to represent temporal constraints and to check their 

consistency. During the execution phase, it allows the physician to check the 

consistency between action execution times and the constraints in the CGs, and to 

provide query-answering and temporal simulation facilities (e.g., when choosing 

among alternative paths in a CG). A good general introduction to temporal reasoning in 

medicine can be found in [54]. The topic of temporal abstraction is further investigated 

in Chapter 5.

2.3. Plan Critiquing

Expert critiquing systems were introduced since the 1980s, with the aim of supporting 

medical decision making, and operated by providing critique on a physician’s decisions, 

rather than telling him/her exactly what to do [55,56]. The expert critiquing system 

paradigm can be fruitfully adopted in medical CGs as well, and allows an analysis of 

possible non-compliance episodes with the CG itself. Nevertheless, two major 

limitations with “classical” critiquing systems, which make them hardly acceptable in 

practice, can be recognized: (i) the fact that these systems do not cope with deviations 

from the underlying model, and (ii) the fact that these systems are not able to deal with 

the question why a physician was performing an action (which is clearly essential to 

provide a grounded critique) [57]. To address both limitations, [58] and [59,60] have 

recently suggested to perform critiquing by assessing the compliance of a physician’s 

intentions with the intentions behind a CG. Asbru, EON, GUIDE, and PROforma can 

support critiquing, since their languages formally specify intentions [20], with Asbru 

having the most extensive intention-modeling capacity [25,32,61] (see Section 2.1). In 

detail, a critiquing system must determine to what extent a CG has been followed by 

the physician in order to provide adequate critique. Hence, starting from a general high-

level intention, the critiquing system must search through the possible execution of the 

CG, to see if it was correctly matched. In [56], in particular, a framework for intention-

based matching of physicians’ actions is reported. The distance between the prescribed 

CG actions and the practically implemented ones is calculated, after having generalized 

the CG details (e.g., by substituting specific drugs with the drug group to which they 

belong – like, for instance, quick response insulin). This approach is currently being 

tested within the Asbru project, in which the CG skeletal plan is defined, while the 

single sub-plans to be selected to reach the CG target are not. Instead, these plans are 

found basically by matching their intentions with those demanded by the skeletal plan. 

Similar critiquing efforts might be rather easily integrated in EON, GUIDE, and 

PROforma; we also direct the reader to Section 2.1 for a more comprehensive 

treatment of non-compliances in the state-of-the-art literature.

2.4. Plan Visualization

Paper-based CGs are typically represented using flowcharts, decision tables, or plain 

text. These representations are badly suited for complex medical procedures. 

Formalized languages for representing CGs, such as the ones adopted in the CGs 

management systems described in the literature [20], are able to solve these limitations, 

but they incorporate many concepts from Computer Science, and are not very usable 

for physicians as well. Visualization enhancements and user-friendly graphical 

interfaces are therefore needed in practice. The most significant contribution in this 
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direction is provided by the system Asbru. In Asbru, the authors use graphical 

metaphors to make the underlying concepts easier to grasp, employ glyphs to 

communicate complex temporal information, and colors to make it possible to 

understand the connection between the topological view and the temporal view 

available in the system [70]. Moreover, they are developing CareVis – an interactive 

visualization method to integrate and combine classical data visualization with the 

visualization of treatment information in terms of logic and temporal aspects [62]. 

Through CareVis, Asbru provides multiple simultaneous views to cover different 

aspects of a complex underlying data structure of treatment plans and patient data. 

These tightly coupled views exploit visualization methods well-known to domain 

experts and are designed to facilitate users’ tasks. Complex effects borrowed from 

photography and cinematography are resorted to as well [63]. The user-centered 

development approach applied for these interactive visualization methods has been 

guided by user input gathered via a user study, design reviews, and prototype 

evaluations. For a more detailed description of facilities for CG visualization, we 

suggest the reader to refer to Chapter 8.

3. Conclusions

We have discussed the topic of planning from the different perspectives of AI and of 

CG management.

As regards planning in AI, we have described classical planning approaches and 

some heuristic techniques. Moreover, we have highlighted the differences between the 

area of planning in AI and that of planning in CG management, most of which are due 

to the specific features of the field of medicine. We pointed out the main requirements 

of a planning system to be profitably employed in CGs systems and we have observed 

how some recent extensions to the classical planning paradigm, addressing temporal 

and resource information support, as well as uncertainty and incomplete information 

support, can be (at least partially) resorted to, in order to support CG management 

needs. We concluded that, in the light of recent developments of planning in AI, the 

difference between planning in AI and planning in CG management is gradually 

becoming less prominent, even if a comprehensive planning system suitable for dealing 

with CGs has not been devised yet.

Regarding planning in the CGs context, it can be seen more as a support for an 

optimized CG execution. Many diverse formalisms and tools have been proposed to 

this end, with diverse features and various strong points. We have described the 

different approaches along four main tasks to be accomplished when executing. Plan 

modification regards adaptation of a skeletal plan to a specific patient and hospital. 

This issue has been addressed along two lines: (i) adaptation to local settings, such as 

hospital resources, adaptation to different countries and cultures and support for the 

evolution of CGs, and (ii) non-compliance management, addressing unpredicted 

situations and deviation from CG because of divergence of opinion among physicians. 

Plan execution in the proper sense also has been addressed along two lines: in fact, it 

has been regarded as (i) ensuring integration with organizational and information 

system environments, exploiting, e.g., workflow management systems, and (ii) 

providing decision support during the execution and performing inferences on the 

available data (about, e.g., resources and time) in order to support physicians to take 

fully informed choices when dealing with clinical actions to be implemented. Plan 
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critiquing deals with the problem of assessing the compliance of a physician’s intention 

with the intentions behind a CG, in order to provide critique on past physicians’ 

decisions for improving the CG in future executions. Plan visualization addresses the 

issue of communication between computerized CG management systems and users 

who execute CGs. 

Valuable results concerning planning in the CG context have thus been obtained; 

nevertheless, some open issues exist: an overview about them is presented as a research 

agenda for the future in Section 4.

4. Research agenda

As far as we know, there is not yet a comprehensive approach to planning in AI that 

deals with all the features needed in CGs, which require to support at the same time at 

least [19]: (1) resources, (2) costs, (3) temporal information, (4) partial observability, 

and (5) unbounded indeterminacy. Moreover, research in planning under-addressed 

other very important related topics, which are fundamental in dealing with CGs, as 

argued in [19] and in [64]: (6) plans have to be considered in a more general context, 

where the generation of the plan is only the beginning, and the whole plan lifecycle 

management has to be considered (see, e.g., [19]). In addition, (7) some level of 

interaction with users, such as mixed-initiative problem solving [64], where there is 

some form of collaboration between humans and computers, should be supported. In 

fact, planning systems would be not completely automatic but would assist humans, for 

example, in verifying plans and control resources, so humans could exploit their 

expertise and intuition in order to exercise some level of control. All the above-

mentioned aspects (1-7) are open research issues for the future. Moreover, (8) the 

integration of CG systems both among themselves and with the organizational 

environment (e.g., workflow management systems) is another challenge for future 

investigation.
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Chapter 7
Adaptation of Clinical Practice Guidelines
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Toernooiveld 1, 6525 ED Nijmegen, the Netherlands

Abstract. A rigorous development process of clinical practice guidelines through
a systematic appraisal of available evidence is costly and time consuming. One
way to reduce the costs and time, and avoid unnecessary duplication of effort of
guideline development is by relying on a local adaptation approach of guidelines
developed at the (inter)national level by expert groups. In this chapter we survey
the work on guideline adaptation, which includes methodologies, case studies, as-
sessment of effectiveness, and related work on guideline adaptation in the Artificial
Intelligence community.

Keywords. Protocol, Guideline development, Refinement

Introduction

The trend of the last decades has been to base clinical decision making more and more
on sound scientific evidence, i.e., evidence-based medicine [78]. In practice this has led
medical specialists to develop evidence-based clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) for
promoting standards of medical care. Worldwide, a number of organisations, such as
CBO2 (Dutch Institute for Health Care Improvement) in the Netherlands and SIGN3

(Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network) in Scotland, have been founded to assist
specialist groups and general practitioners in the development of guidelines. In 2002
the Guidelines International Network4 was founded to promote systematic development
of CPGs through international collaboration [51]. A rigorous development process of
CPGs through a systematic appraisal of available evidence is, however, costly and time
consuming.

One way to reduce the costs and time, and avoid unnecessary duplication of effort
of guideline development is by relying on local adaptation of guidelines developed at the
(inter)national level by expert groups. In this context ‘guideline adaptation’ is a process
in which existing guidelines are modified to reflect the local situation so that they can
be used within a different care setting. A local adaptation of one or more CPGs is often
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called (clinical) protocol. A protocol typically provides detailed information about dura-
tion, dose, or procedure, suited to the local context, that has been omitted from the origi-
nal guideline. Basically, a medical protocol is a summary of the most important sections
that are in a guideline, mostly recommendations, supplemented with hospital-specific
details, although certain recommendations may be changed if they do not fit the local
context. Several reasons may exist for adapting the recommendations of an guideline to
suit a local context, e.g., cultural differences [66,65,55], constraints on resources [57],
end-user involvement, etc. Legitimate changes can be made in recommendations even
when the evidence they are based on is the same [17,35,7,77].

This book chapter is structured as follows. In Section 1 we discuss two methodolo-
gies that have appeared for the identification of candidate guidelines for local adaptation.
In Section 2 we give an overview of case studies performed on guideline adaptation in
terms of their objective for guideline adaptation, the setting, and the adaptation steps fol-
lowed. In Section 3 we discuss a few randomised trials that focus on the effectiveness
of the local adaptation approach on the uptake of nationally produced evidence-based
CPGs. In Section 4 we discuss work done in the Artificial Intelligence community on
guideline adaptation. We focus on 1) the adaptation of guidelines modelled in a formal
representation language, 2) a logical representation of guidelines and theory refinement,
and 3) machine learning techniques for learning and adapting guidelines from data. In
Section 5 we give our overall conclusions on this chapter and Section 6 discusses some
of the problems encountered in guideline adaptation that still need to be addressed.

1. Methodology

Guideline adaptation should follow similar procedures used in guideline development,
including making transparent any decisions and key factors that influence the modifica-
tions. Two approaches have appeared for the identification of candidate guidelines for
local adaptation, which are partly overlapping. The Practice Guideline Evaluation and
Adaptation Cycle (PGEAC) [27,29,30,31] is a ten step approach (Figure 1), which can

10. Schedule Review and

Revise Local Guideline

9. Obtain Official Endorsement

and Adoption of Local Guideline

8. Finalize Local Guideline

7. Seek External Review − 

Practioner and Policy Maker

Feedback; Expert Peer Review

6. Adopt or Adapt Existing

Guideline(s) for Local Use

1. Identify a Clinical Area to

Promote Best Practice

2. Establish an

Interdisciplinary Guideline

Evaluation Group

3. Establish Guideline

Appraisal Process

4. Search and Retrieve

Guidelines
5. Assess Guideline

a) Quality

b) Currency

c) Content

Figure 1. The Practice Guidelines Evaluation and Adaptation Cycle (PGEAC) [27]. A methodology for the
evaluation and adaptation of clinical practice guidelines.
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Define the clinical questions

Search for the source guidelines

Screen retrieved guidelines

Assess selected source guidelines:

Quality, consistency, applicability

Adapt recommendations to context of use

External review

Adoption/endorsement and implementation

Figure 2. The procedure for guideline adaptation proposed by the ADAPTE working group [19].

be used to adopt a guideline with all its recommendations; adopt one guideline, but omit
some recommendations that lack strong evidence or cannot be adopted locally; or take
the best recommendations from several guidelines and adapt them to include them into
one guideline.

The other approach (Figure 2) has been developed by the international working
group ADAPTE5 [19,20] and overlaps with the PGEAC approach. According to [20],
the ADAPTE process was designed to create the conditions necessary to ensure the qual-
ity and validity of the resulting guideline and to foster adherence and ownership of pro-
fessionals towards the adapted guideline whereas the PGEAC was designed to facilitate
comparison of different guidelines and guideline recommendations on the same topic
and offers a systematic way to evaluate guideline quality and clinical utility. Neverthe-
less, both approaches are fairly similar. We will discuss both approaches in more detail
below.

1.1. Getting Started

The first two steps in the PGEAC approach is the identification of a clinical area to
promote best practice and the establishment of an interdisciplinary guideline evaluation
group. The identification of an area in which to promote best practice can be selected
based on several reasons. These include the prevalence of the condition or its associated
burdens, concerns about variations in care, associated costs of different care options, ef-
fectiveness of the guideline in influencing health care practice, the desire to keep care
practice evidence-based, or the knowledge of the existence of evidence-based guidelines
[29]. The establishment of the guideline evaluation group should comprise stakehold-

5http://www.adapte.org [accessed January 2008]
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ers who will be affected by the guideline recommendations that will be selected. The
multidisciplinarity of the group will enhance the relevance for practice and foster broad
ownership and uptake of the adapted guideline [32] (cf. Section 3).

In the ADAPTE process, the need for developing a guideline and the establishment
of an evaluation group are more considered as necessary conditions for starting the adap-
tation process and are not labelled explicitly as steps in the process. Additionally, how-
ever, the ADAPTE process focusses on defining a number of clinical questions, which
is made explicit by using the PIPOH criteria: Patient population (including disease char-
acteristics), Intervention(s) of interest, the Professionals to whom the guideline will be
targeted, health Outcome(s) of interest, and the Health care setting in which the adapted
guideline will be used.

1.2. Establish Guideline Appraisal Process

A guideline appraisal instrument needs to be chosen such that guidelines can systemat-
ically be assessed and compared according to the same criteria. Many appraisal instru-
ments have been developed over the years [28], but the Appraisal of Guidelines Research
and Evaluation (AGREE) instrument6 is rapidly becoming the gold standard in guideline
appraisal instruments [11]. The AGREE instrument was designed to assess the quality of
the development process and the way it is reported. Hence, a rigorously developed guide-
line may still score insufficiently using the AGREE instrument when the development
process is not described in detail.

1.3. Search for and Retrieve Guidelines

Both the PGEAC approach and the ADAPTE process give the following advice. To make
sure that the most relevant high quality guidelines are obtained, a systematic search
needs to be done which should start with guideline clearinghouses, e.g., the National
Guideline Clearinghouse, the Guidelines International Network, or with country-specific
databases. Additionally, websites of known guideline developers or search engines can
be useful. For this, the population and intervention terms made explicit using PIPOH by
the ADAPTE approach could be of help in the search strategy. The PIPOH approach is in
fact very similar to the PICO approach, which involves Population, Intervention, Control
or context, and Outcomes of interest [37], used in the PGEAC approach, but stated less
explicitly.

In addition to the retrieval of guidelines, the ADAPTE process has an explicit step in
which the retrieved guidelines are screened against the clinical questions defined earlier.
Only those guidelines that correspond to the clinical questions are selected for a more
detailed appraisal. Screening of guidelines is not part of the PGEAC approach, although
it is suggested that additional criteria can be used in the search process to omit certain
guidelines from the search results and only those guidelines that meet the minimum
inclusion criteria will be used in the appraisal process.

6http://www.agreecollaboration.org [accessed January 2008]
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1.4. Assess Guidelines

A pivotal step in the adaptation process is the appraisal of the guidelines. Both PGEAC
and ADAPTE consider a number of fairly similar dimensions in the appraisal of the
guidelines, i.e., the overall quality of the guideline, the consistency and currency of the
guideline, and applicability of the guidelines recommendations to the context of use. The
overall quality of the guideline can be used to identify the higher quality evidence-based
guidelines, which can be used to restrict the number of guidelines that will follow a full
appraisal when the appraisal of all retrieved guidelines is impractical. The consistency
and currency of the guideline is validated by checking whether the guidelines recom-
mendations are consistent with the cited evidence and whether these recommendations
are still current or need to be updated according to newly obtained results. Finally, each
guideline needs to be compared in terms of the recommendations made and level of evi-
dence supporting the recommendations and whether they are applicable to the context of
use.

1.5. Adopt or Adapt Guidelines for Local Use

After the appraisal, one can adopt or adapt existing guidelines. Adopting a guideline
means choosing the best guideline and accepting all its recommendations. Adapting
guidelines means taking the best recommendations from several guidelines, applicable
to the local context, and adapting and reformatting them into a new guideline. Strong
evidence-based recommendations should only be changed when the supporting evidence
has changed or when not applicable to the local context, for example, because of resource
constraints [57]. The ADAPTE process points out that it is still possible to consider de
novo development of a guideline.

1.6. External Review

Before the dissemination and implementation of the resulting draft of local recommen-
dations, it should be sent to local practitioners, organisational policy makers, and other
stakeholders for a review. This also holds for de novo guideline development and the
recommendations in the PGEAC and ADAPTE approach are, therefore, identical.

1.7. Adoption and Implementation

In this phase the same issues hold for guideline adaptation as for guideline development.
PGEAC and ADAPTE therefore give similar recommendations. When the guideline has
been finalised, official endorsement from policy makers should be sought for those clin-
ical care settings in which the guideline will be implemented. The formal decision mak-
ing and procedural process for endorsing the guideline should be documented by the
organisation and a dissemination and implementation plan should be finalised.

1.8. Scheduling Review and Revision of Local Guideline

In contrast with ADAPTE, PGEAC explicitly mentions that the adaptation of guidelines
is a process cycle and that revisions of the local guideline need to be scheduled. This
aspect has had less attention than guideline development, but several criteria (e.g., ex-
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piry date, changes in evidence, important outcomes, availability of health care resources,
new interventions, etc.) can be set to determine when and what should be reviewed and
updated [9,63].

1.9. Final Remarks

Summarising, both the PGEAC cycle and ADAPTE process are fairly similar method-
ologies for guideline adaptation. Some differences exist, but are mainly differences in
explicitness.

Both groups have recently merged into the ADAPTE group7 whose main endeavour
is the development and validation of a generic guideline adaptation process that fosters
the validity and quality as well as the users’ sense of ownership toward the adapted guide-
line. This has been coined the ADAPTE framework and has also resulted in a generic
manual and resource toolkit for guideline adaptation. Both are, at the time of writing,
still undergoing an evaluation study.

2. Case Studies

A number of publications have appeared that report practical examples and experiences
with guideline adaptation. In this section we give an assessment of these publications in
terms of their objectives for adaptation, the country in which the adaptation took place,
and the steps followed in the adaptation process (cf. Table 1), based on a previous litera-
ture survey reported in [19].

2.1. Alternative to de Novo Guideline Development

Several publications have appeared that consider guideline adaptation as an alternative to
de novo guideline development [43,30,31,76]. The goals in these publications are loosely
formulated as the need for providing evidence-based care in a certain medical area, but
without weighing all the pros and cons of guideline development versus guideline adap-
tation. The pros for guideline adaptation are more or less taken for granted. Additionally,
those reports focus on the applicability of a guideline adaptation process. For example,
[30,31] use the PGEAC approach (cf. Section 1) whereas [43] uses a guideline adap-
tation process established by the Registered Nurses Association of Ontario, Canada, in
1999. The guideline adaptation process is therefore overall well documented and cov-
ers almost all the guideline adaptation steps included in the review criteria. Each of the
reported adaptation processes started with a search for relevant CPGs whereas other re-
ports started their adaptation process from a guideline already selected. These reports are
also the only ones to include a detailed assessment of the quality of the contents of the
relevant guidelines. In [43,30,31] the quality of the guidelines is established using the
Appraisal Instrument for Clinical Practice Guidelines [10], which is an older version of
the AGREE instrument [11] used by [76] for quality assessment.

7http://www.adapte.org [accessed January 2008]
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Table 1. Case-study descriptions on guideline adaptation from [19].

Reference Country Adaptation Process Steps

A B C D E F

Adaptation as an alternative to de novo development

Graham et al., 2002 [30] Canada + + + + + +

Graham et al., 2005 [31] Canada + + + - + -

Macleod et al., 2002 [43] Canada + + + - + +

Voellinger et al., 2003 [76] Switzerland + + + + + -

Adaptation as part of an implementation process (international):

Armstrong et al., 2004 [2] Canada - - + - +/- -

Croudace et al., 2003 [12] UK - - - - - +

De Wit et al., 2000 [16] Europe - - + - + +

Glasier et al., 2003 [26] UK - - + - - -

Hungin et al., 2001 [39] Europe - - + - - -

Peleg et al., 2006 [54] US/Israel - - + - - +

Reddy et al., 1999 [56] India - - + - - +

Rhineart et al., 1991 [57] Indonesia - - + - - -

Shye et al., 2000 [67] US/Israel - - + - + -

Adaptation as part of an implementation process (national):

Brown et al., 1995 [6] US - - + - + -

Capdenat et al., 1998 [8] France - - + - - +

Hall et al., 2000 [34] UK - - - - + +

Lobach, 1995 [42] US - - +/- - + -

Maviglia et al., 2003 [47] US - - - - + +

Silagy et al., 2002 [68] Australia - - + - + +

Tomlinson et al., 2000 [73] UK + - - + + +

Adaptation process steps: A) Search for and retrieve existing guidelines, B) Assess guidelines, C) Adopt or
adept for local use, D) Complementary literature search, E) Seek external review, and F) Implementation.
These steps correspond accordingly to steps in the PGEAC approach: A-4, B-5, C-6, E-7, and F-9.

2.2. Adaptation as Part of an Implementation Process

Other publications that reported experiences on the process of guideline adaptation, were
usually given in the context of an implementation process of a guideline at a local site.
This was done either by adapting an international guideline developed in a different
country [2,12,16,26,39,54,56,57,67] or by adapting a national guideline to a local context
[6,8,34,42,47,68,73].

For example, [57] adapts a CDC guideline for the prevention of nosocomial infec-
tion in a pediatric intensive care unit in Jakarta, Indonesia. Because of limited resources,
changes had to be made to the CDC guideline as well as the local environment. For ex-
ample, the installment of handwashing sinks, avoiding use of critical devices, indirect
quality control of sterilisation by monitoring time and temperature, etc. Whenever pos-
sible, a low-technology, common sense approach was used such that fundamental in-
fection control principles could be preserved without straining the local resources and
capabilities.

All reviewed publications that focus on implementation basically follow the same
adaptation steps, which include the adaptation of the guideline in question, the imple-
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mentation, and, in about half the cases, an external review. The other process steps were
almost never included in the report. The guideline to be adapted was already assumed
to be given and no search for guidelines was performed. Also, the assessment of the
guideline was lacking in all the reviewed publications although this is considered to be a
pivotal step in the adaptation process by both the PGEAC and ADAPTE guideline adap-
tation approach (cf. Section 1). This seems to indicate that work on guideline adaptation
is still very much in development and case studies are more of an empiric nature. This is
also supported by the fact that out of the twenty case studies investigated, only five were
performed before the year 2000.

2.3. Guideline Integration with Local Decision Support

Besides the publications presented in Table 1, many other publications exist that focus
on the integration of medical guidelines with a local decision support system, but that do
not emphasise guideline adaptation. Nevertheless, in many of such cases technical issues
are addressed when implementing guidelines at a local site, which may result in changes
compared to the original guideline (e.g., the clinical information system in use, the data
models of the electronic medical record (EMR), and the data actually collected).

Several groups have reported their experience on guideline adaptation when imple-
menting them at a local site. For example, Shiffman [64] investigated the validity of an
asthma guideline through a logical analysis showing that the guideline under study was
incomplete and ambiguous. Such logical integrity violations need to be addressed before
the guideline can be operationalised and a structured data entry system can be devised
through an examination of the guideline decision points. [72] investigates the practical
considerations when adapting an inpatient heart failure guideline to the outpatient setting
and implementing it within an EMR. As a result, about one-third of the original guideline
recommendations were not included in the final implementation, because of a different
setting at the local site. Additionally, some guideline data definitions had to be translated
into several EMR entries as the data definitions were not directly available from the local
EMR. Similar results are reported in [54], for the adaptation and implementation of an
American diabetes foot care guideline at an Israelian site.

Some principled approaches are being advocated that may be used to overcome dif-
ficulties when integrating guidelines with local decision support systems. For example,
[60,25] advocate resorting to guidelines intentions, in order to ensure the adaptability
of the procedure to different contexts, while still preserving the original intentional ob-
jectives. A setting-independent format is advocated by [4], which relies on an explicit
description of dependencies between actions, and requires that they will be preserved by
adaptation. Argumentation is advocated by [24] to display arguments in favour or against
a certain treatment from multiple sources in order for the physician to make an educated
decision.

These studies show that when adapting a guideline for a local site, one should con-
sider the implementation and integration with the local setting (e.g., a local EMR) as
soon as possible, as this may have major impacts for the encoding (i.e., the computa-
tional representation). Such issues are currently, however, not yet supported by guideline
adaptation methodologies (cf. Section 1).
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3. Assessment of Effectiveness of Local Adaptation on Uptake of Guidelines

Guideline development at a national level by multidisciplinary groups of experts with
adaptations being made at a local level is already part of the process of several organi-
sations (e.g., CBO, SIGN). Advocates of this approach argue that evidence-based guide-
lines can be developed at the national level by expert groups as the skills necessary are
available at this level, but unlikely to be available at a local level [68]. Although several
arguments can be given in favour of an approach of local adaptation of guidelines devel-
oped at a national level by clinical experts, so far this approach has had very little formal
evaluation [68].

A few randomised trials have appeared in the literature that specifically focus on
the effectiveness of the local adaptation approach on the uptake of nationally produced
evidence-based CPGs [68,12]. For example, in [12] 30 (out of 42) practices from Bristol,
UK were screened for some time before they were split into two groups of 15 practices,
containing 56 and 60 GPs each. One group continued with the usual care while the other
group adapted the WHO ICD-10 PHC guidelines. Both practices were then screened
again using 186 patients in each group.

Both randomised trials [68,12] report no significant changes in practitioner be-
haviour or patient outcomes, which seems to contradict earlier reports that involvement
of end-users in the development process may lead to an increased uptake of CPGs [32].
It is a well known problem, however, that CPGs - without any adaptation - often fail
to affect clinical practice [33,79]. Systematic research is therefore done to find out why
physicians do not follow CPGs [14,13,36]. (The issue of physicians’ compliance is also
discussed in detail in Chapter 9.) These complications, as well as limitations in the per-
formed trials (e.g., a minimal rigorous assessment of the evidence and appraisal of ad-
ditional literature), limit the results of the studies in resolving the effectiveness of local
adaptation on the uptake of clinical guidelines.

4. Adaptation and Artificial Intelligence

So far, we looked at guideline adaptation mostly from the view of the medical commu-
nity. In this chapter, we relate guideline adaptation to concepts in Artificial Intelligence
(AI). As not much work has yet been done in AI that specifically focusses on guideline
adaptation, many of the things we discuss here will be from a possible future research
perspective.

Guideline development and guideline adaptation is a knowledge engineering task
that can be subdivided into various phases such as knowledge acquisition, representation
design, implementation, evaluation, and re-implementation [70]. Most of the modelling
activities can be carried out by tools as well as an engineer, i.e., the concept of balanced
cooperation [49]. Several tools have already been built for guideline formalisation based
on knowledge acquisition (KA) and information extraction (IE) techniques such as Step-
per, GEM-Cutter, DELT/A, Uruz, AsbruView, Protégé, AREZZO, and TALLIS [40] (cf.
Chapter 8). Such tools usually take the text document of a medical guideline as starting
point, from which a formal model is derived.

IE is an emerging technology in natural language processing to locate facts and spe-
cific pieces of information from unstructured natural text, which can either be developed
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using a knowledge engineering approach or an automatic learning approach. The auto-
matic approach takes as input a set of documents in natural language and outputs a set
of extraction patterns using machine learning techniques [40]. Below we discuss these
topics in more detail. Firstly, we look at formal guideline representation languages devel-
oped in the Artificial Intelligence (AI) community. Secondly, we look at adaptation from
a logic viewpoint as a theory refinement problem. Thirdly, we look at machine learning
techniques for developing and adapting guidelines.

4.1. Guideline Representation Language

Researchers in AI have been working toward offering computer-based support in the de-
velopment and deployment of guidelines by using computer-oriented languages and tools
[15,53]. Examples of languages include PROforma [22,23], Asbru [59,61], EON [74,75],
and GLIF [52] (cf. Chapter 2). These languages model complex clinical processes as a
‘network of tasks’, where a task consists of a number of steps, each step having a spe-
cific function or goal [21,52]. Adaptation of medical guidelines is therefore often con-
sidered a form of program refinement or program transformation in the AI community.
We discuss several studies on adaptation of a guideline represented in a formal guideline
representation language in more detail below. For details concerning the languages, the
reader is referred to Chapter 2 of this book.

As formal guideline representation languages have been evolving since the 1990s,
only a few case studies [46,38,45,54] were found that report on the adaptation of a for-
mal model written in a formal guideline representation language in the context of an
adaptation process. (References [38,54] are part of this book.)

The studies reported in [46,38,45] use the Asbru language, whereas the study re-
ported in [54] uses the GLIF language. The work of [38] does not focus on the adaptation
process itself, but focusses on the verification of the begin- and end-product of the adap-
tation process for obtaining differences between guideline and protocol using a formal
approach. The differences between the same guideline and protocol are also analysed in
[46] from an informal angle for the guideline and protocol text and for the corresponding
Asbru models.

According to [46], the most frequent occurring differences between the guideline
and protocol text are refinements of the guideline recommendations in which elements
are made more specific or substituted to provide more detail about treatments. For ex-
ample, the protocol may specify the therapy of choice in cases where the guideline of-
fers different alternatives, or the protocol may include special cases not considered in
the guideline. Other refinements, analysed in [46] were found to be the result of recent
evidence, i.e., the protocol was more up-to-date than the guideline from which it was
adapted. Overall, most of the guideline and protocol text were found to be similar, al-
though a few sections seemed different, because of a different layout used for the proto-
col.

An analysis of differences between the constructed Asbru models of the guideline
and protocol showed similar results. Also on this level it was found that much of the As-
bru model of the guideline could be reused to construct the Asbru model of the protocol.
These results are in agreement with the results of [54], which concludes that a signifi-
cant portion of the original guideline was also useful for the local site, although the local
adaptation process also had significant effects on parts of the encoding.
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4.2. Logical Modelling of Guideline Adaptation

The task network modelling languages of the previous section are not suitable to define
adaptation in such a way that one can reason about the adaptation process itself. Al-
though a lot of work has already been done about formal verification of CPGs (cf. Chap-
ter 4), such work was never done primarily in the task network modelling language, but
always in some meta-language. Furthermore, the properties typically looked at (e.g., ter-
mination, reachability of plans, etc.) say nothing about the adaptation process, but merely
something of the final product of guideline adaptation (cf. [38]).

In this section, we look at first order logic as a meta-language for describing the
guideline adaptation process. Let T be some theory that represents the formalisation of
the guideline text whereas T ′ represents some adaptation from T . More generally, T ′ can
be identified with a theory Ti in an adaptation process

T ≡ T0 ⇒ T1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Tn

in which each theory Ti is some adaptation step of the original guideline T (with ‘⇒’ not
necessarily being material implication). Furthermore, T should have an adaptable rep-
resentation, i.e., the theory remains consistent when local information (e.g., a particular
choice between certain resources) is added to the theory:

T ∪ LI 	|= ⊥

for any piece of local information LI . Local adaptability will not hold in general for
guideline adaptations as some piece of local information has already been used to adapt
the guideline, i.e.,

∃LI Ti ∪ LI |= ⊥

These are just some thoughts on the characterisation of the guideline adaptation process
and is far from being complete.

In guideline adaptation, we may consider the guideline to be a theory that provides
solutions (i.e., treatment paths) for some domain and the protocol to be a revision of
this theory. Many reasons may exist for revising the guideline, e.g., local restrictions are
invalidated, newly obtained evidence provides new patient management options, finan-
cial costs of drug or equipment manufacturing has decreased, or additional formatting
is needed to increase readability. In this light, guideline adaptation may be considered
a theory refinement problem and current research on refining knowledge-based systems
may offer interesting possibilities for guideline development and guideline adaptation.

Theory Refinement

In general, whenever a theory is built of some real-world application domain, one sooner
or later is confronted with the problem of maintenance of the model. As building up a
theory of a domain is very time consuming, rebuilding the theory from scratch, each time
the application changes, is usually too costly. Hence, one would like to detect shortcom-
ings of the theory and make repairs to the model. Several reasons may be distinguished
for wanting to change the theory [81,70]:
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Figure 3. KBS maintenance (adapted from [81,70]).

Revision: The theory gives wrong answers, either because the theory does not cover all
cases, or some cases are covered incorrectly.

Performance enhancement: The theory provides solutions to cases that are too long or
too costly as they can be improved.

Restructuring: The theory has become ill structured and is not transparent, because of,
for example, redundancies and implicit concepts. Although the theory provides
correct answers, they are not open for human inspection and explanations are in-
comprehensible.

This is also graphically represented as part of Figure 3. The maintenance task con-
sists of three closely related topics. Validation of a KBS is concerned with determining
whether the formal model of reality, i.e., the knowledge base, does indeed correspond
with reality. Revision of a KBS is concerned with modifying its answer set to deal with
the inconsistency or incompleteness of the knowledge base. Restructuring of the KBS
is concerned with changing the representation of the knowledge base to, for example,
increase speed or readability, without changing the answer set.

4.3. Machine Learning

Here, we take a closer look at machine learning techniques. In particular, machine learn-
ing techniques for learning logical theories and logical relations among concepts such
as relational learning and inductive logic programming techniques. Furthermore, we do
not restrict the input to a set of documents in natural language. We focus on the integra-
tion of machine learning methods into the modelling environment of the knowledge en-
gineer to induce rules from examples, possibly hand-tailored to experts’ specifications.
Besides IE, machine learning techniques are also applicable to guideline development
and adaptation by building up the concepts underlying medical guidelines from medical
data. Since the 1990s, machine learning techniques have been gaining importance in a
knowledge engineering context [50,3,71] and have resulted in a number of tools such
as MOBAL [50] and LINK [69]. Below we discuss in more detail the research and the
insights gained in this research area and relate it to guideline adaptation.
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Inductive Learning Algorithms

Here, we give a short overview of existing inductive learning algorithms and the issues
involved in developing such algorithms. The input language to the learning algorithm is
an important aspect when comparing different approaches. Although many approaches
use some specific input language, some general classes have been identified, i.e., proposi-
tional, structured objects (i.e., binary relations of depth one; e.g., ARCH, Induce, Cluster,
KHG), and restricted first-order theories (e.g., KL-ONE, Horn Logic, FOIL, GOLEM,
RDT, Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) techniques) [41,1]. Any of these domains can
in principle be used for learning, however, intuitive relational connectedness between
concepts is lost, for example, when using a propositional input language.

Earlier learning algorithms often produce outputs that are incompatible with their
inputs, however, much research has focused on finding a common ground for in- and
output. Motivation for this is to have a ‘closed-loop’ learning process [18], i.e., allowing
the knowledge engineering task to be done incrementally by incorporating the output into
subsequent input. Examples of such efforts are attribute arrays, Prolog facts or clauses,
or representation languages for interchanging information between several algorithms
such as CKRL and KIF [70]. More often than not, the output language can be further
restricted to a true subset of the input language. Making this explicit has been considered
an important component in ILP research.

Many relational learning algorithms, however, assume that their background knowl-
edge is static, i.e., the knowledge does not change during learning [80]. This, of course,
limits their applicability w.r.t. guideline adaptation or updating them on a regular basis.
A few systems have been developed that do support incremental learning with changing
background knowledge such as AUDREY, which can explicitly revise its domain theo-
ries, and FOCL, which can recover from incomplete and incorrect domain theories [1].
An algorithm that solves the problem of incrementally building up expertise in a rapidly
changing environment is an interesting research area in developing relational learning
algorithms and might greatly benefit guideline development and adaptation.

Machine learning techniques and relational learning algorithms offer interesting
possibilities for guideline development and guideline adaptation. Much work, however,
still needs to be done in this research area to make learning algorithms effective tools
for such applications. For example, supporting incremental learning with changing back-
ground knowledge is still largely an open problem. Nevertheless, some approaches are
starting to appear that diverge from the current mainstream view of guideline develop-
ment and formalisation of text documents using formal representations and data mining
techniques (e.g., [44,82,58]).

4.4. Conclusions

So far, research on guideline adaptation has mainly focussed on the adaptation of doc-
uments without considering any computational representation. Early studies show that
computational representations are also likely to be adaptable and that large portions are
also useful for the local site. A shortcoming of this work is, however, that it is difficult
(or impossible) to give general statements about adaptation of guidelines in terms of task
network modelling languages and one is therefore unable to reason about the adapta-
tion process. Other representations such as logic, allows one to state guideline develop-
ment in more general terms and guideline adaptation as a theory refinement problem.
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Machine learning techniques offer interesting research prospects, which diverges from
the mainstream document oriented view of guidelines, for using logical or probabilistic
representations for learning and adapting guidelines directly from clinical data.

5. Overall Conclusions

In this chapter we have given an overview of work done by the medical guideline com-
munity on guideline adaptation. We discussed two state of the art guideline adaptation
methodologies, the PGEAC approach and ADAPTE process, which were found to be
fairly similar, and both are now being merged into the ADAPTE framework. We also
gave an overview of case studies done on guideline adaptation. Most of these studies
were of an empirical nature and adapted guidelines without any adaptation methodology.
We also noted that guideline adaptation by the medical community as part of an imple-
mentation process does not take into account any computable representation although
work done in the AI community has shown that this may influence the adaptation of a
guideline. We finished the part on guideline adaptation by the medical community by two
assessment studies of the effectiveness of the local adaptation approach on the uptake
of nationally produced evidence-based CPGs. Both studies, although inconclusive, were
unable to show a positive effect in uptake through guideline adaptation.

Thereafter, we looked at work done by the AI community on guideline development
and guideline adaptation. Recent work is very much focused on offering computer-based
support in the development and deployment of guidelines by using computer-oriented
languages and tools. Almost all current work takes a guideline text document as starting
point for building a formal model in some task network modelling language using knowl-
edge acquisition and information extraction techniques. Such techniques are limited for
describing the adaptation process and some meta-language is therefore necessary. For
this, we looked at first order logic and looked at guideline adaptation as a theory refine-
ment problem. We went beyond the current approaches by considering the integration
of machine learning techniques into the guideline development process for learning and
adapting guidelines from data. There is a still a big gap between work done in the guide-
line community and work done in the AI community. Much work still needs to be done
to bridge this gap.

6. Research Agenda

With respect to guideline adaptation, some of the main problems in the guideline com-
munity is inaccessibility of CPGs and their varying quality. Not all guidelines are pub-
lished or accessible through the Internet [76]. Furthermore, several studies suggest that
the quality of developed guidelines is highly variable and that often many details, which
are needed for assessment, are missing [7,5,35,48,62]. For example, Hart et al., [35] re-
port that several stroke prevention guidelines provide no adequate methodologic infor-
mation (panel selection, patient preferences, justification of risk stratification criteria) to
permit assessment of their quality, potential bias, and clinical applicability. The manage-
ment recommendations were found to be relatively consistent between guidelines, but
differed in several important areas. Voellinger et al., [76] report problems with guideline
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adaptation, because of a lack of guidelines focussing on co-morbidities as well as the
need to adapt the various or missing levels of evidence to a uniform scale. The experi-
ence of the organisation involved in guideline adaptation is one factor that may explain
the varying quality of CPGs. Training and instruments such as the AGREE instrument
should be further developed to improve the quality of CPGs.

In the field of AI there is still a lot of work to be done as the topic of guideline adap-
tation is not well understood at this moment. There should be a clear characterisation of
the guideline adaptation process - what kind of adaptation operations are allowed - be-
fore tools and languages can be build to support the adaptation task. Also, some people
have the misguided belief that guidelines can be represented as executable plans. One
might want to represent a protocol that can be executed by a local decision support sys-
tem, but current evidence-based guidelines are often too incomplete to be considered an
executable plan. Instead, CPGs are currently merely some constraints on executing clin-
ical practice. How to combine general constraints with workflow management is still an
open problem. Other languages than task network modelling languages may be needed.
Finally, it is the belief of the authors that the adaptation process can only be rightly sup-
ported by integrating techniques earlier in the development process of CPGs. Current
work, that takes the paper document as starting point, is flawed as the textual documents
are currently missing too much detail to support all kinds of other tasks such as verifi-
cation and adaptation. The bottleneck in developing guidelines is still the development
process itself. Techniques such as machine learning offer interesting new possibilities
that could help in alleviating the problems mentioned above.
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Abstract. Authoring clinical guidelines as well as observing the execution and the

maintenance of these is a time-consuming and cumbersome task. Usually, clinical

guidelines are represented in conceptual models, which are very hard to understand

by domain experts. Furthermore, to analyze the effectiveness and usefulness of

clinical guidelines they need to be shown in connection with the patients’ data.

In this overview book chapter we present different methods to visualize clinical

guidelines, patients’ data, and the connection thereof. Finally, we illustrate how the

different visualization methods support the various tasks in plan management.

Keywords. Visualization, Guideline-based Care

Introduction

Current research into the use of Information Visualization in guideline-based care fo-

cuses on support for the knowledge acquisition process (the authoring of computer-

interpretable guidelines and protocols) and on ways to help explore plans and monitor

and communicate plan execution (over time). In the following we define the concepts of

Information Visualization (InfoVis) and the core tasks of plan management to illustrate

how InfoVis can support these processes and tasks.

Information Visualization

Growing use of modern information technologies in clinical care is increasing both the

amount and complexity of information and data accessible to health professionals. By

providing interactive visual representations of data and information, Information Visu-

alization aims to deepen exploration of the “information space”, support optimal use of

data and information, and help avoid overload. InfoVis is concerned with the develop-

ment of interactive visual representations of abstract, multidimensional data, informa-

tion, and knowledge to help users gain a deeper understanding of the contents of a domain
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by revealing, for example, new insights, previously unknown facts and relationships, or

providing explanations for complex situations [4,34].

Chittaro [5] summarizes some of the goals of InfoVis technologies for healthcare:

1. To allow “users to explore available data at various levels of abstraction”.

2. To give “users a greater sense of engagement with data”.

3. To give “users a deeper understanding of data”.

4. To encourage “the discovery of details and relations which would be difficult to
notice otherwise”.

5. To support “the recognition of relevant patterns by exploiting the visual recogni-
tion capabilities of users”.

Visualization methods and tools have been used in the medical domain for many

years. The majority of applications have been in the field of scientific visualization, for

example, 3D volume visualization tasks, X-ray, or computer tomography visualizations.

However, tasks involving abstract data (such as patients’ data, treatment data, or lab

results) or computerized guidelines have not been targeted by InfoVis researchers until

quite recently.

Tasks in Plan Management

In the last years different approaches to manage clinical guidelines and protocols were

introduced. These approaches range from contributions of the planning community to

concepts within the Medical Informatics community [14]. As a possible solution to that

diversity the concept of plan management was introduced, where clinical guidelines are

seen as (time-oriented) plans [14].

Plan management involves more than specifying a problem, generating a possible

solution path to reach a goal state from an initial state, and executing this solution path.

Plan management includes everything from designing a particular plan or a hierarchy

of plans to the real-world execution and evaluation of such plans (compare [18]). Plan

management consists of various tasks. These tasks are not performed in a strict sequence

(one by one) and can be clustered into groups according to their purposes. Many of these

groups overlap in their functionalities. Additionally, we can distinguish tasks, which need

to be performed mainly at design time and those which are done mainly during execution

time of plans (as shown in Table 1).

According to Table 1 two tasks are mentioned which address the visualization of

clinical guidelines explicitly: (1) plan visualization during design time, and (2) plan
and data visualization during execution time. The first refers to authoring of computer-

interpretable clinical guidelines, where the main focus lies on the communication of the

different clinical guideline components to domain experts. The second one handles the

visual representation of clinical guidelines in connection with patients’ data.

However, all other tasks in Table 1 can be supported by visual methods, too. Ad-
vanced Plan Editing and Domain-Specific Annotations can be seen as extended author-

ing of clinical guidelines, which can be eased by visualization methods. Plan-Scenario
Testing can be seen as off-line execution of clinical guidelines, which can utilize the plan

visualization during execution. Furthermore, Plan Verification and Validation could in-

directly be supported by visual methods, however, these are quite complicated tasks and

verbal annotations seem more suitable. All the remaining tasks during execution time
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Table 1. Tasks in Plan Management. A list of tasks defined in plan management according to their primary

application time [14].

Tasks mostly done at design time
Plan Generation starts from an initial state description and creates a path of activities

to reach the desired goal (progressive way), or starting from the

goal (regressive way)

Advanced Plan Editing provides guided support to author plans and helps to browse plans

or a plan hierarchy

Domain-Specific Annotations provides structured support to write domain assumptions or domain

activities

Plan Verification examines the method semantics of plans and plan hierarchies

Plan Validation examines the domain semantics of plans and plan hierarchies

Plan-Scenario Testing enacts groups of plans by applying definite domain scenarios

Plan Visualization communicates efficiently sets of plans to domain experts

Tasks mostly done at execution time
Plan Selection assigns task according to state/situation

Plan Adaptation adjusts plans or plan hierarchies to distinct situations at the starting

time

Plan Execution performs selected activities

Plan Monitoring compares assumptions with reality

Plan Modification / Alternatives handles changes in the environment

Plan Evaluation / Critiquing analyzes executed plans or plan hierarchies according to their goals

and intentions

Plan and Data Visualization supervises and communicates plans or plan hierarchies in connec-

tion with the patients’ data

Plan Rationale / History explains executed plans or plan hierarchies

can be supported by visual methods in one way or another. One outstanding task is Plan
Modification / Alternatives: This covers, on the one hand, the maintaining of clinical

guidelines when new medical knowledge is discovered and needs to be incorporated in

the clinical guidelines (in the sense of “living guidelines”). On the other hand, changes

in health condition of the patients or in the medical environment can force a modification

of the therapeutic activities.

We structure the visualization methods according to abstractions of these tasks: (1)

visualizing clinical (computer-interpretable) guidelines seen as plans or activities, (2) vi-

sualizing patients’ data seen as multidimensional information space, and (3) visualizing

patients’ data in connection with clinical guidelines. We illustrate afterwards, how the

visualization methods can be utilized in design time as well as execution time (compare

Table 2).

1. Visualizing Clinical Guidelines seen as Plans or Activities

Different frameworks have been developed to implement clinical guidelines in a

computer-interpretable format, such as Asbru, EON, GLIF, Guide, Prodigy, and PRO-

forma (compare [16,7] and Chapter 2 in this book). These frameworks are tailored for

specific classes of guidelines, specific users, and specific organizations. Each framework

supports specific guideline representation languages and various tools and techniques
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have been developed to ease the guideline modeling and visualization process. They can

be roughly classified into (1) model-centric and (2) document-centric approaches [13]. In

the model-centric approach, a conceptual model is formulated by domain experts. Thus,

the relationship between the model and the original document of the clinical guideline is

only indirect. In the document-centric approach, markup-based tools are used to system-

atically mark up the original guideline in order to generate a semi-formal model of the

marked text part. The first category covers many approaches and is more visual-oriented,

the latter is more text-based and only a few approaches are available. In the following

we present a selection of examples according to these two categories. There are differ-

ent flowchart-based visualizations of clinical guidelines available and Protégé (compare

Section 1.1.3) is used in different frameworks. We only present representatives of these.

1.1. Model-Centric Approaches

The model-centric approaches to author clinical guidelines focus on the creation of a con-

ceptual model of the original guideline without keeping the direct connection between

these two representations. We illustrate this approach by various examples ranging from

simple flowcharts to sophisticated visual representations of guidelines.

1.1.1. Clinical Algorithm Maps

The most widely used visual representation of clinical guidelines are so-called flowchart
algorithms, also known as clinical algorithm maps [9]. A standard for this kind of rep-

resentation has been proposed by the Committee on Standardization of Clinical Algo-
rithms of the Society for Medical Decision Making [27]: “However, since algorithmic
logic is wired implicitly into a protocol, it is difficult to learn an algorithm from a pro-
tocol. By contrast, flowchart algorithms, or clinical algorithm maps, are uniquely suited
for explicitly communicating conditional logic and have therefore become the main for-
mat for representing a clinical algorithm clearly and succinctly.” The proposed standard

includes a small number of different symbols and some rules on how to use them. One

additional feature to standard flowcharts are annotations that include further details, e.g.,

citations to supporting literature, or clarifications for the rationale of decisions.

A big advantage of using flowcharts is that they are well known among physicians

and require minimal additional learning effort. A drawback of basic flowchart representa-

tions is their immense space consumption if more complex situations are depicted where

overview is lost easily. Temporal information can only be represented implicitly on a

very coarse level in terms of an item’s relative position within a sequence (before, after).

Furthermore, flowcharts cannot be used to represent concurrent tasks or the complex con-

ditions as used in Asbru [24] due to their state-like semantics. Clinical algorithm maps

were intended to be used on paper and have never been enriched by computer support,

such as navigation or versatile annotation possibilities.

1.1.2. Nassi-Shneiderman Diagrams, PERT Charts, Gantt Charts, Petri Nets, and State
Transition Diagrams

Other possibilities to visualize logical sequences besides flowcharts are Structograms
(Nassi-Shneiderman Diagrams), PERT charts, Gantt charts, Petri nets, and State Tran-
sition Diagrams. These techniques focus on other purposes and some of them are more
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powerful and expressive than flowcharts. But none of them offers a notion for a combined

depiction of hierarchical decomposition, flexible execution order, and the state charac-

teristic of conditions in their basic forms as needed for representing clinical guidelines.

1.1.3. Protégé

Protégé is an open source ontology development and knowledge acquisition environment

[8]. Protégé is a Java tool, which provides an extensible architecture for the creation of

customized knowledge-based tools. It assists users in the construction of large electronic

knowledge bases. It has an intuitive user interface that enables developers to create and

edit domain ontologies and supports customized user-interface extensions, incorporates

the Open Knowledge Base Connectivity (OKBC) knowledge model, and interacts with

standard storage formats such as relational databases, XML, and RDF. Protégé supports

to author guidelines in various models (e.g., EON, GLIF, Prodigy, Proforma). See Figure

1 for an example.

1.1.4. VisiGuide (Part of DeGeL)

The VisiGuide is part of the DeGeL (Digital electronic Guideline Library) project [25]

and is a multi-ontology guidelines browser. Its purpose is to present a large amount of

guidelines clustered by the semantic indices and allow the user focusing on a single

guideline by exploring its parts (see Figure 2).

Figure 1. Protégé – A knowledge acquisition tool to author a guideline for managing chronic cough. The

guideline model being used in this application is Dharma, part of the EON framework.
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Figure 2. VisiGuide [25] – A visualization and browsing tool for multiple guidelines.

1.1.5. AsbruView - SopoView

AsbruView [12]2 is a graphical user interface developed in the Asgaard/Asbru project to

support the development of guidelines and protocols in Asbru [24]. Asbru is a complex

language, which cannot be fully understood by physicians who have no or hardly any

training in formal methods. AsbruView is a tool to make Asbru accessible to physicians,

and to provide a visual overview of the guideline hierarchy and other Asbru-specific

components. AsbruView is based on visual metaphors of running tracks and traffic signs

to make the underlying concepts easier to grasp. Currently, AsbruView (see Figure 3)

provides four views: Topological View (see upper part of Figure 3) displays the relation-

ship between guidelines seen as plans without a precise time scale, Temporal View (see

lower part of Figure 3) concentrates on the temporal dimensions of plans and conditions,

SOPOView gives another view of the temporal dimensions of plans, and XML View. The

metaphors and graphical representations of AsbruView have proved to be useful in com-

municating Asbru’s concepts to physicians. Users get a better overview of the therapy

steps than from tables, while at the same time being able to see the precise temporal

constraints of plans (which is not the case with flowcharts).

1.1.6. AsbruFlow (Part of CareVis)

AsbruFlow3 is part of CareVis prototype [2] and helps to communicate the content and

logic of Asbru treatment plans to medical domain experts [24]. AsbruFlow is based on

the idea of flowchart-like clinical algorithm maps [9] that are well known amongst physi-

cians. This concept has been extended in order to be able to depict the characteristics of

a treatment plan formulated in Asbru.

2http://www.asgaard.tuwien.ac.at/tools/asbruview.html [accessed May 2007]
3http://ieg.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/projects/carevis/ [accessed June 2007]
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Figure 3. AsbruView [12] – A graphical user interface for the guideline representation language Asbru show-

ing a part of a guideline for infants’ respiratory distress syndrome (I-RDS) of new-born infants. Topological
View is in the upper part and Temporal View in the lower part [12].

In order to prevent getting lost within a guideline by navigation, two Focus+Context
techniques are applied. Firstly, there is the Overview+Detail mode that uses a small

window containing a downscaled, simplified tree overview where the current position

within the plan is highlighted. This small overview window can be toggled on or off (see

Figure 4, left (a)). The second technique is a Fisheye view which distorts elements that

are out of the current focus geometrically by shrinking and moving (see Figure 4, right

(b)) based on the work of Schaffer et al. on hierarchically clustered networks [22].

1.1.7. Arezzo – Tallis Toolset

The first implementation of software to create, visualize, and enact PROforma guidelines

[29] was Arezzo. Its successor is the Tallis Toolset [28].4 It includes software and train-

ing materials to create, publish, and enact clinical knowledge applications over the web.

It is based on the PROforma language [29] for modeling clinical processes. The toolset

consists of three components that interact with each other: the Composer, the Tester, and

the Engine. PROforma tasks (i.e., plans, decisions, actions, enquiries) can be connected

to form a network. Such a network is sometimes called a “workflow”. The Composer

provides a graphical interface to support the generation of such task networks. The de-

velopment of a network is a two-step process: (1) a high-level structure of the process

is laid out and assembled as a network; (2) detailed knowledge that is required to enact

each component task is entered as task attributes. The Tallis Tester is a tool for testing

4http://www.acl.icnet.uk/lab/tallis [accessed May 2007]
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(a) Overview+Detail. (b) Fisheye view.

Figure 4. AsbruFlow showing parts of the Asbru plan for artificial ventilation of newborn infants –

Overview+Detail mode (left (a)) vs. Fisheye view mode (right (b)).

and debugging the logic of a developed PROforma application. A tested and debugged

application can then be enacted by the Tallis Engine.

1.1.8. GLARE

GLARE [30] is a domain-independent system for acquiring, representing, and execut-

ing clinical guidelines. The graphical interface of the authoring tool is quite similar to

the Tallis Toolset and the applications of Protégé. The different language elements are

coded by simple graphical icons and the flow of the guideline is represented similar to a

flowchart.

1.2. Document-Centric Approaches

The document-centric approach to author clinical guidelines preserves the connection

of the original guideline written in text and its semi-formal model. This approach is

more text-based and only a few examples exist. To illustrate this approach we give two

examples, next. Similar markup tools are provided in the Stepper project [21] and the

Uruz project, which is part of the DeGeL project [25].

1.2.1. GEM Cutter

The GEM Cutter [19]5 facilitates the transformation of clinical guidelines into the Guide-

line Elements Model (GEM) [26], which is an XML-based guideline document model.

GEM Cutter’s main screen consists of three vertical segments showing the original text

5http://gem.med.yale.edu/GEMCutter/gemcutter.htm [accessed: June 2007]
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Figure 5. Document Exploration and Linking Tool / Addons (DELT/A) – The two top panes show linked

views of the same guideline in different formats and the lower pane is the Macro view to ease authoring of

guidelines.

of the guideline, a tree view of the developing GEM file, and additional information

about the GEM file. It is a pure text-based approach.

1.2.2. Document Exploration and Linking Tool / Addons (DELT/A)

DELT/A [33] 6 provides two main features: (1) linking between a textual guideline and its

formal representation, and (2) applying design patterns in the form of macros. DELT/A’s

user interface (see Figure 5) consists of three panes. The top left and right panes provide

equivalent views to either edit XML files or HTML files. The Macros pane provides

either a structure view, search view, or insertable macros view, as well as a preview of

the current macro.

DELT/A allows the definition of links between the original guideline and the target

representation, which gives the user the possibility to find out where a certain value in

the XML-language notation comes from. Using macros allows creating and extending

specific XML files more easily through the usage of common design patterns.

In this section we have illustrated how clinical guidelines seen as plans and processes

can be visualized. In the next section we give examples of visualizing patients’ data.

2. Visualizing Patients’ Data seen as Multidimensional Information Space

In medicine, large amounts of information are generated and have to be processed mostly

by humans. Graphical representations help to make this myriad of information graspable

6http://ieg.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/projects/delta/ [accessed May 2007]
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and are a crucial part in the workflow of healthcare personnel. These representations

range from classical Fever Curves and EEG Time-Series Plots as found in many commer-

cial patient data monitoring systems to information rich patient’s status overviews (see

Figure 6). The graphical summary of patient’s status by Tufte and Powsner [20] makes

use of concepts like small multiples, Focus+Context, or the integration of textual and

graphical information. It manages to display information on a single page that normally

fills up entire file folders and would require serious effort to summarize it.

Conceptually, patients’ data can be seen as multidimensional information spaces.

These information spaces are heterogeneous in multiple ways – quantitative and qual-

itative data; a mixture of numerical values, text, and images; high-frequency and low-

frequency data; raw data and data abstractions. Particularly, this heterogeneity and the

need to provide integrated views to create a comprehensive picture of a patient’s status as

well as its evolution over time impose substantial challenges to visualization design. Be-

sides the visual representation itself, interactivity is a prime concern. It allows for an ac-

tive interplay of the user and the visualization in order to adapt to the user’s information

needs for particular tasks and provide additional detail where needed.

(a) Part of overview screen. (b) Legend.

Figure 6. Graphical Summary of Patient’s Status [20] – Concise summary of patient’s information. Uses small
multiples, Focus+Context, and integrates textual as well as graphical information.

2.1. Data and Information Visualization

In the upcoming section, we present information visualization techniques for patient’s

data that go beyond simple line plots of patient’s data monitoring systems.

2.1.1. Time Lines and LifeLines

A simple and intuitive way of depicting time-oriented activities is by drawing a horizon-

tal line for the time span the activities took. This form of visualization is called Time
Line which is a very powerful visualization technique used long before computers even

appeared [32]. An extension of Time Lines are LifeLines [17] which utilize horizontal

bars to represent the temporal location and duration of data (see Figure 7). They were

applied to represent personal histories and patient’s records. In order to organize the el-

ements, so-called “facets” are introduced for grouping the data which can be expanded

and collapsed. When collapsed, only a very small and geometrically as well as semanti-

cally downscaled version without textual labels is shown. Furthermore, information can

be encoded via the height and color of individual bars. Additional information can be

provided on demand in a linked view, as, for example, X-ray images.
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Figure 7. LifeLines [17] – Horizontal bars are used to show the temporal location and duration of information

elements. Example shows patient’s information.

2.1.2. Midgaard

Midgaard is an interactive and adaptive visualization technique for intensive care data

(see Figure 8(a)). It provides a number of user interactions such as browsing, pan+zoom,

focus+context, and smoothly integrated semantic zoom functionality (see Figure 8(b)).

In addition to the visualization of quantitative time-series data, qualitative scales as well

as qualitative/quantitative hybrids might be displayed. Moreover, Midgaard allows for

simultaneous representation of high- and low frequency data typically found in medical

care through intelligent zooming and aggregation techniques. In the value domain, meth-

ods for coping and representing measurement deviation, trustability of data points, and

missing data are provided. Furthermore, Midgaard visualizes patients’ data in combina-

tion with assigned clinical guidelines.

2.1.3. VIE-VISU

An interactive glyph technique that is used for time-oriented analysis of electronic pa-

tient’s records is VIE-VISU [11]. A glyph is a graphical object using different geomet-

ric and visual attributes to encode multidimensional data structures in combination [34].

The motivation for VIE-VISU’s development was the fact that paper-based analysis of

patient’s records is very hard to conduct because many parameters are involved and an

overall assessment of the patient’s situation is hard to maintain. The glyph display helps

to combine different measurements, maintain their relationships, show their development

over time, and make specific, possibly life threatening situations, easy to spot. The used

glyph basically consists of three parts that represent circulation, respiration, and fluid
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(a) Main screen. (b) Semantic zoom which adapts

the type of representation depend-

ing on the available screen space.

Figure 8. Midgaard [3] – Visualization of intensive care data. Integrated visualization of quantitative

time-series data, qualitative scales as well as qualitative/quantitative hybrids.

(a) VIE-VISU Interface – Each glyph represents a one

hour period and 24 glyphs are combined in a single

screen.

(b) Glyph Parts – The glyph basically con-

sists of three parts that represent circulation,

respiration, and fluid balance parameters (top

to bottom. All in all, 15 different patient’s pa-

rameters are combined to form this glyph.

Figure 9. VIE-VISU [11] – Combines different measurements, maintaining their relationships, shows their

development over time, and make specific, possibly life threatening situations, easy to spot. Example shows

neonatal patient’s data.

balance parameters (top to bottom, see Figure 9(b)). All in all, 15 different patient’s pa-

rameters are combined to form this glyph. Each glyph represents a one hour period and

24 glyphs are combined in a single screen (see Figure 9(a)). Different time frames can

be selected and displayed (from 6 hours to 6 days).
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2.1.4. Interactive Parallel Bar Charts (IPBC)

Interactive Parallel Bar Charts (IPBC) [6] have been designed to analyze hemodialysis

data. It uses rows of histogram cuboids to represent the data in 3D (see Figure 10). In

terms of interacting with the technique, several useful features, as, for example, the “tide

mode” that allows for highlighting specific volumes and brushing of the representation,

are included. Color mappings can be changed interactively and pattern matching can be

performed based on examples not only for exact matches, but also with configurable tol-

erance levels. Moreover, the problem of occlusions in the 3D representation is addressed

by providing the possibility to flatten occluding elements. All interactions are smoothly

integrated by animated transitions when changing view parameters or interacting with

the representation.

2.1.5. Gravi++

A visual method to analyze data gathered from patients via questionnaires is Gravi++
[10]. Gravi++ was designed to find predictors during the treatment planning for anorectic

girls. It utilizes human capabilities by positioning icons on the screen: icons representing

patients and questions from the questionnaires. This is modeled with a spring-based sys-

tem where every question is connected with every person by an (invisible) spring. Every

person’s icon position on the screen identifies how she answered the respective ques-

tions. This leads to the formation of clusters of persons who gave similar answers (see

Figure 11). To visualize the changing values over time, Gravi++ uses animation whereas

the position of each person’s icon changes over time allowing to trace, compare, and

analyze the changing values. Alternatively, the change over time can also be represented

by traces.

2.2. Data Abstraction

In the previous section, we have presented a number of interactive techniques for visual-

izing and analyzing patients’ data. In the course of studying and analyzing patients’ data,

users are mostly interested in the meaning that can be derived from the raw data, that is,

the information that can be extracted. For example, the exact reading of the body temper-

ature of a patient might not be as important as the fact whether the patient has “low fever”

or “high fever”. Additionally, the abstraction of raw-data to cognitively higher concepts

yields data reduction of often huge amounts of data. This data reduction, in turn, eases

visualization and analysis tasks. The objective of data abstraction in general is “to create
an abstraction that conveys key ideas while suppressing irrelevant details” [31].

Examples for such systems used for temporal data abstraction (TDA) are KNAVE
II and VIE-VENT. KNAVE II [23] is a tool that supports the visualization, summariz-

ing, (intelligent) interpretation, explanation, and context-sensitive navigation of time-

oriented raw clinical data sets and higher-level concepts abstracted from time-oriented

data. VIE-VENT [15] addresses context-sensitive and expectation-guided temporal ab-

straction methods in a medical application domain. The developed methods incorpo-

rate knowledge about data points, data intervals, and expected qualitative trend patterns

to arrive at unified qualitative descriptions. Smoothing and adjustment mechanisms are

used to keep qualitative descriptions stable in case of shifting contexts or data oscillating

near thresholds. For example, during intermittent positive pressure ventilation (IPPV),
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Figure 10. Interactive Parallel Bar Charts (IPBC) [6] – Rows of histogram cuboids for each series of measure-

ments represent the data in 3D.

Figure 11. Gravi++ [10] – Patient’s icons in the middle of the display are positioned according to a

spring-based model relative to the surrounding question icons. The representation might be stepped through

time manually or animated via the time control panel on the lower left. Furthermore, traces might be displayed

that convey information about the evolution of values over time as shown in detail on the lower right.

the transformation of the quantitative value PtcCO2 = 56mmHg results in a qualita-

tive PtcCO2 value of “substantially above target range”.7 During intermittent mandatory

ventilation (IMV), however, 56mmHg represents the “target value”.

In the previous two sections we have shown how guidelines and patients’ data can be

visualized separately. In the next section we depict how these two views can be connected

with in one.

7PtcCO2 = transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide
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3. Visualizing Patient Data in Connection with Clinical Guidelines

Visualizing clinical guidelines in combination with patients’ data is a challenging task,

because heterogeneous and time-oriented data and information need to be visualized

in an intuitive way. Usually, the visual representations of clinical guidelines are simply

combined with text-based explanations of the course of the patient. However, very few

contributions exist, which try to propose more sophisticated solutions. In the following

we describe three representatives.

3.1. Tallis Tester

In Section 1.1.7 we explained the Arezzo and Tallis tools to model PROforma guide-

lines. One component of the Tallis Toolset is the Tallis Tester, which supports the en-

acting of guidelines. The Tallis Tester keeps track of which tasks need to be performed

and provides information to external data and events regarding the current state of the

execution.

3.2. CareVis

CareVis is an interactive visualization method to support the visualization of Asbru’s plan

execution and monitoring [2]. CareVis provides multiple simultaneous views to cover

different aspects of a complex underlying data structure of treatment plans and patient’s

data.

Basically, CareVis divides the underlying data structure along the lines of logical

structure and temporal aspects. Hence, CareVis provides a Logical View (compare As-
bruFlow in Section 1.1.6) and a Temporal View along with a QuickView panel. These

distinct views are presented simultaneously and divide the screen in the following man-

ner (see Figure 12). The QuickView panel is located on top of the screen displaying the

most important patient’s parameters and plan variables at a distinct position. Below that,

the screen is divided vertically by the logical view on the left and the temporal view

on the right-hand side. The logical view presents treatment plans in terms of their log-

ical structure (hierarchical decomposition, plan elements, execution order, conditions).

The temporal view, on the other side, focuses on the temporal aspects of treatment plans

and measured patient data as well as plan variables (temporal aspects of plan elements,

temporal uncertainties, hierarchical decomposition).

3.3. Guideline Overview Tool - GOT

The main purpose of the Guideline Overview Tool (GOT) [1] is to provide a compact

overview that is easy to read and comprehend in order to support physicians in executing

and analyzing therapies with clinical guidelines (see Figure 13). GOT’s overview has

two main functions: (1) showing the actual state of a patient in relation to the assigned

clinical guideline and (2) displaying several patients at one view in order to compare

them.

In the next section, we illustrate how the different visualization methods facilitate

the tasks in plan management.
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Figure 12. CareVis prototype [2] – Showing Logical View on the left-hand side, Temporal View on the right–

hand side, and QuickView panel above.

Figure 13. GOT [1] – It shows different patients treated with the same guideline for Hyperbilirubinemia.

4. Visual Supporting Tasks

The main tasks of plan management were discussed in the first section (compare Table

1). Afterwards we gave an overview about the different visualization methods. Table 2

sketches how these tasks can be best supported by the different visualization methods.
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Table 2. Visualization Methods and Tools Used for Tasks in Plan Management.

Tasks mostly done at design time Visualization methods and tools
Plan Generation only for visualizing the output

Advanced Plan Editing Protégé, VisiGuide, AsbruView, SopoView, AsbruFlow, Tallis Com-
poser, GLARE, GEM Cutter, DELT/A

Domain-Specific Annotations Protégé, VisiGuide, AsbruView, SopoView, AsbruFlow, Tallis Com-
poser, GLARE, GEM Cutter, DELT/A

Plan Verification only for visualizing the output

Plan Validation only for visualizing the output

Plan-Scenario Testing Protégé, AsbruFlow, Tallis Tester, GLARE, CareVis, GOT

Plan Visualization clinical algorithm maps, Nassi-Shneiderman diagrams, PERT
charts, Gantt charts, and Petri nets, Protégé, VisiGuide, Asbru-
View, SopoView, AsbruFlow, Tallis Composer, GLARE, Tallis Tester,
CareVis, GOT

Tasks mostly done at execution time Visualization methods and tools
Plan Selection clinical algorithm maps, Protégé, VisiGuide, AsbruView, SopoView,

AsbruFlow, Tallis Tester, GLARE, CareVis

Plan Adaptation clinical algorithm maps, Protégé, VisiGuide, AsbruView, SopoView,
AsbruFlow, Tallis Composer, DELT/A, Tallis Tester, GLARE, Care-
Vis, GOT

Plan Execution AsbruFlow, Tallis Tester, GLARE, CareVis, GOT

Plan Monitoring AsbruFlow, Tallis Tester, GLARE, CareVis, GOT

Plan Modification / Alternatives Protégé, VisiGuide, AsbruView, SopoView, AsbruFlow, Tallis Com-
poser, GLARE, GEM Cutter, DELT/A

Plan Evaluation / Critiquing AsbruFlow, Tallis Tester, GLARE, CareVis, GOT

Plan Visualization Protégé, GLARE, Tallis Tester, CareVis, GOT

Data Visualization graphical summary of patient’s status by Tufte/Powsner, Time
Lines, LifeLines, Midgaard, VIE-VISU, IPBC, Gravi++, VIE-
VENT, KNAVE II, Tallis Tester, CareVis, GOT

Plan and Data Visualization Tallis Tester, CareVis, GOT

Plan Rationale / History AsbruFlow, Tallis Tester, GLARE, CareVis, GOT

4.1. Tasks During Design Phase

Plan Generation does not really ask for visualization support in its pure sense, because

it tries to create a path of activities in an automatic, semi-automatic, or manual way.

However, the process of plan generation and the output of this task can strongly be eased

by visual methods, because it is quite difficult to communicate the different steps and the

output to domain experts. The same holds for Plan Verification and Validation. Advanced
Plan Editing and Domain-Specific Annotations can be supported in two ways: firstly,

document-centric approaches (compare Section 1.2) can be used to add structured text

and secondly, visual methods can be applied to author and communicate the added or

needed parts and to illustrate changes. The other tasks can be supported by selected

visualization methods as shown in Table 2.

4.2. Tasks During Execution Phase

Only a few visualization methods are available, which support both the Plan and Data
Visualization during execution phase (compare the few examples in Section 3). As men-
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tioned earlier in Section , Plan Modification / Alternatives is an outstanding task, because

it handles maintaining of clinical guidelines and changes in the environment. Therefore,

on the one hand, visualization methods are needed, which support adapting the guide-

lines. On the other hand, visualization methods should ease the monitoring of the pa-

tients’ health course, the medical environment, and changes thereof in connection with

applicable therapeutic actions. The remaining tasks during execution phase could be

eased by appropriate methods for Plan and Data Visualization.

In summary, there are fewer visual contributions available to support the tasks during

design time than during execution time and the visual methods needed to ease the tasks

during execution time ask for more features than the other tasks. However, the different

tasks can mutually benefit from visual methods of the others.

5. Research Agenda

In this book chapter we presented methods to visualize (1) clinical guidelines seen as

plans or activities, (2) patients’ data seen as multidimensional information space, and

(3) patients’ data in connection with clinical guidelines. Contributions of the first two

categories are manifold. However, visualizing patients’ data in connection with clinical

guidelines is a challenging task and only a few approaches are currently available. Many

of the visualization methods were developed within the framework of a particular guide-

line representation language. Therefore, the available visualization methods are mainly

oriented towards the specific functionality of the guideline representation language (com-

pare AsbruView, GLARE, and the Tallis Toolset).

According to our findings and various discussions with colleagues coming from

different research fields and industry, we can formulate the following research directions:

Visualising the various dimensions of guideline-based care management. We pre-

sented different methods to visualize clinical guidelines, patients’ data, and the

connection thereof (as mentioned above). As we have shown, various approaches

exist to visualize patients’ data. However, more research needs to be done in the

other two categories. On the one hand, visualizing clinical guidelines seen as plans

or activities is too much oriented towards the particular features of the guideline

representation languages, which asks for more research in the directions of the

particular tasks in plan management. On the other hand, visualizing patients’ data

in connection with clinical guidelines is still an open, but challenging issue.

Designing a science or model of interactions. One very important element of the vi-

sual exploration process is interaction(s). Different contributions on various levels

exist in the visualization and human-computer interaction community. However,

there is no well-accepted science or model of interactions. The guideline-based

community could contribute to develop such models for their particular tasks.

Supporting different users, tasks, and data. Visualizations should to be designed and

developed according to the different users, their tasks, as well as data and informa-

tion available. However, the presented visualization methods do not differentiate

between these dimensions. Therefore, research should consider these aspects. For

example, guideline developers need other visualizations than physicians who are

debugging guidelines or real end-users of guidelines.
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In-depth evaluation of the visualization methods. As also observed in other fields, the

assessment of the usability and utility of the designed visualization methods is

partly a neglected issue. However, to illustrate the benefits, a more in-depth eval-

uation of the visualization methods with particular consideration of the different

tasks in plan management is needed.
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Chapter 9 

Compliance with Clinical 

Practice Guidelines

Silvana QUAGLINI
1

 Department of Computer and System Science, University of Pavia, Italy

Abstract. Compliance with clinical practice guidelines is a challenging topic 

because it depends on a variety of factors, some related to guidelines themselves, 

some related to users, and some to the implementation context. Among the former 

are guideline quality, purpose and implementation modality. Among the user-

related factors are attitude to behavioural changes, authority interventions to foster 

adherence and eventually the type of users (general practitioners, hospital 

professionals, home caregivers, patients, etc.). Context is also crucial because 

organisational issues, such as lack of resources, can hamper guideline 

implementation and sometimes the original guideline intention is overridden by 

the guideline adaptation to a certain setting. This chapter analyses these factors and 

discusses their implications for the development of computerised decision support

systems. Moreover, it gives examples of non-compliance detection and analysis in 

a specific real-world computerised guideline implementation, facing both 

methodological and practical issues.

Keywords: compliance, clinical practice guidelines, health outcomes, economical 

outcomes

Introduction

This chapter discusses the behaviour of guidelines' users with respect to guidelines 

suggestions and describes how this behaviour can be captured by a computerised 

decision support system and exploited to improve guidelines' implementation. However, 

the chapter will first describe guideline-related issues independently from 

computerisation, because understanding the different human behaviours that may be 

observed in clinical routine is of paramount importance for developing computer-based 

decision support systems with high chance of success, and for continuously improving 

already developed systems.

User behaviour must also be analysed in the light of the user type: the most 

common users of guidelines are physicians or other healthcare professionals, and the 

main focus, in this chapter, will be on them. However, for the sake of completeness, we 

must mention that patients and caregivers are often involved, and scientific societies 

may deliver different versions of the same guideline for different users (see for 

example the AHRQ
2
 repository, where some guidelines come with a version for 

1 Corresponding Author: Silvana Quaglini, Department of Computer and System science, University of 

Pavia, via Ferrata, 1, 27100 Pavia, Italy; E-mail: silvana.quaglini@unipv.it
2 Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality,  www.ahrq.gov
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patients/caregivers). This aspect is crucial when developing a computer-based version 

of a guideline. In fact, the overall system must be able to carry out the so-called 

"continuity of care", where patients and their caregivers become responsible subjects 

with respect to their own health and must be fostered and helped to comply with the 

prescribed home treatment. Patients' compliance is behind the scope of this Chapter, 

and the reader is referred to the extensive literature, in particular to studies concerning 

elderly patients, for whom compliance is also related to safety and for this reason it is 

particularly important  [1,2,3].

Let us now introduce some terminology. Given a recommendation from a 

guideline, a user may act according or not, and in both cases he may agree (in 

principle) or not with the recommendation itself. As a matter of fact, a user who 

disagrees with a guideline could be "forced" to use it, while a user who in principle 

agrees with a guideline could find some problems that prevent its recommendations 

being achieved. Throughout this chapter, the terms "compliance" and "adherence" will 

mean "acting according to the recommendations of a guideline", while "non-

compliance" will be used to mean any deviation from its recommendations, for 

whatever reason, and independent of the modality of the implementation of the 

guideline .  In fact, when a user acts differently from a guideline recommendation, 

motivations can be found in his disagreement with the guideline, or in other types of 

barriers, and these motivations will be defined and discussed in the following sections. 

Further discussion on terminology in this area is reported in [4].

The chapter is organised as following: Section 1 illustrates actions taken by the 

medical and medical informatics communities, in recent years, to foster compliance; 

Section 2 illustrates some compliance issues through case studies; Section 3 analyses 

motivations for non-compliance within a more formal framework; Section 4 shows 

how to rate non-compliance according to their severity; Section 5 illustrates how 

information technology can improve compliance and allow useful non-compliance 

analysis; finally, Section 6 shows how to exploit computerised data collection to 

analyse correlation between compliance and outcomes. Research Agenda will conclude 

the chapter. Therefore, we do not discuss the non-compliance that may arise when 

guidelines are made site-specific, i.e. when they are adapted to the actual clinical 

settings. Adaptation, which is almost always necessary, could lead to non-compliance 

with the original guideline intention. Throughout the Chapter, we assume that 

guidelines have been already adapted by official committees of the specific country, or 

region, or healthcare agency, down to those responsible for a specific hospital. For 

further consideration of the topic of adaptation, see Chapter 7 and additional literature 

[5,6,7,8,9,10].

1. Background

Searching PubMed
3
 using "clinical practice guidelines" as keyword, the earliest 

indexed papers date from the beginning of the 1970's, but the number of papers in the 

field starts growing dramatically in the late 1980's. By adding "efficacy", "compliance", 

"effectiveness", "adherence", etc. as keywords, earliest papers date from the beginning 

of the 1990's. This suggests that after about a decade from large-scale guidelines' 

development, issues arose with their real-world implementation, penetration into 

3 PubMed, U.S. National Library of Medicine, www.pubmed.org
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clinical routine, and impact on health and economic outcomes. The title of [11] 

("...guidelines: promise or illusion?") is self-explanatory. Both researchers and 

authorities, who put great confidence in the potential of guidelines, realised that 

compliance with guidelines was (and continues to be) poor [12,13,14,15, 16, 17]. 

To improve compliance, in some countries, attempts have been made to introduce 

strictly mandatory guidelines: for example, from 1993 onwards, in France this policy 

was tried for general practitioners, with a system of fines for doctors who did not 

comply [18]. These guidelines aimed to limit the prescription of redundant and costly 

drugs, tests, and procedures by fining, up to about 1,715 Euros, physicians who 

overprescribed. Despite the official implementation of this policy, awareness and 

knowledge of the regulatory guidelines among French family physicians has been weak. 

Durieux et al. [19] explain this finding by the difficulties in controlling physicians in 

the use of a large number of guidelines, and express concerns about the efficacy of this 

policy in the long term. 

There is now a common agreement that mandatory guidelines and financial 

disincentives (or incentives) can be used to change physician behaviour only if they are 

simple, well explained, and do not raise any ethical or professional conflict. Moreover, 

they must be always accompanied by educational intervention and, if necessary, 

organisational changes.

Starting about 20 years ago, issues on the medico-legal implications of guidelines, 

an aspect that obviously affects compliance, were also tackled [20]. A United States 

court established rules for both guideline developers and users, ruling that developers 

can be held liable for faulty guidelines and physicians cannot indiscriminately avail 

themselves of their  "personal clinical judgement" to justify their non-compliance with 

common guidelines. On the other hand, judges are well-aware that adherence to 

guidelines does not automatically imply "perfect practice"; thus the current common 

sense is that controversies must be solved with prudence, critically evaluating every 

specific case in the light of the guideline quality, flexibility, and scope of application. 

Among physicians there is no common opinion about the benefits and drawbacks 

of guidelines from the legal point of view: for example, in the U.K., a survey carried 

out by the National Health and Medical Research Council of 150 surgeons to determine 

their views on the clinical practice guidelines for breast cancer, showed that 37% felt 

that the guidelines would increase their exposure to medico-legal problems, while 41% 

felt that they would protect them from those problems [21]. In general, it is agreed that 

documenting clinical activities, which is always a good practice, becomes of paramount 

importance when a clinician practises outside the guidelines [22], and this argument 

points out the necessity of using computerised support in routine clinical practice, since 

it facilitates such documentation (see Section 5). 

Another aspect of guideline compliance is the perceived usefulness of the 

guideline itself. The recent SIGN
4

methodology for developing new guidelines [23] 

consists in considering only proposals derived from collaborative networks of experts 

and relevant stakeholders, coordinated by an Advisory Group representative of the U.K. 

National Health Service. Standard application forms must be used to make the proposal, 

and multidisciplinary groups evaluate whether there is a general agreement about the 

need for guidelines in that field. In such a way, it will be much more likely that the 

final users will comply with the guidelines produced because, in some sense, a previous 

consensus has been achieved.

4 Scottish Intercollegiate Guideline Network (www.sign.ac.uk)
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Finally, we consider compliance related to the modality of guidelines' delivery. 

There are several studies indicating that computerised decision support systems, with 

respect to paper-based versions or hypertexts, can improve clinicians' compliance 

[24,25,26,27]. But we must remember the lesson learned from medical expert systems: 

despite the great emphasis that the scientific Artificial Intelligence community put into 

them in the 1970's, most of them failed in their objective to enter medical practice. In 

[28], the authors describe 30-years of experience with a variety of expert systems and 

concluded that "we should stop trying to make a computer act like a diagnostician and 

concentrate instead on ways of making computer-generated relevant information 

available to physicians as they make decisions". These failures were not due to poor 

reliability and accuracy of the recommendations produced, but mainly to the lack of 

attention given to the systems' integration into clinical practice. Human-computer 

interaction (in a broad sense) is now widely recognised as the key factor for making 

decision support systems acceptable to healthcare professionals [29]. Sim et al [30] 

want to see "workflow–sensitive implementations of clinical decision support systems", 

meaning that they must provide bedside assistance and be fully integrated with the

work processes of clinicians. Of course, this in turn means that computers should be 

pervasive in the work setting, and this is not yet a reality for the most healthcare 

organisations. However, in highly-computerised settings, good acceptance and 

improved compliance have been shown [25, 31]. An example will be provided in 

Section 5.

2. Case Studies

In this section we consider compliance as part of the real-world implementation of 

a guideline. In the first case study, we want to stress that deep knowledge of the 

medical area addressed by the guideline is necessary in order to analyse compliance 

and understand motivations for non-compliance. Since guidelines are not "cookbook 

medicine", various approaches are needed to study compliance with different 

guidelines, and many factors must be considered, such as the implementation time, 

location, the skill of the personnel and healthcare organisation. Guideline 

computerisation must consider all these factors.

Gilligan et al. [32] describe an American study on the compliance with guidelines 

for breast cancer treatment.  A cohort of about 1,045 surgeons that treated 9,449 

women older than 64 years was considered.  The aim of the study was not only to 

verify surgeon compliance, but also to investigate whether it was correlated to some 

surgeon's characteristics. The guidelines, published in 1990 by the National Institute of 

Health [33], basically suggested, in the case of conservative surgery, axillary lymph 

node dissection and radiotherapy or, in case of radical surgery, only axillary lymph 

node dissection. It must be considered that case enrolment finished in 1996, and some 

of the current techniques, such as the examination of the sentinel lymph node, had not 

yet entered clinical practice, nor were they suggested by any official guideline. 

For classifying surgeons, the following factors were considered: age, sex, number 

of surgical interventions performed, having or not a specialty, belonging or not to 

University staff. The result of the study was that about 75% of patients received the 

guideline suggested treatment. However, a great difference was observed between the 

two types of surgery: in case of mastectomy, guideline compliance was about 92%, 

while in case of conservative surgery it was only 55%. In fact, lymph node dissection 
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was often not performed, particularly when the surgeon was a female or a University 

professor.  Guideline compliance was directly correlated with the number of 

interventions performed. The age of the surgeon was not a significant factor.  

How should we interpret these non-compliances? Of course non-compliance does 

not necessarily mean bad treatment. We mentioned that in order to understand non-

compliance, medical knowledge in the specific area is mandatory.  In this case study, 

for example, since most tumours were in the initial phase, it is probable that several 

surgeons, maybe those University staff members, were already knowledgeable about 

the sentinel lymph node examination, having privileged access to scientific results not 

already published in official guidelines (e.g., through participation in research 

collaboration groups, conferences, etc.). Or they could have decided to skip the 

dissection because they prescribed an adjuvant therapy. Also, the positive correlation 

between a surgeon's experience and guideline compliance deserves comment: breast 

cancer surgery is not difficult, thus the advantage for a patient to be treated by an 

expert surgeon probably lies in the fact that he/she belongs to a medical centre 

performing a high number of interventions. These centres are better organised, with an 

established routine for both hospital stay and follow-up. It is worth stressing the 

important role of a good organisation in fostering and facilitating compliance with 

official guidelines.

Additional case studies can be reported, each one pointing to specific issues:

�� health care system inefficiency, as described in [34], where the authors analyse 

the data of patients admitted with chest pain who were not discharged according 

to a practice guideline. Inefficiency was due to waiting for tests, procedures, 

consultation, or results, and also to social issues (e.g., waiting for nursing home 

placement); 

�� demanding a change in existing practice routines. In a study on general 

practitioners' compliance, Grol [35] showed that recommendations which 

demanded a change of behaviour were followed in 44%  of decisions and those 

that did not in 67%  of decisions;

�� lack of effective leadership, as described in  [36], where institutional decisions to 

ignore guidelines issued by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention are 

claimed to have caused serious spread of infection;

�� particular, or critical, conditions poorly addressed in the  guidelines, as described 

in [37], where "... Womens' age appears to be a major explanatory variable 

predicting lack of physician's compliance with consensual norms".

The next Section addresses the problem of reasoning about non-compliance within a 

more theoretical and general framework.

3. Reasons for Non-compliance

From Section 1 it seems that several interventions to improve guideline 

compliance have been established without investigating the true motivation for non-

compliance. Indeed, this should be the first step to improve both compliance and 

guidelines.  In a review of 2002, Farquhar et al. [38] summarise results from a total of 

11,611 responses to various surveys. Table 1 shows that the majority of respondents 

share a good opinion of guidelines, but several and important drawbacks are also 

perceived by a considerable percentage of physicians. In fact, despite the large 

investment in development and dissemination, we have already mentioned that 
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physicians’ adherence to guidelines has not been as high as expected. There are several 

reasons for this, and the most frequent ones can be argued from Table 1 (items 4-7). 

The next two subsections will analyse more deeply two of the more frequent 

motivations for non-compliance, namely user disagreement with the recommendations 

and the unclear purpose of the guideline.

Table 1 - Physicians opinion about seven propositions on Guidelines (adapted from [38])

3.1. Disagreement with Guideline Recommendations

The simplest motivation for non-compliance is disagreement with the guideline 

itself. One of the arguments of guidelines detractors is related to the source of scientific 

evidence. Clinical trials are claimed to be the best methodology to provide evidence for 

recommendations to include in a guideline. On the other hand, it is well-known that the 

conditions in which clinical trials are carried out are different from the situation in the 

real-world: within a trial, patients undergo a tight follow-up; trials are funded, so there 

are no problems in acquiring drugs, instrumentation, and for patient's out-of-pocket 

costs, etc.; finally, it is known that the behaviour of professionals and patients involved 

in a scientific study is positively biased ("Hawthorne" effect, see [39,40]): if an 

individual participates in a research study, he may be motivated to perform better. Thus 

physicians may not fully trust guidelines, because of the uncertainty about the true 

efficacy of the trial results once they are transferred to clinical routine [41], and they 

could prefer to continue with their practice and "resist" the proposed change. 

However for physicians who are not "guidelines detractors", there may be reasons 

for disagreement. Guidelines recommendations represent the "optimal" practice for the 

“average” patient, but no guideline can delineate all of the clinical subtleties of a 

patient. It is clear that intra- and inter-patients variability justifies medical behaviours 

different from the recommended one, since guidelines rarely are so complete as to 

capture all the possible scenarios that can arise during a patient's clinical pathway. 

Another type of disagreement occurs when a physician trusts a guideline 

recommendation, and applies it, but to a patient that does not belong to the guideline 

target population. The reason is still related to clinical trials: to be rigorous, a trial 

result can only be transferred to patients similar to those enrolled i the trial itself. For 

example, the recommendation about the thrombolitic drug r-TpA, in the SPREAD
5

guideline for stroke management [42], is limited to people less than 80 years old, 

because no trials yet exist for older people. The SPREAD guideline explicitly claims 

that being older than 80 years is a contraindication for the drug. Thus, administering it 

to those patients is formally considered to be a non-compliance. Of course, a physician 

could decide to do it for an 81 year old patient, if he estimates a lower "biological age" 

5 www.spread.it, this guideline will be mentioned again in this chapter, as a training exemplar.

1. helpful source of advice 75% 5. reduced physician autonomy, over-

simplification or “cookbook” medicine 

34%

2. good educational tools 71% 6. will increase litigation or disciplinary action 41%

3. intended to improve quality of care 70% 7. were intended to cut healthcare costs 53%

4. too rigid to apply to individual  patients 30%
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for that patient, without in fact deviating from good clinical practice and from the 

intention of the guideline.

3.2. Non-compliance Due to Unclear or Ambiguous Guideline Purpose

In order to propose, implement, and then evaluate a guideline, its purpose must be 

clear to the final users. For example, in the classical definitions of what guidelines are, 

from that given by the Institute of Medicine in 1990 ("Systematically developed 

statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate health care for 

specific clinical circumstances"), to more recent ones, economical costs are not 

mentioned. In fact, usually, cost of care is not the key motivation for the development 

of a guideline. Nevertheless, the inclusion of economic appraisals in the guideline 

implementation process is more likely to allow clinicians and consumers to make cost-

effective choices on health care options [43]: costs decrease if guidelines eliminate or 

limit the number of unnecessary expensive activities which are often performed in 

clinical routine without any scientific basis. But, given the current well-known scarcity 

of resources, some physicians could argue that governmental healthcare organisations 

promote guidelines with the main objective of containing costs, with poor attention to 

the quality of the delivered care, and this gives them a justification for non-compliance 

[44,45].  The relationship between guideline introduction and cost containment is well 

synthesised in the outstanding paper of Greco and Eisenberg [46]: "What causes 

physicians to change the way they practice? This question is especially important today 

because physicians' decisions influence not only the health of their patients but also the 

cost of their care. Thus, the ability to change physicians' practices could improve the 

quality of health care while controlling expenditures". As a matter of fact, physicians 

are more and more urged to pay attention to economical aspects, and often feel that 

their medical activity is limited by this obligation.  

On the other hand, even healthcare administrators can be uncertain whether to 

promote or not a guideline implementation, mainly when it incurs new costs. They can 

be interested in knowing whether this intervention affects the total cost of care: 

implementing new procedures could involve acquiring instrumentation, performing 

additional tests or visits, or employing more personnel. It is very important to provide 

decision makers with estimates of the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of the 

guideline
6
.  Without such estimates, having a suspicion of increased costs could 

discourage them from supporting the implementation of a guideline. As an example, 

the economic evaluation of the implementation of the SPREAD guideline [47] showed 

that complying with the guideline is cost-saving. Similarly, in the past, Clayton [48] 

showed that adherence to guidelines and protocols may reduce health-care costs by up 

to 25%. In fact, several non-compliances consist of omissions, bad choice of drugs, and 

violation of time constraints, that in turn cause adverse health outcomes that prolong 

the hospital stay and treatments, or require re-hospitalisations, thus increasing medium-

and long-term costs.  A pilot implementation study, showing a favourable 

cost/effectiveness ratio, is useful in convincing both administrators and physicians of 

the good impact of a guideline in a real-world setting [35].

Going back to the purpose of a guideline, whatever it is, it should be worth the 

guideline authors declaring it.  In addition to the previously mentioned advantages, a 

clear purpose facilitates the design of validation studies. For example, if a guideline is 

6 Incremental cost-effectiveness analysis measures the cost per unit of health outcome gained
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intended to reduce mortality, it should be declared if mortality is to be measured in the 

short or longer term, in such a way that a correct survival study could be carried out, 

and the necessary effort foreseen from the beginning of the implementation. 

We must stress at this point that guideline implementation with computer support 

is central in performing reliable analyses (see Sections 5 and 6). To formally store a 

guideline intention, authors can comply, for example, with the Guideline Elements 

Model (GEM), an XML-based guideline document model that stores and organizes the 

heterogeneous information contained in guidelines [49]. As an example, Figure 1 is 

drawn from the Guide Project [8], that includes an interface to store guideline 

information according to the GEM criteria. In particular "Category", "Rationale", 

"Objective" and "Potential risks" are the attributes used to test the effectiveness of the 

guideline implementation. The Guide Project adopts the guideline categories of the 

National Guideline Clearinghouse
7
, and objectives can be split into health-related and 

cost-related outcomes. 

Other languages for the representation of guideline intentions are provided by the 

SAGE project [50], and the ASBRU project [51]. 

Figure 1 - Storing the general characteristics of a guideline according to the GEM model. Objectives may be 

related either to the health outcome or the economic one. 

7 www.guideline.gov
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3.3. Other Motivations for Non-compliance

In addition to disagreement, poor confidence, and poor perceived guideline 

usefulness, more objective conditions could hamper its implementation. Since a 

guideline mainly suggest actions, building a semantic network, with action as the core, 

may help in reasoning on non-compliance. One such network is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Semantic network relating the "activity" to the environmental conditions necessary for its 

execution. Dashed arcs represent is-a relationships.

It has been drawn up in order to analyse physicians' behaviour with respect to the 

SPREAD guidelines; thus some leaves are typical of actions for stroke patients. 

Coupling this network with the organizational model of the clinical unit where 

compliance has to be tested, allows guessing possible causes of non-compliance (an 

organisational model describes a unit in terms of resources and responsibilities). For 

example, if a guideline recommends an NMR-scan and the Unit does not hold that 

instrumentation, nor does it collaborate with other Units holding that instrumentation, 

the motivation for non-compliance can be inferred automatically.

3.4. Classification of the Motivations for Non-compliance

Analysis of non-compliance is very useful in improving both users' behaviour and 

further guideline versions.

Since, as discussed in the previous sections, a non-compliance always comes with 

a motivation, it is sensible to define a motivation taxonomy. The classification in Table 

2, which partially comes from the semantic network in Figure 2, is conceived in such a 

way that non-compliance collection and analysis produces feedback for well-defined

responsible persons. Motivations have been classified into four main categories, 

capturing most problems that can arise during clinical routine. For sake of simplicity, 

Table 2 represents only the first sublevel of the four main categories, but the whole

taxonomy is more detailed [52]. Once non-compliances have been labelled according to 

this taxonomy, reports can be produced and sent to responsible persons or units, who may 

be able to solve or manage the problem. Of course, the more specific the level, the more 

appropriate can be the feedback.
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Table 2- Classification of  the motivations for non-compliance

1-Organisational 
Problems

1.1 Lack of personnel

1.2 Lack of non-human resources (Instrumentation / Drugs) 

1.3 Data/Information flow problems, excluding software problems

2-Technical Problems 2.1 Instrumentation fault

2.2 Software bugs/malfunctioning (causing errors in data interpretation)

3-User-related issues 3.1 Disagreement with the guideline 

3.2 Participation in a Research Protocol (justifying deviation from guidelines for 

research purposes)

3.3 Lack of adequate skill

3.4 Medical error

4-Patient-related 

issues

4.1 Lack of consensus

4.2 Unpredictable patient's finding making the guideline no longer appropriate

4.3 Early patient discharge (including death)

For example, a the recurrent unavailability of a particular instrument will be 

notified to the clinical engineering department; frequently missed data in the electronic 

clinical chart will be notified to the EDP department, leading to a better data 

communication infrastructure; more interestingly, frequent disagreement on a certain 

recommendation may be communicated to the board that is maintaining the guideline 

(i.e. an expert panel of a scientific society), for the further guideline revisions. It is 

likely that the recommendation is not suitable for the specific site, or that new evidence 

has arisen in the meantime, making the recommendation obsolete. In Section 5 we 

show how this taxonomy is exploited within a decision-support system. 

4. Rating the Severity of Non-compliances

To rate non-compliances according to their severity, we take two points of view: 

the first is related to the recommendation itself, the second to the consequence or 

outcome of the non-compliance. Whichever rating scheme is adopted, it is important 

that computerised guidelines take it into consideration: on the one hand, modulating the 

non-compliance advice according to the non-compliance severity improves the system  

acceptance; on the other, statistics about non-compliance will be more sophisticated 

and sensible. 

4.1. Rating  Non-compliances According to the Scientific Degree of the 

Recommendation

Good quality guidelines rate their recommendations, according to the type and 

soundness of the research studies supporting them: Chapter 1 reports on grading 

methodologies. Very briefly, we recall here that levels of scientific evidence have been 

proposed since 1979 and have evolved over the ensuing years [53,54,55,56,57].  In 

particular, during recent years, and accordingly to principles of the SIGN (Scottish 

Intercollegiate Guideline Network) [58], methodologies have been developed to

integrate scientific evidence levels with indicators of direct applicability of the results 

of a study to the target population.  The resulting rating is called "Grade of 
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recommendation" (see Table 1 and again Chapter 1), that include chance of effective 

implementation.

Table 3- Grade of recommendation delivered by SIGN

A

At least one meta analysis, systematic review, or RCT rated as 1++, and directly applicable to 

the target population; or A systematic review of RCTs or a body of evidence consisting 

principally of studies rated as 1+, directly applicable to the target population, and 

demonstrating overall consistency of results

B A body of evidence including studies rated as 2++, directly applicable to the target population, 

and demonstrating overall consistency of results; or Extrapolated evidence from studies rated 
as 1++ or 1+

C A body of evidence including studies rated as 2+, directly applicable to the target population, 

and demonstrating overall consistency of results; or extrapolated evidence from studies rated 
as 2++ 

D Evidence level 3 or 4; or extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 2+; or Evidence from 

studies classified as - (minus), regardless of the level

Good 

Practice 

Point

Recommended best practice based on the clinical experience of the guideline development 
group, without research evidence 

When a guideline is clearly annotated with levels of scientific evidence and/or 

grade of recommendation (see an example in Figure 3, drawn from the SPREAD web 

site), it is probable that a physician is more motivated to adhere to highly rated 

recommendations. 

....

Figure 3 - Two portions of the SPREAD guideline for the management of stroke patients. Every 

recommendation is reported with its grade of recommendation

4.2.  Rating Non-compliances According to their Consequences

Degree of scientific evidence and grade of recommendation are not necessarily 

related to the importance or relevance of the recommendation. As remarked by SIGN, 

the grading "relates to the predictive power of the study designs from which that data 

was obtained. Thus, the grading assigned to a recommendation indicates to users the 

likelihood that, if that recommendation is implemented, the predicted outcome will be 

achieved".
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For example, a therapeutic recommendation about pain relief could come with the 

highest degree (e.g. administering the drug is effective in 99% of cases) but, it is not 

life-threatening to disregard it. On the other hand, a diagnostic recommendation, such 

as performing CT scan (Computer Tomography) within 24 hours from the onset of 

stroke symptoms, comes with a lower grade, but missing it may compromise the 

patient's health outcome (Figure 4). It is probable that physicians often reason 

according to the utility theory [59], weighing the probability of an event with the 

severity of its consequences. This must be taken into account when reasoning about 

non-compliance.

Figure 4 - A SPREAD recommendation with low grade but extremely important to diagnostic purposes

5. Facilitating and Assessing Guideline Compliance: the Role of Information 

Technology

As mentioned in Section 1, there is now evidence about the improvement in 

compliance provided by computer-based guideline implementation (decision support 

systems) with respect to paper-based guideline delivery. Lobach [24] showed that 

decision support based on a clinical practice guideline is an effective tool for assisting 

clinicians in the management of diabetic patients. Gandhi [60] showed that primary 

care physicians perceived the utility of electronic reminders for both routine health 

maintenance and chronic disease management, and that most of physicians preferred 

receiving reminders in an electronic format rather than on paper. 

Since running a computer-based guideline without relying on a computerised 

clinical chart (CCC) (for accessing patient's data) is neither very realistic nor efficient, 

in this paragraph we assume that a CCC is available. This not only allows the guideline 

inference engine to be provided automatically with data, but also facilitates guideline 

compliance. Let us consider for example the implementation of the SPREAD 

guidelines. Here, the guideline has been fully integrated within the CCC interface, 

through the creation of smart forms, such as the form shown in Figure 5. Its 

characteristics are:

�� highlighting critical information.  Not all of the data of a CCC are important for 

guideline implementation. The form indicates, by using a different colour, which 

data are really necessary. Tasks to be done are also emphasized and shown in 

order of urgency, which changes from time to time according to the data collected. 

It is clear that collecting the correct data is the first step towards compliance;

�� showing reminders. A window can be open when the "communication button" 

turns to red, reporting all the current recommendations, for all patients, still not 

fulfilled.
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Figure 5 - Fostering compliance: to-do list is patient-tailored and varies with time (a,b); yellow fields 

indicate data necessary for guideline implementation (c); a communication button turns to red when there are 

new messages (d).

It should be argued that a guideline inference engine integrated within a CCC, 

would allow detecting non-compliance in real-time and also asking for motivations in 

real time. However, this is not so straightforward. In a real-world healthcare setting, it 

is extremely difficult to detect non-compliance in real time. There are too many 

variables that affect timely data storage (first of all unavailability of ubiquitous data 

input devices) and, consequently, automatic detection of non-compliance. This is 

particularly true in acute patient units, where timely actions at patients' bed have the 

priority on timely computer data input.

Thus, arguing that physicians might justify their compliance in real time has some 

drawbacks:

�� a detected non-compliance could be not real, i.e. an action has been performed 

but related data have not yet been entered in the CCC: this causes the inference 

engine to detect an apparent non-compliance;

�� the physician perceives the system as not only as a gentle reminder, but also as a 

controller;

�� if he is in a hurry, the physician may have no time to enter the justification;

�� as a consequence of the points above, the justification provided may be not 

reliable.

For these reasons, non-compliance must be managed in a less invasive way. A 

suitable point of time is the patient discharge. When physicians prepare for a discharge, 

they are usually in a team and not in a hurry. Moreover, writing down the discharge 

letter requires summarizing the patient care process, and reasoning about it. Thus, 

presenting at this point of time the non-compliance list (detected by the system 
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automatically from the CCC data) has two advantages: overcoming the previous 

problems and facilitating reasoning about the case. 

Figure 6 shows the user's interface of RoMA (Reasoning on Medical Actions), a 

ancillary tool for non-compliance management, coupled with a decision support system 

for stroke patients [31]. 

At the patient discharge, a set of queries is activated on the electronic patient 

record, and a sheet is filled and printed as illustrated in the picture. The report shows 

the important missing information (that very probably is reported on the paper-based 

clinical chart, but not in the computerised one), and the list of non-compliances 

detected. It gives the physician the possibility to provide motivations that can be useful 

for further revision of the guideline, as discussed before (note that nothing is 

mandatory the entry of motivations depends on the user's willingness to do so). In fact, 

the "insert motivation" button, on the bottom right, opens the taxonomy described in 

Table 2, and the user can choose an item and comment further on.  Moreover, in the 

same form, there is a link to the SPREAD guideline recommendation text, and the user 

can compare the original guideline text with the actual formalisation, to check whether 

the formalised rule is a correct interpretation of the guideline intention. This facility is 

Figure 6 - The interface for visualising non-compliances and collecting 

motivations
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particularly effective during the debug phase of a computerised guideline. As a matter 

of fact, when non-compliances are detected automatically, false non-compliances could 

be found, and not only for lack of data, as discussed above. As a matter of fact, 

guideline computerisation requires translating recommendations from free text to much 

more formal representations, such as production rules, and this formalisation is difficult, 

because natural language may contain ambiguities. It is not rare for different physicians 

to give different interpretations of the same portion of text. Thus, it may happen that a 

formalised recommendation does not interpret correctly the original guideline intention 

(or at least the actual user's interpretation is different) and the computer reminder is 

perceived as "erroneous", and indeed it is.

The approach of interacting with users about their non-compliance is conceptually 

similar to Perry Miller's proposal in his seminal work on medical critiquing systems in 

the eighties [61]. He proposed this type of system with the aim of enhancing the 

acceptance of conventional medical expert systems by physicians. In  [62], a critiquing 

system is defined as a “decision support system that allows the user to make the 

decision first; the system then gives its advice when the user requests it or when the 

user’s decision is out of the system’s permissible range.” Critiquing systems observe 

the inputs and decisions of the user and try to verify the decisions. Attracting attention 

only in critical situations, these systems are minimally intrusive and thus more 

acceptable. Thais is exactly the rationale underlying the development of RoMA. What 

really differentiates current systems from those developed 20 years ago is their 

integration within existing information systems, which of course has been facilitated by 

the dramatic technological progress achieved.

5.1.  Compliance Verification based on Computational Logic 

RoMA is a rule-based tool. Different approaches exist to the compliance checking 

task. For example, in [63] (chapter from this book), the authors propose GPROVE, a 

Computational Logic-based framework for verifying the compliance of careflow 

execution traces with respect to a formal careflow model. This framework provides a 

graphical language for the specification of careflow processes, as well as their mapping 

onto a logic-based formalism (namely, the SCIFF language), and a proof procedure for 

automatic compliance verification. The SCIFF language focuses on the concepts of 

'happened' and (not) 'expected' events, and on the relations between them: such 

relations are expressed by means of rules, that allow the specification of the expected 

behaviour (in terms of expected or prohibited events), given that certain other events 

have happened. Each rule, named Social Integrity Constraint, has the form 

body � head, 

where body is a conjunction of events which have happened, and head is a disjunction 

of conjunction of expectations. Happened, expected and forbidden events (denoted 

respectively by the H, E and EN functors) are characterized by the description of the 

event itself and by the time instant the event has happened (or is expected to happen). 

Both the description of events and time instants can contain variables, which can be 

constrained. For example, the Social Integrity Constraint:
H(executePAPTEST(Center, Pat),Te) � E(sendResult(Center,Pat),Ts) /\ Ts > Te /\ Ts < Te + 15 

states that after an executePAPTEST event has occurred, a sendResult event is 

expected within 15 time units. The operational counterpart of the SCIFF language is an 

abductive proof procedure that automatically generates expectations, given the 

observed happened events and a set of integrity constraints (rules). Its most distinctive 
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feature is the ability to check that the generated expectations are fulfilled by the actual 

participants behaviour, i.e., events expected to happen have actually happened, and 

forbidden events have not happened. The GPROVE framework has been successfully 

applied to the Cervical Cancer Screening Process implemented by the sanitary 

organization of the Emilia Romagna region of Italy.

6. Correlating Non-compliance to Clinical Data and Outcomes

To assess the impact of a guideline, it is interesting to check whether compliance is 

related to the health and/or economic outcomes. However, study design is not easy. As 

a matter of fact, the implementation of a clinical guideline could be considered as any 

other intervention affecting clinical practice, for example the introduction of a new 

drug, a new surgical procedure, etc.. It is well-known that the best way to assess the 

impact of such interventions is the randomized, controlled clinical trial. For guideline 

assessment, the "case" arm of the trial should be composed of patients treated 

accordingly to the guideline, and the "control" arm by patients treated traditionally. 

Nevertheless, with respect to a new drug evaluation, there is some difference: 

�� it is clearly impossible to perform a blind study and

�� it is difficult to have a real “control” group, because we can’t be sure that 

physicians don’t know the guideline (guidelines are published, and their diffusion 

is promoted by several medical associations). 

A weaker but suitable alternative to such a trial is a prospective, observational 

study, where patients' data are used to quantify the non-compliance with the guideline. 

One example is reported in [64] where a scale for measuring the non-compliance level 

for each patient was assessed. It is a numeric scale, that may range from 0 to 47 (the 

maximum number of guideline recommendations that may be violated for a single 

patient), and it has been used together with other variables in uni- and multivariate 

statistical models. This means that there are not two “a priori” different groups of 

patients, one treated according to the guideline and one not: the compliance with 

guidelines is measured “ex-post”.

The scale has been used as a numeric variable in a regression model (proportional 

hazards Cox model), where the dependent variable was the survival at 6 months 

follow-up. By means of multivariate analysis, it is possible to correct for multiple 

possible confounding factors. The fact that the number of non-compliances still 

remained statistically significant after correction for age, severity, comorbidities, etc. is 

a strong indication of its importance.

In principle, the trial methodology could be profitably applied to assess the benefit 

of a guideline implementation method: for example, to test whether computerised 

decision support is effective, the patients' outcome of Stroke Units supported by a 

computerised system could be compared with that of Stroke Units where only paper-

based guidelines are available. However, still some problems remain with the true 

possibility of randomising Stroke Units, because decision support systems require 

technological facilities that cannot be easily implemented everywhere.

In appreciating the benefit of a guideline there are also specific studies on the 

effectiveness of single recommendation. For example, if a recommendation is intended 

to decrease the recurrence of a disease, the proportion of relapses could be compared in 

patients treated according or not according to that recommendation. Often these 

intermediate outcomes (other examples are the number of complications, their type, the 
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length of hospital stay, etc.) are easier to measure than the main outcomes, such as 

survival, while being strongly correlated with it.

6.1. Compliance Versus Patients' Characteristics

The case study in Paragraph 3.1 discussed correlation between guideline 

compliance and surgeons' characteristics. Similarly, it is possible to investigate whether 

there are features of patients which affect physicians' behaviour. Maviglia et al. [65] 

report on rate of compliance with NCEP cholesterol guidelines: patient-specific factors 

associated with compliance included being male (37% compliance vs 24%) and being 

white (34% vs 26%). Decisions on patients over 79 and under 50 years old were also 

less likely to be compliant (22% vs 34% for 50–79 year olds). 

A similar result was obtained for the SPREAD guideline compliance. Looking at 

the distribution of non-compliance in the subacute phase of the stroke, two modes were 

noted. Investigating the composition of the two populations corresponding to the bi-

modal distribution in terms of patients' characteristics, it was found that the right-most 

mode (the one with more non-compliance) was mainly composed of elderly people. 

This phenomenon is due to a well-known cultural bias: stroke in old patients is thought 

to be too debilitating, leading physicians to a less aggressive care, even though there is 

no evidence that elderly people do not benefit from those guidelines' recommendations.

Interesting analytical approaches have been proposed to investigate non-

compliance in the light of patients' data. Svatek and Razavi [66,67] adopt a data-mining 

approach. In [66] information on frequently occurring non–compliance patterns is 

associated with other patterns in patient data. The inferred association rules look 

promising as source of explanatory hypotheses for physicians. Svatek's experiment was 

carried out on 48 data records of patients treated for hypertension. In [67] data from 

breast cancer patients admitted to Linköping University Hospital between 1990 and 

2000 were analyzed. Considering cases that were not treated according to guidelines, 

four treatment rules were derived by decision tree induction. Comparing these rules 

with guideline recommendations allows alert to be generated when inconsistencies with 

the guidelines may appear.

7. Research Agenda

There are still several open issues in the area of computer-support to compliance with 

clinical practice guidelines. First of all, it is true that information technology can 

improve compliance, through real-time generation of patient-tailored recommendations, 

but the presentation modality of recommendations to users ha not been deeply studied 

yet. We are not only referring to the classical GUI (graphical user interface), but also to 

the physical device where the user must be alerted. Smart combination of synchronous 

and asynchronous communication (including interactive voice systems, mails, sms, 

mms, etc) must be in the research agenda, because timing and unobtrusiveness are 

fundamental for fostering compliance and avoid, on the contrary, annoying the users. 

A second item in the agenda is the design and development of so-called socio-technical

systems that take into account the whole guideline process: we have discussed, in the 

chapter, the importance of collecting the motivations for non-compliance.  Once these 

motivations have been collected, someone must analyse them, and take corrective 

actions. Actions could be taken in the direction of foster compliance, but also in the 
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direction of updating the guidelines. That's why all the actors and organisational roles 

potentially involved should be considered since the beginning. Some research in this 

area could be drawn on the community of practice theories [68]. 

A third issue concerns formal models for compliance evaluation. As described along 

the book, within the computerised guideline community, workflow models, Petri nets-

based formalisation, computational logic and other formal models are being tested. 

However, further research is needed to make these models flexible enough to face the 

dramatically large number of exceptions that can arise in a patient's clinical path.
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Abstract. Clinical guidelines and Careflow systems have been recently identified

as a means to improve and standardize health care services. A number of ICT-based

management solutions have been proposed, focussing on several aspects such as

specification, process logs verification with respect to specification (compliance),

enactment and administration of careflows.

In this paper we introduce the GPROVE framework, based on Computational

Logic, and focused on the (formal) specification of careflows and on the compli-

ance verification of the process executions w.r.t. the specified models. In particular,

we show its application to the Cancer Screening Guideline used by the sanitary or-

ganization of the Emilia Romagna region, discussing its formalization in GPROVE

and the results of the compliance checking applied to logs of the screening process.

Keywords. Careflow Monitoring System, Clinical Practice Guidelines, Compliance

Verification, Computational Logic.

Introduction

Clinical decisions in modern health care organizations are progressively taken on evi-

dence-based care [1]. To this end, the use of clinical practice guidelines is considered to

be a fundamental step towards high quality and standardized health services. As reported

in [2], clinical guidelines describe the activities of a medical team in a comprehensive

manner, with the purpose of defining best practices for patient management. In partic-

ular, clinical guidelines describe also the behavioural aspects of medical work, i.e., the

clinician’s workflow (namely careflow). Careflows are individual case-based and involve

the coordinated execution of multiple medical tasks performed by different health care

subjects on a specific patient.

The adoption of computer-based guidelines and Careflow Management Systems

(CfMS) is an important issue, especially when the health care services are provided

through complex care processes which involve several health care professionals. The
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Figure 1. Architecture and modules of the GPROVE framework

goal of a CfMS is to “handle patients”, in the sense of executing medical tasks in a spe-

cific order, as effectively and efficiently as possible. This management is made through

the automated coordination, control, and distribution of tasks required to satisfy a given

careflow process. A CfMS then is a set of tools which support careflow design (including

its formal representation), enactment, administration, and monitoring.

In this work, we describe the Guideline PRocess cOnformance VErification frame-

work (GPROVE, [3]), and its application to the Cancer Screening Guidelines adopted

by the sanitary organization of the Emilia Romagna region (Italy). GPROVE is a set of

tools for the specification and a-posteriori verification of the careflow process executions,

comprehending: a graphical process definition language (GOSpeL); an automatic map-

ping/translation towards a formal language (SCIFF); an operational counterpart (a proof

procedure) of the SCIFF formalism, that is used to verify the compliance of a given exe-

cution trace w.r.t. the defined careflow process. The verification step can be used in order

to identify possibly undesired behaviours, as well as to analyze and comprehend features

and characteristics of the real process that are not properly represented in the modeled

process: if this is the case, log traces provide a feedback to the model, possibly leading

to an improvement of the model itself.

1. Careflow Compliance Checking: the GPROVE Framework

The GPROVE framework [3] allows the user to specify a guideline and then to rea-

son about the compliance of the observed behaviour. From the architectural viewpoint

GPROVE is composed of several modules, as shown in Fig. 1.

The user specifies the medical guideline by means of GOSpeL (Guideline prOcess

Specification Language, [3]), a graphical language inspired by flow charts that allows

the representation of the activities and the flows of activity executions. The GOSpeL

representation of the guideline is then translated into a formal specification based on

the SCIFF language [4]. Such translation is automatically performed by means of an

algorithm [5], that “explores” the GOSpeL model and generates a set of rules (Integrity

Constraints, ICs for short, and a knowledge base, SOKB for short) representing how
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Table 1. GOSpeL graphical elements

family type notation description

Activities

atomic activity single atomic unit of work within the guideline

complex activity
Non-atomic unit of work. It encapsulates a new

(sub)process definition.

iteration For-like cyclical complex activity

while While-like cyclical complex activity

Gateways

exclusive choice
Data-based choice; each outgoing relation is as-

sociated to a logical guard.

deferred choice
Non-deterministic choice, without explicit log-

ical conditions.

parallel fork Spanning of multiple execution threads

parallel join Synchronization of multiple threads of control

Start/

Comple-

tion

Blocks

start Start point of a complex activity

cyclic start Start point of a cyclical complex activity

completion Completion point of a complex activity

abort Abort the entire guideline

the guideline flow should be executed. Finally, a verification module takes as input the

formal specification of the guideline and a log of relevant events. The compliance of such

logs w.r.t. the given model is checked by the SCIFF Proof Procedure [4], that notifies

violations of the logged events w.r.t. the expected behaviour (as specified by the model).

1.1. The GOSpeL Careflow Specification Language

Like a typical flow-chart language, GOSpeL describes the guideline evolution using

blocks and relations between blocks. These blocks are grouped into three families (as

shown in Table 1):

activities, blocks which represent guideline activities at the desired abstraction level;

gateways, blocks used to manage the convergence and the divergence of control flow;

start and end, start and end points of (sub)processes.

Relations represent causal binary connections between blocks, expressing that the source

block will be performed always before the destination one. Moreover, order relations

show how the flow navigates through blocks, imposing a partial ordering among them.

A simple activity is a single atomic working step within the guideline: it models

a situation where a guideline participant should perform something. Complex activities

encapsulate new sub-processes definitions or repetitions of activities, and at their spec-

ification level they are managed like atomic activities. Gateways are used for modeling

complex guidelines as long as they express workflow’s decision points and activities con-

currence. Decision points can be deterministic, or can be deferred choices. Concurrent

activities definitions instead are supported by means of the parallel fork and join blocks.

To represent domain-related knowledge, GOSpeL adopts an ontology-based ap-

proach: the user can define two taxonomies, one for modeling activities at the desired

abstraction level; a second taxonomy is used to describe domain’s entities, namely ac-
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tors, objects and terms. Each atomic activity block is semantically specified by mapping

it onto an ontological activity and a set of participants. Creation and management of

ontologies is performed through the Protégé [6] tool.

1.2. Formal Representation of the GOSpeL Model and Execution Traces Verification

The GOSpeL graphical model is translated into a simplified version of the formal

language proposed by Alberti et al. in the SOCS European project for the specifi-

cation and verification of interaction protocols (see [4] for a complete description).

The social participant behaviour is represented by a set of (ground) facts called hap-
pened events and denoted by the functor H (that stands for “happened”). For example,

H(cr_ScreeningInvitation(strsrg, center1, lab1, ‘10-02-06’), 7) represents the fact that

center1 has sent the screening invitation to strsrg at time 7. Future, desirable behaviour of

the participants is represented by means of expectations about events that should/should
not happen. Expectations have the same format as events, but they will, typically, contain

variables to indicate that expected events are not completely specified. CLP constraints

[7] can be imposed on variables to restrict their domain, e.g., for specifying temporal

deadlines. Expectations about events that should happen are also called positive expecta-

tions, and are denoted by the functor E; expectations about events that should not happen

are named negative expectations, and are indicated by the functor EN.

The way new expectations are generated, given the happened events and the current

expectations, is specified by means of Social Integrity Constraints (ICs). An ICs has

the form of body → head, expressing that when body becomes true then it is supposed

that the events specified in head will happen. In this way, we are able to define guidelines

as sets of forward (or backward) rules, relating happened events (in the body) to expec-

tations (in the head). Moreover, it is possible to insert in the head also special predicates

(abducibles, with functor ABD), typically used for hypothetic reasoning (in this work

adopted to signal special situations).

The compliance verification is made by the operational counterpart of ICs, an ab-

ductive proof procedure named SCIFF [8]. Given the partial or the complete history of

a specific execution (i.e., the set of already happened events recorded in an event log),

this proof procedure generates expectations about participants behaviour so as to comply

with ICs. The most distinctive feature of SCIFF, however, is the ability to check that the

generated expectations are fulfilled by the actual participants behaviour (i.e., that events

expected to happen have actually happened, and forbidden events have not happened). If

a participant does not behave as expected w.r.t. the model, the proof procedure detects

and raises a violation. In particular, the proof, analyzing a log representing the activities

performed during the careflow execution, can detect two kinds of guideline compliance

violations: the first when an expected event is not found in the log (E(Event) without the

relative H(Event)); the second when a prohibited event is found in the log (EN(Event)

with a corresponding H(Event)).

2. The Cervical Cancer Screening Guideline

We have applied the GPROVE tools to a real case, the Cervical Cancer Screening Guide-

line proposed by the sanitary organization of the Emilia Romagna region of Italy [9].
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Figure 2. The GOSpeL representation of the example guideline

Cervical cancer is a disease in which malignant (cancer) cells grow in the tissues of the

cervix. The screening program proposes several tests in order to early detect and treat

cervical cancer, and it is usually organized in six phases: Screening Planning, Invita-

tion Management, First Level Test (PAP-test), Second Level Test (Colposcopy), Third

Level Test (Biopsy), and Therapeutic Treatment. Every participant is asked to repeat the

screening process periodically (a round being thus three years long).

The workflow modeled by the Cervical Cancer Screening Guideline is quite complex

and involves more than 50 activities performed by 15 different health care professionals

and structures. For the sake of clarity we discuss here the formalization of a portion of

the guideline (named in the paper ExCervScreening). ExCervScreening prescribes

that the screening process starts when the screening center sends a PAP-test invitation to

a patient. The patient can decide to refuse or to go to the PAP-test center. In the latter

case, the PAP-test is executed and the collected biological sample is sent to the anatomo-

pathology laboratory. A report is sent back to the screening center, reporting a positive

classification (cancer evidence found) or a negative classification (normal). In case of a

positive report, the patient is invited for a Colposcopy; if positive again the patient is

invited for a Biopsy and possibly for cancer treatment. Every time a negative response is

reported instead, a letter is sent to the patient and a new screening round is scheduled.

2.1. Formalization of the Guideline into GOSpeL

The first step when formalizing a careflow consists of analyzing the specific domain,

and to identify the actors and the activities that more characterize the process. These

actors interact with each other by means of activities that involve documents, biological

samples, etc. These elements are the objects exchanged during the guideline execution.

E.g., the patient, the screening center, the PAP-test center and various laboratories can be

identified as actors; the invitation letter, the biological samples and the notification letters

are objects; while the posting of an invitation, the execution of an exam, as well as the

shipping of the samples are activities performed during the execution of the screening.

In Figure 2 the GOSpeL translation of the ExCervScreening is shown. The screening

process starts with the activity block papTestInvitation, followed by a deferred choice that

models the decision taken by the patient (papTestRefusal activity block, or executeExam
macro block, instantiated on PAP-Test).
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The executeExam macro block is used to represent a set of activities that are common

to several exams. In particular, the PAP-test, the Colposcopy, and the Biopsy share the

examExec and the resultPosting activities. Moreover, since the PAP-test and the Biopsy

samples are analyzed in different labs than the execution ones, they are considered “ex-

ternal” and require a sampleShipping activity. The GOSpeL definition of the execute-
Exam macro block is also shown in Figure 2: it takes as input the type of the exam, and

returns as output the exam result. An exclusive choice is performed, depending on the

exam type, and one among two different paths is selected (corresponding to the exter-

nal/internal exam type). The criteria for such a choice can be defined in a Prolog knowl-

edge base associated to the GOSpeL diagram.

In case the PAP-test is positive2, the diagram specifies the execution of the Col-

poscopy (execExam with “colposcopy” as exam type). Again, the result (resC in this

case) is tested and, if positive or doubtful, a further exam (Biopsy) is performed. Finally,

the Biopsy macro block is followed by an exclusive choice used to distinguish if at least

one sample has been found positive or not. A notification to the patient follows.

2.2. Formal Representation of the Screening Guideline

The GOSpeL diagram shown in Figure 2 has been automatically translated into a set

of SCIFF ICs, providing a formal representation. The algorithm [5] makes a partition

of the diagram into several sub-sets; then, for each sub-set, an Integrity Constraint is

generated, taking into account the links between the different activities involved.

In Eq. 1 it is presented an Integrity Constraint obtained by the translation algorithm.

In particular, the IC states that after an event papTestInvitation has occurred, either the

exam is performed (positive expectation about the event execExam) and refusal is for-

bidden, or a refuse event is expected (and the execution of the test is prohibited).

H(papTestInvitation(ScrCentre, Pat, Date, IdExam), Tinv)

→E(execExam(ExamCentre, Pat, papTest, IdExam, Date), Tpap) ∧ Tpap > Tinv

∧ EN(refuse(ScrCentre, Pat, Date), Tref ) ∧ Tref > Tinv

∨E(refuse(ScrCentre, Pat, Date), Tref ) ∧ Tref > Tinv

∧ EN(execExam(ExamCentre, Pat, papTest, IdExam, Date), Tpap) ∧ Tpap > Tinv.

(1)

It is worthy to notice several aspects of the rule presented in Eq. 1. Firstly, the rule spec-

ifies for each event a set of parameters not present in Figure 2. Such list of parameters

has been derived by the ontology definition of the activity papTestInvitation. Secondly,

temporal constraints have been imposed over the variables Tinv , Tpap and Tref , to define

the desired temporal sequence of the events (i.e., a refuse activity should happen after
the invitation for the test, and not before). Finally, negative expectations have been intro-

duced to make exclusive the choice between attending the test and refusing: i.e., it is not

possible that a patient Pat attends the PAP-test and also refuses to make it.

Eq. 2 and 3 instead show how the macro block executeExam has been represented. In

particular, the choice between the shipping of the biological sample and the result notifi-

cation is made by using the user-defined prolog predicates external(X) and internal(X).

2To this end, two predicates positive(resP) and negative(resP) have been defined.
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H(execExam(ExamCentre, Pat, ExamType, IdExam, Date), Tex)

→E(sampleShipping(ExamType, IdExam, Date), Tship) ∧ Tship > Tex

∧ external(ExamType)

∨E(resultPosting(ExamType, IdExam, Date, Res), Tres) ∧ Tres > Tex

∧ internal(ExamType).

(2)

H(sampleShipping(ExamType, IdExam, Date), Tship)

→E(resultPosting(ExamType, IdExam, Date, Res), Tres) ∧ Tres > Tship.
(3)

3. Compliance Verification

The ExCervScreening guideline, whose GOSpel diagram is shown in Figure 2, has been

automatically translated into fourteen different ICs. These constraints have been pro-

vided as input to the SOCS-SI [8] tool for verifying the v of the logs.

In the case of the Emilia Romagna sanitary organization, all the cancer screening

information are recorded in a database. A syntactical translation towards a more suit-

able and “log-like” representation has been applied to the data, and then the compliance

checking has been performed. Let us consider for example a simple execution of the

above careflow process, represented by a set of happened events:

1. H(papTestInvitation(scr1,‘00000260’,‘1995-11-6’,‘b_95017025’),5)

2. H(execExam(hosp1, ‘00000260’, papTest, ‘b_95017025’,‘1995-11-6’),7)

3. H(sampleShipping(papTest,‘b_95017025’,‘1995-11-6’),20)

4. H(resultPosting(papTest,‘b_95017025’,‘1995-11-22’, neg),30)

5. H(negativeNotification(scr1,‘00000260’,papTest,‘b_95017025’,‘1995-11-22’, neg),30)

This log represents a typical sequence of events: the patient ‘00000260’ is invited to the

screening, and she attends the first-level test (log entries 1 and 2); then the biological

sample is sent to the laboratory, and the result is sent back to the screening center (log

entries 3 and 4). Finally, a notification letter is sent to the patient (log entry 5).

Such a log is indeed compliance with the given careflow specification: each event

triggers one or more Integrity Constraints, thus generating expectations about future

events. E.g., log entry 1 triggers the rule shown in Eq. 1: an expectations about executing

the exam is generated. Such expectation is fulfilled by the event traced in log entry 2.

Suppose now that the execExam event would not be present in the log: then, the expec-

tation about it would remain not fulfilled. The SCIFF proof procedure then would try to

check if the alternative behaviour specified in Eq. 1 could be satisfied instead: unfortu-

nately, a refuse event is missing, and the SCIFF proof procedure would raise a violation.

3.1. Verification of the Cancer Screening Logs

The compliance verification approach discussed in this paper has been applied to a

database containing 1950 careflow executions. The careflow model has been specified by

the authors, on the base of the cancer screening process [9].
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In order to fully test our tools, some wrong behaviours have been introduced in this

database. Each screening round has been checked as a single interaction (hence we did

not check the compliance for the repetition of the screening rounds). Each screening con-

tains several events: from the minimum of one (the screening invitation followed by no

response) to the maximum of 18 (the whole careflow). The total time occurred to verify

the compliance of the 1950 executions w.r.t. the careflow model was 12 minutes (aver-

age time of 369 msec. for each execution). 1091 executions resulted to be not compli-

ance w.r.t. the formalization we have initially proposed. These results were analyzed by

a screening expert which confirmed all the compliant classifications and proposed some

changes to the careflow model: in fact, some traces classified as compliant by the domain

expert were instead considered as non compliant w.r.t. the initial model. E.g., it was not

taken into account that some patients, asked to participate to the screening, simply decide

to not answer at all. Then Eq. 1 has been substituted by Eq. 4.

H(papTestInvitation(ScrCentre, Pat, Date, IdExam), Tinv)

→E(execExam(ExamCentre, Pat, papTest, IdExam, Date), Tpap) ∧ Tpap > Tinv

∧ EN(refuse(ScrCentre, Pat, Date), Tref ) ∧ Tref > Tinv

∨E(refuse(ScrCentre, Pat, Date), Tref ) ∧ Tref > Tinv

∧ EN(execExam(ExamCentre, Pat, papTest, IdExam, Date), Tpap) ∧ Tpap > Tinv

∨ABD(warning(inivitation_not_respected), Tinv)

∧ EN(AnyEvent, Tany) ∧ Tany > Tinv.

(4)

In Eq. 4, the possibility of abducing a warning predicate has been used to consider as

compliant a log composed by the invitation event only (see [4] for more details on the

SCIFF abductive framework). Furthermore, any event after the invitation has been pro-

hibited by using a negative expectation: hence, the logs considered as compliant by the

modified diagram are those logs that contain only the invitation event and nothing else.

Using this revised model, we avoided false non compliant classifications, reducing the

number of executions classified as non compliant to 44: this result agrees indeed with the

“wrong behaviour” executions we artificially introduced.

3.2. Verifying Particular Logs Features

The SCIFF Proof Procedure and the SOCS-SI tools can be used also to verify particular

features or situations that characterize a certain log. For example, it could be interesting

to signal when certain situations happens, without raising a violation. This can be easily

done by extending the formal representation of the careflow process, e.g., by adding

new integrity constraints, or by modifying existing ones. To illustrate this capability,

let us introduce some details about the invitation. Contextually to the invitation, a date

for the PAP-test is automatically booked and proposed to the patient. The patient can

refuse the proposed date, and phone directly to the screening center for booking another

appointment. This process is not explicitly defined in the screening guideline, and the

database does not store any information about it. The only information stored is about

the invitation to the PAP-test, and the execution of the exam (together with the date it
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was executed). To understand how frequently this situation can happen, we added a new

integrity constraint, shown in Eq. 5, to the formal specification.

H(papTestInvitation(ScrCentre, Pat, Date, IdExam), Tinv)

∧ H(execExam(ExamCentre, Pat, papTest, IdExam, DateExec), Tpap)

∧ DateExec − Date > 15

→ABD(warning(delay_higher_than_15_days, Date, DateExec), Tinv).

(5)

Eq. 5 states that if a patient has been invited to attend the PAP-test, and the exam took

place more than 15 days later the scheduled exam, a warning should be issued. We re-

peated the analysis of the logs, and we discovered that 200 times the PAP-test has been

attended more than 15 days later w.r.t. the initial schedule. The delay could be explained

by the fact that the screening center allocates in advance a certain number of slots: as a

consequence, free slots for new booking are not immediately available.

4. Related Work and Conclusions

Several medical support systems have been proposed to represent and manage clinical

guidelines, and some of them support also various verification tasks. In [10], compli-

ance of the actual treatment of a specific patient is checked with the ideal behavior pre-

scribed by the guideline by using temporal logic and model checking techniques. Two

non-compliances are considered: non-compliant action ordering (i.e., prescribed actions

are performed, but in a wrong order) and non-compliant actions (i.e., some guideline’s

actions cannot be prescribed at all for a specific patient). GPROVE is able to identify both

the types of non-compliances; moreover, thanks to its computation logic roots, can also

address other types of non-compliances such as, e.g., temporal deadlines verification. In

fact, one of the main advantages of using a first order language such as computational

logic w.r.t. more classical approaches based on temporal logics such as LTL or CTL, is

the possibility of introducing variables and reasoning upon them. Hence, GPROVE nat-

urally supports temporal constraints (intended as CLP constraints over a variable repre-

senting a time point), as well as constraints over terms containing variables.

Other approaches focus instead on the static verification of general and domain-

dependent properties, aiming at identifying design errors and inconsistencies. A typical

approach consist of mapping guidelines specification into suitable formal languages in

order to provide automatic tools for verification. In [11] the authors propose the trans-

lation of GLARE [12] to the SPIN Model Checker, in order to discover inconsistencies

in the model. In [13] a clinical guideline specified with Asbru [14] is viewed as a hier-

archical plan and mapped onto the KIV interactive theorem prover. A variant of Interval

Temporal Logic is then used to specify and verify properties.

In this work, we have introduced the GPROVE framework, showing its application

to a real case, namely the Cancer Screening Guideline of the Emilia Romagna region.

We have shown, by formalizing the guidelines in the logic-based formalism SCIFF, how

it is possible to perform the compliance checking of the execution traces w.r.t. the mod-

eled careflow process. Such verification can be used to identify undesired behaviours, to
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comprehend features of the real process not highlighted by the model, and to identify

strengths and weaknesses of the careflow process.

Future work will be devoted to complete the development of the GPROVE modules.

Other graphical formalisms will be considered for the guideline specification, with the

goal of providing a mapping to the SCIFF language, and to support compliance checking

also in the context of other frameworks. Future extensions will tackle run-time verifica-

tion, static verification of properties, and enactment of guidelines models.
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Abstract. This paper introduces our preliminary results in the modeling of Life

Assistance Protocols, a new vision of medical guidelines and protocols through the

lenses of p-Health. In this context the patientńs role in the process is emphasized,

the actions to be performed less defined and not only clinical situations considered,

but also healthier lifestyle promotion processes accounted for, where the personńs

preferences and motivations play a key role.

We propose a complete framework, balancing on classical clinical guideline

models and covering both the theoretical and the practical aspects of the problem,

describing it from conceptualization to the execution environment.

Keywords. p-Health, Personalization, Life style, Workflows, Timed paralell

automata

Introduction

One of the common issues that has become popular in recent years, in the domain of the

e-Health technologies for citizen centered health systems, is the way to integrate disease

prevention, control and treatment, into the person’s daily life in a personalized and non-

invasive way. This is one of the seeds that has led to the creation of a new concept: the

Personal Health or p-Health.

The Life Assistance Protocol (LAP) model is defined within this context, and it is

going to be the kernel of the framework described in this paper. A LAP is a set of guide-

lines, recommendations and prescriptions (actions) for a concrete need of the user, in-

cluding not only health care actions but also healthier lifestyle related activities. In this

setting user’s needs may be pathologies (i.e. diabetes, heart failure), special conditions

(i.e. pregnancy, elderliness), main health concerns (i.e. quitting smoking) or simply fol-

lowing a healthy lifestyle. The LAP defines, then, a set of actions in order to solve user

needs. These actions represent the cycle (workflow) of the life of a person, in which

each stage takes into consideration all the person dimensions: motivation, clinical status,

personal context, etc. These dimensions are continuously re-evaluated to trigger moves

forward and backward in the stages of the LAP.
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Being presented in this paper is the creation of a complete framework that covers the

LAP definition and representation, along with the final execution of the protocols actions

via ICT systems.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1 we present the rationale that led

us to the definition of the LAP model as an extension of existing clinical guidelines

frameworks; Section 2 introduces the LAP Framework with particulare enphasis, in 2.1,

on the definition of the the Conceptual Model and the illustration, through a hypothetical

example, of how the elements fit together. The remaining of Section 2 describes the other

components of the proposed framework, namely the Workflow and Execution Models. In

Section 3 we discuss our plans for the implementation and evaluation of the framework,

while in Section 4 we present our conclusions.

1. Rationale

Clinical guidelines (or Care Plans) are a powerful method for standardization and

uniform improvement of the quality of medical care. Clinical guidelines are a set of

schematic plans, at varying levels of abstraction and detail, for management of patients

who have a particular clinical condition (e.g., insulin-dependent diabetes).

The application of clinical guidelines by care providers typically involves collecting

and interpreting considerable amounts of data over time, applying standard therapeutic

or diagnostic plans in an episodic fashion, and revising those plans when necessary [11].

Clinical Pathways differ from practice guidelines, protocols and algorithms as they are

employed by a multidisciplinary team and have a focus on the quality and co-ordination

of care [8].

However, in both cases the intervention of the patient in the execution of the proto-

cols is very limited, and the protocols themselves do not include all the variability that

patient daily life presents, which, at the end of the day, is one of the main causes of the

non-compliance with the treatments when put into practice. LAP doesn’t differ from the

former definitions, in philosophy, but tries to empower those two dimensions, the patient

and his environment, as active actors of the care plan outside hospitalized environment

(not clinical) and the inclusion of the patient’s daily activities and choices. LAP is, then,

concerned on how the medical procedures are applied to meet the patient particular needs

within the patient preference context. At the same time, as it has been mentioned, the

LAP targets both those patients that suffer from chronic diseases but are in a stable status

at home and do not need strong clinical interventions, and citizens at risk or wanting to

carry out a healthier lifestyle (public health interventions).

In our vision, a solution that focuses on supporting the patients in such environments

must take into account the following elements:

• The patient must be considered the main active actor in the care process, instead

of the passive receiver of the actions performed by the caregivers;

• For the above reason, motivational aspects and possible non compliance must

be accounted for in the core of the model, instead of being considered just as

undesirable deviations from the normal path;

• In such a context, the recommendations and guidelines (actions) are usually less

strict, in some cases even given without direct mediation of a health professional;
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• On the other hand, the level of variability is greater and the need of adaptation to

the patient’s life (preference and context) much higher;

The framework we are proposing tries to address directly these needs and the pecu-

liarities that such processes may present, and we believe that the management of such

variability via ICT solutions is not only possible but also advisable, in order to improve

patient’s compliance and to give to all the involved actors the possibility to better adjust

the guidelines to their needs, therefore increasing their efficacy.

2. LAP Framework

The classical approaches that can be found in literature related to the specification, rep-

resentation and execution of medical guidelines are based on different models. They

could be sorted as logic-based (PROforma), rule-based (Arden Syntax), Network-based

(Prodigy), and Workflows as Petri Nets (Guide) [7]. The aim of these models is creating

computer-interpretable guidelines that facilitate decision support, covering both com-

putable data and clinical knowledge. There are also other models focused on the clinical

knowledge representation by using XML guideline document models, such as GEM [12]

or HGML [5], which in some cases can be also computable.

Most of the written guidelines implicitly define a workflow process, therefore by

using a language definition based on workflows, and working in adapting the medical

guidelines to it, they can be expressed in the mentioned language, and be decomposed

in smaller tasks which can be easily executed under the figure of a coordinator. This

model is basically focused on the workflow of the medical acts; where the actions to be

performed are not taken into account at the beginning, and only the workflow’s nodes are

important. The evaluation of the indicators resulting from the execution of the actions in

the nodes, will be used to obtain the jumping conditions from one node to another of the

workflow.

All this drives us to create a complete framework, which must cover both the theoret-

ical and the practical aspects of the problem. The framework will include the following

set of models and tools:

• A Conceptual model;

• A Workflow model;

• An Execution model;

• A LAP’s specification language (workflow-oriented);

• A set of software tools, such as a CASE and verification application based on

graphical symbols to define workflows, a compiler to generate workflow LAP

templates and a tool to adapt and personalize LAP templates with patient specific

parameters (possibly taken from clinical records) in order to make a computable

instance of the LAP;

The conceptual model will be presented in the next section and creates a theoretical

base upon which all the framework stands. All the concepts in the model will be used in

order to create templates, which will be filled by the domain experts through a graphi-

cal tool and instantiated by the system for a concrete person. This instance needs to be

internally represented in a formal language that will be executed by the workflow model

discussed in the following sections. These layers are represented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. LAP layers from abstract to concrete

The final LAP instance will have such an amount of (qualitative and quantitative)

information that will be easily computable.

In the following sections we introduce the workflow model specification, we in-

troduce, briefly, the execution model and we discuss the specification languages used.

As the LAP framework is still in its infancy, no support tools have been developed yet,

apart for those described in the Execution Model which are needed to enact the specified

workflows.

2.1. LAP Conceptual Model Definition

The LAP Conceptual Model can be defined as follows:

LAP: is a set of guidelines, recommendations and prescriptions for a concrete need of

the user. It is defined by a general objective and it is composed of a set of nodes

grouped into stages.

NODE: contains a set of actions2, which are mutually independent, transactionally si-

multaneous and that will be executed over or by one or several determined actors.

Each node will be defined by a description, a set of actions, indicators and reac-

tions. A node could possibly include an explicit enumeration of user relevant data

out of a predefined set (e.g. clinical record)3. A node is active if at least one action

is in execution, otherwise it is inactive.

STAGE: is the set of active nodes in a concrete moment of time, and may have an asso-

ciated label. There are two special types of stages to be defined here, initial stages

(usually one per LAP) and objective stages, that can be more than one. The latter

will be reached whether the general objective of the LAP has been achieved or the

patient is in a stage in which the LAP is not able to continue (i.e. the person needs

to go urgently to a hospital). However, these stages do not explicitly represent the

status of the patient.

INDICATOR: is a function of time4 and a (possibly empty) subset of the static or dy-

namic actor’s features to a discrete set of values (indicator labels).

2All those actions related to a specific circumstance, like treating an edema.
3These might become inputs for actions or just be collected for human interpretation.
4Time is being considered to model timeout events that can trigger a reaction.
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of simple LAP.

ACTION: is defined by an activity, an actor which executes the activity (executor) and

one or more actors that benefit from the execution of the activity (addressee). The

executor and the addressee can be the same actor.

ACTOR: is considered to be any user of the system or the system itself, and it is defined

by a set of static or dynamic features, that might be retrieved from the person’s

clinical record, or even other sources containing non-clinical information, such as

preferences, beliefs, habits, etc...

REACTION: models the transition between nodes, and it is defined as a function of one

or more nodes and one ore more indicators labels to one or more nodes.

OBJECTIVE: is the desired outcome of the overall execution of the LAP. It is formally

represented by a subset of the final nodes. When one of these nodes are reached

by the patient it indicates that the LAP’s objective has been achieved successfully.

In order to make the discussion as concrete as possible, we are now going to illustrate

how this definition applies to a hypothetical example. The setting we consider is the

following: a patient who recently discovered to suffer of diabetes, let’s call him John,

has finally managed to get used to his drug therapy. Now that he’s able to control his

glycemic level (GL) with drugs, his doctor wants him to go a step further and puts him on

a diet. As soon as John is able to follow the diet regularly and reaches his target weight,

the doctor will change the overall therapy relying more on the nutritional balance and

reducing the drugs. To achieve these results, motivate and educate the patient to follow a

diet, the doctor activates the LAP graphically presented in Figure 2.

The idea is that we have two main concurrent activities: trying to follow a diet and

keeping the glycemic level controlled. For the former, when we detect a non compliance

we keep on with the same activities but we add motivational support, which ends as soon

as the person becomes compliant again. For the latter, we just increase the dosage of

insulin and follow a more accurate monitoring process if hyperglycemia is detected.

This example is not realistic from a clinical point of view, for instance it lacks proper

reactions if the user keeps being non-compliant or in hyperglycemia, notification to the

doctor at LAP completion, etc. However, it is simple and yet meaningful enough to let

us illustrate all the elements involved.
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With respect to the definition above, this LAP is composed of six nodes (ns, n1, . . . , ne).

The possible activities that can be executed are things like measuring the weight, moti-

vating the user providing him supporting information, filling a 24h recall questionnaire5,

etc. Notice that some of them will be actions where the executor and the addressee is the

same (John, i.e. measuring the weight), while for others the executor and the addressee

are different (the System and John, i.e. motivating).

We have two main indicators: a simple one related to the GL (H yperGlycemia if

GL > 250) and a more complex one related to the compliance in following the diet and

filling the 24h recall (Compliant if he reaches the target weight or continues to loose

weight and he keeps on filling the 24h recall with results close to his diet caloric target)6.

Moreover, we have timeouts that model the frequency at which actions have to be carried

out in the different nodes7.

The reactions can be derived directly from the graph but notice, for instance, than

when a non compliance is detected in n1 both n1 and n2 are concurrently activated.

Finally, having six nodes, potentially there exist 26 stages but due to the topol-

ogy of the graph there exist only six possible stages: q0 = {ns}, q1 = {n1, n3},
q2 = {n1, n2, n3}, q3 = {n1, n3, n4}, q4 = {n1, n2, n3, n4} and q5 = {ne} which will be

our objective stage.

Even with this very simple example it can be seen how this type of model helps in

dealing with the multi-faceted dimensions defining a person health condition and how

they correlate with each other. Through the separation of concerns, in our example the

glycemic level and the diet compliance, we simplify the process definition but at the same

time, through the power offered by stages, we are still able to capture those complex

interactions.

2.2. LAP Workflow Model

As it has been mentioned in the previous section, the LAP framework includes a work-

flow model. The theoretical model that is going to be used for the LAP workflow is

taken from the preliminary studies on Timed Parallel finite Automata (TPA) [3] which

are based on Parallel Finite Automata (PFA). PFA are an improvement of Determinist

Finite Automata (DFA) and model automata with capability to execute parallel activities.

A parallel automaton implies that more than one node is active at the same time -like

in Petri Nets- but they also are supported by the concept of states, that approximates the

PFA to the DFA by joining the parallel active nodes into a different state, and finally this,

based on states concept model, is an abstraction that maps the PFA to a DFA which is a

well controlled framework. TPA is a formal framework that appends timers to the PFA

by adding the concept of Clocks to the PFA’s definition and also using Clocks’ timers as

indicators.

In [3] it is also explained how the TPA model covers a series of classical data work-

flow patterns, like the parallel split pattern, the synchronization pattern, the discriminate

5A tool designed to elicit from the patient the amount of calories eaten in a day.
6Compliant3w is generated by another indicator that verifies that the patient has been continuously compli-

ant for the last three weeks.
7For example in n1, t24h indicates a timeout occurring after twenty four hours which reactivates the nodes

requiring the user to execute again all actions.
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ending pattern, the milestone pattern etc. The TPA formal model is defined taking all

these concepts into consideration.

By using the timed parallel automata notation, we are now formalizing the LAP

conceptual model. This formalization, as we will see later in this section, ensures that the

execution model is going to be finite and deterministic.

Definition 1 A Life Assistance Protocol is a tuple L AP = {A, �, �, �, N , Q, q0,
O, γ, σ }, where:

• R is a finite set of typed features;
• A ⊆ R∗ is a finite set of actors, where each actor is characterized by zero or more

features;
• P is a finite set of activities;
• � ⊆ A × P × A+ is the set of actions, which are activities performed by one

actor and received by one or more actors;
• C is a finite set of Clocks;
• T is a finite set of time labels that can be generated by the Clock set C;
• � is a finite set of symbols;
• � ⊆ T ∪ �+ ∪ T × �+ ∪ {λ} is the finite input alphabet;
• � | ψi C∗ × R∗ → � is the set of all possible indicators, where an indicator is

a function of time (indicated by clocks) and actor’s features to the input alphabet
;

• N ⊆ �∗ × �∗ is a finite set of nodes, where each node contains zero or more
actions and zero or more indicators;

• Q ⊆ N+ is a finite set of stages;
• q0 ∈ Q is the initial stage;
• O ⊂ Q is the set of objective stages;
• γ N+ × � → N+ is the transition function between nodes;
• σ Q → Q is the transition function between stages.

It is clear that there are differences between LAPs and TPAs but they can be sum-

marized saying that:

• The LAP model explicitly defines the actors involved in the modeled workflow,

along with their characteristic features;

• In LAPs we refer to stages instead of states, because in our vision they better

incorporate the kind of complexities that can be found while trying to model the

health condition of a person;

• The finite set of indicators used in the LAP’s definition produces elements of

the finite input alphabet used in the TPA’s definition. In the LAP’s definition we

assume that the Clocks used in the TPA, and their temporized labels, may be

directly used as indicators;

• The set of actions of a LAP is equivalent to the TPA’s set of processes, PTPA ≡
�LAP, but adding to the TPA’s processes an executor and addressees. Thus, along

with the previous point, let us conclude that NTPA ≡ NLAP.

• At this point we want to stress that, despite the fact that both models do not include

the same concepts, the input alphabet remains regular, and the transition functions

are still compatible, therefore we ensure that the execution model is going to be

based on a finite and deterministic formalism.
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2.3. LAP Execution Model

In addition to the workflow model specification, an execution model must also be speci-

fied. The execution model prescribes the actual implementation technology used to enact

the LAP templates.

The model must support multiple LAP instances and their tasks concurrently ex-

ecuted, but support also autonomy, flexibility and interaction with the users. In order

to support these features, we decided to use an existing workflow engine to implement

the LAP Execution Model, as it provided us a quick and proved solution to implement

the LAP concept and validate its efficacy. The workflow engine selected is the JBOSS

JBPM [6], an Open Source workflow management system based on J2EE, running on

a JBoss application server and therefore compatible with the PIPS Platform Reference

Architecture.

This engine allows to represent workflows according to several standards, including

an internal format, and provides tools and library to create and make persistent instances

of the specified workflow as well as enacting those instances executing the tasks spec-

ified for each workflow nodes and managing the nodes transition. We have taken this

component and adapted it in order to allow the specification of LAP throw its internal

language and then to execute LAP instances associated to each user that is participat-

ing in a LAP. Moreover, we have created tools to simulate the LAP execution and val-

idate them, verifying that the correct services (actions) have been invoked, the correct

indicators evaluated and the appropriate transitions (reactions) enforced.

2.4. LAP Representation Language

As it was mentioned before, the LAP’s definition language is be dependent on the ex-

ecution model implemented. It should express the workflow process identified by the

experts by using sections that allow them to write the nodes, stages, transitions and the

actions executed by the nodes. The possible actions that they can select are expressed as

services and the entire workflow can be understood as the execution of those services.

Our model is focused on the process and the way it should be executed by carrying out

actions and evaluating their results, it has also a kind of "supervisor" which are checking

the decisions, the results and the possible interactions of them.

Comparing this approach, which is basically oriented to the guidance of the execu-

tion of the actions, to already existing guideline representation models, the Arden Syntax

and GLIF approaches are more focused on the guidelines standardization, while PRO-

forma on execution aspects [1], but oriented to facts declaration. Finally, Asbru defines

a guideline representation language that has a very rich set of temporal constructs, how-

ever an execution engine, which is able to handle the complexity of Asbru plans, is very

complicated due to the powerful features of Asbru, although there exists some execu-

tion engines based on relaxed versions of Asbru, like Asbru Light or Arbru Light+ [4].

Another difference, and the most important one is the possibility of inferring the LAP

model from examples, since the LAP complexity is bounded to regular grammars, as is

demonstrated in [3].

So far, the LAP templates have been described using two distinct artefacts: the first

is a human readable document, organized in tables, that allows to describe the different

parts of the Conceptual Model (nodes, indicators, actors, ect.) and to interact with domain
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experts to fill it. The second formalism is used to represent a machine readable version of

the template and its instances and is based on XML, since it can be easily used to describe

the workflow, the nodes and its transitions, and also to reflect the tasks and actions per

node, and the stages that can be extracted from the workflow. The choice of this second

formalism is dependent on the technology chosen for the Execution Model, as discussed

in the previous section.

Of course, when the Framework will be completed, there will exist software tools

that will allow the domain experts to represent a LAP template using the first, high-

level, formalism and translate it into the second, machine-readable, formalism. For the

moment, the translation work as been carried out by hand by the implementers of the

LAP engine.

3. Implementation and Evaluation Plans

The proposed model is currently being used and tested in the context of the PIPS Project

(Personalised Information Platform for Health and Life Services, [2]), an e-Health Inte-

grated Project funded by the European Commission under the Sixth Programme Frame-

work call, that aims at creating novel healthcare delivery models by building an holistic

environment for Health and Knowledge Services Support.

In the PIPS project, major attention is dedicated to the issue of promoting compli-

ance to the medical advices. The PIPS philosophy, in accordance with recent research in

health promotion, is that the patient/citizen has to have control of his own behavior, in

order for the advice to be completely understood and put into practice.

Such a context perfectly marries the LAP philosophy and the LAP framework will

be employed in the next months to model several clinical and lifestyle related scenar-

ios, from supporting people suffering from heart failure in their everyday chores to mo-

tivating overweight people in following a personalized nutritional plan. The first results

of this experimentation should be available by the end of the current year and a thor-

ough validation and evaluation process will be completed to understand advantages and

limitations of the proposed approach.

Once the LAPs are described for the selected use cases, a twofold validation will

be carried out. On the first place and before the execution model is created, a set of

experts will be elicited for the validation of the LAP model and the first LAP templates.

Those experts will be selected so that to have both a medical background and expertise

in e-health and process management, in order that the model can be analyzed in detail

in personal interviews. On the second place, after the templates are implemented in an

execution solution, the instantiated LAP will be validated by controlled pilot studies,

including real actors and real health care organizations, to assess its applicability and

evaluate if those experiences show a tendency to the desired impact. As a result of these

phases, a refinement of the templates and the model will be performed, setting the basis

for the dissemination of them in wider forums.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we introduced the Life Assistant Protocol model, a concept coming from

the classical medical guidelines but, now, framed in the new p-Health paradigm. This
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approach has been presented in a framework, including the Conceptual Model and the

Workflow Model, which are the theoretical base of the LAP, and the Execution Model,

that will allow us to put in practice the LAP concept. The PIPS Project represents our

development environment, in which we will be able to validate and evaluate the complete

framework, also receiving feedback from real users in real situations. The project will

be deployed in San Raffaele Hospital (Milan, Italy) in the next months and in La Fe

Hospital (Valencia, Spain) at the end of the project, giving us the opportunity to evaluate

the effectiveness of our approach.
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Abstract. Using machine-interpretable clinical guidelines to support evidence- 

based medicine promotes the quality of medical care.  In this chapter, we present 

the Digital Electronic Guidelines Library (DeGeL), a comprehensive framework, 

including a Web-based guideline repository and a suite of tools, to support the use 

of automated guidelines for medical care, research, and quality assessment. 

Recently, we have developed a new version (DeGeL.NET) of the digital library 

and of its different tools. We intend to focus in our exposition on DeGeL's major 

tools, in particular for guideline specification in a Web-based and standalone 

fashion (Uruz and Gesher), tools for search and retrieval (Vaidurya and 

DeGeLookFor) and for runtime application (Spock); and to explain how these 

tools are combined within the typical lifecycle of a clinical guideline. 

Keywords. Clinical Guidelines, Digital Libraries, Medical Decision-Support 

Systems, Knowledge Representation. 

Introduction 

Over the past 20 years, there were multiple efforts to provide automated support to 

evidence-based medicine by formalizing clinical guidelines (GLs) into machine 

interpretable formats [1,2]. GLs represented in a machine-comprehensible, formal 

format, can be applied by a computerized agent as a tool to support physician decisions 

at the point of care, or as a tool for retrospective quality assessment and research. 

Several guideline-specification ontologies such as GLIF, GEM, and Asbru were 

developed to represent guidelines in a formal and machine interpretable format. In our 

research, we focus on the Asbru ontology as our target specification ontology. In this 

chapter we present a brief up to-date exposition of a Digital Library for GLs that we 

had developed. We explain how it assists physicians and knowledge engineers in 

acquisition and representation of the GL’s knowledge and how it assists users in 

searching, retrieving, and applying a relevant GL in a manner customized to each 

patient.  
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1. The DeGeL Framework and its Hybrid Meta Ontology 

In order to support the automation of guideline-based care, there is a need to convert 

the GL from its free-text representation into a machine interpretable format. The 

guiding principle followed in our research is specifying GLs through the collaboration 

between expert physicians, clinical editors,(i.e. physicians who are not necessarily 

experts in the GL medical domain, but are familiar with the semantics of the 

representation format, known also as the GL ontology),  and knowledge engineers. 

Expert physicians and clinical editors transform the clinical knowledge represented in 

free text GLs into intermediate, semantically meaningful representations while 

knowledge engineers convert these intermediate representations into a formal, 

machine-interpretable representation. 

To convert clinical GLs into a formal representation, we have developed the 

Digital electronic Guidelines Library (DeGeL) [3], which uses a hybrid
representation, namely a representation methodology that includes several intermediate 

formats; these formats are increasingly formal. All intermediate and final formats are 

stored within the knowledge base. The current representation formats include (1) the 

original full text, (2) a semi-structured representation (marked-up text), (3) a semi-
formal representation which includes control structures such sequential or parallel sub-

plans order, and (4) a fully formal, machine-comprehensible format. The intermediate 

representation levels have additional benefits; the semi-structured level is crucial for 

context-sensitive search of GLs; the semi-formal level supports application of the GL 

by a clinician at the point of care, without access to an electronic medical record
(EMR). 

The DeGeL library uses multiple GL ontologies by which GLs can be represented. 

Each of these ontologies consists of knowledge-roles that are semantic fields within the 

ontology, such as “Eligibility Conditions”. DeGeL uses a Hybrid Meta-Ontology that is 

common to all specific GL ontologies. The Hybrid Meta-Ontology is composed from 

two major components; documentation ontology and a specification meta-ontology:

The documentation ontology includes documentary knowledge roles that are 

common to all guideline ontologies. GL’s title, authors and semantic 
classification axes that index GLs by several conceptual indices (e.g., 

disorders, therapies) are examples of common elements. The documentation 

ontology distinguishes between source GLs and hybrid GLs and provides 

different documentation elements for each of these GL types. Source GLs are 

free-text (html) documents uploaded and stored in DeGeL, Hybrid GLs (also 

known as "mark-ups") are the products of the (mark-up) specification process.  

The specification meta-ontology includes elements common to all guideline 

ontologies, for example the hierarchical structure of the target-ontology's 

knowledge roles. The specification meta-ontology is being used to define 

multiple target specification ontologies (e.g. GLIF, Asbru, GEM) that will be 

used for GL representation. 

2.  DeGeL.Net 

To provide several improvements to the web-based architecture of the previous version 

of DeGeL, we have developed a new version (DeGeL.NET) of the digital library and 
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of its different tools. Our goal when designing the new version was to create a 

distributed, web-service based, open architecture implementation according to the 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) design specification [4]. This new approach 

grants the ability to develop a suit of tools for guideline specification, retrieval and 

application. In addition, the open architecture may host alternative tools for guideline 

specification and application. The DeGeL.NET implementation includes the following 

main modules: (1) a knowledge base server, (2) a guideline-specification tool (Gesher), 

(3) a runtime application engine for clinical guidelines (Spock).  

DeGeL's server allows development of rich client tools by using web-service 

methods to retrieve and edit guidelines in the knowledge-base. The server's architecture 

is assembled of the following modules: (1) a guideline database that contains the 

overall schema to support the hybrid multiple ontology representation, (2) a module 

that is responsible for guideline-knowledge creation, reading, updating, and deletion, 

(3) a new guideline search engine, named DeGeLookFor, which is intended to replace 

the current search engine, Vaidurya [5], which facilitates full-text, context-sensitive 

and concept-based search methods for enhanced guidelines retrieval[6], (4) an 

authorization & authentication module, which supports the group-based authorization 

model, and (5) a web-service API that enables the guideline knowledge-base server to 

accept client requests and to orchestrates multiple steps, in order to perform the 

requested transactions.  

We have developed additional client tools to allow DeGeL's administrators to 

perform tasks to maintain the guideline library, such as management of ontologies or 

granting user permissions: 

OntologyBuilder supports the task of acquisition and maintenance of the 

hybrid ontologies stored within the knowledge-base of DeGeL server. The 

implementation of DeGeL's hybrid Meta-Ontology enables library 

administrators to create and modify the structure of ontologies and to define 

the type of content for each knowledge role of the acquired ontologies. 

guideline knowledge representation. 

DeGeLock is a client tool developed for the administration of DeGeL's
authorization module. The library administrators use DeGeLock to create and 

manage groups of users with deferent profiles consisting of a set of library 

roles, which collaborate in acquiring new guidelines into the knowledge base.  

AxisBuilder was developed to create and maintain the semantic axes of 

medical concepts used to classify (index) guidelines, in order to support 

enhanced concept-based retrieval by DeGeL's search engine (DeGeLookFor).  

Figure 1. The general architecture of DeGeL.Net framework. The server consists of GL database, content 

management module, retrieval engine, and access and authorization control module. The client application 

uses a web-service based API to connect to the server and perform task of GL specification, retrieval, 

visualization and application. 
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3. Gesher – A Graphical Framework for Specification of Clinical Guidelines 

The Gesher system is a client application designed to support the process of 

incremental guideline specification at multiple representation levels according to target 

specification ontology. It is intended to supplement and eventually replace the Uruz 

Web-based markup tool [3] whose feasibility for use by expert-physician editors was 

demonstrated in an extensive evaluation [7]. Gesher is designed to support the gradual 

knowledge acquisition process performed by a collaboration of an expert physician 

familiar with the domain-specific clinical knowledge, a clinical editor familiar with 

general medical knowledge and with the semantics of the target GL ontology, and a 

knowledge engineer. This collaboration, which includes specification of the guideline 

ontology specific consensus, is critical for achieving high quality specification. Gesher 

supports the gradual process through all the steps of creating formal representation of 

the guideline and for further maintenance and modification of the guidelines. A 

methodology for this specification process was developed and evaluated, using the 

URUZ tool.  The methodology consists of the following major steps: 

1. Creation of a clinical consensus – Expert physicians deciding on the 

recommendation to be adapted from the source guidelines; the adaptation may 

include changes to fit the local clinical setting. 

2. Creation of an Ontology Specific Consensus (OSC) – expert physicians and 

knowledge engineers collaborate to specify the knowledge of the guideline 

according the selected ontology. 

3. Mark-up: The clinical editor is creating a semi-structured representation of the 

guideline, according the OSC. 

4. Specification of the semi-formal and formal representation by the knowledge 

engineer. Currently the semi-formal and formal specification uses Asbru 

ontology [8]. Asbru is a GL representation language that enables GL 

specification using a hierarchical (plan, sub-plan) representation and an 

expressive temporal specification language for Actions (e.g. periodic plans), 

Data Abstractions (e.g. clinical temporal patterns), Conditions (i.e. conditions 

to enter or abort or complete a plan) and intentions (e.g. process, outcome).  

In order to support the steps of the specification methodology Gesher must provide 

the ability to perform the following tasks: 

3.1. The Decomposition of the Guideline 

As part of the consensus formation process, Gesher supports the decomposition of the 

GL into plans and sub-plans and creation of the GL's procedural control flow. The 

Control Flow is one of the important aspects of the GL, which represents the evidence-

based clinical algorithm that is recommended by the guideline authors. Most of the 

approaches for GL specification contain a hierarchical structure for representing the 

overall complex GL. Gesher supports the creation of this hierarchical structure and 

provides the ability to explore the hierarchy and the control flow in deferent views such 

as tree-structure and control flow diagrams (Figure 2). The hierarchical structure of the 

GL is stored in DeGeL along with elements of procedural and declarative knowledge 

that are stored for each sub-plan. This first product of specification is later being 

translated into knowledge roles of the target ontology, such as Asbru’s “plan-body” or 
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“complete-condition”. By supporting tools to apply these steps of the specification 

methodology, Gesher supports the specification into multiple target ontologies 

according to the Hybrid Meta-Ontology.  

Figure 2. The Hierarchical Plan Builder in Gesher used by the expert physicians for specifying the 

procedural aspects of the guideline. In this case the root plan of the GL for treating pelvic inflammatory 

disease composed of three different sub-plans that should be performed in sequence 

3.2. Specification of the Semi-Structured Representation 

The next step to follow after the OSC is created is to create the Semi-Structured 

representation level (a mark-up, structuring of free text process). This representation 

level is usually created by the clinical editor. Each plan and sub-plan is constructed 

from elements according to the knowledge roles of the selected target ontology (e.g. 

Abort-Condition or Evidence-Level). In order to create a Semi-Structured 

representation which is an intermediate one but not yet a formal one, a clinical editor 

needs to refine the plans, created in the Ontology Specific Consensus, and link those 

plans to portions of text from the original text-based GL, where the evidence-based 

recommendations are obtained. To edit the semi-structured representation content 

(Figure 3), Gesher provides a rich HTML editor, to help the user to perform mark-up 

by dragging portions of labeled content from one or more source guidelines into the 

selected knowledge roles frames.  
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Figure 3. The Interface used to Edit Semi-Structured Representation Level. The clinical editor creates the 

“Regimen A” sub-plan of the PID IV treatment by marking the text from the source GL

3.3. Specification of the Semi-Formal representation 

The Semi-Formal representation level is described using graphical widgets such as the 

Expression-Builder (Figure 4) which is used by the clinical editor or  knowledge 

engineer to create logical expressions from several types such as "And-Or trees" or 

"Switch-Case" expressions. The Semi-Formal representation level is used by the 

runtime application engines for applying plans using the system's user (e.g. physician 

or nurse) as a mediator to the patient data. Semi-Formal representation defers from the 

Semi-Structured mainly by a more formal description of expressions within the GL. 

Our motivation for developing intuitive graphic controls is to allow the clinical editors 

to be involved at semi-formal specification. 
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Figure 4. The Expression-Builder which is used by the clinical editor or knowledge engineer to create Semi-

Formal expressions 

3.4. Specification of the Formal representation 

The Formal representation of a GL is obtained in order to execute the GL, by a 

computer agent, to perform tasks such as decision support or retrospective quality 

assessment; therefore, it should include a formal definition for each aspect of the GL. 

While dealing with the control flow and logical expression in the intermediate 

representation levels, in the Formal level it is required to create a complete definition 

for executing the expressions within the GL for a given patient. These expressions 

include requirements for patient data, and in many GL scenarios, will consist of 

temporal aspects. The knowledge described within these expressions is of a declarative 

nature. The overall architecture for the application of formal GLs includes different 

modules that are being involved. One important module is for mediating between the 

GL application engine and the patient related data. In the architecture we had 

developed, this mediator is used not only for accessing the raw patient data, but also to 

provide knowledge-based temporal reasoning about these data [9]. The Mediator 

module includes a knowledge base to store the relevant information needed for 

providing temporal reasoning, and also a temporal declarative knowledge acquisition 

tools. Gesher integrates with the temporal knowledge acquisition tool and with its 

knowledge base in order to enable full and formal specification of the GL, including 

the data and temporal aspects described in the clinical algorithm. 

When considering the clinical knowledge embedded in a clinical guideline, we 

define two types of knowledge: The first is the procedural knowledge representing the 

steps of the protocol and is described using the specification ontologies. The second 

type is declarative knowledge, which consists of the concepts in the protocol and their 

definition according to the context in which they are relevant (e.g. in the context of 

Hypothyrd guideline, Hypothyroidism is defined as TSH  0.4 IU/ml and 

FT3>4.2pg/ml). To accomplish the task of representing declarative knowledge at 
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formal level, Gesher uses the interface of temporal abstraction knowledge acquisition 

tool, which is one of the tools used in the IDAN architecture.  

Finally, Gesher has access to the MEIDA system [10], a comprehensive 

framework for linking medical decision-support systems to clinical databases, which 

includes a search engine for controlled medical vocabularies such as ICD-9, CPT and 

LOINC. Gesher uses the MEIDA system to enable the use of standards terms from 

controlled medical vocabularies when defining the clinical terms of the guideline, thus 

making it sharable and reusable across multiple local clinical-database platforms. 

3.5. GL Classification 

DeGeL library contains structures of semantic indices for GL classification (of both 

original sources and formal mark-ups). These indices are used to gain better retrieval 

abilities when users search for knowledge in the library. The clinical editors can use 

Gesher to classify the new GLs that are added into the library using the IndexieGuide 

graphical widget. 

4. Spock – Runtime Application of Hybrid-Asbru Clinical Guidelines 

DeGeL support runtime application of intermediate-represented Hybrid-Asbru GLs, 

with or without an available EMR, capitalizing on the DeGeL framework as a 

knowledge repository of machine-interpretable guidelines and on the IDAN 

architecture for access and sophisticated querying of heterogeneous clinical-data 

repositories.  The new approach was implemented as the Spock system [11], which 

provides the necessary functionality to support the task of applying clinical guidelines 

at the point of care. 

The Spock system's architecture includes the Spock engine responsible for the 

actual interpretation of the knowledge encoded in the intermediate-represented 

guidelines, and a Spock server, which provides remote services to store and retrieve the 

history of guideline applications from a GL application log repository, and remote 

external services, such as the DeGeL server’s services for retrieving GL's knowledge. 

4.1. The Hybrid Runtime Application Model of the Spock System 

The hybrid runtime application model of Spock allows the application of GLs in 

several scenarios implied by the level of representation of the currently applied GL, and 

by the availability of an effective electronically patient data. Each GL can be 

represented in more than one representation level, for example, a fully formal 

representation of the GL’s abort-condition, and semi-structured text or semi-formal 

representations for the GL’s plan-body.  

Elements that are represented only in semi-structured text can be displayed to the 

care provider during the application process to reduce the workload by providing direct 

access to the content which is relevant in each specific step of the overall GL. Elements 

which are represented in the semi-formal level are used by Spock to guide more closely 

the care-provider through the stages of the GL application.  

The semi-formal Asbru is expressive enough to fully describe the control structure 

of the GL’s plan-body (e.g. sequential, concurrent or periodic combination of sub-

plans), thus, allowing Spock to assist the care-provider in applying the GL from 
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beginning to end. The semi-formal Asbru expressions describe clinical decisions within 

the GL. These decisions are usually evaluated according to the patient data. In the case 

where EMR is not available, the expressions are being presented to the care-provider 

for evaluation, and the results of the evaluation will be used by Spock to determine the 

next appropriate step according to the GL. A fully automated application of GL is 

feasible when the patient EMR is available and the GL is represented in formal level. In 

this scenario Spock will use the mediator to the patient data for evaluating the GL 

expressions, and will provide recommendations and send alerts to the care-provider 

according the GL control structure.  

4.2. The Guideline Application Log 

Storing the GL application history is necessary to support the time spanning nature of 

the application process wich is usually performed in an episodic fashion during 

patient’s visit. The GL application log consists of detailed records for each session of 

the GL application. One major purpose of the application log is to allow resuming GL 

application which was previously paused. In order to enable GL application in a 

distributed environment, the GL application Log is stored in a repository which is 

located on a remote server which is available to all instances of the Spock client 

application. The application log may be used for other purposes, such as retrospective 

quality assessment of the medical care. 

Figure 5. The Spock run-time guideline (GL) application module's default interface: The left panel (A) 

displays the plan instances that were created during GL application as a hierarchy; the top center panel (B) 

displays the relevant  knowledge roles of the current selected plan-instance, each  knowledge role in separate 

tab (e.g. Procedural Knowledge, Abort Conditions); The bottom panel (C) displays guideline information 

such as definitions of concepts used in the guideline, a detailed outline of the guideline consensus, and the 

progress of the application  using the tabs Guideline Knowledge, Guideline Consensus and Application Trace 

in that order. 
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5. Summary 

In this chapter we have presented the DeGeL framework, which we have developed in 

order to support the specification, storage, search, retrieval, and application of 

automated clinical guidelines for medical care, research, and quality assessment. In this 

exposition, we have focused on the major components of the framework; The GL 

library server, the GL specification module, and the GL runtime application. We have 

also presented our hybrid model for representing GL knowledge at several co-existent 

levels of representation, and the methodology that we propose, as well as its main 

participants, for the GL specification process. In future research, we intend to further 

improve the integration of the procedural and declarative elements of the GL 

knowledge, an integration that is crucial for obtaining high quality formal 

representation and thus for GL application and sharing. We also intend to continue 

evaluating the framework and its components with the collaboration of physicians in 

several medical domains.  
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Abstract. Medical guidelines and protocols are documents aimed at improving the
quality of medical care by offering support in medical decision making in the form
of management recommendations based on scientific evidence. Whereas medical
guidelines are intended for nation-wide use, and thus omit medical management
details that may differ among hospitals, medical protocols are aimed at local use,
e.g., within hospitals, and, therefore, include more detailed information. Although
a medical guideline and an associated protocol concerning the management of a
particular disorder are related to each other, one question is to what extent they are
different. Formal methods are applied to shed light on this issue. A Dutch medical
guideline regarding the treatment of breast cancer, and a Dutch protocol based on
it, are taken as an example.

Keywords. Adaptation, Verification, Model Checking

Introduction

Medical management is increasingly based on recommendations from the medical sci-
entific community, summarised in medical guidelines and protocols. Medical guidelines
are systematically developed, structured documents, containing conclusions and recom-
mendations, based on scientific evidence [6]. These documents are called evidence-based
guidelines. Medical protocols are local adaptations of medical guidelines.

The goal of the work described here is to better understand the differences and sim-
ilarities between guidelines and protocols. First, insight is obtained into the relation of
a medical guideline and protocol concerning the medical management of one particular
disorder, breast cancer. Based on the results of this analysis, we have carried out a formal
analysis of parts of both the guideline and the protocol for breast cancer treatment, which
provides a rigorous method for finding such differences. This is done by looking at both
medical protocols and guidelines as defining (logical) constraints on the medical man-
agement of patients performed in practice. This approach was inspired by a statement
by Wiersma and Burgers that “recommendations in guidelines should not only be based
on evidence extracted from scientific literature, but take into account the context of daily
medical practice as well” [17]. In effect, this makes the comparison between guidelines
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and protocols more realistic. In principle this approach would allow one to discover flaws
or suboptimal management actions in the medical management in practice, assuming
that a given protocol and guideline are correct, or to find incorrect or suboptimal medical
management decisions in a protocol or guideline, assuming that the medical management
in practice is correct and optimal. In the research described in this chapter we investigate
whether this is possible using a combination of informal and formal, in particular model
checking, methods.

1. Medical Guidelines and Protocols

A medical guideline is an extensive document, developed by a working group involv-
ing professionals involved in the management of the disorder covered by the guideline.
By definition, a protocol is seen as a local version of a guideline, meant to be useful
as a guide for daily clinical care. Hence, basically, a medical protocol is a summary of
the most important sections that are in the guideline, mostly recommendations, supple-
mented with hospital-specific details concerning the treatment. This implies that many
sections in a protocol may be very similar to related sections in a guideline. However,
there may also be differences, partly due to differences in opinion between the guideline
designers and protocol designers, and partly due to the difference in purpose of a guide-
line and protocol. The guideline that we have used in this study is the 2004 version of the
Dutch CBO guideline on the treatment of breast cancer. The protocol that we have used
is the protocol of the Dutch Integral Cancer Centre East (IKO in Dutch), which is based
on the CBO guideline. To understand the differences between breast cancer treatment
in the guideline and the protocol, we briefly review the result of an informal analysis of
cases where the recommendations of the guideline and protocol differs.

Most of the differences between the CBO guideline and the IKO protocol that were
found are due to the fact that the protocol is more specific than the guideline. Such dif-
ferences are also referred to as ‘cookbook’ difference, indicating that the difference im-
plies an insignificant refinement compared to the guideline. For example, in the protocol,
an ultrasound axilla is suggested as default action during the sentinel node procedure to
assess the stage of the disease, whereas the guideline does not provide such a default.
Similarly, a protocol may choose a particular order between interventions to improve the
efficiency of the health care process, whereas a guideline does not recommend any.

There are few real differences (i.e., differences that cannot be described in terms of
a refinement) between the protocol and the guideline. The main reason for this is that
this particular protocol is heavily based on the guideline and the developers are involved
in both the guideline and the protocol. As a consequence, the evidence used is the same
in both cases, and therefore the recommendations are very similar. An example of such a
real difference is the case when tumour cells are isolated in the sentinel node. According
to the guideline, axillary treatment can be omitted, in contrast to the IKO protocol where
additional axillary treatment is recommended in any case. This difference is a significant
change in advise and, assuming a closed world assumption on the interventions that may
be performed, can be seen as a contradiction. However, it may be argued that the evi-
dence underlying the guideline advice was based on retrospective studies and is therefore
uncertain.
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2. Medical Management in Breast Cancer

First, we give an informal description on the medical management as stated in the CBO
guideline (and IKO protocol) that deals with locoregional treatment of operable breast
cancer, i.e., T1-2 N0-1 M0 breast cancer according to the TNM classification system [8].
Thereafter, we discuss temporal logic as a means for formalising the medical manage-
ment of breast cancer.

2.1. Informal Description of Medical Management

According to the CBO guideline there are only two options for local treatment of oper-
able invasive breast cancer: breast-conserving therapy (BCT) or modified radical mas-
tectomy (MRM). BCT implies ample local excision of the tumour, an axillary staging
procedure, and radiotherapy of the breast. MRM involves a total resection of the breast
(mastectomy) and dissection of the axillary nodes (AND). The aim of BCT is to achieve a
survival rate comparable to MRM with an optimal cosmetic result in terms of the treated
breast. BCT is usually the preferred treatment unless the patient has a clear preference
for MRM and there are no contra indications for BCT, i.e., there is no (1) multicentricity
(two or more tumour foci in different quadrants), or (2) diffuse malignant microcalcifi-
cations, or (3) previous radiotherapy of the breast. Another contra indication for BCT is
obtained during surgery: (4) the margins of the local excision remain tumour-positive af-
ter repeated local excision attempts. In this case, local excision attempts are unsuccessful
in removing the primary tumour and treatment therefore switches to MRM.

Treatment of the axillary nodes is also part of the treatment of breast cancer as the
pathologic assessment of axillary lymph nodes remains the most important prognostic
variable for the invasive breast cancer patient. An optimal assessment would be achiev-
able by means of a complete axillary node dissection (AND). However, AND may lead
to morbidity, e.g., pain, limited shoulder movement. An alternative for axillary staging
is the sentinel node procedure (SNP), which only dissects the sentinel nodes, i.e., those
nodes that drain the area of the breast where the primary tumour is located and thus are
most likely to contain metastasis. The SNP is currently the standard procedure for axil-
lary staging in breast cancer provided that there are no contra-indications, where contra-
indications of SNP are defined as (1) suspected/proven malignancy in the axillary nodes,
(2) tumour > T2, (3) multiple tumour foci, and (4) potentially disrupted lymph drainage
due to recent axillary surgery or a large biopsy cavity following tumour excision.

When the SNP is not possible, complete axillary node dissection should be carried
out. Furthermore, treatment of the axilla is indicated (i.e., dissection, radiotherapy) for
all forms of lymph node metastasis.2

2.2. Temporal Logic Representation

The CBO guideline can be interpreted as (temporal) constraints on medical management.
It has been shown in [10] that the step-wise, possibly iterative, execution of a guideline
can be described precisely by means of temporal logic. The logic that we use here for
specifying properties of medical guidelines is a combination of Computation Tree Logic
(CTL) [3,4] and Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [13].

2Here, the CBO guideline differs from the IKO protocol as it makes an exception for isolated tumour cells.
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CTL uses atomic propositions and Boolean connectives (e.g., ¬,∨,∧) to build up
more complicated expressions for describing properties of states. Furthermore, CTL for-
mulas can be composed of path quantifiers and temporal operators for describing prop-
erties of computation trees, i.e., all paths that are possible from a certain state. The path
quantifiers A and E specify that all of the paths or some of the paths starting at a specific
state have some property. The temporal operators describe properties of a path through
the tree. The four temporal operators are X, G, F, and U, where Xϕ is true if ϕ holds in
the next state, Gϕ if ϕ holds in the current and in all future states, Fϕ if ϕ holds in some
state in the future (or is true in the current state), and ϕUψ if ϕ holds until ψ holds.

LTL provides operators for describing events along a single computation path. Each
formula is of the form Af , where f is a path formula, which is either an atomic propo-
sition or inductively defined as ¬f , f ∨ g, f ∧ g, Xf , Ff , Gf , or fRg with f, g path
formulas.

The language we use for atomic propositions consists of medical actions (Actions),
medical plans (Plans), and data structures (Data):

Actions : {tumour-excision, mastectomy, AND, SNP}
Plans : {TREATMENT, BCT, MRM, AXILLA-STAGING}
Data : {CI-BCT, CI-SN, TF, SN, ITC}

where CI-BCT, CI-SN ∈ {�,⊥} denote the contra indications for BCT and SN, re-
spectively, SN ∈ {unknown, neg, pos} denotes whether there is a metastasis found in
the lymph nodes after performing the SN procedure, TF ∈ {unknown,�,⊥} denotes
whether the resection margins are tumour free, and ITC ∈ {�,⊥} denotes whether there
are isolated tumour cells. In the formal analysis, we will only concern ourselves with the
surgical part of the treatment and omit radiotherapy.

3. Formalisation of Medical Management

In this section, we give a constraint-based representation of a fragment of the CBO guide-
line using the temporal logic representation discussed in the previous section. Further-
more, we interpret the recommendations in the IKO protocol and represent them in a
more or less executable model. The goal is to verify whether the model of the protocol
complies with the recommendations of the CBO guideline, or if there are differences,
using a model checking approach [5].

3.1. Constraint-Based Representation of the Guideline

The final representation in temporal logic of the medical management in the CBO guide-
line is shown in Figure 1.

Some constraints given by the guideline are not easily expressible in temporal logic,
as they involve other modalities different from time, such as the preference for BCT over
MRM and the preference for the SNP over axilla-dissection for staging the axilla. Other
assumptions regarding the patient data are implicit in the guideline, e.g., the status of the
resection margins, i.e., whether they are tumour free (TF) or not (¬TF), only becomes
known after excision of the tumour and the existence of metastasis (SN=pos or SN=neg)
only becomes known after the SNP. Here we have chosen not to consider these more
implicit constraints.
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Constraints related to control structure
(1) AG(TREATMENT → AF(BCT ∨ MRM))

(2) AG(CI-BCT → ¬BCT)

(3) AG(BCT → AF(AXILLA-STAGING ∨ MRM) ∧ AF tumour-excision)
(4) AG(MRM → AF AND ∧ AF mastectomy)

(5) AG(AXILLA-STAGING → AF (AND ∨ SNP))

(6) AG(CI-SN → ¬SNP)

(7) AG(tumour-excision → ((TF = ⊥ → AF MRM) ∧ (TF = � → AG ¬MRM))

(8) AG(SNP → (SN = pos ∧ ¬ITC → AF AND))

(9) (G¬MRM) → AG(SNP → AG(ITC → AG¬AND))

(10) AG(TREATMENT → (CI-SN → AF AND))

Constraints related to data
(11) (CI-BCT → AG CI-BCT) ∧ (¬CI-BCT → AG ¬CI-BCT)

(12) (CI-SN → AG CI-SN) ∧ (¬CI-SN → AG ¬CI-SN)

Figure 1. Constraint-based representation of the CBO guideline. BCT = breast conserving treatment, MRM
= modified radical mastectomy, CI-BCT = contra indications for BCT, SN = result of sentinel node procedure,
CI-SN = contra indications for SNP, tumour-excision = segmental tumour excision, TF = tumour free resection
margins, ITC = isolated tumour cells.

BCT surgery

SN procedure mastectomy

treatment

BCT

excision
tumour

MRM

abort: margins not tumour free

manual activation

wait for BCT or MRM

axillary staging

abort: SN positive

manual activation

filter: no contra−indications for BCT

wait for SN or dissection−of−axilla

filter: no contraindications for SN

wait for axillary staging and tumour excision

wait for BCT surgery or MRM

AND

Figure 2. Asbru interpretation of IKO protocol. Arrows represent sequential plans, dotted lines represent un-
ordered sub-plans

3.2. Asbru Representation of the IKO Protocol

Much research has already been devoted to the development of representation languages
for medical guidelines. Most of them consider guidelines as a composition of actions,
controlled by conditions. However, many languages are not formal enough for the pur-
pose of our research as they often incorporate free-text elements which do not have a
clear semantics. Exceptions to this are PROforma [7] and Asbru [15]. Here we use As-
bru, because in previous research its semantics has been defined precisely [1] and can be
translated automatically into SMV for model checking purposes [2].3

3http://www.cis.ksu.edu/santos/smv-doc/ [accessed January 2008]
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The overall structure of the Asbru model is given in Figure 2. It consists of nine
plans ordered in a hierarchy. The top level plan ‘treatment’ will start by selecting the
BCT plan, which may be rejected in case there are contra indications against doing breast
conserving therapy. In that case, treatment will continue with a modified radical mastec-
tomy (MRM). In case BCT is successfully completed, the treatment also completes and
the MRM plan will not be started. The ‘BCT surgery’ plan consists of axillary staging
and tumour excision, which are modelled as unordered plans, as the protocol does not
explicitly state an order. To allow for a specific ordering of these two sub-plans we in-
clude a manual activation and assume that the activation will be performed by a doctor
eventually. In case of BCT, the axillary staging starts with an investigation of the sentinel
nodes provided that there are no contra indications. In case it is rejected or, because the
sentinel nodes are positive, the plan is aborted, and an axillary dissection has to be per-
formed. Furthermore, it is possible that the excision aborts because the margins are not
tumour free. Since BCT surgery waits for this sub-plan, in that case BCT surgery has to
be aborted and therefore it is mandatory to do a MRM. Finally, MRM is defined as both a
dissection of the axilla and a mastectomy as defined by the protocol. No particular order
between the two is given.

The formal semantics of the Asbru model in Figure 2 is based on the plan state
model described in [1], of which an SMV model was constructed using the method and
tool described in [2]. Most variables dealing with patient data are initialised as unknown
and receive an indeterministic value in the second step to make sure there is only one
root of the model. Furthermore, we assume that they do not change during the treatment.
The only variables that are initialised at a later stage are the status of the sentinel node,
which becomes known during the SNP and whether or not the tumour margins that have
been resected are tumour free, which becomes known at the excision of the tumour.
Furthermore, fairness constraints have been added to ensure that the manual activation
of both the axilla surgery and the tumour excision eventually occurs. In other words, the
patient will not wait indefinitely for the treatments to start.

Using the above formalisation, the IKO protocol can be verified using the constraints
of the CBO guideline using standard model checking techniques. However, guidelines
and protocols are usually under-constrained, thereby allowing many treatment paths not
occurring in medical practice. We therefore look at the inclusion of medical management
in practice in the following section.

4. Comparison Using Background Knowledge

In this section, we use the textbook of Roses [14] to create a precise model of medical
management in practice. This model will be formalised into a decision tree, referred to
as background knowledge, which will be used to select the part of the IKO protocol that
is consistent with [14] and then verify for only this selected part whether it complies with
the constrained based representation of the CBO guideline.

4.1. Medical Management in Practice

According to [14], the sentinel node procedure (SNP) is started before segmental exci-
sion (i.e., used in BCT) or mastectomy. The sentinel nodes (SNs) are then immediately
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sent to the pathology lab, where they are examined during surgery. If the SNs are found
to be positive, axillary dissection can be completed during the primary breast surgery in
one setting.

Furthermore, [14] differs from the CBO guideline and IKO protocol in the case of
recurrent tumour positive resection margins in the BCT treatment. Whereas CBO and
IKO recommend to switch the treatment to MRM, which includes axillary dissection,
[14] only recommends a mastectomy with axillary dissection depending on sentinel node
histopathology.

TF
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¬TF

SNneg
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tumour
excision

tumour
excision
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Figure 3. Background knowledge: possible treatment paths for surgery of operable invasive breast cancer.
CI-BCT = contra indications BCT, CI-SN = contra indications SNP, TF = tumour free resection margins, AND
= axillary node dissection.

Information from [14] can be represented in a decision tree as shown in Figure 3,
which deals with the ordering of medical actions treating the primary tumour (BCT and
MRM) and the axilla (SNP and/or AND).4 Nodes represent medical actions or plans,
arcs represent constraints. A path from the root node to a leaf node represents a treatment
path, which defines the order of medical actions when the constraints on the path are
satisfied. As mentioned above, the guideline recommends MRM in path (2) instead of
mastectomy.

4.2. Comparing Medical Management with the IKO Protocol

Clearly, the medical management stated by the IKO protocol is less precise than the med-
ical management performed in practice. Typically, one would expect the medical man-
agement in the protocol to be under constrained when compared to the medical manage-
ment in practice. To verify this for the IKO protocol, we have transformed the 7 possi-
ble treatment paths in Figure 3 into a number of CTL properties (2 shown below) and
verified whether these paths occur in the protocol.

(1) EX(¬CI-BCT ∧ ¬CI-SN ∧ EF(SNP ∧ SNP = neg ∧
EF(tumour-excision ∧ TF ∧ AG(¬mastectomy ∧ ¬AND))))

(2) EX(¬CI-BCT ∧ ¬CI-SN ∧ EF(SNP ∧ SNP = neg ∧
EF(tumour-excision ∧ ¬TF ∧ EF(mastectomy) ∧ AG(¬AND))))

4We abstract from isolated tumour cells.
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With the SMV model checker we were able to verify that all paths, except (2), can occur
in the IKO protocol. Path (2) does not hold in the IKO protocol because it recommends
a MRM whereas [14] recommends a mastectomy, i.e., axillary dissection is included in
the medical management according to the protocol, but not according to [14]. Whether
the protocol or the textbook is incomplete or incorrect should be discussed with medical
experts.

4.3. Selective Comparison of Guideline Constraints and Protocol

Clearly medical management is much less precisely defined in the CBO guideline and the
IKO protocol than in the medical textbook of Roses [14]. Hence, any model that is only
based on a written document of a guideline or protocol without the inclusion of back-
ground knowledge, will include many paths in which medical actions are unrealistically
ordered. Many rightful properties of medical management may therefore not hold for the
model constructed. Either one can choose to improve the model such that it adheres to
medical practice (but not to the guideline document), or one can select only those paths
in the model that also occur in medical practice for which then the property needs to be
proven.

One approach to accomplish this is by including assertions to the model of the pro-
tocol or guideline. Assertions are statements that should hold in every execution path of
the protocol, which, in SMV, are written down in the form of linear time logic (LTL)
properties. This makes it possible to state properties about the relation of medical actions
in time. In order to do this, the background knowledge formalised in terms of a deci-
sion tree, needs to be interpreted in terms of such LTL assertions. Here, we consider the
following LTL assertions.

(1) (¬CI-BCT ∧ ¬CI-SN) ↔ F SNP

(2) (F SNP) → ((¬tumour-excision U SNP) ∧ F tumour-excision)
(3) ((F SNP) ∧ SNP = neg ∧ (F TF)) → G(¬mastectomy ∧ ¬AND)

(4) ((F SNP) ∧ SNP = neg ∧ (F ¬TF)) → ((F mastectomy) ∧ (G ¬AND))

(5) ((F SNP) ∧ SNP = pos ∧ (F TF)) → ((F AND) ∧ (G ¬MRM))

(6) ((F SNP) ∧ SNP = pos ∧ (F ¬TF)) → F MRM
(7) (CI-BCT → ((G ¬tumour-excision) ∧ (F MRM)))

(8) (¬CI-BCT ∧ CI-SN) → F tumour-excision
(9) (¬CI-BCT ∧ CI-SN ∧ (F TF)) → ((F AND) ∧ (G ¬MRM))

(10) (¬CI-BCT ∧ CI-SN ∧ (F ¬TF)) → F MRM

Assertions (1) and (2) deal with the use of sentinel node procedure and the order between
this and the excision of the tumour. Assertions (3) to (6) are concerned with paths (1)
to (4). Assertion (7) deals with path (5). Finally assertions (8) and (9) deal with path (6)
and (7). However, we have seen in the previous section that (4), which corresponds to
path (2), is not coherent with the model (i.e., from (4) it follows the antecedent of (4) is
false), so in this form it is not usable. We could therefore either adapt the assertions so
that it corresponds to the guideline or omit it. Here, we have omitted it.

Verifying the guideline constraints with SMV on the Asbru model of the IKO pro-
tocol using these assertions, shows that, indicating a difference between protocol and
guideline with respect to medical management in practice. Although, in this case the dif-
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ference between protocol and guideline is clear and could also have more easily been
found through an informal analysis, this is largely because the protocol and guideline
have a very similar structure and their recommendations are almost identical. However,
the approach taken is independent of the underlying structure of the protocol and guide-
line. Therefore, this case study shows that formal techniques can be used to compare
guideline and protocol independent of their underlying document structure.

5. Discussion

The aim of this work was to obtain insight into the differences and similarities between
guidelines and protocols, based on the assumption that protocols should be looked upon
as local modifications of guidelines. As a guideline is a starting point for drafting a pro-
tocol concerning the same topic, the development of a protocol based on a guideline can
been seen as a transformation process. In this work, we have only been able to find end
point protocols; as a consequence, the transformation process could only be described as
consisting of a single step. In reality, it may be a more iterative process to design a pro-
tocol on the basis of an available guideline. This view on both guidelines and protocols
raises a number of issues currently not addressed in literature.

First, guidelines are typically under-constrained thereby omitting many details about
treatment order. Our work contrasts on this point with [16] for example, in which guide-
lines are more viewed as programs, but in which no execution paths are excluded that
are illogical for medical management in practice. Clearly, additional medical background
knowledge is needed to supplement the knowledge in the guideline document as was
already acknowledged in previous work [9]. Whereas in previous work we incorporated
background knowledge into the model, here we have used background knowledge to
restrain the number of possible execution paths.

Second, researchers have focused on the verification of the quality of medical guide-
lines. However, verification of guidelines still takes a lot of effort. By using formal meth-
ods to find differences between a protocol and a guideline, one could reuse verification
results of the guideline for the protocol and only focus on those parts that are differ-
ent. Current work on verification of guidelines only considers guidelines to be solitary
objects. No reference is made to verifying adaptations of guidelines.

Third, locating differences between guidelines and protocols is a novel topic, which
has previously only been looked at from an informal angle [12]. The formal techniques
used in our research extends previous work on model checking medical guidelines [2]
and complements the techniques used in earlier work on quality checking medical guide-
lines [16,9]. The authors of [11] also investigate guideline-protocol relationships using
model checking, but take a different approach as they view guidelines and protocols as
programs rather than constraints on medical management.

One of the questions that emerged in the course of the research was whether the
guideline or protocol ought to be adopted as the gold standard for comparison. Based on
insights obtained by consulting literature on guideline development, we decided to take
neither the guideline nor the protocol as the gold standard, but medical management in
practice up to the point where it is consistent with the guideline and/or protocol. Using
model-checking as principal tool, the guideline and protocol, now seen as defining logical
constraints to medical management, were compared to a decision tree describing the
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medical management. Some of the outcomes of this research cast doubts on the content
of both guideline and protocol, in the sense that at least some sort of explanation is
needed in order to understand why there are differences between the decision tree, on the
one hand, and the guideline and protocol, on the other hand. We believe that these results
give a promising starting point for further investigating the relations between guidelines,
protocols, and medical management in practice.
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Abstract. This paper describes an infrastructure (TSNet) which can be used by 
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Introduction

Abstracting complex time-series data is a necessary precursor to the application of 

clinical guidelines and protocols in areas such as the Intensive Care Unit where large 

volumes of data are generated. If we are to obtain a consensus as to the best ways to 

achieve these abstractions, different research groups need to be able to experiment with 

data acquired from a variety of sources, and to apply algorithms developed elsewhere. 

However, sharing of data and algorithms is known to be difficult. This paper sets out an 

architecture which has been developed to allow collaborative working of this kind.

1. Background

Intensive and high-dependency care is becoming increasingly complex.  Up to ten 

physiological parameters (such as heart rate, oxygen and carbon dioxide levels in the 

blood, body temperatures and blood pressures) can be continuously monitored as fre-

quently as once per second.  In addition to this continuous physiological data, there will

be a number of items which are entered sporadically – laboratory results, blood gases, 

medication, equipment settings, patient observations, etc.  Imaging apart, an Intensive 

Care Unit (ICU) generating almost a million measurements per patient per day, is ar-

guably the clinical environment that generates the largest volumes of data.  

Medical errors in the ICU are not uncommon, and although the majority are unim-

portant and thus might not be classed as ‘mistakes’, some are significant causing dete-
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rioration of the patient and acute anxiety for both relatives and staff.  Errors often result 

from missed symptoms and signs, or a lack of appreciation of their importance.  Inten-

sive care is an extraordinarily complicated environment and things get forgotten.

Many units have addressed this problem by summarising the data using complex 

graphical displays.  While this is of significant help to senior clinicians, it has not been 

shown to improve the performance of the junior staff [1].

One way in which junior staff might benefit from the availability of these data, 

would be to automatically apply clinical guidelines to the data for an individual patient 

in order to draw their attention to the recommendations for that patient when appropri-

ate.  However, guidelines will often be expressed using abstractions which are not di-

rectly available in the raw data and a variety of signal processing algorithms (both nu-

merical and knowledge-based) must be applied. For example the abstraction: multiple 

bradycardias occurring over several minutes must be derived from a sequence of real 

valued measurements of heart rate. 

This process of abstraction may involve time series from only one numerical vari-

able or from several; it may also involve data which are entered sporadically (e.g. labo-

ratory measurements). It will almost certainly involve the removal of low level artifact 

arising from patient movement, ambient noise and clinical intervention [2]; higher level 

abstractions may involve segmentation [3], trend detection, Markov modelling [4] and 

other sophisticated pattern matching techniques.

Another requirement for the automatic application of guidelines is an execution 

engine (interpreter) which will apply the formalised guideline to the data abstractions 

and return recommendations to the user.

At present, most of the above abstraction and guideline execution techniques are 

being developed by individual research groups, who apply them to data generated by 

their own clinical collaborators. There is little sharing either of data or of algorithms.

In part, this is due to the lack of a suitable infrastructure to enable such sharing to 

take place. This paper presents a suitable infrastructure which allows sharing across the 

internet. Our vision is of a researcher in group A, being able to access data acquired by 

group B, and comparing a signal processing algorithm she has developed (say in Mat-

Lab) with algorithms developed by groups C (written in Java) and D (written in Del-

phi) and running a guideline written by group E on an interpreter provided by group F.

Collaboration is necessary because:

• The abstraction of complex ICU time series data is difficult; we do not know in 
advance which approach(es) will bear fruit.

• People tend not to appreciate the advantages or disadvantages of algorithms de-
veloped by others until they have tried them themselves.

• It is dangerous to claim generality for a specific approach until it has been 
tested on data from different sources.

The basic architecture we have implemented (called TSNet) is, unsurprisingly, 

based on the standard client/server model. In section 2, we will set out a motivating 

example; section 3 defines some terms used in TSNet and section 4 describes its archi-

tecture and how it would be used on the motivating example. Finally, section 5 pro-

vides a comparison with similar systems and conclusions.
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2. Example

Consider a neonate who is being artificially ventilated until her lungs are sufficiently 
mature for her to breathe on her own. Often the immaturity manifests itself in the con-
dition known as respiratory distress syndrome (RDS). The aim of our (almost trivial) 
protocol is to issue recommendations for maintaining suitable values of the oxygen 
(O2) in the blood as measured by a single transcutaneous probe. A number of ventilator 
settings, under the control of the nurse, can be used to provide this regulation but we 
will assume that he uses the percentage of oxygen in the inspired air (FiO2) to control 
the blood O2. For further details of this protocol and its translation into Asbru, see [5].

We implemented the advisory system using the following processing modules: a 
raw data source (from the Neonate project [6]); a median filter to smooth the O2 data; a 
means of removing artifacts (the ArtiDetector [2]); an Asbru interpreter; a display to 
present the data to the user. The network is shown in Figure 1.

An example of the application of this network to a real data stream is shown in 

Figure 2; the top plot shows blood O2 (OX): the faint trace shows the raw data and the 

bold trace the output of the ArtiDetector(MD[OX]+C). The second graph presents 

FiO2: the solid trace shows the actual values and the dotted trace the recommendations 

of the protocol.

3. TSNet Definitions

Before showing how we distribute the elements of this example in TSNet, we need to 

define some essential concepts.

3.1. Channels

A channel consists of a named data stream. The data may be the raw data, or may be 

the result of some form of processing. Channels have two main sub-classes – equi-

Median
filterOX ArtiDetector

Asbru
Interpreter

Neonate
dataset

MD[OX]
MD[OX]+C

FiO2

Display

Plot

Plot
Rec_FiO2

Protocol

Figure 1: Processing and display modules
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sampled and interval. The data values in equi-sampled channels are (as the name im-

plies) acquired at a regular, constant frequency. The data ‘values’ can be a variety of 

different types: numerical (floating point); Boolean; enumerated (in the Pascal sense –

i.e. sequential integers starting at 0); a vector of floating point values – typically a fre-

quency spectrum.

An interval channel consists of a set of temporal intervals, each defined by: start 

and end date/times; an attribute name; a value (of any type). Intervals can be of zero 

length duration, known as events. Interval attributes can be organised into a tree struc-

ture, known as a descriptor tree. Irregularly sampled numerical channels can also be 

handled by an interval channel of events.

In our example, OX, MD[OX] and MD[OX]+C are equi-sampled numerical chan-

nels; FiO2 and Rec_FiO2 are interval channels.

Figure 2: Data and recommendations

3.2. Filters

Within TSNet, any module which has zero or more input channels and zero or more 

outputs channel as is known as a filter. A very simple example would be the family of 

moving window filters (mean, standard deviation, median, slope, etc.) which take in 

one equi-sampled numerical channel and output a channel of the same class.

A special sub-class of filter is the data source, which has no inputs but whose output 

channels provide the raw data from a particular source; of course there are inputs in the 

forms of files or databases, but the function of the raw data source is to hide the details 

of the format of these data from the rest of the system. Another sub-class is the data 

sink, which has one or more input channels but no output channels. The prime example 

is the plot, where input channels are converted to a visual representation. The most 

common type of plot is that of the values of a variable against time, but different types 

of plot are appropriate for representing interval channels, descriptor trees, spectra, etc.
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The introduction of sinks and sources means that every channel is the output of 

some filter and acts as the input to one or more filters.

In our example, the median filter and the ArtiDetector are filters and the Neonate 

dataset is a data source.

Filters can carry out more complex operations such as segmentation, where the fil-

ter takes in an equi-sampled numerical channel and outputs an interval channel - the 

intervals representing the segments.  Filters can even be complex rule-based pattern 

recognisers, one example being a filter that recognises the presence of a transcutaneous 

probe change [7]. Another example is the Asbru Interpreter which takes in a number of 

processed channels (with artifacts removed) and outputs an interval channel containing 

the recommendations which result from the application of a particular guideline written 

in Asbru [8].

One barrier to collaboration between groups is that they may well use different 

programming languages and are reluctant to devote time to translating their algorithms 

into languages that other groups can easily use. By defining standards for channels and 

for the interfaces to filters, TSNet enables filters to be written in a variety of languages 

including Java, Delphi, MatLab, R and CLIPS.

An output channel of one filter can be an input to another thus enabling the con-

struction of complex channel/filter networks.  Filters specify the classes of channel that 

they input and output and any network must respect these type constraints. A plot 

specifies its input channels and a channel specifies the filter it is derived from (which in 

turn will specify other channels and filters).

3.3. Contexts and Catalogues

TSNet is designed to be flexible and incremental. To this end, contexts are defined and 

organised hierarchically. Typically a context corresponds to a specific data source 

and/or project. Contexts provide an environment for the definition of channels, filters 

(especially raw data sources) plots and displays. All contexts inherit from the ROOT 

context. As is usual with inheritance hierarchies, the advantage is that filters, channels 

etc. are inherited down the hierarchy. Filters which are used extensively (e.g. involving 

moving windows or segmentation) can be defined in the ROOT context, whereas more 

specialised filters can be defined at an appropriate level. An example of a deep hierar-

chy is found in the Neonate project [9, 10].

A catalogue is a list of time periods (called data periods) which the researcher 

wishes to study. Contexts can have as many catalogues defined for them as is desired. 

The catalogue is displayed to the user for her to select a data period for processing and 

display.

3.4. TSNet Classes and Components

The TSNet architecture makes explicit the classes which are available and which can 

be referred to – these are implementation independent. The base class is TSNetCompo-

nent and channels, filters, plots, contexts and catalogues are all sub-classes of this. All 

TSNetComponents can have associated parameters which can be of type string (with 

several specialised variants), integer, float and Boolean. In our example, the moving 

window median filter needs to know the width of the window, and the amount by 

which it is advanced. 
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4. TSNet Architecture

4.1. Use Cases

We will illustrate the way in which the TSNet distributed architecture operates with a 

number of use cases based on the network shown in Figure 1.

Firstly, a user in group � develops a filter class (in this case the Asbru Interpreter) 

keeping it private. When she is satisfied with it, she makes it publicly available by pro-

viding it as a web service on her group's server; TSNet provides a standard wrapper for 

filters implemented as web-services. She also loads a description of the filter on to the 

central configuration server; this description includes the types of the input and output 

channels, and the parameters used (including the URL of the protocol to be inter-

preted).

Then a user in a different group (�), makes the Neonate dataset publicly available, 

again using a standard TSNet wrapper, and loads a description of the dataset (including 

the channels that it generates, their types and parameters, etc) on to the central configu-

ration server. 

Sometime later a user in group � wishes to develop a network to provide advice on 

FiO2 regulation; she recognises that the signals used by the Asbru Interpreter need to 

have artifacts removed and develops the ArtiDetector on her client; we will assume that 

a median filter already exists within her client. She wants to test the network on the 

Neonate dataset. She firstly constructs the network on her client, using TSNet to import 

information about the dataset and the interpreter from the central configuration server, 

and saves the network locally. She then selects a data period from a catalogue of the 

Neonate dataset and executes the network. TSNet retrieves the selected data channels 

(OX and FiO2) from group � 's server, passes OX though the local median filter and 

ArtiDetector, sends the resulting channel (MD[OX]+C) and the FiO2 channel to group 

� 's implementation of the Asbru interpreter, retrieves the resulting channel (Rec_FiO2) 

and plots it, along with various other channels on her client (see Figure 2).

She finally decides that the FiO2 regulator network she has developed may be of 

interest to others, and makes a description of it available on the central configuration 

server.

4.2. TSNet Clients

From the foregoing description, it can be seen that TSNet clients enable the user (i) to 

configure channels, filter classes, and plots and (ii) to display the data from a selected 

data period. Clients may implement filters internally or they may invoke external filters

as web-services. At present only one serious client, the Time Series Workbench (TSW) 

has been implemented (in Delphi); however a light-weight prototype has been written 

in Java to be downloaded and run under a standard web-browser.

Channel configuration includes the introduction of new raw data channels and 

channels derived from other filters, the deletion, copying and renaming of channels, the 

specification of the parameters of channels and of the filters from which they are de-

rived.
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Figure 3: TSW Display

The simplest plot in TSW is a graph of values against time (referred to as a tempo-

ral plot) but there are many other possibilities: the descriptor tree associated with a 

channel; interval plots can list the attributes and values of the intervals forming an in-

terval channel; time slice plots show the values present in all channels at a particular 

point in time.  Figure 3 shows a temporal plot (top left), a descriptor tree (top right) and 

an interval plot (bottom).

In configuring a plot, the user specifies which channels are to be presented and 

how. As with channels, plots can be created, deleted, copied and renamed.

Within the TSW, a display consists of a number of plots, laid out according to the 

wishes of the user; it consists of a number (currently three) of separate areas; see Figure 

3. Each area can contain as many plots on selectable tabs as are required. Configuring a 

display means allocating plots to specific areas on the display.

The client manages the execution of a network in order to display the data speci-

fied by an individual data period. In order to improve efficiency, only those channels 

which are required for plotting are computed; this subset of all possible channels is 

derived by working backwards from the plots through the channel/filter network. 

A vital parameter for any filter is Execution at; this defines whether the filter is 

implemented internally within the client or externally as a web service. It makes sense 

to implement some filters (especially simple ones which belong to the ROOT context) 

within the client for the sake of efficiency. In our example, the median filter would is 

implemented in the client for this reason.
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4.3. Configuration Web Service

The main aim of TSNet is to allow collaboration between different research groups. 

This means that channels, filter classes, plots and displays can be named and described 

by one group or individual in such a way that they can be used by others.  This requires 

that mechanisms be found for managing name spaces and for exchanging definitions.

Groups and individuals are organized in a hierarchy of originators. At the root of 

this hierarchy is a super-user called CORE. This user corresponds to the TSNet admin-

istrator, and is responsible for those entities which are available to all users. Such enti-

ties will belong to the ROOT context. Under CORE will be a number of groups and 

within each group a number of individual researchers.

The built-in TSNet classes were described in section 3; all of these classes belong 

to the ROOT context, are owned by the CORE originator and can not be altered.  How-

ever subclasses of the filter class can be defined by other originators.  Each filter sub-

class is described by: the name of the class; an ordered list of the input and output 

channel classes; a list of the parameters which are applicable to this filter class (in addi-

tion to those defined for the generic filter) and default values for those parameters. The 

originator also needs to provide a textual description of the semantics of the filter class; 

this is the only place where these semantics are set out - it is up to other users to decide 

whether the filter provides a functionality which is of use to them.

Instances of channels, filters, plots, displays and networks as configured by the 

user are held in the same way as the TSNet classes. 

For efficiency, an individual user may have her own local configuration database 

managed directly by her client. Initially this will contain descriptions of those classes 

and instances which are built-in to her client, those belonging to the ROOT context and 

those which she has developed herself. She can also downloaded configurations de-

fined by others from the central configuration server. Note that for filters she is not 

importing the filter code, but only sufficient information for her client to refer to the 

filter and to configure it into channel/filter networks. Likewise for datasets, in import-

ing the configuration, she is not importing the data.

4.4. Filter Web Services

Currently TSNet is based on web-service architecture using Apache Tomcat. The 

primary interface on the server side is a filter manager which locates the filter (or 

dataset) concerned and arranges for the channel data to be acquired, presented to the 

filter and recovered from it, and transmitted back to the requester.  Special care has 

been taken to optimize the structure of the SOAP messages to ensure the rapid transfer 

of large volumes of data.

Making filters available as web services has the advantage that the originator of the 

filter can make it available to the community without giving up ownership. We envis-

age that other levels of access could be made available, such as allowing the copying of 

the compiled code, or eventually of its source.

It is possible for a site to expose the description of a complex filter (i.e. one com-

posed of a sub-network of other filters) while retaining the knowledge about its internal 

workings.  Thus an external user of such a complex filter sends the input channels to 

the site which ‘owns’ the filter. That site then takes responsibility for managing the 

passage of the data through the elements of the complex filter, even when this may 
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involve exporting the data to a third site which owns filters which contribute to the op-

eration of the complex filter.

Confidentiality is important when it comes to exchanging medical data. TSNet as-

sumes that all input data sets have been fully anonymised before being made available.

5. Comparisons and Conclusions

We are aware of relatively few attempts to create the sort of infrastructure we are 

proposing. TSNet has much in common with the MEDIATOR architecture [11] and 

specialisations thereof designed to handle time oriented data [12, 13]. What differenti-

ates TSNet from these systems is its emphasis on the processing of large volumes of 

rapidly sampled data.  The consequences of this emphasis may be implementational 

rather than conceptual, but they are none the less significant.

PhysioNet [14] provides both a data bank of physiological data (PhysioBank) and 

software to process and visualise the data (PhysioToolkit). PhysioNet differs signifi-

cantly from TSNet in that (i) PhysioBank predominantly consists of ECG signals (al-

though there are EEC and gait recordings) sampled at higher frequencies than those 

provided by monitors in the ICU; (ii) PhysioToolkit is a library of modules which the 

user downloads and integrates into her own application. However, before using this 

system, a UNIX emulator and additional software must be downloaded, installed, and 

configured on the client computer. Analysis of time-series data not in the PhysioNet 

data bank requires conversion of the data into a specific format, and storage and man-

agement of the data files always need to be done on the client’s computer. 

TSNet is most similar to Tempo [15]. The overall architecture of Tempo is built 

upon a specific data model and organized as pipelines of modules, assembled according 

to a data processing meta-model. Each pipeline module conforms to well-defined 

communication rules and wraps one or more data processing algorithms which can be 

delivered both as web-services and as software library.

The main focus of PAS (Physiology Analysis System) [16] is on physiological 

data collected during the transportation of patients from the site of injury to hospital, 

but the type of data is similar to that which would be collected in intensive care.  PAS 

is similar to TSNet and Tempo in that data analysis is accomplished through a chain of 

'functions' chosen from a pre-existing library; functions can be written in a variety of 

programming languages. The main difference is that PAS is a centralised system with 

data and algorithms being held in one location. Users access the system via a web 

browser. 

Kepler [17] is a general purpose system for organizing scientific workflows; it in-

cludes the facility to conduct experiments through iteration and selection.

TSNet has been fully implemented and available for general use
2
. Its future devel-

opment is expected to include a more detailed comparison with Tempo and their possi-

ble merging. We will also look at how Kepler might provide a more powerful network 

construction and workflow management facility. Issues of standardized vocabularies 

need to be addressed. The success or otherwise of TSNet will be established by the 

extent to which it is adopted by the user community for whom it is intended. 

2
http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/research/tsnet
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Abstract. PROforma is a formal language for modeling clinical processes that was 

developed by the Advanced Computation Laboratory of Cancer Research UK in 

1996, together with associated tools, for creating decision support, care planning, 

clinical workflow management and other applications. The technology has been 

used to develop and evaluate a number of decision support applications in range of 

clinical settings. Clinical trials have been carried out and published for seven of 

these applications, all suggesting major positive benefits on a variety of outcome 

measures. The most recent and ongoing project called CREDO is an ambitious 

attempt to address the challenges in deploying sophisticated decision support 

systems in the intricate and convoluted management of chronic diseases, taking 

breast cancer as an example. In this chapter we describe the implementation of 

evidence based clinical guidelines within a complex care-pathway for patients with 

breast symptoms and analyse in detail the results of an evaluation study. Some 

important lessons learned during the process are shared and future directions are 

discussed.

Keywords. computerised decision support, clinical practice guideline, work flow.

Introduction

The growing influence of evidence based medicine has promoted worldwide 

interest in developing Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) on the basis that they can be 

expected to help improve quality of care by disseminating research results and evidence 

based practice more effectively. The direct link between healthcare providers’ 

adherence to quality guidelines and improvement in patient outcomes has been 

supported by many studies in the literature [1, 2]. 

There are, however, significant issues about the practical use of CPGs. There is a 

growing concern that the enormous effort that goes into creating the guidelines may not 

be matched by the level of adherence to them in practice and computer interpretable 

guideline is seen as a potential remedy to improve compliance. Though the principles 

behind computer executable CPGs are clearly promising the implementation of 
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computer executable CPGs in complex clinical environments is a challenging task and 

the evidence in the literature about their effectiveness is still limited. 

Our group at the Advanced Computation Laboratory of Cancer Research UK, has 

developed an executable guideline technology for supporting complex health care 

processes, patient management workflows and clinical decision-making. The 

technology includes the PROforma [3] guideline modelling language, in which clinical 

processes are represented in terms of “tasks” like decisions, plans and clinical actions 

organised into processes, pathways, workflows etc. PROforma has many features of the 

family of “task network” formalisms reviewed by Peleg et al 2004 [4]. A variety of 

decision support applications based on PROforma technology have been developed and 

tested in clinical trials, and all these trials demonstrated significant positive impact:  

drug prescribing (CAPSULE) [5]; cancer referrals (ERA); HIV treatment

(RETROGRAM) [6]; mammography interpretation (CADMIUM) [7]; leukaemia

chemotherapy dosing (LISA) [8] and genetic risk assessment (RAGs) [9]. 

The most recent project called CREDO is intended to build on our existing 

experience and results by developing a system to support an entire breast cancer care 

pathway from the initial diagnosis through to treatment and follow-up (see video at 
2
). 

In this chapter we describe a decision support application developed within the 

CREDO project. This focuses on a key part of the breast care pathway commonly 

referred to as Triple Assessment. Our Triple Assessment Decision Support (TADS) 

system was developed with two primary aims. First, to investigate whether computer 

enacted guidelines can significantly enhance the compliance of breast clinicians with 

best practice, and second, to collect feedback from the clinicians on system usability.

1. Triple Assessment Decision Support System (TADS)

The knowledge required for the TADS system was modeled using the CommonKADS 

methodology described by Schreiber et al [10]. In the first phase we focused on 

analysis of the organisation in which TADS is to be used, describing the care processes, 

resources, and knowledge assets of the organisation and the expected impact of the 

CDS system on the organisation. Interviews were conducted with breast surgeons, 

pathologist and radiologist to gather inputs about clinical processes, workflows and 

functional requirements. In the second ‘conceptual analysis’ phase we abstracted the 

knowledge that the system is required to represent from conventional knowledge 

sources like national and international CPGs and medical literature, together with the 

reasoning that is to be performed using the knowledge, and the interactions with users 

and other external agents. In the third phase, the TADS system itself was constructed 

using the PROforma decision and workflow modelling language [11] and the Tallis 

process modelling system
3
.

2
http://www.cossac.org/credoVideo.html

3
http://www.cossac.org/tallis/index.html
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1.1. Organisational Context and Workflow 

In the UK, women with breast related symptoms that raise suspicion of breast 

cancer are referred by their GP to designated breast clinics called Triple Assessment 

(TA) clinics in local hospitals.  The first element of the assessment consists of a clinical 

examination and the gathering of patient history and demographic data. If this initial 

examination reveals an abnormality then the patient will be referred for imaging and 

needle biopsy. 

Four key inter-dependent decision points were identified in the TA workflow:

Risk assessment decision: Genetic risk assessment calculated as low, medium or 

high (taken as part of the clinical history plan.

Imaging decision: Radiological investigations to perform, for instance, 

mammogram, ultrasound, both or none.

Biopsy decision: Method to perform biopsy for instance, FNA, core biopsy and 

other forms of biopsies.

Management decision: Whether to refer the patient to a multi-disciplinary team

(MDT) and/or to geneticist, to discharge or to follow up (high risk surveillance).

A simplified PROforma view of the triple assessment workflow within TADS is 

shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A simplified view of triple assessment as a task network (as displayed in the Tallis authoring tool). 

This shows the main plan which embodies a simple linear workflow with conditional branches depending on 

the imaging modalities used (mammography and/or ultrasound). The four decision nodes are represented by 

circles and are embedded at various points in the workflow.

1.2. The TADS Decision Model

A key feature of the TADS system is the argumentation approach used in the 

PROforma decision model. This provides a clinically intuitive solution to the task of 

identifying and presenting relevant clinical evidence relating a specific patient state to a 

guideline recommendation (see Figure 2). A set of arguments ‘for’ and ‘against’ each 
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patient management option is generated by the TADS decision engine, and the 

arguments are aggregated into a summary yielding a preference ordering over the 

options. Depending upon the overall assessment of benefit or harm the preferred 

management option is either displayed as ‘recommended’ (indicated with a green tick) 

or ‘non-recommended’ (red cross). The user can also see the medical reasons for and 

against each option, along with hyperlinks to the source CPG and underlying research 

evidence. Note, however, that the clinical user always has the freedom to override

system recommendations.

Another advantage of the argumentation approach is in helping the user to take 

properly informed decisions by exposing any conflicts in the underlying evidence. This 

is not an uncommon scenario in medicine due to its inherent uncertainties and constant 

publication of new research findings or analyses.   

Figure 2. TADS screen showing decision options for the imaging for one case, to be taken after medical 

history and examination. The system recommends an ultrasound scan but recommends against 

mammography and against doing nothing. For the decision option ‘Do an ultrasound of the affected area’, 

argument has been expanded to show the justifying evidence (an option available to the clinician for all 

decisions, options and arguments). Links are provided to the relevant supporting literature, which can be 

accessed by the user if required (e.g. from PubMed)

1.3. PROforma Technology and Guideline Authoring Toolkit 

PROforma is a knowledge representation language for describing decisions within 

processes that unfold over time, and may require the cooperation of various actors, 

such as clinicians or other medical personnel. Although declarative the task based 

structure is amenable to a form of visual programming which facilitates direct 

participation of clinicians in the authoring process. 
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A PROforma language supports four classes of task: actions, enquiries (that 

acquire data), decisions and plans. An Action generally represents a request for an 

external actor to do something (e.g. prescribe or administer a drug, or perform some 

other clinical intervention). An Enquiry represents a request to an external actor to 

provide values for data items. A Decision represents a choice between two or more 

Candidates (beliefs or tasks) in which each Candidate is associated with one or more 

Arguments. In this model arguments are logical expressions, which if true support or 

oppose a candidate. Arguments can be viewed as providing qualitative support or can 

be given numerical weights where there is a basis for defining such weights. 

Two toolsets for creating and executing PROforma models are available. Arezzo is 

a commercial system available from InferMed Ltd. for Microsoft platforms 
4
. Tallis is a 

java based implementation from Cancer Research UK. This is available for research 

use and was the tool used in developing TADS.

1.4. TADS Knowledgebase

Due to the wide scope and diverse tasks involved in the Triple Assessment pathway 

(e.g., genetics, imaging, pathology etc.) no single CPG that has been published in the 

breast cancer domain was sufficient to cover all the relevant knowledge. In consultation 

with domain experts, therefore, seven high quality evidence based guidelines were 

selected as a basis for specifying the logical argumentation for and against each 

candidate, for each of the four decisions. To determine the quality of each CPG, 

guideline appraisal instrument AGREE
5
 was used. All selected clinical practice 

guidelines scored high on a 23 point AGREE scale (overall score of > 60% in all 

domains) suggesting a high level of rigour. Though all the selected guidelines represent 

high quality sources, only two of them (NICE and NCCN) provided recommendations 

in clear and easy-to-understand form - the rest of the CPGs were more narrative in form. 

It therefore required considerable clinical input to transform guideline knowledge into 

the logical form that TADS could use. 

An expert panel was formed which included four senior practicing consultants 

from four relevant disciplines (surgery, radiology, pathology and genetics). The panel 

reviewed the knowledge base for its accuracy in encoding the evidence-based 

guidelines and consensus was achieved. A set of 125 evidence-based arguments 

derived from the guidelines allowed TADS to exactly replicate the expert panel’s 

recommendations for all decisions on a test set of 15 cases.

4
http://www.infermed.com/

5
http://www.agreecollaboration.org/instrument/
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2. The TADS Trial

The TADS system was tested in a crossover experiment with a balanced block design 

in which experienced breast surgeons were asked to consider simulated patients, with 

and without decision support. A total of 36 practicing clinicians were opportunistically 

sampled and invited from the population of breast cancer clinicians who conduct triple 

assessment clinics in the south east of the England. In all, 24 senior breast clinicians 

agreed to participate.

We constructed fifteen simulated case histories, from a larger number of real cases 

referred to the Guy’s Hospital Triple Assessment clinic over a six month period 

preceding the study. The fifteen cases were reviewed by the expert panel for the 

adequacy of data, as well as for internal consistency and representativeness. Three sets 

of five patients were created, each encapsulating a variety of clinical scenarios.

Each participating clinician was asked to consider two different sets of cases: one 

set with and one set without decision support: twelve out of twenty four clinicians used 

the decision support mode first, while the other twelve used the no-decision support 

mode first, selected randomly.  To control for differences in the difficulty of the case 

sets, the three sets of five cases were also balanced so that each set was included the 

same number of times in each arm of the trial. We refer to each patient being taken 

through the four decisions by one clinician as a “patient journey”, so in total 120 

patient journeys (5 cases times’ 24 clinicians) were made with decision support and 

120 without.   

Trial sessions were conducted using a laptop computer in offices or clinics in the 

various hospitals in which our participating clinicians worked. All subjects were first 

familiarised with the system using the same training script. Throughout each session, 

participants had access to all patient data on paper as well as on TADS. The TADS

system captured and kept track of the patient data as well as decision options selected 

by the user at each decision point, together with a record of what the system’s 

recommendations were in each case.

A semi structured interview was also carried out to collect feedback from 

clinicians and to perform a questionnaire study. Before going through the trial each 

participant was asked about his or her general opinion on the usefulness of CDS 

systems in improving patient care in TA clinic. After using TADS the clinicians were 

asked about their views on the usefulness of the TADS system in the triple assessment 

clinic. Both pre-test and post-test opinions were recorded on a five point Likert scale.

To investigate changes in the distribution of opinion we used the Fleiss-Everitt 

simplification of the Stuart-Maxwell test for matched pairs, and then checked for 

systematic differences using the McNemar test.  

The ultimate gold standard to measure the impact of systems like TADS in the real 

world will be its effect on the patient outcomes, such as cancer detection rate, 

morbidity or mortality. However the controlled nature of this experiment imposes a less 

stringent measure or silver standard to assess its impact. The primary outcome measure 

was the compliance of clinicians with guidelines as judged by our expert panel. After 

the experiment was completed, the decisions made by each clinician for each patient 

case were compared to those made by our expert panel. Each “patient journey” was 

categorised as having had either zero or at least one deviation. The number of patient 

journeys that contained errors or deviations in both decision support and no decision 
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support arms were compared using a Wilcoxon signed rank test. We had 80% power to 

find a 15% significant difference (P=0.05). 

Deviations were empirically categorised by the expert panel as follows: Minor or 

non-critical deviations: that arguably would not result in direct patient harm but may 

result in unnecessary utilization of resources, for instance, ordering unnecessary 

investigation. Critical deviation: that could potentially result in patient harm, for 

instance not performing an essential test recommended by guidelines. A further 

subgroup of critical deviations was identified as irretrievable critical deviations, where 

a patient completed the journey and was discharged. In practice, such errors would 

typically not be spotted or rectified by other members of the team.

3. TADS Trial Results

The primary aim of the study was to evaluate the impact of the TADS system on the 

clinicians’ decision-making performance as judged by their compliance with best 

practice defined by evidence based guidelines. The number of deviations from the best 

practice was found significantly lower when TADS provided decision-support to the 

clinicians.  Sixty out of 120 patient journeys undertaken in the no-decision support

condition included at least one deviation (see Table 1), compared with only 16/120 

when decision support was provided (P < 0.001).

Table 1. Analysis of deviations in decision support and no-decision support arms.

Without decision support

(Total 120 patient 

journeys)

With decision support

(Total 120 patient 

journeys)

Type of 

Deviation

Patient journey with at 

least one deviation of 

given type

Patient journey with at 

least one deviation of 

given type

P value

By Fisher's 
exact

All deviations 60 16 <0.001

Critical 

deviations

16 1 <0.001

Irretrievable 

critical 
deviations

10 1 0.01

The reduction in deviations owing to TADS remained highly significant for all 

subgroups of deviations including a clinically important subgroup of critical deviations. 

In the control arm of the trial, 16 critical deviations were identified, compared to only 1 

in the decision support arm (P = 0.001). The average time taken by each clinician to 

complete 10 patient journeys was 37.2 min ranging from 24 to 61 min. There was no 

significant difference in the mean time taken by clinicians in both groups. 
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At the end of the trial, we conducted a questionnaire study with participants to 

learn more about their thoughts on the system. Eleven clinicians became more 

convinced of its benefit after using TADS; ten clinicians maintained their opinion 

about the usefulness of such systems and 2 became one category less convinced. There 

was a highly significant positive shift of the opinion about overall usefulness of the 

TADS after trialing the system (matched pair, 3 d.f., chi-square=10.26, P < 0.01). It 

should be noted that none of the participants were aware of the trial results at the time 

of interview.

Common themes that emerged out of the interviews are as follows 

• Decision support was most appreciated by clinicians in decisions requiring 

complex computation, for example the genetic risk assessment decision.

• Most of the clinicians found the transparent way in which guideline 

recommendations were presented by TADS (allowing the user to verify 

arguments and drill down into the underlying research evidence if required) 

very intuitive and helpful so they could follow recommendations with more 

confidence.  

• The strict nature of workflow and task sequencing imposed by TADS was 

generally viewed as a hindrance in real clinical settings where more flexibility 

is essential.   

• Time was considered as the most precious resource in overburdened 

healthcare systems and the need to carefully evaluate the impact of systems on 

consultation times was expressed. Any tool that significantly increases overall 

time was thought to be virtually non usable in time-pressured environments 

like NHS hospitals irrespective of its value in improving care. 

• Clinicians were more cautious about real time decision support during actual 

patient encounters and its impact on current doctor-patient interaction. They 

were more relaxed about having the recommendations prior to patient 

consultations.

• The lack of an effective mechanism in place for maintenance and updating of 

the knowledge used by the system was thought by many clinicians to be one 

of the major reasons for low acceptance of CDS tools by the medical fraternity. 

• The need was expressed for smarter data capture interfaces that adapt quickly 

to changing clinical contexts and patient data, making clinicians’ lives easier, 

as opposed to current clinical information systems which create extra 

workload through inflexible operation.

• Clinical decisions vary markedly with respect to computational complexity, 

cognitive load, time pressures and communicative demands. Different forms 

of decision support may be required for different types of decisions and in 

certain types of decisions it may not be useful at all.
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4.1. Strengths and Limitations of the TADS Study

The TADS system has proved to be very effective in improving adherence to the best 

evidence based practice. A limitation of the trial, however, is that we have used 

simulated cases rather than real patients so these results need to be treated with caution. 

Our simulated cases were deliberately more varied than one would find in a typical 

triple assessment clinic in order to test the effect of the software on differing scenarios. 

Consequently, they included more difficult cases than one would typically find in 15 

cases chosen at random. Simulated case scenarios however have been shown to be 

good predictors of clinical performance [12].

Furthermore, promising decision support systems may not be deployed in clinical 

practice due to poor user interfaces and/or poor integration with clinician workflow 

[13]. The right information must be presented at the right time in the right format 

without requiring special effort or arrangements [14, 15].  In this study, the strict 

workflow-based design of the TADS  imposed rigidity by compelling the subjects to 

take all four decisions in the same order, making patient journeys as similar as possible 

(the only variable being the availability or not of decision support). If we were to trial 

the software in a real clinical setting, however users are likely to want to enter data and 

make decisions in any order they wish. PROforma technology allows this but the 

workflow was not implemented in this way for the trial in order to maintain 

comparability over conditions.  

4.2. Future Directions

Many challenges remain. The TADS trial should be viewed as a proof-of-concept that 

PROforma and similar task network technologies can support complex clinical 

workflows and provide guideline-based decision support in a way that is effective and 

usable. However the key challenge lies in the real world implementation of the system. 

The list of issues raised by the participants in the trial highlights some of the important 

problems that the decision support community should attend to before we may 

realistically expect widespread acceptance of such systems. The CREDO project aims 

to address these questions over the next few years. 
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Abstract. Clinical guidelines usually need to be adapted to fit local practice before 

they can be actually used by clinicians. Reasons for adaptation include variations 

of institution setting such as type of practice and location, availability of resources, 

differences in patient populations, local policies, and practice patterns. When a 

guideline is implemented for clinical decision support and integrated with an 

institution's clinical information system, the data model of the local electronic 

medical record (EMR) and the data actually collected and stored in it also 

influence the guideline's adaptation. The purpose of this work is: (1) to 

characterize a tool-supported process for guideline encoding that addresses local 

adaptation and EMR integration, and (2) to identify the types of changes in 

guideline encoding during the local adaptation process.

Keywords: Clinical guidelines, computer-interpretable guidelines, local 

adaptation, EMR integration, GLIF3

Introduction

Clinical guidelines are systematically-developed statements to assist practitioner and 

patient decision making about appropriate healthcare for specific clinical circumstances 

[1]. They aim to improve quality of care, reduce unjustified practice variations, and 

control costs. Studies have shown that computerizing guidelines as decision-support 

systems (DSSs) is more likely to generate positive impacts when compared to paper-

based guidelines [2]. Therefore, many researchers have been developing languages to 

represent guidelines in computer-interpretable formats [3].

Clinical guidelines developed by government agencies or medical specialty 

organizations at the national level usually need to be adapted to fit the local practice 
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before they can be actually used by clinicians at specific institutions. Reasons for such 

local adaptations include variations of institution setting, such as type of practice (e.g., 

hospital vs. physician office) and location (e.g., urban vs. rural), availability of 

resources, difference between patient populations (e.g., as reflected in prevalence of a 

disease), local policies, and practice patterns [4, 5]. Successful guideline 

implementation has to be supported by organizational efforts [6]. At the same time, 

there are many technical issues that should be addressed, especially when 

implementing guidelines as clinical decision support systems (CDSSs).

Several groups have reported their experiences when adapting narrative clinical 

guidelines and implementing them as CDSSs. Shiffman investigated the validity of 

guideline knowledge and suggested methods to assess the logic integrity of the original 

guideline, such as completeness and consistency of decision recommendations. An 

exhaustive set of possible values for each variable should be determined and special 

attentions should be devoted to the logic combination of variables within decision 

criteria [7]. HieroGLIF [8] and CAMINO [9] are approaches that separate the site-

independent information of guidelines from site-specific information. Based on the 

theory of axiomatic design (AD), HieroGLIF is an extension of the GLIF3 [10]

guideline modeling language, supporting hierarchical modular guidelines, starting from 

broad objectives and ending with details of the recommendations. Guidelines are 

specified in a setting-independent manner and are then locally adapted by each 

practice. Changes occur mostly at the lower, more detailed levels of the design tree. 

CAMINO is a tool that allows formalizing site-specific customizations, including: (1) 

annotations documenting the guideline authors' assumptions, (2) a model of 

organization activities, resources, policies, and preferences, and (3) rules that define 

allowed transformations that make a generic guideline site-specific. GLARE [11] takes 

a different approach to adaptation of a guideline. The resources needed by each action 

of the guideline are explicitly declared. Then, a context-specific guideline is built from 

the general one by collecting only those paths that require available resources. Tierney 

et al. investigated the practical considerations when adapting an inpatient heart failure 

guideline to the outpatient setting and implementing it within an electronic medical 

record (EMR) [12]. About one-third of the original guideline’s recommendations were 

not included in the new implementation because of the differences in the setting. In 

addition, they had to translate some of the guideline’s data definition into multiple 

EMR entries as the original definitions of these data in the guideline were not directly 

available from the local EMR. 

These works referred to two types of processes: (1) adaptation needed in order to 

formalize a textual guideline, including knowledge interpretation and validation of the 

completeness and correctness of guideline knowledge, and (2) adaptations needed to fit 

the context (including local procedures, resources, and EMR). In this paper, we address 

mainly the second kind of adaptation, to which we refer as local adaptation. Our study 

has two specific purposes: (1) to identify and classify specific types of changes in 

guideline encoding during the process of local adaptation of a guideline for clinical 

decision support, and (2) to suggest a process for local adaptation that addresses the 

issue of data availability, clinical workflow, and validation of encoding. These are 

important issues that need to be addressed whenever a guideline encoding is shared, 

i.e., implemented and integrated with EMR systems at a local institution. 
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1. Methods

To adapt a generic guideline in narrative format as a CDSS at a local institution, we 

assumed: (1) clinicians’ needs of decision/management support services from a 

computer system have already been identified, and (2) a paper guideline has already 

been chosen as the source of medical knowledge such that it can be adapted for 

implementation. We used the GLIF3 [10] guideline modelling language to encode 

guidelines. A GLIF3 encoding of a guideline includes a visual clinical algorithm that 

specifies a process of care, depicting patient states, medical tasks, and clinical 

decisions, all embedded within a specific workflow. The medical tasks, such as 

prescriptions of drugs and orders of lab tests are specified by concepts taken from 

controlled vocabularies. The decision criteria are specified through logic expressions 

that reference clinical concepts, which are then mapped to EMR data. We chose 

Protégé-2000 [13] as our vehicle for guideline encoding in GLIF3.

We analyzed the encoding of a diabetes foot care guideline developed by the 

American College of Foot and Ankle Surgeons [14], which was selected by our 

clinician experts for implementation. Our analyses focused on changes that were made 

throughout the process of translation of the original guideline into the GLIF3 format as 

well as its integration with a local EMR. The front-end of the EMR is a web-based 

patient clinical record, developed by one of the authors (EK), which is used by 

clinicians to manage diabetic patients, from local as well as remote clinics. The system 

uses an internet browser as a user-friendly interface and an Oracle database server 

located at the Rambam Medical Center is the backbone of the system. A built-in 

internal email application serves for communication between the clinicians and 

consultants while reviewing of the data. Our final goal was to integrate guideline 

recommendations with this system.

The process to encode and to adapt the narrative guideline consisted of:

Step 1 – translation of the original guideline into GLIF3 format. One of the 

informaticians on the team (MP) first performed a high-level encoding in GLIF, where 

decision criteria were written in English, rather than using formal notation. The 

encoding was based only on the original narrative guideline without consideration of 

local adaptation. The rationale of doing this was to facilitate communication with 

clinicians, since the initial conceptual flowchart created at this step could show patient 

management process, and thus the clinicians would understand better how the guideline 

could fit with their usual workflow. At this stage, we only specified the initial version 

of the conceptual algorithm with a high-level description of the action steps and the 

decision steps written in English rather than in GLIF3’s formal definition. 

Step 2 – analyses of local practice. After the initial encoding was completed, the 

two expert clinicians in our team (EK, AF), together with an informatician (MP), 

clarified the definitions of concepts, matched the data items of the initial encoding to 

the data entities in the local EMR, and analyzed the fitness of the guideline to the local 

setting and workflow.

Step 3 – revision of the initial encoding. Based on the analyses in the previous 

step, we made revisions to the initial encoding such that: (1) it fit with local practice, 

and (2) it included formal definitions of data queries and decision criteria that were 

mapped to the EMR's schema and available data. 

Step 4 – validation: manual check of encoding. The clinicians and informatician 

manually checked the clinical algorithm, formal definitions of decision criteria, and 

mapping of concepts to the EMR schema. 
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Step 5 – validation: execution of test cases by informaticians. For further 

validation, MP and DW used the GLIF Execution Engine (GLEE) [15] to apply the 

encoded guideline to test cases. For this purpose, SK integrated GLEE with the back-

end Oracle database of the local EMR, so that GLEE can directly query the patient data 

of the test cases. We invoked the guideline in an interactive mode, following the path 

of execution when it was applied to a specific case. For the purpose of validation, we 

used 14 real cases and 6 simulated cases. The simulated cases supplemented the real 

cases by testing branches of the clinical algorithm that were not tested by the real cases. 

The Human Rights Committee of Rambam Medical Center approved the study, and 

written informed consents were obtained prior to adding patient data to the EMR. 

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the guideline being executed by GLEE. 

It is important to note that the validation (steps 4 and 5) was an iterative process. 

When problems were found in steps 4 and 5, we went back and repeated steps 2 and 3.

Figure 1.  A screenshot of the diabetic foot guideline being executed by GLEE. Squares indicate Action 

Steps, hexagons – decision steps, circle with 'p' on it – Branch Step, and blank circles – Synchronization 

Steps. GLEE enables parallel execution. The branch step at the top of the figure enables parallel execution of 

three parallel paths dealing with different foot problems: ulcer (left path), infection (middle path), and 

Charcot (malalignments of the foot bones – right path). The two action steps "ulcer refer to none" and 

"Infection referral to none" set flag variables that guard that referrals, due to ulcer or due to infection, are 

made only once during the algorithm. At anytime, one of the currently active steps can be chosen to execute. 

In the figure, the three steps with bold contour are active, each belonging to a different path of the three paths 

explained above. The one with the heavy black contour, labelled "Assessment of non-infected Foot ulcers", is 

chosen to be executed, leading to entering a subguideline. GLEE evaluates decision criteria, based on patient 

data stored in the EMR, and automatically suggests which branch to follow. In the figure, the 'Ulceration?' 

Decision was evaluated and the 'Ulcer' path has been followed. 
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Step 6 – validation: execution of test cases by expert physicians. A year after the 

guideline was finalized, we decided to develop a new user-interface for the system. In 

preparation, we carried out another round of validation and updates that considered 

different types of patient-clinician encounters: those that constitute the main care 

algorithm and those that are follow-up sessions (follow-up on antibiotic treatment).

2. Results

During the iterative encoding process, we found that we had to clarify a few 

concepts that were important for decisions. In addition, we had to change the guideline 

encoding in different ways to fit with the local setting, practice, and workflow. Here, 

fitting with local setting concerns the availability of resources that depends on the type 

of institution and its location, fitting with local practice concerns the different treatment 

selections that depend on local policy or patient population, and fitting with workflow

concerns the delivery of guideline recommendations that could be seamlessly 

integrated with clinicians’ practice. When integrating the encoded guideline with the 

local EMR, we found that we had to further revise the guideline's encoding to map to 

the unique data model at the local site and to address the issue of data unavailability 

(never collected by clinicians even though they were modelled in the EMR schema).

These revisions were significant, affecting the conceptual flowchart, the definition of 

data items, and the formal specification of decision criteria.  

2.1. Clarifications of Concepts

The original guideline contained implicit background knowledge.  For example, the 

definitions of a few high-level concepts (e.g., ischemic symptoms) were not explicitly 

given. In addition, several data items in the original guideline were not fully specified 

(e.g., the data type and expected value of ulcer margins). Specifically, the original 

guideline contained ten concepts that were used at decision points of the guideline 

(e.g., neuropathy or not). Two of them (neuropathy, inflammation) were not defined 

explicitly and our expert clinicians had to provide clarifications for them so that they 

could be mapped to EMR data items. One concept definition had to be changed to fit 

with the local practice (PVD), see Figure 2(a). The definitions of six other concepts 

(charcot, pulses present, normal results for non-invasive tests, inflammation, limb-

threatening infection, infection) were restated according to the EMR schema and 

available data (Figure 2(b)), while conserving the meaning of the original guideline. In 

the validation phase, the definition of neuropathy was changed again because the 

clinicians were not satisfied with their previous definition.

2.2. Fitting with Local Setting 

The setting of outpatient clinics in which the guideline is being implemented in Israel is

different from that assumed by the American guideline. For example, in the Israeli 

setting, family practitioners refer patients to orthopaedic or plastic surgeons for wound 

debridment (i.e., surgical removal of dead tissue from a wound); while in the US, this is 

performed at the local clinics. Thus at step 2, we made three changes to guideline 

encoding to fit with our setting: (1) patients who have charcot malalignments should be

referred to a hospital or diabetic foot clinic, instead of being managed by primary 
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practitioners as suggested by the original guideline, (2) patients with severe ulcers 

should be referred to hospitals for treatment, instead of having their wounds debrided 

by the primary practitioner, and (3) primary practitioners cannot give parenteral 

antibiotics to patients with non limb-threatening infection, but only oral antibiotics, 

which are easily administered by the patients themselves at their own homes. At the

validation step, we made another change of this type: transcutaneous oximetry should 

be ordered only if the patient is referred to be hospitalized.

(a) Change to fit with local practice

Initial encoding: 

pulse_popliteal = false or  

pulse_femoral = false or 

pulse_dorsalis_pedis = false or 

pulse_posterior_tibial = false or 

cyanosis = true

Final encoding:

// absent popliteal or femoral pulses of either foot

pulse_popliteal_L_absent = "Yes" or  pulse_popliteal_R_absent = "Yes" or 

pulse_femoral_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_femoral_R_absent = "Yes" or

// blue skin in addition to a diminished pulse or missing posterior-tibial or

//  dorsalis_pedis pulse

(skin_color_blue_purple = "Yes" and 

(pulse_popliteal_L_diminished = "Yes" or  pulse_popliteal_R_diminished = "Yes" or 

pulse_femoral_L_diminished = "Yes" or  pulse_femoral_R_diminished = "Yes" or 

pulse_dorsalis_pedis_L_absent = "Yes" or   pulse_dorsalis_pedis_R_absent = "Yes" or 

pulse_dorsalis_pedis_L_diminished = "Yes" or  pulse_dorsalis_pedis_R_diminished = "Yes" or 

pulse_posterior_tibial_L_absent = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_R_absent = "Yes" or 

pulse_posterior_tibial_L_diminished = "Yes" or pulse_posterior_tibial_L_diminished = "Yes")) …

(b) Change to map to EMR schema

Initial encoding: 

charcot = true

Final encoding: 

(mal_forefoot_L = "Yes" or mal_forefoot_R= "Yes" or 

mal_mid_L = "Yes" or mal_mid_R = "Yes" or  mal_hind_L = "Yes" or mal_hind_R = "Yes") 

and redness = "Yes" and swelling = "Yes"

Figure 2. The initial and final encoding of decision criteria. (a) decision criterion for peripheral vascular 

disease (PVD) was changed to fit with the local practice. According to the original guideline (initial 

encoding), four pulses were measured in each leg, and if at least one of them was absent, or if the foot colour 

was blue (cyanosis), then PVD was concluded. The local practice (final encoding) is that the physician 

documents whether a pulse is missing or diminished. If either the popliteal or the femoral pulse is absent in 

either the right (R) or left (L) foot, it is sufficient to conclude PVD; but if these pulses are diminished, or if 

either the dorsalis pedis or the posterior tibial pulse is absent or diminished, the foot colour should be blue in 

order to conclude PVD. (b) The initial decision criterion for charcot was changed to map to the EMR schema. 

In this case, the information on whether a patient has charcot is dispersed over many EMR fields that 

designate areas of malformations of the foot: forefoot, mid-foot, hind-foot. To conclude Charcot, signs of 

redness and swelling have to be present in addition to malformations.

2.3. Integration with Workflow

We made one change to the guideline encoding in step 2 to integrate with clinical 

workflow. Our clinicians noted that although the guideline defined criteria to 

categorize ulcer grade, this function was not required in the implementation because 

determination of ulcer grade was performed at EMR data entry after physical exam. At 
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the validation step (step 4), we made three additional changes: (1) two courses of 

antibiotics (instead of one in the original guideline) should be tried to treat infection 

before referring the patient to a hospital, (2) telemedicine consultation was added to 

determine ulcer staging, and (3) the clinical algorithm of the encoded guideline was 

rearranged so that all of the referral actions were put into one place of the top-level 

guideline to fit with the referral task in practice. At validation step 6, we introduced 

two changes relating to workflow integration: (1) the design of the encoded guideline 

was changed to reflect different encounter types, and (2) adding decision-support for 

determining ulcer grade that could be used if the grade was not determined during data 

entry. Note that this change overrode the second category of changes made at step 4, as 

described earlier.

2.4. Matching with Local Practice

We made three changes to match with the local practice: (1) the decision criteria for 

suspecting PVD were changed (Figure 2a), (2) several medical actions were added 

(e.g., ordering EMG) or removed (e.g., clonus testing), and (3) a physician who 

encounters a patient with non- life-threatening infection may treat him with antibiotics 

as suggested by the guideline, or may decide to refer the patient to a hospital or clinic. 

2.5. Consideration of Data Retrieval

To ensure that the guideline can be directly applied to specific patient cases, we studied 

the EMR schema and the available data. We identified 188 data items of the encoded 

guideline that should be mapped to the data fields of the local EMR. The EMR schema 

and the availability of data actually collected and stored in the EMR affected the 

encoding of decision criteria in the following ways.

• Multiple guideline concepts could be mapped to a single EMR data item. For 

example, both abscess and fluctuance were mapped to abscess.

• A single guideline concept could be mapped to combinations of multiple EMR 

data items. For example, charcot was mapped to redness, swelling, as well as one 

of the six different data items that describe malformations in different locations of 

the right or left feet (see Figure 2(b)).

• Guideline concepts missing in the EMR schema. The expert clinicians decided 

whether to remove the unavailable data items from the definitions of decision 

criteria or to change the EMR schema such that the relevant data can be collected.  

• Data unavailability despite the fact that the EMR schema allowed easy mapping. 

For example, while there was an EMR field to record the existence of ulcers, the 

data were never actually collected in our EMR. 

• Mismatch of data type and definition of normal ranges. For example, the guideline 

refers to a test result that needs to be greater than 1.3, whereas the EMR stores the 

values as three possible strings: greater_than_1.1, less_than_0.5, between 0.5_0.9.

2.6. Changes of Guideline Encoding

The local adaptation process had significant affects on the encoding, including change 

of algorithm design, definition of decision criteria, and specification of data items that 
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are referenced by the decision criteria. Table 1 shows the number of knowledge 

components created during the iterative encoding process. The number of components 

that define the structure of the algorithm – action and decision steps – decreased 

significantly during the local adaptation step, resulting in version 1. This was mainly 

due to the removal of the charcot branch of the algorithm to fit with our setting. 

Although the direction of the change (reduction) is only specific to this guideline, we 

believe that in general, the most significant scale of changes in the structure of the 

clinical algorithm will occur during this stage. The number of decision steps increased 

during the validation step, mostly due to the change of the algorithm's design to group 

all decisions regarding referrals to a single place in the top-level guideline. 

Table 1. The number of guideline components and changes made at different steps of encoding.

                  

 Versions
    Knowledge Item              Original V1            V2             V3           V4

    Decision steps      23 13 13 21 23
    Action steps 84 60 60 60 73
    Decision criteria 9 52 35 50 56
    Data items 15 73 66 150 157

Original – original encoded version; V1– version 1 created after locally adapting the guideline with the 

clinicians (steps 2 and 3); V2 - version 2 created after the initial clinical validation (step 4 and 5); V3 – semi-

final version created after iterative validations; V4 – final version created at validation step 6

The components that define the computable specification include decision criteria 

and data items. During the creation of the original encoding, the informatician wrote 

the majority of the decision criteria in English. According to our local adaptation 

process, formal definitions are created during local adaptation, and are changed during 

validation, as reflected in Table 1. The number of data items increased during 

validation, in which the mapping of guideline concepts to EMR terms was determined, 

often involving mapping a single guideline concept to multiple EMR terms.

We validated the guideline using GLEE by executing 14 real patient cases from the 

EMR, supplemented by six simulated cases to cover all paths through the algorithm. 

The validation considered 22 branching points and recommendations. At the end of the 

validation, all 22 criteria matched with the expected results. 

During a later phase of the development of our guideline-based DSS, which 

addressed a different user interface for the system, the guideline was revised (as 

described in section 2.3). We carried out a validation study (paper in preparation) in 

which eight clinicians evaluated the correctness of the encoding based on the 

recommendations given by the CIG to a simple and a complex patient scenario. This 

evaluation resulted in a change to one of the action steps.

3. Discussion

As manifested by the works covered in this book, the community of researchers in the 

field of computerized guidelines has been recently focusing on the following issues

• Achieving high-quality and safe guidelines by using ontologies for forma guideline

representation (Dominguez et al., [10]) and formal methods to verify guideline 

encodings (Terenziani et al., Chesani et al., Hommersom et al., Balser et al.)
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• Shortening the life-cycle of implementation of guidelines as DSSs, by:

o Gradually marking up narrative guidelines and transforming them into computer-

interpretable representations (Hatsek et al.)

o Supporting local adaptation of guidelines and their integration with local systems 

(Hommersom et al., Patkar et al., [4])

o Allowing for sharing of CIGs by multiple implementing institutions [10]

o Developing tools to support the guideline life cycle, such as guideline editing, 

verification (see above), and execution (Votruba et al.)

Our work fits within these current research trends; our thorough encoding and 

verification process was carried out in order to achieve a high quality CIG, encoded in 

the GLIF3 ontology, suitable for the local environment, and integrated with the EMR. 

We proposed a process for translating a narrative guideline and adapting it as a 

CDSS in a local institution. This process used tools to support encoding and validation. 

We focused on changes made during a local adaptation process. This is in contrast to 

other studies that focused on the changes during the development of the original 

clinical algorithm without considering a computable representation [16] or the 

maintenance of a guideline to reflect the latest development in medical knowledge [17].

The process that we carried out involved initial encoding of the original guideline 

by informaticians. This approach has benefits and drawbacks. Starting the encoding 

from the original guideline makes it potentially possible to adapt it for use by several 

local institutions with modifications to specific parts of the general encoding. Indeed, 

the lesson we learned is that a significant portion of the original guideline is useful for 

the local site. This approach also makes it easier to communicate with clinicians to 

demonstrate the system to them, to identify the potential problems of the original 

guideline, and to find appropriate solutions to a local implementation. However, if we 

only care about implementation at a specific site, changing the process by having 

informaticians and clinicians working together as early as possible would save time, 

especially when significant parts of the original guideline need to be changed. A final 

lesson we have learned about the development process is that we should consider 

integration with EMR as early as possible, as it also has major impacts to the encoding.

One of the goals when developing the GLIF3 model was to allow sharing of 

encoded guidelines among institutions and platforms. Changes of guideline encoding 

due to differences in local setting, practice, and workflow seem to be inevitable. 

Further investigations are required to study whether it is possible and, if it is, how to 

separate the medical knowledge from the organizational knowledge when developing 

guidelines from clinical decision support. Obviously, the encoding of data items should 

not include proprietary terms or codes belonging to some institution's EMR, but rather 

should refer to a virtual medical record that defines a high-level structure of clinical 

data based on controlled vocabularies (e.g., SNOMED-CT [18]). Because right now 

there is little consensus on such a virtual medical record, our implementation was based 

on a 1:1 mapping between concept identifiers and fields of EMR tables, which is a 

limitation. Work in progress includes a mapping ontology that would allow encoding 

the guideline in GLIF through clinical abstractions and mapping to the actual EMR 

tables. This mapping ontology would support the definition of temporal (e.g., current, 

recent) and taxonomical (e.g., antibiotics) abstractions that would simplify guideline 

encoding in GLIF without the need to change the GLIF language.

Our work enabled us to test the potential ways in which guideline-based 

interventions could be integrated with the clinician's workflow. Our ongoing work 
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involves the integration of the decision support functions within the web-based user 

interface that the clinicians currently use to enter data into the EMR. Our long-term 

goal is to evaluate the impact of the system to clinical process and outcome, such as 

documentation of patient data, order of lab tests, and patient performance.
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Verification of Medical Guidelines in KIV

Jonathan SCHMITT 1, Michael BALSER and Wolfgang REIF

University of Augsburg, Germany

Abstract. We propose to use computerised medical guidelines as models for ver-
ification tools, so they can be validated with medical properties. To test the appli-
cability we provide an implementation of the semantics of the medical planning
language Asbru and also provide a formalised guideline for the treatment of breast
cancer. With this case study we conduct experiments testing different proof tech-
niques to cope with several challenges which guidelines provide.

Keywords. Interactive verification, Asbru, Protocure, KIV

Introduction

Guideline development groups spend significant effort on improving the quality of their
guidelines. One of the trends in the recent past is the shift towards evidence based
medicine. Also, more and more guidelines are evaluated using tools like the AGREE in-
strument, improving the quality and the transparency of the guideline development pro-
cess. On the other hand, medical guidelines typically are informal documents. It is an
old truth, that informal texts may contain inconsistencies and may be incomplete. Such
errors are intolerable in a medical guideline, which may affect the welfare of hundreds
to thousands of patients.

We therefore propose the use of the most extreme methods of quality assurance
known in the domain of software engineering in the medical field. We research how these
formal methods fit in this non-standard application area and how it is possible to interpret
medical guidelines as ‘computer programs’ for the tools and techniques to be applicable.

In a first step, we model the guideline in a formal language. Already, the modelling
process points to errors in the informal guideline. In a second step, we formally verify
properties of the guideline to validate the formal model and to further improve the quality
of the original guideline. Formal verification of properties requires sophisticated tool
support in practice.

In this chapter, we present the first tool which supports interactive verification of
medical guidelines. We have added proof support for guidelines modelled in the As-
bru [8] language to the KIV theorem prover [4]. Challenges which have been solved are
as follows. (I) Instead of encoding Asbru medical guidelines in a different formalism
already supported in the theorem prover, we have defined the Asbru semantics in KIV.
Asbru plans translate almost one-to-one to the interactive theorem prover. (II) The intu-
itive strategy of symbolic execution as proof method has been carried over to reasoning
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in Asbru. As a consequence, proofs are straightforward and can be automated to a large
extend. This is important for verification in practice.

A number of languages apart from Asbru exist to model medical guidelines, for
example EON [9], GLIF [10], GUIDE [12], PRODIGY [11], and PROforma [6]. We have
chosen Asbru, because Asbru allows for complex timing conditions and because a formal

semantics has been defined [1]. As an alternative to interactive verification, automatic
techniques, especially model checking, can be used to analyse medical guidelines. We

have already utilised model checking for the verification of guidelines in [5]. Interactive
verification complements the use of model checking to also verify large and complex
medical guidelines.

1. The Protocure Approach

The work presented in this chapter is the final quality assurance step in a large process
aiming at the improvement of medical guidelines. The process starts out at the informal

medical guidelines and protocols, which are used today. These guidelines are seen as in-
formal models of the treatment or diagnosis of a disease and then stepwise transformed
into a formal model which uses the Asbru language. This formalisation process makes

use of sophisticated AI techniques like pattern recognition [15] to reduce the effort nec-
essary.

The formalisation has been found to be a very complex and difficult task, which

is why an intermediate language called MHB [17] has been defined and used, which
can be seen as a link between the informal document and the formal Asbru model. The
formalisation process and the benefits of using such an intermediate language have been

documented [16].
Parallel to the task of formalising the guideline, properties have to be identified and

formalised to assess the quality of the guideline [19]. These indicators may be derived
from other guidelines treating the same disease, from medical authorities or from medical
background knowledge.

Once guidelines and properties have been formalised, both can be put together to
verify that the formalised guideline adheres to the properties, which is the final quality
assurance step described within this chapter. However, it should be noted, that even the

formalisation process itself may reveal omissions or inconsistencies within the guideline.
A current trend in guideline development is the introduction of so called living

guidelines. This is a concept where a guideline is no longer developed from scratch every

four to six years. Instead the guideline is updated every half year. This should be reflected
in the quality assurance methods, such that much of the effort spent on the validation of

a guideline is saved, once an update occurs. This has also been done within the Protocure
context and has been documented in a Protocure II project deliverable 2.

2http://www.keg.uji.es/deliverables/annex-D6-Living-Proofs.pdf
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Figure 2. Part of chapter 1 of 2002 version of Dutch breast cancer guideline

2. Medical Guidelines in KIV

2.1. Asbru modelling language

Asbru [8] is a plan oriented language. Plans are organised in a hierarchy of plans. A plan
can refer to a number of sub plans in its plan body. Plans without sub-plans represent
medical interactions, while Plans with sub-plans describe the organisation of treatment.
Plan execution of a single Asbru plan adheres to a so called plan state model, which is
visualised in Figure 1. Filter and setup conditions (F and S) are used to control the ap-
plicability of a plan, abort and complete conditions (A and C) are used to monitor exe-
cution. As a speciality of Asbru, conditions can be monitored over time according to so
called time annotations. The sub plans in the plan body can be organised using different
body types (e.g., sequential, any-order, or parallel). The current state of a plan – espe-
cially if a plan has been rejected, aborted, or completed – is propagated according to the
plan hierarchy to its super and sub plans. If a plan is mandatory, it must be completed for
its super-plan to complete in return. If the plan is not mandatory, it may also be rejected
or aborted in certain cases and still allow the super-plan to complete. The semantics of
Asbru is formally defined in [1]. The semantics of the Asbru timing aspects has been
defined in [14].
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asbru(bct)
= mk-asbru-def(

/* filter condition with default time annotation */
mk-aasbruc(
/* plan is only applicable if patient prefers bct */

mk-acond(λ pd . pd .patient-prefers-bct, default-ata), false, false),
/* other conditions as default conditions */
setup condition, suspend condition, resume condition,

abort condition, complete condition,

/* sequential body, aborted sub plans are not retried */
sequential,
/* do not restart aborted sub-plans */
false,
/* list of sub plans */
bct1 + mcte + dcis + [],
/* sub plans are optional, body waits for optional */
wait-for-n(0, bct1 + mcte + dcis + []),
/* do not wait for optional sub-plans if otherwise finished */
false);

Figure 3. Example Asbru plan in KIV

Figure 2 shows part of the Asbru model of the (outdated) 2002 version of a Dutch
breast cancer guideline. The top-level Asbru plan sequentially executes diagnosis and
treatment. The different treatment options, breast-conserving therapy, mastectomy, treat-
ment of the axilla, and others, are executed in sequentially but not in a fixed sequence.
The different options are guarded by filter conditions (not shown in Figure 2). The treat-
ments are further refined by their sub-plans. Overall, the Asbru model of the first chapter
consists of about 30 plans.

2.2. Asbru in KIV

KIV [4] is a tool for formal systems development. It provides strong proof support for all
validation and verification tasks. KIV can handle large scale formal models by efficient
proof techniques, multi-user support, and an ergonomic user interface. The specifica-
tion language of KIV is based on higher-order algebraic specifications. Support to verify
concurrent systems in temporal logic [3] [2] is included. Special feature of this tempo-
ral logic support is the explicit consideration of the environment. A system description
is used to describe the state changes allowed by the TL system, while an environment
assumption restricts the environmental behaviour. System and environment transitions
alternate.

We use this formalisation to model the Asbru plan hierarchy as the system. All
human interaction, like administration of drugs, measurement of relevant data and the
like are modelled by the environment assumption.

In order to verify medical guidelines in KIV, an algebraic specification has been con-
structed for the Asbru language. This specification formally defines the semantics of As-
bru. Based on this specification, an Asbru guideline can be directly translated to KIV. Fig-
ure 3 gives an example Asbru plan in KIV. The equation defines plan breast-conserving-
therapy (bct). The plan is selectable, if patient-prefers-bct evaluates to true for a given
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satisfiable(F) and

considered

rejected

not satisfiable(F)

satisfied(F)
possible

(a) Asbru semantics

considered#(sk, sk0; var State)
begin

if plan-not-filter(sk, State) then
State[sk] := rejected
else if plan-filter(sk, State) then

State[sk] := possible;
possible#(sk, sk0; State)

else
State[sk] := considered;
considered#(sk, sk0; State)

end
(b) KIV implementation

Figure 4. Dynamic behaviour of Asbru

patient data pd (filter condition). Other conditions are defined as default conditions. The
plan body contains three sub-plans (bct1, mcte, dcis), which are executed in sequential
order. The sub plans are optional. This can be seen from the expression wait-for-n(0, bct1
+ mcte + dcis + []), which states, that none of the sub-plans bct1, mcte and dcis have to
be completed for the plan bct to complete. We have taken special care to define Asbru
plans in KIV such that translation from Asbru to KIV is almost one-to-one. As a result,
the translation process from Asbru to KIV is fully automatic. The algebraic specification
for Asbru defines the formal semantics of functions mk-asbru-def, mk-aasbruc, etc. More
details can be found in [13].

An example for the implementation of the dynamic behaviour of Asbru plans can be
found in Figures 4(b) and 4(a). Here we present excerpt from the state-chart in Figure 1.
The close match of the considered# procedure as it is implemented in KIV (seen in
Figure 4(b)) and the semantics definition of Asbru in Figure 4(a) is obvious.

2.3. Properties

Properties can be expressed in full first order (linear) temporal logic. For the formulation
of properties a special translation scheme has been devised [18], such that the informal
properties are formalised step-by-step in a transparent way, enabling medical experts to
supervise the translation and spot modelling anomalies at the earliest possible moment.

Proof support for these properties has been added based on symbolic execution with
induction: an Asbru guideline is executed step by step and induction is applied if ex-
ecution loops. An example proof obligation is shown in Figure 5. Our goal is to ver-
ify this property, which states, that as long as mcte remains activated the parameter
more-than-focal-tumour-involvement is false.

Different variables are used for the formulation of properties as well as the imple-
mentation of the semantics of Asbru. For example a variable designated AS maps asbru
plans to plan states. It is used by selecting the plan state via the plan name, so the term
AS [mcte] represents the current planstate of plan mcte. The variable PDH summarises
all medical knowledge, like the blood pressure, age or tumour stage of a patient. It is
accessed by a time, which makes it possible not only to base decisions on the current
medical state but also on the patient medical history.
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/* system configuration */
AS [mcte] = inactive,
/* system behaviour */
[inactive#(mcte, sk ;Tick ,PDH ,AC ,AS ,PC , . . .)],
/* environment assumption */
� (AS ′′

[mcte] = AS ′
[mcte] ∧ AS ′′

[sp] = AS ′
[sp] ∧ . . .)

	 /* property */
� ( AS ′

[mcte] = activated ∧ . . .
→ ¬ PDH [AC ].more-than-focal-tumour-involvement)

Figure 5. Example proof obligation in KIV

For the verification a temporal logic is used, in which system transitions and envi-
ronment transitions alternate. Variables therefore maybe unprimed to describe their ini-
tial states, single primed to describe the state after the system transition and before the
environment transition. Finally variables may be doubly primed, designating the state
after the environment transition. Therefore a formula like AS ′′[mcte] = AS ′[mcte] states
that the environment transition does not change the planstate of the plan mcte.

The proof obligation consists of four parts. The first part is the system configuration,
which expresses the relevant part of the current state. In the example this is the status
of the plan mcte, which is in the inactive state (compare to Figure 1). Also, the consider
signal has been sent, allowing the plan to proceed to the considered state. Next in the
property is the system behaviour. This is a description of all the procedures which are
currently enabled and possibly changing the system state. In this initial state, only the
procedure representing the inactive mcte plan is present. As already mentioned, system
and environment transitions alternate. In this example, it is necessary to restrict the en-
vironment transition such that it is not allowed to change the state of the plans mcte and
sp. Further restrictions are required but omitted in Fig. 5 for better readability. Last part
of the proof obligation is the property. In the example it states, that as long as the plan
mcte is activated, the parameter more-than-focal-tumour-involvement is false.

3. Example

Verification of the example property starts with the Asbru plan mcte being inactive and
the consider signal being sent. The procedure inactive#(. . .) defines the system be-
haviour for an inactive Asbru plan. This procedure implements part of the plan state
model of Figure 1. This procedure is a model of the system behaviour as is sketched
in Section 2.2. Technically the procedure relates unprimed and single primed temporal
variables. The environment, relating single primed and double primed variables is re-
stricted by the environment assumption. We assume here, that internal communication
of the Asbru plans, i.e. signals sent by mcte to its sub-plans and from them further down
the hierarchy, is left untouched by the environment. Furthermore, the Asbru state of all
the plans must not be changed by the environment. This assumption is required because
an Asbru plan bases decisions about its termination on the states of the sub-plans. If the
environment was allowed to change these states at will, mcte might consider one of its
sub-plans to be in a different state, than it actually is.
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Figure 6. Example proof in KIV

In order to prove the property, the Asbru plan is executed step by step. In the first
state, plan mcte is inactive. Execution adheres to the plan state model of Figure 1. After
the first transition, plan mcte is considered. If the filter condition F is satisfied, then
the plan is possible in the next state, if it is no longer satisfiable, the plan is rejected.
Evaluation goes on and once the plan is activated, its sub plans start their evaluation,
changing their states to considered and so on. Execution results in a proof tree depicted
on the right hand side of Figure 6. The final tree represents all of the possible paths of
execution. For infinite execution paths, induction is used such that the overall proof tree
is always finite. During execution, the current state is displayed in the large area of the
main proof window. In Fig. 6, plan mcte is currently suspended while execution of the
sub plans have been completed. On the left hand side of the main proof window, a list
of applicable proof rules are displayed, the most important rules being step to execute a
system step and induction rules to reason with loops. System execution is automatic to a
large extent, however, invariants for induction must be manually provided.

In contrast to interpretation of Asbru guidelines, the proof engine accepts symbolic
values for the variables. For example, the patient state can be described with arbitrary
first order formulas. Thus, proofs can be constructed for arbitrary patient input. KIV
offers strong support for reasoning in first order logic. Details on verifying Asbru in KIV
can be found in [13].

4. Outlook

The proof method presented here is only one of four ingredients to interactively validate
a medical guideline. In this section, we shortly present other aspects of medical guideline
validation.
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4.1. Proof Decomposition

Experiments have shown, that the proof technique described here can be used nicely up to
approximately 10 concurrently running Asbru plans, which is a severe limitation, if faced
with a case study with a total of more than 30 plans. For those rather large hierarchies,
proofs have to be decomposed.

Proving a property, part of the hierarchy required to prove this property can be ab-
stracted by the relevant behaviour. For example, in a proof it may only be important, that
a certain plan always completes and never gets aborted or rejected. If then, for example,
the ordering of sub-plans or the set of started sub-plans are irrelevant for the correctness
of the original property, a separate property can be formulated, claiming that the said
plan always completes. This property then abstracts from the exact execution path, the
amount and order of started children. This approach has been described in detail in [13].

4.2. Background Knowledge

Asbru plans and Asbru verification is independent of certain medical knowledge to a very
far degree. Only little about the interaction between different drugs or even the effects
of single drugs on humans is modelled in Asbru. The result of this is, that properties
which are verifiable are mainly focussed on the treatment process, not the outcome of a
treatment.

Incorporation of background knowledge changes this. The idea is to describe a more
fine grained model of the patients behaviour, especially the relation of behaviour and the
intake of drugs. With this, the range of verifiable properties widens. It is not only possible
to establish that certain process provisions are adhered to by the guideline. In addition to
this, it is possible to check, whether the treatments are more invasive than necessary, for
example, whether the guideline forces surgery, while a drug therapy would have sufficed.
Research on this topic has been described in [7].

4.3. Counter Example

Often verification of medical properties does not succeed. There are cases in which the
verification will result in a non-satisfiable proof obligation.

In these cases, it is interesting to examine, what exactly has happened. Usually, it
is possible to determine the circumstances which led to the violation of the property.
Also, the violation can be traced back with some effort, finally pointing to a plan control,
a condition or a wait-for statement, which is the suspected cause for the violation. To
harden this assumption, a separate proof is done, in which it is verified to be correct, i.e.
the suspected side conditions indeed lead to a violated property. This is currently only
possible with a subset of counter examples and is a research question being worked on.

5. Summary

In our approach it is possible to formulate a wide variety of properties. However, cer-
tainty of medical knowledge reduces the number of properties that actually can be veri-
fied. Typical properties, which can be tackled without difficulties include progress and or-
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dering properties. Examples are statements like ‘this drug is administered at most twice’
or ‘treatment a is only administered after treatment b succeeded’.

Harder are properties relying on medical background knowledge. Properties like the
invasiveness of treatments have been verified in a case study concerned with the treat-
ment of diabetes mellitus type II. There, excessive medical background knowledge about
the consequences of the administration of different drugs has been formalised and has
been used to verify, that a guideline would always prescribe the least invasive treatment
possible. Most times, however, the cause-consequence analysis of drug administration is
much harder. In many cases, drugs do not have the same effects on different people and
sometimes the effects of drugs are not predictable. As soon as probabilistic properties
are involved, this approach reaches its limitations.

The informal guideline leaves room for interpretation, sometimes intentionally, for
example because the scientific evidence is inconclusive. With the formal verification, we
are able to uncover

We consider the formal verification therefore to have the following positive effects:
(I) Special cases are made explicit and visible

contains many implicit ambiguities. Formalising the guideline forces

6. Conclusion

In KIV, we have implemented support for the verification of medical guidelines modelled
in Asbru. The proof support is based on an intuitive proof strategy: symbolic execution
with induction. The proof method is automated to a large extent. The guidelines are
executed step by step and induction is used to reason about loops. Large guidelines can be
verified including complex data types and time annotations. This complements the use of
model checking to easily verify simple properties of smaller guidelines with state-finite
data types.

The implementation has been evaluated in several case studies: a guideline from
the American Academy of Pediatrics for the treatment of jaundiced newborns, a Dutch
general practitioners guidelines for diabetes mellitus type II, and a Dutch guideline for
the treatment of breast cancer. With KIV, we have found a number of errors in the Asbru
models, in the formal semantics of Asbru, and in the KIV implementation.

A detailed comparison of model checking and interactive verification of medical
guidelines remains for future investigation.
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Abstract. The execution of clinical guidelines and protocols (CGPs) is a challeng-

ing task in high-frequency domains such as Intensive Care Units. On the one hand,

sophisticated temporal data abstraction is required to match the low-level informa-

tion from monitoring devices and electronic patient records with the high-level con-

cepts in the CGPs. On the other hand, the frequency of the data delivered by moni-

toring devices mandates a highly efficient implementation of the reasoning engine

which handles both data abstraction and execution of the guideline.

The language Asbru represents CGPs as a hierarchy of skeletal plans and inte-

grates intelligent temporal data abstraction with plan execution to bridge the gap

between measurements and concepts in CGPs.

We present our Asbru interpreter, which compiles abstraction rules and plans

into a network of abstraction modules by the system. This network performs the

content of the plans triggered by the arriving patient data. Our approach evaluated

to be efficient enough to handle high-frequency data while coping with complex

guidelines and temporal data abstraction.

Keywords. Guideline Execution, Decision Support Systems

Introduction

In the field of medicine, the application of clinical guidelines and protocols (CGPs) helps

to improve the quality of care by ensuring the optimal choice of treatment. CGPs are

“systematically developed statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions about

appropriate health care for specific clinical circumstances” [4]. Such guidelines are based

on the best empirical evidence available at the moment. A guideline describes the optimal

care for patients and therefore, when properly applied, it is assumed that they improve

the quality of care.
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A precondition for the successful application of CGPs is automatic abstraction of

context-dependent time-annotated raw-data (e.g., percent of oxygen in blood at a certain

second) to high-level medical concepts (e.g., sufficient oxygen saturation during an ex-

tended period of observation). This is performed by temporal data abstraction. Therefore,

the integration of temporal data abstraction with the execution of CGPs is a precondition

for the successful application of computer support for CGP execution.

In the following, we discuss related work in Section 1. The language used to repre-

sent a CGP in computer-executable form is Asbru. It is described in Section 2. In Section

3 we explore the details of the interpreter, illustrated by an example. The evaluation and

future work is described in Section 4 followed by the conclusion.

1. Related Work

In the past, different CGP frameworks were introduced (compare [15] for a detailed com-

parison and [11] for a pattern-based analysis of CGPs). Asbru [17] is one representa-

tive and scored favourably in both comparisons. CGP languages not covered there are

GLARE [18], containing ideas similar to Asbru, and CIGDec [12] taking a declarative

approach which can be emulated easily by Asbru constructs (unordered and cyclical plan

and temporal constraints in the plan activation as desired).

There have already been two attempts to implement an execution engine for Asbru.

The first implementation created by Bosse [3] translated the guideline into a represen-

tation suitable to be executed in Clips. The implementation was customised for a single

CGP and was therefore abandoned after the end of the project. A more general imple-

mentation of Asbru is AsbruRTM [6]. It has been used to test Asbru guidelines in In-

tensive Care Units [7]. Unfortunately, AsbruRTM only supports a subset of the available

plan types in Asbru and does not integrate advanced (temporal) data abstraction.

Spock [19] is a system for application of guidelines in Hybrid-Asbru, which is a

semi-formal guideline language that combines formal structure with description text.

Spock is therefore not suited for fully-automated execution, but it can support a human

agent applying a guideline. Spock is integrated with the IDAN architecture [2] and can

utilise its temporal abstraction capabilities for decision support.

None of the above systems closely integrate plan execution and the required data

abstraction into the clinical data flow in a high frequency domain such as intensive care.

We therefore designed a seamless framework for the abstraction of data, the execution

of plans and monitoring the environment for relevant changes [14,16] as described in

Section 3. It is complemented by a range of tools for the authoring and visualisation of

various aspects of the guideline and the abstraction rules [1].

2. Representing Plans and Abstractions in Asbru

Asbru is a time-oriented plan representation language that describes CGPs as skeletal

plans [17]. Skeletal plans are plan schemata at various levels of detail, capturing the

essence of the procedure, but leave room for execution-time flexibility in the achieve-

ment of particular goals [5]. Several knowledge roles are attached to a plan: preferences,

intentions, conditions, effects, and a plan body, which describes the actions to be taken.
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Asbru’s distinguishing features are that (1) intentions, conditions, effects, and world

states are temporal patterns, which allow reasoning about the contained knowledge; (2)

actions and states can be continuous (durative); (3) the language allows to model tempo-

ral uncertainties, different granularities, and repeated patterns in events, actions, plans,

and world states; (4) plans are executed in sequence, all plans or some plans in parallel,

or unordered with or without mutual exclusion; (5) because of the advanced (temporal)

data abstraction capabilities, diagnosis and treatment can be tightly integrated allowing

each one to support the other one.

All conditions for the transition from one plan state to another are expressed in terms

of temporal patterns. A temporal pattern consists of one or more parameter propositions

or plan-state descriptions. Each parameter proposition contains a value description, a

context, and a time annotation. The time annotation used allows a representation of un-

certainty in starting time, ending time, and duration of an interval. Start and end are de-

fined as shifts from a reference point. Reference points can be defined as sets of cyclical

time points or references to parameter changes, allowing repeated temporal patterns.

Asbru differentiates between seven plan states: considered, possible and rejected
represent the plan-selection phase, activated, suspended, completed, and aborted repre-

sent the plan execution phase.

Asbru plan libraries are written in XML and consist of two major parts, the domain

definition section and the plans section. The plan section contains the plan definitions

as described above. The domain definition defines both quantitative and qualitative para-

meters. These can be directly input or abstracted from other parameters. There is a wide

range of abstractions available. They can be grouped into value abstractions which ex-

clusively deal with the value dimension of measurements, and value aggregations where

temporal abstractions are applied on the measurement. The result of the abstraction is

accessed in the plans – both in conditions and assignments.

3. The Asbru Interpreter

Conceptually, the Asbru Interpreter consists of three basic units: data abstraction, mon-

itoring, and plan execution. In the data abstraction unit, various temporal or atemporal

abstractions are applied to the patient data to gain information at higher conceptual lev-

els. The provided quantitative or qualitative data is monitored to detect temporal patterns

in the abstracted data. This information is used to control the selection and execution of

plans. This data flow is not unidirectional, instead, the execution unit can interact with

both monitoring and abstraction unit to adjust the monitored patterns and to adapt the

abstraction process to the context given by the current plan states.

The interpreter has two different modes of operation: Batch mode and online mode.

In batch mode, a large set of records is read to validate a guideline against patient data

or to create complex abstractions of the data for later analysis. In online mode, data can

be read from monitoring devices in addition to the user input.

3.1. System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the parts of the interpreter on the implementation level. The main parts

are the Asbru Compiler and the Execution Manager. The three conceptual components
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Figure 1. System architecture and data flow in the Asbru Interpreter. The Asbru plan library is compiled into

a directed graph of modules by the Asbru Compiler. The Execution Manager uses this module network to

process patient data and execute the plans representing the guideline. The output of the modules is provided in

a uniform way, to be displayed in a graphical user interface. In addition, all state transitions are documented in

a log file which is then translated to various table formats to ease the analysis of the execution path.

mentioned above – data abstraction, monitoring, and plan execution – are seamlessly

integrated in the module graph.

At program start-up, the Asbru plan library XML file is compiled into a directed

graph of modules. For each time step, the Execution Manager enacts each of the modules

in the network to process patient data, monitor temporal patterns, and execute the plans

in the guideline. These modules are largely compatible with each other, which allows

information extracted by any module to flow back into the abstraction or monitoring

process. To handle complex networks with many inputs in high-frequency applications,

the Execution Manager ensures that each module is enacted exactly when needed, allow-

ing for small time steps by some modules without the overhead created by other modules

which would not provide new information at that moment.

The output of the system can be displayed in a graphical user interface. In addition an

interactive, graphical user interface currently under development will allow the stepwise

control of plan execution. Using custom-built modules, the output can be integrated with

the control of medical devices in a close-loop setting.

During operation, the interpreter writes an extensive log file documenting all abstrac-

tion steps and plan state changes. This is later transformed into various reports focussing

on different aspects by easily customisable post-processing tools. This is of particular

importance when validating a CGP against a set of patient data, which is the current main

application of the interpreter.
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3.2. Module Design

Each Asbru statement is translated to one or more modules. Some of these modules are

simple, while others implement complex logic. At each time step, a module receives zero,

one, or more data points as input from its precursors in the abstraction graph and gen-

erates zero or one output data point. This output can be a simple time-stamped numeric

value, or a complex structure such as the linear regression of a series of measurements,

or the state of a plan together with synchronisation tokens for its children and parent

plan. An important group of the modules – the temporal aggregation modules – produces

output at a lower rate than its input, thus relieving its successors in the abstraction graph

from the larger part of the data load by outputting high-level concepts such as “sufficient

oxygen” only.

Modules can set alarms, to be triggered when a certain span of time is elapsed. Here

we distinguish between pre-alarms and post-alarms depending on whether the alarm is

triggered before or after processing the data for this time step. This distinction allows

the implementation of both complex and convex temporal intervals. Alarms are set by

various monitoring and value aggregation modules.

The available modules can be divided into the following categories.

Constant modules and system variables. These are the simplest category. They do not

receive input. Constants modules are used to implement the constants found in an Asbru

plan. System variables continuously produce values such as the current date.

Raw data modules. These modules interface the input channels and map the raw-data

parameter definitions in Asbru. In online operation, they passively wait for arriving input

data and return the next available value. In batch mode they read data from files.

Value abstraction modules. This group comprises the logical and arithmetic combina-

tion of inputs, and the mapping of quantitative values to qualitative categories.

Value aggregation modules. In order to map high-frequency, error-prone inputs to high-

level concepts, it is mandatory to aggregate series of measurements and to derive the

abstractions from them, and not from single measurements. Such aggregates can be de-

scriptive statistics applied to moving time-windows, or more complex algorithms such

as the spread [10].

Monitoring modules. These modules handle temporal patterns, such as parameter

propositions, which control the state changes of Asbru plans. A parameter proposition

has several states. Initially it is not fulfilled. As soon as an interval matches the time an-

notation, the parameter proposition becomes fulfilled. If the reference point is the sym-

bolic value now, i. e., the current time point of evaluation, then the parameter proposition

can become no more fulfilled in the future (provided that the condition or the context

evaluate to true no more). A detailed discussion can be found in [14,16]. Other Asbru

features which are also covered by modules of this category are temporal constraints or

constraint combinations.

Temporal abstraction modules. The patterns detected by monitoring modules and ag-

gregates of the measurements often need one or more steps of temporal abstraction to

detect complex patterns in the input data such as “five episodes of apnoea followed by

hyperoxemia during the previous hour”.
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Plan modules. Modules in this category represent Asbru plans or single plan steps.

The network of parent and child plans is fully integrated with the other modules to form

the module graph. Thus, the output from plan modules can be fed back into further

abstraction steps.

3.3. Module Interaction

The following actions are performed for each module: providing optional control data,

attend to pre-alarms, process input data, attend to post-alarms, and finally store the output

of this module for use by other modules down the abstraction stream.

A plan module that represents a logical decomposition of plans needs to synchronise

the plan modules representing its sub-plans. It does this by sending special data points

to these child plan modules. Since the communication of plans with their children intro-

duces cycles in the module graph, it is necessary to invoke plan modules more than once

per data point received from the environment. Therefore, we divide each external macro
time step into several internal micro time steps. This means that in-between processing

two succeeding data points, the internal state propagation is propagated first. This does

not introduce additional overhead as only the few concerned modules consume compute

time in this phase.

The execution manager ensures that each module is only enacted upon new input.

Therefore, a large number of complex low-frequency abstractions can be closely coupled

with high-frequency modules. Further details are given in [14].

The input and output of all modules in the abstraction graph is a subclass of time-

stamped data point. In simple cases, the value of the data point is a number or a qualitative

value. In other cases, it is an abstract concept such as a linear regression computed for

a sliding time window. Plan states are also communicated as time-stamped data points,

as well as trigger messages between parent and child plans which control the order in

which plans are executed. This means that both the (temporal) abstraction of data and

the execution of plan steps use the same framework.

There are two major benefits from this approach. First, the output from plans can be

feed into further temporal abstraction modules which again may provide input to other

plans. Second, observations regarding plans, e.g., their duration or state, are available

to abstraction modules, which can combine them with input data or other abstractions,

implementing the seamless integration of reasoning about patient state and reasoning

about plan state (i.e., treatment steps).

3.4. Example: Ventilation in Neonates

From the field of artificial ventilation in neonates, we extract the following fragment of

a protocol controlling the fraction of inspired oxygen based on measurements of partial

pressure on oxygen in blood.

“An external monitoring device measures the saturation of oxygen in blood SpO2. It delivers
numeric values at a rate of 1 Hz. These values are abstracted to qualitative values. E.g.,
SpO2 below 80% is mapped to apnoea, while higher values are mapped to decreased, normal

and increased. If the qualitative value of SpO2 equals apnoea for at least 4 seconds, then
normal ventilation should be suspended. In this situation, the patient will receive emergency
treatment by the medical staff. If the patient returns to less critical state, as defined by SpO2
being unequal apnoea for at least 10 seconds, normal ventilation is resumed.”
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Figure 2. Sample module graph. The module graph maps directly to the described Asbru model. A raw data

module has been created for the parameter SpO2, which is connected to a qualitative abstraction module. The

resulting qualitative value is compared against a qualitative constant. This comparison module is connected

parameter proposition module used for the suspend condition of the normal ventilation plan module. Another

parameter proposition module is connected to the re-activate condition, which uses the negated output of the

comparison module as input (because the re-activate condition demands that the qualitative abstraction of SpO2

be not equal to ’apnoea’). The three other plan modules framed with a dashed line are shown to illustrate the

context of this example, but will not be further explained in this paper.

In Asbru, SpO2 is a raw parameter. In addition, we introduce an abstracted qual-

itative parameter SpO2-qualitative with the possible values apnoea, decreased, normal
and increased, where apnoea corresponds to SpO2 < 80%. Furthermore, we create a

plan called normal-ventilation with a suspend condition and a re-activate condition, both

realised using parameter propositions. Each parameter proposition has reference point

now. The first parameter proposition has the condition SpO2-qualitative equal apnoea
and the time annotation minimum-duration = 4 sec. The second parameter proposition

contains SpO2-qualitative not-equal apnoea and minimum-duration = 10 sec.

Figure 2 shows the relevant part of the module graph that is generated by the Asbru

Compiler based on this specification. In terms of the overall concept, the monitoring

task is performed by the parameter proposition modules, the data abstraction is provided
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Figure 3. Sample input data. The graph shows the measurements of saturation of oxygen in blood (SpO2).

The horizontal line shows the threshold between the qualitative region of apnoea (below 80%) and the other

qualitative regions not relevant in our example. The dotted lines mark relevant time points described in the text.

by the modules feeding them, and the modules shown below the parameter proposition

modules implement the plan execution.

In the following we discuss a typical series of events during abstracting and moni-

toring the input using the described modules. Figure 3 shows an excerpt from monitored

saturation of oxygen in blood (SpO2).

Time point A represents one of many time steps during which the plan normal venti-
lation is activated and no changes are required. The value of SpO2 is above the threshold

(80%). Therefore, the comparison module does not create new output, after outputting

false once at program start.

At time point B, the SpO2 value falls below the threshold. Therefore, the comparison

module outputs true. The directly connected parameter-proposition module at the left

detects a positive flank, i. e., a change from false to true in its input channel and sets

an alarm to current-time + 4s.

At time point C (i. e., 4 seconds after B), the alarm set at time point B triggers and

since the value of SpO2 did not change (i. e., no negative flank occurred), the parameter

proposition module reports a found episode to the plan module. This means that the

suspend condition of the plan gets fulfilled and the plan changes its state to suspended.

At time point D, the first parameter-proposition detects a negative flank (SpO2 is

no more in the range of apnoea, therefore the value of the input changed from true
to false) and changes its output to no-more-fulfilled. In this case, this input

has no consequence for the state of the plan module. The second parameter proposi-

tion module (which is monitoring ”qualitative SpO2 not equal apnoea) detects a positive

flank, as the comparison module outputs false now which is inverted by the not module.

Consequently, this parameter proposition module sets an alarm to current-time + 10s.

At time point E (i. e., 10 seconds after D), the previously set alarm for the second

parameter proposition module triggers and since there was no negative flank for this

module until then, this parameter-proposition reports now a found episode to the plan

module. Therefore, the re-activate condition of the plan evaluates to true and the plan

resumes (i. e., it changes its state back to activate).

If a negative flank would appear between D and E, i.e., if another apnoea would

start, then the alarm for the second parameter proposition would be cancelled. Later, on

another positive flank, the alarm will be set anew (to 10 seconds after that flank).
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4. Evaluation and Future Work

A real-world guideline for breast cancer [13] was modelled in Asbru and test runs of

the resulting model in the interpreter were successful. Running the interpreter on patient

cases will allow the comparison between the expected outcome of applying the guideline

and the actual outcome according to the model in Asbru.

This form of validation of the guideline is a very important link between the verifi-
cation of the model, which takes today’s verifiers to their limits because of the complex-

ity of the model, and the discussion of prototypical execution paths with domain experts,

which can only cover a small fraction of all possible paths.

Besides dealing with the low-frequency domain of breast cancer, practical tests with

high-frequency data showed that the interpreter processes input from 10 channels and

moderately complex abstractions thereof at a rate of more than 1 kHz on a standard

PC. Most clinical data is recorded at 1 Hz, or 200 Hz. We therefore conclude that the

computational performance is sufficient for online applications in clinical monitoring.

Still, our implementation cannot be considered real-time software in the narrow sense –

it is not possible to guarantee a certain response time under all circumstances.

Future work will go into the construction of dedicated modules to interface equip-

ment at intensive care units. Similar modules will allow the integration with other tem-

poral abstraction systems. In addition, a graphical user interface to allow the interactive

use of the interpreter by non-computer experts is under development.

5. Conclusion

Plan execution in real-world high-frequency domains such as intensive care units de-

mand for tight integration of temporal data abstraction and plan execution to achieve the

required intelligent reaction to unpredictable changes in the environment, i.e., the patient

state.

While the knowledge in such domains is abstract, partly vague, or incomplete, and

often complex, the data arrives at a high rate and in a format that is far from the level

in which the domain knowledge is specified. Translating the domain knowledge to such

low levels by a knowledge engineer leads to well known short-comings regarding main-

tenance and assuring the correctness of the model.

We therefore designed an interpreter, which takes a high-level specification of skele-

tal plans and temporal data abstraction and compiles them into a network of abstraction

modules. Using elaborate management of data flow, these modules process the data at a

high rate, even in complex configurations.

Tests have demonstrated that the interpreter can handle a complete guideline, large

sets of patient records, and high-frequency measurements. Applications to large sets of

data are currently in progress.
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Abstract. We present GLARE, a domain-independent system for acquiring, 
representing and executing clinical guidelines (GL). GLARE is characterized by 
the adoption of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques in the definition and 
implementation of the system. First of all, a high-level and user-friendly 
knowledge representation language has been designed. Second, a user-friendly 
acquisition tool, which provides expert physicians with various forms of help,  has 
been implemented. Third, a tool for executing GL on a specific patient has been 
made available. At all the levels above, advanced AI techniques have been 
exploited, in order to enhance flexibility and user-friendliness and to provide 
decision support. Specifically, this chapter focuses on the methods we have 
developed in order to cope with (i) automatic resource-based adaptation of  GL, 
(ii) representation and reasoning about temporal constraints in GL, (iii) decision 
making support, and (iv) model-based verification. We stress that, although we 
have devised such techniques within the GLARE project, they are mostly system-
independent, so that they might be applied to other guideline management systems. 

Keywords. Representation, Acquisition, Consistent checking, Execution, Decision 
Support, Verification 

Introduction 

Clinical guidelines (GL) represent the current understanding of the best clinical 
practice, and are now one of the most central areas of research in Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) in medicine and in medical decision making. GL play different roles in the clinical 
process: for example, they can be used to support physicians in the treatment of 
diseases, or for critiquing, for evaluation, and for education purposes. Many different 
systems and projects have been developed in recent years in order to realise computer-
assisted management of GL (see, e.g., the collections [1, 2, 3] and the comparisons in 
[4]; moreover, several approaches are described in this book).  

Our contribution to this research area is represented by GLARE (Guideline 
Acquisition, Representation and Execution), a domain-independent prototypical system 
to acquire, represent and execute GL, which has been built starting from 1997 in a 
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cooperation with Azienda Ospedaliera San Giovanni Battista in Turin, one of the 
largest hospitals in Italy [5]. In this chapter, we overview some of the main features of 
GLARE, with specific focus on the adoption of advanced AI techniques. A more 
detailed treatment of the different topics can be found in the referenced publications 
about GLARE. After a sketchy description of the architecture (Section 1) and basic 
features (Section 2) of our system, we show how the adoption of AI techniques 
provides relevant advantages in GLARE, as regards resource-based contextualization 
(Section 3), treatment of temporal constraints (Section 4), decision-making support 
(Section 5) and model-based verification (Section 6). It is important to emphasize that, 
although we focus on GLARE, all of the methodologies discussed in Sections 3-6 are 
system independent, so that they could also be applied to other GL management 
systems in the literature. 

1. Architecture of GLARE 

The core of GLARE (see box on the left of Figure 1) is based on a modular 
architecture. CG_KRM (Clinical Guidelines Knowledge Representation Manager) is 
the main module of the system: it manages the internal representation of GL, and 
operates as a domain-independent and task-independent knowledge server for the other 
modules; moreover it permanently stores the acquired GL in a dedicated Clinical 
Guidelines Database (CG-DB). The Clinical Guidelines Acquisition Manager 
(CG_AM) provides expert-physicians with a user-friendly graphical interface to 
introduce the GL into the CG_KRM and describe them. It may interact with four 
databases: the Pharmacological DB, storing a structured list of drugs and their costs; 
the Resources DB, listing the resources that are available in a given hospital (it is 
therefore used to represent the context-dependent version of a GL); the ICD DB, 
containing an international coding system of diseases; the Clinical DB, providing a 
“standard” terminology to be used when building a new GL, and storing the 
descriptions and the set of possible values of clinical findings.  

The execution module (CG-EM) executes a GL for a specific patient, considering 
the patient’s data (retrieved from the Patient DB). The schema of the Patient DB 
mirrors the schema of the Clinical DB. Therefore, the inter-action with the Clinical DB 
during the acquisition phase makes it possible to automatically retrieve data from the 
Patient DB at execution time. CG-EM stores the execution status in another DB (CG 
Instances) and interacts with the user-physician via a graphical interface (CG-IM).  

GLARE’s architecture is open: new modules and functionalities can be easily 
added to the system if\when necessary. In the latest years, we have added new modules 
and\or methodologies in order to cope with  automatic resource-based contextualization 
(ADAPT module), temporal reasoning (TR), decision making support 
(DECIDE_HELP), and model-based verification (VERIFY). While all the 
methodologies to cope with the above issues have been widely addressed (see sections 
3-6), not all the prototypical software modules have been implemented yet. However, 
we envision a modular architecture, in which all such modules will be loosely coupled 
with the core of GLARE, as shown in the right part of Figure 1. 
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2. GLARE: Basic Features 

In this section, we briefly summarize some of the basic features of GLARE (a 
detailed description is provided in [5]). 

Figure 1. Architecture of GLARE. Rectangles represent computation modules, and ovals represents 
data/knowledge bases. The left box contains the “core” of GLARE, while additional modules in the right of 
the figure depict advanced AI support for several tasks. 

Representation formalism. In the GLARE project, a GL is represented through 
the set of actions composing it. We distinguish between atomic and composite actions.
Atomic actions can be regarded as elementary steps in a GL, in the sense that they do 
not need a further decomposition into sub-actions to be executed. Composite actions 
are composed by other actions (atomic or composite). Four different types of atomic 
actions can be distinguished in GLARE: work actions, query actions, decisions and 
conclusions. Work actions are atomic actions which must be executed at a given point 
of the GL, and can be described in terms of a set of attributes, such as name, (textual) 
description, cost, time, resources, goals. Query actions are requests of information, that 
can be obtained from the outside world (physicians, Databases, knowledge bases). 
Decision actions are specific types of actions embodying the criteria which can be used 
to select from alternative paths in a GL. In particular, diagnostic decisions are 
represented as an open set of triples <diagnosis, parameter, score> (where, in turn, a 
parameter is a triple <data, attribute, value>), plus a threshold to be compared with the 
different diagnoses’ scores. On the other hand, therapeutic decisions are based on a 
pre-defined set of parameters: effectiveness, cost, side-effects, compliance, duration. 
Finally, conclusions represent the output of a decision process (for instance, assuming a 
given diagnostic hypothesis is a typical conclusion of a diagnostic decision action).  
Composite actions are defined in terms of their components, via the “has-part” relation 
(this supports for top-down refinement in the description of GL). Control relations
establish which actions might be executed next and in what order. We distinguish 
among at least four different control relations: sequence, constrained, alternative and 
repetition. In particular, repetition might require complex descriptions, possibly 
including maximum and minimum duration, frequency, periodicity, exit conditions. 
The description of sequences usually involves the definition of the minimum and 
maximum delay between actions. Complex temporal constraints between actions (e.g., 
overlaps, during) can be specified using constrained control relations. 

Acquisition. GLARE’s acquisition module (CG-AM in Figure 1) provides expert-
physicians with a user-friendly and easy-to-use tool for acquiring GL. In order to 
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achieve these goals, we have implemented: (i) a graphical interface, which supports 
primitives for drawing the control information within the GL, and ad hoc windows to 
acquire the internal properties of the objects; (ii) facilities for browsing the GL; (iii) an 
“intelligent” help and consistency checking. 

Specifically,  the  acquisition tool  provides  an “intelligent”  interface  supporting 
expert physicians in the acquisition of a  consistent  GL,  relying  on different forms of 
consistency  checking,  including  name  and  range  checking,  logical design  criteria 
checks,  and semantics checks concerning the consistency of temporal constraints in the 
GL (see Section 4 and [6]).  

Execution. A dedicated module has been developed in order to support the 
execution of a GL on a specific patient, adopting the “agenda technique” (see [5]). In 
order to support physicians’ decision making, the execution engine has been loosely 
coupled with a decision-making facility (DECIDE-HELP in Figure 1; see Section 5). 

Testing. We have already tested our prototype acquisition and representation 
system considering different domains, including bladder cancer, reflux esophagitis, 
heart failure, and ischemic stroke. The acquisition of a clinical guideline using GLARE 
was reasonably fast (e.g., the acquisition of the guideline on heart failure required 3 
days). In all the tests, our representation formalism proved to be expressive enough to 
cover the clinical algorithms. While such implementations have been successfully 
tested by some physicians, they have not been used yet in a  real clinical setting. 

3. Resource-based Contextualization of GL 

Contextualization is an essential step to introduce a in the clinical practice. 
Actually, one of the most relevant obstacles to the exploitation and dissemination of 
GL is the gap between the generality of GL themselves (as defined, e.g., by specialists’ 
committees) and the peculiarities of the specific contexts of application. 

GLARE provides a facility to adapt GL on the basis of the resources available in a 
given context (see also [7]). In GLARE’s representation formalism, the resources 
needed by each action of the GL are explicitly declared. This means that a check can be 
performed in order to prune the branches of the GL that cannot be executed because of 
resources unavailability. In fact, a GL describes a set of alternative paths among which 
the physicians can choose during the diagnostic/therapeutic process. Pruning non-
executable alternative branches brings out with a context-dependent GL, that describes 
all and only those actions that respect the original meaning of the general input GL, and 
that can actually be executed in the given context (since the required resources are 
available).

GLARE contextualization algorithm is based on the notion of legal path.
Informally, we define a legal path in a GL as a path from the starting action to an 
ending action such that all the resources needed by (the actions in) the path are 
available. An action belongs to a legal path if: 

it does not require  unavailable resources and  

it is the last node of a path or, alternatively,  there is at least one action that 
follows it which belongs to a legal path. 

Intuitively, the algorithm we have devised navigates the hierarchical graph formed 
by GLARE’s actions looking for legal paths, and substituting with a proper warning 
signal paths that are not legal (see [7] for more details). 
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4. Representing and Reasoning with Temporal Constraints in GL 

Temporal constraints play a fundamental role in GL. For example, temporal 
indeterminacy, constraints about duration, delays between actions and periodic 
repetitions of actions are essential in order to cope with clinical therapies. Furthermore, 
it is also necessary to carefully take into account the (implicit) temporal constraints 
derived from the hierarchical decomposition of actions into their components and from 
the control flow of actions in the GL. Moreover, also the (constraints describing the)  
execution times of actions concerning a specific GL execution might be taken into 
account. In summary, to cope with temporal constraints in GL, the following features 
have to be supported:  

1. qualitative and quantitative constraints, as well as repeated/periodic events; all 
types of constraints may be imprecise and/or partially defined; 

2. a structured representation of complex events (in terms of part-of relations), to 
deal with structured descriptions of the domain knowledge; 

3. the distinction between classes of actions (e.g. an action in a general GL) and 
instances of such actions (e.g., the specific execution of an action in a GL); 

4. the consistency of the temporal constraints between classes and instances. 
This involves dealing with the inheritance of constraints (from classes to 
instances) and with the predictive role of constraints between classes. 

Obviously, the interplay between issues 1-4 needs to be dealt with, too.  
A complete automatic treatment of temporal constraints involves – besides the 

design of an expressive representation formalism – also the development of correct 
and complete temporal reasoning algorithms operating on them. Moreover, the trade-
off between expressiveness and computational complexity must be considered, if one 
aims to develop polynomial-time and complete algorithms [8]. Few works in the area of 
GL have deeply analyzed this topic so far; furthermore, despite the large amount of 
works in the AI temporal reasoning community (see, e.g., the survey in [8]), no 
approach covers all the phenomena (1-4) above. 

4.1. Temporal Reasoning in GLARE 

We have provided a high-level language to represent the different types of 
temporal constraints discussed above. In order to devise proper and efficient temporal 
reasoning algorithms, we have also provided an internal representation formalism, into 
which the high-level temporal formalism can be easily mapped (in linear time).
Specifically, we introduced the notion of STP-tree [9], which extends “standard” STP 
(Simple Temporal Formalism [10]) to cope also with repeated and periodic actions. 
The temporal reasoning algorithms we have devised operate on such an extended 
internal formalism, and propagate the temporal constraints to check their consistency. 
We have defined two basic temporal-reasoning algorithms: 

1. STP_tree_consistency, that checks the consistency of the constraints in a STP-
tree;

2. IntegratedConsistency, that, given a consistent STP-tree (representing the 
constraints in a GL) and an additional STP (representing the time of the 
executed actions, when the GL has been applied to one or more specific 
patients), propagates the constraints in order to check whether the execution-
times are consistent with the temporal constraints in the GL. 
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Both algorithms are correct and complete, and operate in polynomial time on the 
number of actions [9].

4.2.  Temporal Reasoning for Clinical GL: Applications and Advantages 

During acquisition, an automated consistency-checking facility is important to 
check the temporal consistency of the GL. Such a facility can be provided through a 
call to the STP_tree_consistency algorithm, which can be advocated at any stage during 
the acquisition of a GL, so that incremental consistency checking is also possible.  

During execution, our IntegratedConsistency algorithm can be used as the core of 
a user-oriented approach providing temporal facilities to user-physicians, as follows: 

a) For scheduling purposes, it may be used to provide a facility to assess when the 
next actions have to be performed, given the constraints in the whole GL and 
given the time when the last actions in the GL have been executed.  

b) From the point of view of quality evaluation/assessment, it may be used to 
provide a facility to check whether the temporal constraints in the GL have been 
respected or not by the instances of actions that have been executed (considering 
also partial – i.e., ongoing – executions).  

c) In order to support decision making, it might be used in order to provide a 
(temporal) query-answering facility.  

d) Still considering decision making, temporal reasoning can be profitably coupled 
with “simulation” computer-based facilities to see the temporal consequences of 
choosing among different alternative paths in a GL. 

5. Decision Making Support 

Decision making is a central issue in clinical practice. In particular, supporting 
therapy selection is a critical objective to be achieved. Consider that, when executing a 
GL on a given patient, a physician can be faced with a choice among different 
therapeutic alternatives, and identifying the most suitable one is often not 
straightforward. Actually in several situations no alternative is really “better” than the 
others, from a strictly clinical viewpoint, and GL are only meant to present all the range 
of choices, leaving to the user the responsibility of selecting the “right” one.  

In clinical practice, various selection parameters (such as the costs and 
effectiveness of the different procedures) are sometimes available when executing a GL, 
but the task of comparing and balancing them is typically left to the physician. A 
system able to automatize the comparison and to provide quantitative results would be 
of great help in several real world situations.  

Decision theory seems a natural candidate as a methodology for affording this 
analysis; to this hand, we have realized a mapping between the GL representation 
primitives, and decision theory concepts (see [11] for details), and we are 
implementing a decision theory tool for supporting therapy selection in GLARE. 

In short, in a well-formed GL, a decision action is always preceded by a query 
action (see Section 2), that is adopted to collect all the patient’s parameters necessary 
(and sufficient) for taking the decision itself (here we refer in particular to therapeutic 
decisions: in the GL context, as a matter of fact, a diagnostic decision only allows to 
classify the disease the patient is suffering from, and simply preludes to a therapeutic 
decision among suitable alternatives to care the patient herself). Each decision is 
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therefore based on an (explicit or implicit) data collection completed at decision time, 
and does not depend on the previous history of the patient (i.e. on previous data 
collections and on previous decisions found along the path that leads to the decision at 
hand). We can thus say that the GL describes a first-order Markov model, since each 
time a query action is implemented, the patient’s situation is completely re-assessed, 
and an (explicit or implicit) query action is always found before a decision action. This 
observation justifies the mapping of GL primitives to the field of decision theory, and 
in particular allows us to represent a GL as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), which 
has been recognized as a basic representation framework for dynamic decision making 
under uncertainty. Note that Markov models have been widely used in the last decades 
in medical decision making, and represent nowadays a well-understood instrument to 
cope with time-dependent medical decision problems [12].  

In particular, it is straightforward to define the concept of state as the set of 
patient’s parameters that are normally measured for taking decisions and for assessing 
therapy outcomes. On the other hand, we consider work actions as the means to 
produce state transitions, since they are the only actions with a potential effect on the 
state variables. The utility of reaching a state can be evaluated in terms of life 
expectancy, corrected by Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALYs) [13]. We can derive the 
utility of a state from the medical literature, as we do for obtaining the probability of 
state transitions. Note that, for those medical fields in which the medical literature does 
not provide these numbers, it is reasonable to expect this information to be available in 
the near future. As a matter of fact, the increasing exploitation of Hospital Information 
Systems and of computerized GL management tools will allow for the collection of 
large amounts of clinical practice data, on which it will be easy to draw statistics, at 
least at the local level. Costs can be interpreted as monetary expenses: each work action 
will have a price. Additionally, costs can also be evaluated in terms of the time and the 
resources required to complete work actions (see [14]).  

On the basis of these preliminary mapping considerations, which are general 
enough to be easily applied within any of the systems for the computerized 
management of GL described in the literature, we are implementing a decision theory 
facility in GLARE. In our approach, the MDP describing the GL is represented 
resorting to a dynamic decision network [15], a choice that allows one to explicitly take 
advantage of conditional independencies from the modeling viewpoint. In particular, an 
earlier version of GLARE already embedded a facility able to calculate costs, time and 
resources  required  to  complete  paths in a GL (see Section 4; details can be found in 
[14]); the decision theory support can be seen as an extension of that work. In 
particular, the GLARE decision theory facility will enable the user: (1) to identify the 
optimal policy, and (2) to calculate the expected utility along a path, by exploiting 
classical powerful dynamic programming algorithms.  

6. GL Verification through Model-checking Techniques 

The general methodology we propose is to exploit the capabilities of a model 
checker by loosely integrating with it a GL system (see Figure 1). Such a loose 
integration can be provided by defining a module for the automatic translation of any 
GL into the corresponding GL represented in the model-checker format. The translation 
of GL can be performed once-and-for-all a priori. After that, the model-checker can be 
used in a standard way in order to verify any property (that can be expressed in the 
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model-checker property language) on any of the GL. It is important to stress that the 
properties need not to be defined a-priori: the user can directly express a new property 
and ask the model-checker to verify it. 

On the other hand, in many current approaches, a specific “ad-hoc”  software 
module is used in order to check a class of properties about GL. In such approaches the 
user directly invokes the specialized module which has been devised in order to verify 
the property s\he is interested in. In  such a case, the properties to be checked must be 
fixed a-priori, and an ad-hoc module must have been devised for each one of them. 

Our methodology is advantageous with respect to “ad-hoc” approaches, since: 
1. it does not require the development of many different software modules (one 

for each class of properties): the translator is built once and for all, and after 
that any property can be checked on any GL; 

2. it is much more efficient: if a new class of properties needs to be verified, no 
intervention of programmers (to build a new software module) is required;  

3. it is more flexible. In the “ad-hoc” approaches, designers are called to foresee 
“a-priori” which are the classes of properties to be checked, in order to let 
programmers produce the proper software modules. On the other hand, in our 
approach, users can directly check any property (provided that it can be 
expressed in the language of the model-checker), also in an interactive way. 

6.1.  Representing GLARE GL Using Promela 

In order to instantiate the above methodology, we have loosely coupled GLARE [16] 
with the model checker SPIN [17]. SPIN is used in the verification of GL by modelling 
the GL and the agents interacting with it as a process in the Promela language. Promela 
allows a high level model of a distributed system to be defined  by modelling each 
agent in an extended pseudo C code, including synchronization primitives and message 
exchange primitives. SPIN automatically generates an optimized on-the-fly verification 
program from the high level specification of the system and it allows the verification of 
correctness claims that are specified as temporal logic formulas. 

The model of the system is described by specifying the following agents as 
Promela processes: the Guideline agent; the Physician agent; the Outside agent; the 
Database agent. The Physician agent is modelled as a nondeterministic process which 
interacts with the GL by evaluating the patient data, choosing among the different 
alternative feasible paths and deciding among the different “backtracking” alternatives 
in the case of action failure. The Outside agent, representing the outside world, 
provides up to date values for data (together with the time of their measurement) when 
they are not already available from the database. It also stores data in the database, 
executes work actions and reports about their success or failure. The Database agent 
models the behaviour of the patient database, allowing for data insertion and retrieval. 
The Guideline agent models the overall behaviour of the given GLARE GL. Each 
construct in the GL is mapped to a Promela statement or (for complex statements) to a 
Promela piece of code. For instance, each work action is mapped to a conditional 
statement in which the action preconditions are evaluated and, in the case they hold, the 
action is sent to the Outside agent for execution. The sequence relation and the 
concurrent relation are mapped to the sequence and to the parallel composition 
constructs in Promela. Decisions are mapped to a sequence of messages to inform the 
physician about the supported paths, followed by a selection construct which allows the 
selected path of the GL to be followed according to the physician decision. 
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In our implementation, the translation from a GL in GLARE to a Promela 
specification takes in input the GLARE description of the chosen GL and is 
implemented in Java  (using JDOM API)  using top-down recursive parsing. 

6.2.  Verification of GL Properties 

Our approach supports the verification of different types of properties about GL: 
1. Properties concerning a GL “per se”. One can check if the GL contains a 

path of actions satisfying a given set of properties (e.g., a path including 
actions X and Y, or a path in which no action of type X is executed); 

2. Properties of a GL in a given context. For instance, the model checker can 
prove whether there is or not a therapy for a patient affected by a given disease, 
in the case a specific set of resources is available (not available). 

3. Properties of a GL when applied to a specific patient. Provided that the 
model checker has in input all the data in the patient record, the feasibility of a 
given action or path of actions on the specific patient can be proved. 

4. Integrated verifications. Given the flexibility of the model checker, any 
combination of the above types of verification is feasible. 

7. Conclusions 

In the latest years, many approaches agreed that providing a semi-automatic 
treatment of GL is very advantageous, and that AI techniques can be fruitfully applied 
to achieve such a goal. In this paper we described the case of GLARE, showing its 
advanced AI features to cope with (i) automatic resource-based adaptation of  GL, (ii) 
representation and reasoning about temporal constraints in GL, (iii) decision making 
support, (iv) and model-based verification. 

It is worth remarking that GLARE is not the only project in which (at least some 
of) the issues (i-iv) above have been faced. For instance, among the most relevant 
related approaches we mention [18] as regards issue (i), [19, 20] as regards (ii), [21] as 
regards (iii), [22, 23, 24] as regards (iv). A technical analysis of the innovative 
contributions of GLARE’s approach with respect to such approaches in the literature is 
outside the goals of the present overview, and can be found in the referenced 
publications concerning GLARE. 

We think that such approaches, together with GLARE’s one and many others in 
the GL area we couldn’t mention for space constraints, substantiate our belief  that AI 
techniques, properly adapted and\or extended, can provide crucial advantages to the 
(semi-) automatic treatment of GLs. 
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Glossary

AGREE Instrument: A set of criteria for assessing the quality of clinical practice

guidelines, developed and validated by an international group of researchers and

guideline developers (the AGREE collaboration [2]).1

Caregiver: A person who takes care of a patient, in general a patient’s family member.

Clinical Decision Support Systems: Computer systems that support patient-specific

risk assessment, diagnosis and treatment planning decisions, encouraging compli-

ance with evidence-based or other standards of best practice.

Clinical Indicators: Clinical indicators give an indication of the quality of the patient

care delivered. Indicators can be divided in structure, process and outcome indi-

cators and ‘internal’ and ‘external’ indicators. The goal of internal indicators is

monitoring and improving care processes or professional performance within the

own organisation. External indicators are used for being accountable to govern-

ment institutions, health insurance companies or consumers about the quality of

care.

Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs): A standard definition is ‘systematically devel-

oped statements to assist practitioners and patient decisions about appropriate

health care for specific circumstances.’[4]

Completeness: An attribute of a logical system that is so constituted that a contradiction

arises if any proposition is introduced that cannot be derived from the axioms of

the system.

Compliance: Acting according to a guideline or a guideline recommendation.

Computer Interpretable Guidelines (CIGs): Formal representations of CPGs that can

be used to provide active support for improved effectiveness and safety of clinical

practice.

Consensus-Based Guideline: The most common form of guideline developed is agree-

ment among a group of experts. In the past consensus-based guidelines were de-

veloped, but currently is a shift to evidence-based guidelines.

Consistency: An attribute of a logical system that is so constituted that none of the

propositions deducible from the axioms contradict one another.

Critiquing Tool: A computer-based facility able to spot and analyse differences be-

tween the activities performed in real life (e.g., the actions performed by a physi-

cian) and the ‘ideal’ ones (e.g., the ones prescribed by a guideline).

Decision Support Tool: A computer-based facility that supports decision making activ-

ities.

Economical Outcome: The result of a medical action (or set of actions) on the eco-

nomical cost. Subjects incurring costs depend on the point of view of the analysis

(the society as a whole, the national healthcare system, the insurance company, the

patient, etc.).

1http://www.agreetrust.org/instrument.htm [accessed March 12, 2008]
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Explicit Evidence-Based Guideline: Developed as an evidence-based guideline, ‘...but

also projects the healthcare outcomes (benefits, harms, utilization, and costs) of

the change in practice on a defined population.’

Evidence-Based Guideline: Developed after the systematic retrieval and appraisal of

information from the literature. ‘They usually include strategies for describing the

strength of the evidence, and try to clearly separate opinions from evidence ...

they make statements not just about which of two treatment options is ‘better’, but

quantify the absolute differences in outcome, including both benefits and harms.’

Formal methods: Mathematical notation and techniques for specification, develop-

ment, and verification of a system.

Glyphs: They are basically composite graphical objects where different geometric and

visual attributes are used to encode multidimensional data structures in combina-

tion. A simple example of a glyph is an arrow whose visual attributes length, an-

gle, and color might be used to encode three different data attributes in a single

graphical object.2 ‘A glyph is a graphical object designed to convey multiple data

values.’ [12]

Guidelines (Institute of Medicine (IOM) definition): A widely used definition of guide-

lines is that of the Institute of Medicine (IOM): ‘Guidelines are systematically

developed statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate

healthcare for specific clinical circumstances.’ (IOM 1990)

Guidelines (‘Haamstede’ definition): ‘A guideline is a document with recommenda-

tions and instructions to assist the medical professional and the patient in decision

making, based on results of scientific research followed by discussion and expres-

sion of expert-opinions, to make effective and efficient medical practice explicit.’

[11]

Guidelines (NZ Guidelines Group (NZGG) definition): ‘Guidelines3 provide guid-

ance in decision making at each level of interaction; between health professional

and consumer, between purchaser and provider, and between ‘funder’ and ‘pur-

chaser’.’

Guidelines Adaptation: The activity of tailoring the guideline content to the character-

istics of the setting in which the guideline has to be applied. Basically, guideline

flow or actions can be modified, to some extent, to better fit local resources avail-

ability and/or cultural needs. A local adaptation of one or more guidelines are

often called (clinical) protocols.

Guideline Execution Engine: A computer program that interprets formalized clinical

guidelines, exchanges information with patient information systems and performs

actions towards users of these systems

Guidelines International Network (G-I-N): The Guidelines International Network4 is

a major international initiative involving guideline-developing organisations from

around the world. G-I-N seeks to improve the quality of health care by promoting

systematic development of clinical practice guidelines and their application into

practice [6].

2http://www.infovis-wiki.net/index.php?title=Glyph [accessed March 12, 2008]
3NZGG defines also different types of guidelines (http://www.nzgg.org.nz [accessed March 12, 2008])
4www.g-i-n.net [accessed March 12, 2008]
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Health Outcome: The result of a medical action (or set of actions) on the patient’s

health (survival, quality of life, etc).

Healthcare Professional: A person working in a clinical setting (physician, nurse, phys-

iotherapist, technician, etc.).

Implementation of Guidelines: Guideline implementation involves the concrete activ-

ities and interventions undertaken to turn policies into desired results. Various im-

plementation strategies encourage the successful uptake of guidelines and changes

in clinical practice.

Information Visualization (InfoVis): InfoVis is concerned with the development of in-

teractive visual representations of abstract, multidimensional data, information,

and knowledge to help users gain a deeper understanding of the contents of a do-

main by revealing, for example, new insights, previously unknown facts and re-

lationships, or providing explanations for complex situations [1]. InfoVis is the

communication of abstract data through the use of interactive visual interfaces [5].

‘The use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data

to amplify cognition.’[1]

Interaction: ‘Interaction between human and computer is at the heart of modern infor-

mation visualization and for a single overriding reason: the enormous benefit that

can accrue from being able to change one’s view of a corpus of data. Usually that

corpus is so large that no single all-inclusive view is likely to lead to insight. Those

who wish to acquire insight must explore, interactively, subsets of that corpus to

find their way towards the view that triggers an ‘a ha!’ experience.’ [9]5

Living Guidelines: Guidelines updated on a more continuous basis: living guidelines

are flexible, adaptable documents and present up-to-date and state-of-the-art

knowledge to practitioners.

Plan Management: It involves more than specifying a problem, generating a possible

solution path to reach a goal state from an initial state, and executing this solution

path. Plan management includes everything from designing a particular plan or a

hierarchy of plans to the real-world execution and evaluation of such plans [7].

Task Network Model (TNM): Hierarchical model of a clinical guideline plan as a net-

work of component tasks that are enacted over time; TNMs are typically based on

a standard repertoire of generic task models (e.g., plans, decisions, actions) which

are configured in a specific way for particular applications.

Temporal Abstraction (TA): The inferences needed in order to extract ‘high-level’

temporal patters from ‘low-level’ time-stamped data.

Temporal Constraints: Constraints on the time when facts holds and actions are ex-

ecuted; they can be roughly divided into qualitative constraints (e.g., constraints

on the relative order of two actions: action A before action B) and quantitative

constraints (i.e., constraints referring to the metric of time; e.g., action A lasts 5

minutes)

Temporal Constraint Propagation: The inferences needed in order to infer implicit

constraint from a given (explicit) set of temporal constraints.

Temporal Data: Refers to data, where changes over time or temporal aspects play a

central role or are of interest. ‘Temporal data is data that varies over time.’ [3]

5http://www.infovis-wiki.net/index.php?title=Interaction [accessed March 12, 2008]
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Temporal Indeterminacy: Indeterminacy on the time when facts holds and actions are

executed; Temporal indeterminacy occurs whenever the time when a fact holds (an

action occurs) is not exactly specified, at the lower level of granularity supported

by the system.

The GuideLine Implementability Appraisal (GLIA): GLIA is a tool for appraisal of

implementability of clinical guidelines, an instrument to identify obstacles to

guideline implementation.6

Timeline: ‘A timeline is a graphical or textual display of events in chronological order

and is the most used technique for interacting with time-linear visual information.

It also allows the user to explore relationships among historical events.’ [8]7

Verification: Proving or disproving correctness of systems (seen as guidelines and pro-

tocols).

Visual Exploration: ‘The aim pursued with visual exploration is to give an overview

of the data and to allow users to interactively browse through different portions of

the data. In this scenario users have no or only vague hypotheses about the data;

their aim is to find some. In this sense, visual exploration can be understood as

an undirected search for relevant information within the data. To support users in

the search process, a high degree of interactivity must be a key feature of visual

exploration techniques.’ [10]

Visual Mapping: It is a mapping between data aspects and visual variables, i.e., as-

signing specific visual characteristics to data attributes in order to facilitate visual

sense-making. E.g., the data value temperature might be mapped color.

Visual Variables: They are a specified set of modifications that can be applied to objects

in order to encode information. Examples are position, length, angle, slope, area,

volume, or color.

Visualization: A graphical representation of data or concepts, which is either an internal

construct of the mind or an external artifact supporting decision making.8

Workflow: ‘Automation of procedures where documents, information, or tasks are

passed between participants according to a defined set of rules to achieve an overall

business goal [Workflow Management Coalition]’.
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